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In this, the second Annual Report of the Archreological Survey of Nubia, will be found
collect~d a~d described the material discovered during the season of 1908-1909. The plan of
publication does not essentially differ from that adopted in the preceding Report. The
chronological sequence and the geographical distribution of the archooological remains will
be found together, while the catalogue of the contents of each cemetery and grave, preceded
by a general description of its site, wil~ be found printed in the latter part of the Report.
The actual record can thus be consulted apart from the historical or other deductions given
in the earlier sections, and it is hoped that this arrangement will facilitate an independent
examination of the material. In this latter section of the report, a considerable number
of drawings of groups of pottery occurring together have been added to afford the fulle8t
illustration of the contents of a..'1 many graves as possible. This has resulted in a reduction in
the number of references to pottery types, and, wherever practicable, a jar 01' bow I is described,
not as a type, but as resembling either another piece already drawn from the same cemetery,
or a photographed specimen reproduced in the coIlotype plates. While the multiplicity of
the types of Egyptian pottery in every period renders a long series of numbered typical
forms based on the material, form, or use of the vessels the only rational method of classification
tlte arrangement of the publications of this Survey into Annual Reports has rendered such
a method of treatment impracticable, except at the expense of repetition or laborious reference
from one volume to another. In the first Annual Report, the pottery was so divided into tYFegroups classified according to the period, shape and ware of the pieces dealt with. Each
group was furnished with a reference letter or letters, to indicate the period; a Roman numeral
to indicate the type of material; arid an Arabic numeral for the varieties of shape occurring
in the group, e.g., E.D. type VII 4. The type-groups were reproduced as line-drawings to
a scale of 1 : 10 and w-ere printed in the text. These type-groups were designed to afford
as complete an index as possible to the pottery found, and primarily to illustrate the classification worked out by pr. Reisner, even rare or specially decorated pieces being included.
In dealing with the pottery of this season, 1908-1909,one of two courses could have been adopted:
either the type-groups of the first Annual Report might have been reprinted for reference only,
or a fresh series drawn, from similar pieces found during the second season's work. Such a
series, however, could only have been numbered to correspond with that of 1907-1908, by
extending the numbering and omitting a large number of groups, owing to the non-occurrence
of certain types, and the addition of new ones. The greater number of illustrations of
complete tomb-groups is offered as some compensation for the loss of the more complete system
of the previous volume.
While each period will be found prefaced by a short summary of the chief historical relations
between Egypt and Nubia, and the bearing of thearchreological material on these relations
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the complete historical description of the country must, for the sake of completeness, await
the conclusion of the Survey. Meanwhile each Annual Report will be found, owing to the
somewhat unequal distribution of the archreological remains, to furnish an especially
large amount of evidence on certain periods. In the first Annual Report, the Pl'edynastic
and Early Dynastic periods were most largely represented and discussed. In this Report,
the more abundant remains of the C-group populations call for special attention, and a
eorrespondingly fuller treatment.
It is much to be regretted that Dr. Reisner was prevented by his work for Harvard
University which necessitated his absence in Syria, from himself writing this Report, which
deals with a season'swork for the success ofwhich he deserves the entire credit. The field-work,
with but a short interval, was conducted under his immediate supervision, a.nd J;1e was
able to examine personally even those sites of which he did not actually witness the excavation.
The record made was no less complete than that of the first year, and it is in the handling
rather than in the collection of the material that this Report will fall short of its predecessor.
Although Dr. Reisner's two Bulletins* of the season's work have been taken as the main
guide in the interpretation of the evidence, it is probable that many mistakes and omissions
will be detected which should not be attributed to him. In thlil connection it is hoped that
the record will be found sufficiently well presented to correct any such errors, and to vindicate
that portion of the work which was carried out under Dr. Reisner's supervision, and for
which he was more directly responsible.
For the complete analysis of the Nubian archreological material the reader is referred
to the first Annual Report, -and it must be remembered that the discoveries of 1908-1909
were available to confirm and illustrate Dr. Reisner's conclusions on the first season's work.
The aim of this Report is to present these later. discoveries and to point out into which
archreological groups they fall ac?ording to the analysis already mentioned, while leaving
the reader free to examine the record and draw his own and fuller conclusions. This record
is of necessity given with the greatest detail, for if archreology is to retain its place among
the exacter sciences, it will he rather through the patient collection and compari"lon of observed
facts than through the promulgation of brilliant or plausible theories. If, as sometimes happens
in early and obscure periods, archreology provides the only evidence available, the need for
a full and exact record becomes imperative, for the record has to take the place of the written
documents upon which the historian more often relics.
In this connection it must not be forgotten that the future work of the Archreological
Survey of Nubia will owe much to the initial impulse imparted to it by Dr. Reisner. It is still
indebted to him, not only for its special organization and trained workmen, but for a continuing
tradition of accurate and scientific research without which no inquiry of this nature can be
carried to a successful issue.
C.M.F.

* Bulletin No 3: Dealing with the work from October I to December 31, 1905; and Bulletin No. 4 ~ Dealing with the
""ark from January I to Maroh 31, 1909. Cairo, 1909.
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PART I..

nEPORT ON TIlE \VORI{ OF THE SEASON,
1908-1909.

CHAPTER I.

PROGRESS OF THE FIELD·WORK, 1908·1909.

The field-work of the Archreological Survey of Nubia was resumed on October 1. After
collecting and d~spatching workmen to Ginari and Kalabsha, and embarking the stores, the
dahabia attached to the expedition proceeded up the river against an exceptionally strong
flood, only reaching Kalabsha on October 8. Dr. Reisner, having organized the working
parties of the men, and given instructions with regard to the cemeteries in sight, returned to
Cairo to continue his work on the first Annual Report.
Work began simultaneously at Ginari and Kalabsha, and a party was detached to examine
. the east bank. The very large Christian cemeteries of Ginari and Taifa (55) had been cleared
and planned, but not fully recorded at the close of the 1907-1908 season, and certain alluvial
mounds in the wadi behind Ginari were as yet unexamined. The Survey, therefore, returned
to these places, completed the work on Cemetery 55, and opened the C-group and Early New
Empire cemeteries in the wadi.
On October 20, the anatomical examination of the human remains in these cemeteries
began, a certain number of the graves in Cemetery 55 being opened for this purpose.
On October 28, the expedition returned to Kalabsha to examine the work done in the
neighbourhood of the temples.
On November 2, the search for ancient sites began between Kalabsha and Dendur, but
the district, owing to the nature of the ground, proved very barren in archreological material,
Cemeteries 60 to 63 and the quay-wall and temple ruins at Abu Hor being the only places at
which any considerable amount of work was done. From Dendur to Moalla (Muallaga)
only small plundered cemeteries were met with (Nos. 64 to 67). The Survey remained at
Moalla until November 16, clearing and recording the cemeteries there (Nos. 68 to 71).
On November 17, work began on the site of Ged Husein, the first great centre of
population in ancient times south of Kalabsha.
Dr. Reisner returned from Cairo on December 16, and the work was carried on thence·
forward under his immediate direction.
The west bank south of Gerf Husein temple presented a continuous series of cemeteries
from the Middle Predynastic to the Latest Christian Period (Nos. 72 to 83). Shalub Batha
(No. 75) and the Byzantine fortified town of Sabagura were the only points on the east bank
in this section at which ancient remains were discovered by the Survey. This may be explained
by the amount of ground which has been cut to pieces by the modern population in the search
for sebakh, or for clay and hrematite for pottery making. PI. 54 a" b.
On the completion of the work in the Gerf Husein district, the excavation of the group
of Cemeteries 85 to 89 at Koshtamna was begun. TheEe, and the mud·brick forts at
:!
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Ikkur (Kuri) and the X-group cemetery (No. 92) at Aman Daud,on the east bank, occupied the
Survey until the close of the season.
The sites of Gerf Husein and Koshtamna provided fully three-fourths of the season's
work. Bulletin No. 3 deals with the general progress of the work up to Cemetery 80,
practically the last cemetery in the Gerf Husein district. Bulletin No. 4 is concerned with
Cemeteries 81 to 92, and Ikkur fort, almost all of which are comprised in the Koshtamna
section.
On March 24, the Survey returned to Shellal, and was occupied in the transfer of stmes
from the island of Hesa to a point just north of Dakka temple in readiness for the next year's
work.
The archreological material collected was packed and sent to Cairo, and a representative
selection of objects found during the two seasons' work was shown at the Geological Museum,
Cairo, during the session of the Archreological Congress in April, 1909.
The method of work was the same as that of the first year, and will be found fully described
on pp. 7 to 13 of the first Annual Report of this Survey. 1>r. D. E. Derry, assisted by
Mr. H. W. Beckett, collected and measured the anatomical material which has been briefly
described in Bulletins Nos. 3 and 4 but will be more fully treated in the Report dealingwith this
side of the work. Mr. 'V. H. Crosthwaite and Mr. G. 'V. Murray were in charge of the
topographical work and were assisted by Ahmed Effendi Abdullah.
The photographic work was carried out by Bedawi Ahmed and Mahmud Shaduf, assisted
by Bishari Mahfud and Salama Mahmud and their smaller helpers. Said Ahmed Said
was with the Survey a part of the time and is responsible for many of the photographic plates
of the mummies from Cemetery' 89, and for much useful work.
The general discipline and control of the workmen on the two banks of the river was in
charge of Abu el Hasan Osman and Mahmud Qenawi under the effective direction of their
head reis Mahmud Ahmed Said El Meyyet.
The archreological groups and terminology adopted by Dr. Reisner in the first volume
require no modification, and are here retained. For convenience of reference, however,
his classification into periods of the Nubian material is reprinted below from Bulletin No. 3.
Such synonyms or alternative definitions as may be found in this or in the AnatomicaJ Reports,
are inserted in square brackets.
1. Predynastic Period.*-The first Egyptian period, when Nubia was occupied by the
Egyptian race with the same culture as the Egyptians of the Same period in Egypt.
2. Early Dynastic Period.*-The second Egyptian period, when Nubia was st,ill occupied
by the Egyptians, but hardly keeping pace with the Egyptian culture of Egypt. A-group.
[Protodynastie period].
3. Old !{ingdom.-The first t period, characterized by pottery, slates and ornaments
not found in the same period in Egypt, but manifestly degenerated forms of the Earl:v Dynastic
period. B-group. [Old Nubian; Archaic Nubian ].
4. Middle Kingdom~-The second Nubian period, characterized by pottelT, mnulets and
.ornaments not found in Egypt except in the cemeteries of Nubian settlements in Egypt.

*
t

The Predyna.Htic and Ea.rly DynastiC periods are ~ometimes referred to collectively as the Archa.ic period.
The word Nubia.n is here used in its geographical 8enl<e. No connection can at present be esta.blished bE>tween the peoples
of the B· &nd C-grouJlll and the modern Nubian population which islinguistica.\ly and in part racially connected with the paga.n Nubas
of Kordofan. The identifica.tion of .the Nubas with the :,\e"Ai...-xl (who may possibly bE> tht> people of the X'group) is more
r.ert.in.
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On the other hand, some of the amulets, an occasional button seal or scarab seal, some of the
beads, the grave-types and burial-types, are not essentially diHerent from the material found
in graves of the Early Middle Empire at Naga ed Deir. C-group. [Middle Nubian ; Twelfth
Dynasty Nubian "pan-graves"].
5. New Empire.-The period of the revival of the Egyptian culture and the fresh infusion
of Egyptian blood. The period is characterized by Egyptian types of graves, burials, pottery
and funerary furniture, with a few extremely rare survivals of black-topped pottery, which
is, however, not identical with the C-group black-topped ware.
6. Ptolemaic-Roman Period.-Not diHering essentially, except in race, from the same
period in Egypt. 300 H.C. to 200 A.D.
7. Byzantine-Pagan Period.-1Vith characteristic un-Egyptian types of graves, burials
and pottery. 200 to 600 A. D.* X-group.
8. Ohristian Period.-Not differing e~sentially, except in race, from the same period ill
Egypt. 500 to 1100 A.D. [Coptic].
9. 1l:1os1em Period.-About UOO A.D. to the present day.
Plans II, Ill, IV, and V show the geographical position of the ancient sites, while the
table printed on page 4: gives the relative distribution of population at each place at
different periods as indicated by the cemeteries examined.

... 600 A. D. w0uld appMr to btl about a century too late for the close of thl' X.group period.

(C. 111. F.)
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CHAPTER

n.

THE PREDYNASTIC AND EARLY DYNASTIC PERIODS. LOWER NUBIA OCCUPIED
BY THE EGYPTIAN RACE.
Dynasties I and 11.
The great centres of the Predynastic and even of the Early Dynastic cultures must have
bp('11 comprised in that part of the Nile Valley which lies between the 25th and 28th parallels
of north latitude. The presence of a section of the population in Nubia in the narrowest
part of the river valley, hemmed in by granite cliffs 01' sandstone deserts, and affording but
little shelter for game and less opportunity for cultivation, can be explained in but two ways: either the remains found are those of settlers left behind in the northward progress of the
main hody of their people, or they represent the furthest expansion southwards of the race
already long settled in Egypt. The somewhat retarded charadeI' of the Egyptian culture
in Nubia makes the latter hypothesis more probable, and we have at present no evidence to
show that the prehistoric populations of Egypt reached the country by way of the Xubian
section of the Nile Valley. * It is fairly certain that we arc here dealing with those small
outlying communities settled on the frontiers of the Egyptian territory, over which King
ZOSP]' is traditionally representeel as ruling at the beginning of the Third Dynasty.
The transfer of political power towards the north of Egypt in the early rart of the Old
Kingdom, would tend more all<l more to i~olate these southem colonies, and to render their
position on the confines of their country increasingly dangerous. Scarcely participating in
the great advances of culture which mark the First Dynasty, these settlements must have
declined, whilst emigration to the more prosperous and better faYoured land of Egypt and
the calling up of all the available resources of the race which the great. architectural and
engineering works of the early dynasties entailed woulll begin the process which the immigration
of more primitiye races from the south was destined to finish.
The culture of Xubia in this period was Egyptian, and it is interesting to note that since
the country was unable to share in the cultural advances which mark the First Dynasty in
.

__

..

_----

• The trBdition of the ancient Egyptians theIllSl>h'es was that they cOllle originally from the south, froUl a land called Punt.
Plll',t was the country to which, in the histol"ical pel"iod, expedition" were sent to obtain the prodncts of tropical Africa-gold, ivory
and spi"e, 8kins of leopards and logs of el,oll.Y. TI". coontl"y, which prodllccd these things, could be rt>ached 1>,'" the ,ea 01' I>y
t.he :'\i1.l" and it Illost. tlwl"!'for... hav{' hccn sitnat!',1 in or ah(lut northern 01" centml Abyssinia and tl>e Somali ('oa~t lands. The
situation of the Ri"cl' of Punt. in the olOuth (If whi,·h thc ;.hip;; of Quecn Hatshepsut {·a,,\. anl'llOr, i" uncertain; it m'l,'" Le onc of
many "treanl.' whit·h eotl'1" or "llOul,1 ('nter the Indian Ol'l'an to the north of Capc Gnardafui or thl' gulfs of ,lihuti 01" Zula.
Thc linc of migl"ation northward tow,ml, the :'\ile Yalley of a people inhabiting thi;; region would paes through districts which
are at the prc'sent day inhabited by Haloiti" tl"ibes tho Hadendowa, the Eishari, and the Abal>rln whose physical type appears to
he not wry different frolll that of the Pred,yno);;tie Egyptians.
Thl' :'\il", after reel,i'-ing its last trihutary, the AtLara. tllrns to tht' west. and pa;;se;; Ihrough thl' ('ataract region, d"...C'ribing an
immpn~t> donl>l(' ellrve lik" the letter S. before entering Eliypt.
The ('au",', of th" migl'lltion nOl'thward of the neolithic mce whn wcrc nfterwanls to be"ome Egyptians are llnkllown.
In all
probahility they po...,..e,,,>,] 1I ..:ck, and hNds and Illay ha"e moved northwards in search of pa,ture or tll avoid the attacks of diseasehpa-ring flies, wild animal .. or ~egl'O race". On reaching the rainless zone north of the Athara. t.he migl':ltion would be checked thl'ough
t he insufficiency of water or pastllr,·. .-\ C'prtain se"lion wOllld, howc,'er, pu.,h on, following t lat· l':lre pool_ of water in Ihe Eastern
Tlesl'l't amI wOllld reach th" ~iJe "alley at points bl'lween latitlldes 23° and :26°~. The way OIJ('C known, olhers could follow,
ilnd the banks of the "pppr ":gyptian :'\ile became ,·(llllpletely colonized. Ineid('ntally, th"t i"timate knowledge of the "sefnl
"IllI ornamental l'ocks Hnd mineral .. of the Ea4ern Desert was aC'l"ired, which was turned to .. uch wonderful account during the
"ady "entul'ies of Egyptian ,·ivilization.
Only nne other mOV0l1ll'nt of popolation IowaI'd, Egypt from the 'outh ,CClnti 10 ha\"(, tnk~n plill'C in ..ady times-that of the
early ('.group race whose rPlllains arc found in Lower Nubia. This people does not apppal' tll ha,-e entered Egypt except in small
nlllllber" appal'ently in the illtpr,al betwcc'n the )Iiddle Kingdom and the :'\ew Empire and aftpr Iheir civilization in Nubia was
d('stroyed by the sonthern ('ampaigns of the kings of the Twelfth Dynasty. It must be left to the archreological examination of
Upper Nubia to decide whether this race (whose cnltllre and physical type seelll only variations of that of the Prehistoric
Egyptians) are akin to their predece"'or; or, like the modern :'\llbians, are a mixture of some Hamitic race with t-he black
l')plllntionp of Darfllr or Kordofan.
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Egypt, tilt' transition between the Late Predynastic <l11<1 the Earl~' Dynastic periods is almost
imperceptihle. Preuynastic and Early Dynastic pottcr.\' are found in the same gran'. and
the inferpnce is that Nubia, from its geographical position, was unable to keep pal'(' with
the rapicll~' developing civilization of Egypt. Even in the Early Dynastic period, special
local types of pottery were prouuced to replace those which conditions or taste had alr(,<.1(ly
rendered oh.,olete in Egypt. * The Predynastic type of culture lingered on in Nubia long after
it was extinct in the north and for. thi:3 reason, the remains of the two periods will be examined
together, but such graves as appear to be more definitely Predynastic will be described as
such.
GEOGRAPHICAL DI8TRIBL:TIO~ A~D DE:SCRIPTIO~ OF THE CE~IETERIES OF THE PREDYXASTIC
AXD EARLY

Dyx ASTIC

PERIODS.

Wadi AI,iad (Cemetery fj5), Farayalla (Cemetery 7()) and Sham! cl Din Togog (Cemctery 71).
There were isolated burials of the Early Dynastic period at Wadi Abiad and Faragalla,
no doubt the only surviving graves of considerable cemeteries. The traces of a cemetery of
some size was found on the top of an ancient alluvial mud bank on the south side of the walli
at Sharaf el Din Togog, but the graves were much denuded and entirely plulHll>tt·ll.
Potsherds of the thin red- or orange-painted black ware with red-pa.inted hnskt'(-pnttt'l'lls
occurred here with hard pink potsherd.,; of the large jars of type. . .
Gcr! Iluscin (Fagirdio).

Cemetery 73.

Plan8 Fr and XII.

Plate 6 b.

The first archaic cemetery of any size to be located was dug in an ancient, alluvial Illud
bank capped with sand at the mouth of the large side valley, one kilometre south of Ged
Husein temple. The cemetery was much plundered and damageu by sebakh-digging. The
older grayc;; exhibited typical hard pink pottery, together with rectangular slate or oval
white quartz palettes.
Grave 22 is perhaps the be.'lt preserved example. The red-polished black-lllonthed
ware and the thin pebble-polished bow Is of smooth coarse red ware have already displaced
much of the pottery which would be found in a grave of this period in Egypt. Figs. j(j. ;)7.
Tht> cemetery is that of a poor community about to be merged in the N Ilbian peoples
who han'. indeed, continued to use the mound as a burying-place until want of room COlllpelll>d rllf'1ll to form the great C-group (11idllle Xubian) ('emetery 7:2/:200 to thr north. III the
plan accompanying the detailed cle:;cription of the temrtery, the c.:-group grdn~ ha\-e II('en
distingllished from those of the Early Dynastic period. The later archaic graves appear to
form a transition between the Early Dynastic period and the B-grollp, and exhibit the poverty
and degradation which immediately preceded the first Xubian period.
The fragile nature of the osseous remains prevented a sa.tisfactory series of anatomical
measurements being taken. It could, ho",'ever, be established that the Egyptian phy~ical
type pl>rsisted long enough to influence even the early C-group graves at the eastern extremity
of t hl' cemeten'.

GedeJ.·ol (Gelf Husein).

Cell/fieri/ 1'6.

Plans II'. XI alld XIII.

Plate 9 {,.

Th:' next cemdery of these periods occul'l'l'Cl in ancient allU\'ial mud banks on the south
side of a khor just beyond the modern yillage of Gedekol.
The earliest graves, "Nos. 59, 60, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 112, 125, 133, belong to the Late
• In t.his connection, \'. G. A. REISXER: "The Early Dynastic Cellleteril'''; of ~llga ed Del'," Part 1. Hearst Egyptian Expedition.
vniver.ity of California, Egyptian Series, Yol. H, pp. J 3:?, 133; where the eoseulial coutiuuity of the Predynastic and Protodynast;c
culture ;, established and the influcnce of the manufacture of stone vesscls on the hand-made pottery is discussed.
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Predynastic period, and even these contain un-Egyptian pot-forms which are found in the
A-group (Early Dynastic) in Nubia. The pottery in question is the thin red-polished blackmouthed ware, evidently a local degeneration of the red-polished black-topped ware of the
Predynastic period. PI. 44 a, 1-6.
A good apparent contrast is afforded by grans 133 and 134. Figs. bl-84. The latter
grave eontains pottery of the hard pink variety in a rectangular grave, while the former has
large jars of a smooth coarse red-brown ware in an oval grave, which appear earlier. Jar
133: 1 has, however, a pot-mark of the hieroglyphic form Ka which, taken in conjunction with the rough pebble palette, might make this grave rather later than it \HllIld seem
to be at first sight.
The majority of these earlier graves occur together at the southern end of the cemetery,*
and of the three graves at the north end, classed with them, two, Nos. 112 (Figs. 76,77) and 133,
lllay be assigned to the transition between the Late Predynastic and the Early Dynastic periods.
The remainder of the graves are perhaps all Early Dynastic, and are grouped around
the central part of the cemetery, occupied by the late(graves of the B- and C-groups. In
gran 139, Fig. 8:\ should be noticed an ivory hawk amulet of fine work, found in conjunction
with a degenerate and broken double bird palette. PI. 37 a, 18. Grave 143 contained a jar
decorated with an incised drawing of a man apparently dancing. Figs. 88, 89. PI. 43 b. 1.
Mediq (Ger! Husein).

Cemetery 78.

Plans IV and XI.

Cemeter,v 78 i~ remarkable for the close aggregation of the graves on a small mud mound
at the mouth of a side valley at Mediq, four kilometres to the south of Gerf Husein temple.
The cemetery had been com~
pletely plundered. The graves
were of a singularly uniform
typc, circular, of beehive
section, and mud-plastered
internall~·. A group of representatin' pottery recovered
from the debri:-; shows that the
cemetery can be assigned to the
Late Predynastic period. Fig. I.
The large squat decorated sidehandled jars, PI. 43 a, .1 are
!.';,,-. !.
perhaps the finpst examples of
the type discovered by the Survey, and would point to the cemetery having been one of
importance. It may be regarded perhaps as of earlier <late than Cemetery 79 immediately
to the south of it, this cemetery having been £ormec1 when Cemetery 78 became overcrowded.
The cemeter~- is interesting as showing that the circular beehive section grave was a typical
form of the Late Predynastic period. Grave Xo. 10 was a cache or deposit of potter~·.

4llediq (Gerj Husein).

Cemetery 79.

Plans IV, Xl and XIV.

Plate 12 a.

Cemetery 79, just to the south of Cemetery 78, appears to be a large continuous buryingground, possibly from the Middle Predynastic to the close of the Early Dynastic period
immediately preceding the B-group. The great majority of the graves may; however, be
a""ignctl to the Early Dynastic period. The Predyna"tic grans are, with only three
• A gr.aY8 ('ontaining only reJ.-puli.,hcd b1.1l'k-llH.Hltlled ware "lay be a 1"J(JI" g!'!tY(' of either

()f

the two period..: in
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exceptions, grouped along the desert edge of the cemetery, and are contained in the northern
half of the mud bank. Of the three isolated graves, two are on the desert edge, one (No. 97)
occurring alone in the middle of a number of later graves. The graves which are classified as
Predynastic are numbered in heavier underlined type on the cemetery plan.
LATE OR TRANSITIONAL.

Among these graves, the following may be especially noticed :Grave. 3. Side-handled jar with pattern of ostriches painted in red. Figs. 98, 99.
Pis. 14 a, and 43 Cl, 5.
"
11. Pottery types. Figs. 100, 101. PI. 43 Cl, 4.
"
66. Earlier burial, decorated pottery 66: 1. Figs. 107, 108. PIs. 12 b, 43 Cl, 7,
44 b, 3.
"
80. Red-polished black-mouthed jar with pot-mark.
"
97. Pottery types. Figs. 115, 116. PIs. 14 C, 43 a, 2, 45 b, 1.
" 138. Pottery types. Figs. 122, 123.
" 139. Pottery types. Fig. 124.
" 142. Red-polished black-mouthed pot 142: 2, of transition type. Fig. 125.
PI. 43 a, 6.
0' 144. Red-polished black-topped pot 144: I, of transition type.
" 160. Pottery group and green-glaze seal cylinder. Figs. 130, 131. PI. 37 Cl, 2.
" 165. Red-polished black-topped pot 165: 5, of transition type. Figs. 132, 133.
" 166. Pottery group. Figs. 134-137. PI. 14 cl, e.
" 168. Transition red-polished black-topped pottery 168: 2. PI. 44 Cl, 2.
" 170. Pottery group red-polished black-topped ware, associated with red-polished
black-mouthed types. Figs. 138, 139.
An examination of the pottery will reveal the following peculiarities :(i). The red-polished black-mouthed ware is fonnel in association 'with the well-made
Predynastic and red-polished black-topped ware.
(ii). The transition types of the red-polished black-topped to red-polished blackmouthed ware are carefully made, and often exhibit the milled brim.
The Early Dynastic burials are chiefly remarkable for the occurrence in the large
rectangular grtwes of the thin painted basket-pattern pottery, and a revival of the \'Cry Early
Predynastic ware decorated with incised patterns. PI. 46 Cl, b, c.
These large gr1ives occupy the front edge of the cemetery facing the ri\'Cr, and from the
objects discovered in them (e.g. Grave 88,Fig. Ill), contained the. burials of important persons
who would choose good positions for their graves where the superstructures could show to
the best advantage. Unfortunately, these gmves had suffered most from plundering or
seba7ch-digging. Graws 48 (Fig. 106), 49 and 122 contained pottery with identical pot-marks.
Grave 135 (Figs. 119, 120, PI. 14 f) contained a remarkable group of pottery, chiefly bowls,
and is probably a family burial-place of the better class of the decadent period which marks
the close of the Early Dynastic period. It has apparently been intruded on a rectangular
grave. Grave 147 contained a pot with a curious incised drawing of an animal entering a
trap or drinking from a river. Fig. 129.
There are two examples of the Bull's Head amulet in a hard dark green stone, 79 : 76
and 79 : 117, PI. 37 a, 16, 17, and animal amulets (frog and hawk) in a soft \v hite translucent
stone \vith the burial of a child (79: 35). PI. 37 a, 15.
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Several graves, e.g., 79; 31, 79; 52, 79: 73, retain the sanustone covermg slabs with
which they were originally closed. Figs. 102, ] 03.
Mediq (Gerf Husein).

Plans V, XI and XV.

For a few metres south of Cemetery 79, the mud bank is interrupted; where it recomnwnces, it contained a few graves which would appear to be assignable to the Predynastic
period on the evidence of the pottery; but a few are possibly as late as the B-group, and. ,IS
in Cemetery 79, the transition forms of the red-polished blad:Aoppeel ware occur side by side
with both the reel-polished black-mouthed ware and the typical Predynastic pieces, e.g., 80 : 1:3.
1,2.3,4. Figs. 146, 147. The poor graves contain only red-polished black-mouthed bow b;
and howls of the thin smooth coarse red ware, which perhaps represents the cheapest ,\lId
least elaborate type of pottery manufactme at this period. The rather high proportion of
the red-polishell black-topped pieces gi\'es this small groUJl or gravC'~, a rallwr earlier appearance than is perhaps really the case.
11oshtamna.

Cemeler!! 89.

Plans V, XV and XVII.

Plate 21.

The northernmost division of this large mixed cemetel'.'" contained a fe\v burials of the
Early Dynastic period, all plundered. The graves fmnishecl a few fragments of the fine thin
basket-pattern ware and the incised ware. The remainder of the archaic grin-cs in the cellletery, scattered among the Ptolemaic graves along the crest of the lllud bank, were all Earl~'
Dynastic, in spite of the occurrence of objects which in Egypt wouldl)e considered Predynustic
(89 ; 647, slate). PI. 45 C, 1 (89; 768, flint knife), PI. .38 a, 9. The association in both these
cases of the objects in question with effective copper implements and somewhat late pottery,
in graves of the pit and side-chamber type, would imlicate that tlw palette allll knife are in
this ease to he regarded as survivals of the culture of the preceding period.
In grave 89 : 683, Fig. 171, \vere two fine pieces of incised pottery of the later (Earl~'
D,\'nastic) type. PI. 46 C, 5, associated with a pear-shaped mace-head and an ivory hairpin,
PI. 38 d, 9, but the grave in question contained three burials of which one, B, is probabl~
intrusive and may be considerably later.
lkkur (Kuri).

Cemeteries.')O and 91.

Plan

r.

Cemeteries 90 and 91 were of the Early Dynastic period. with a fe'" Late Predynastic
gra ves. These twc cemeteries had already been examined b~' Professor J. Garstang in 1900.
Aman Daud.

Cemelery 9:2.

Plalls l'

filiI!

X I X.

A few denuded and plundered graves of the latest Prec1ynHstic to the Early Dynastic
period. The bUl'ials had been disturbed 1))' denudation, amI 1).\' the graves of the X-group
cemetery which later occupied this site.
TYPES OF POTTERY PEceLIAR TO ~ l'BIA IK THE E,U<LY nYKM'TIC PERIOD.

In the Predynastic period, S ubia drew its supplies of pottery ftUiil Egypt or copied Egypti<m contemporary designs. The red-polished black-topped \Y<lres and the pieces bearing
drawings of boats, etc., are so identical in style with exalllples of the same period in Egypt
that we are justifled in assuming that they were impOl'ted from ;,ome centre of pottery
industry, where the fine quality of the clay, ~lbundallt fuel, allll a flxed commUluty of potters
would tend to produce very uniform kinds of ware, which, from the very fact that it was
produced at a few centres, would be subject to abrupt changes of ;,;tyle rather than a gradual
development. Such a centre of pottery manufacture would at once respond to a demand
;;
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for different types of \"essel necessitated by cultural or economic changes. Dr. Reisner has
pointed out what was the effect of the manufacture of stone vessels in the Early Dynastic
period upon the production of hand-made pottery for funerary purposes.
As Nubia began to fall hehind Egypt culturally, her inhabitants would appear to have
continued the bnrial-customf> of the Predynastic period, and to have imported the latest form.s
of the Predynastic' ]Jotter.'- at ;\ time perhaps when they were no longe'l' in demand for this
purpose in Egypt itself. As the connection between the two countries grew less. and the
Egyptian element. in the population of ~uhia began to disappear. it hecame no longer profitable
to make old-fashionE'c1 potter~- to meet the demands of the small scattered eOl1lmunities in
this part of the Nile Yflll('~-. This being the case, it is not surprising to di:-;('uwr that in the
Protodynastic period, a considerable variety of local types of pottery were used to supplement,
and, in the poort'r graves to rt'place the imported funerary vessels: The first efforts of the
Nubian potter appear to have·been inspired by the red-polished black-topped wart' of the
Middle Predynastic period, and so far as the materials at his command permitted, he succeeded
fairly well. The strong sense of form and the technical quality shown in the early blacktopped ware is, however, wanting in the Nubian pottery, consisting, as it does, with rare
exceptions, of a Illonotonons series of bow Is, of which the solitary merit is the lightness
and thinness of the ware. PI. 44 a. The main differences between the two styles are
enumerated helow :~Vllbiail

Jlater£al.
Firing.

Colour.

black-mouthed wares.

Snnd,- ~ile lllud mL'Xed with tibn
(chopped straw).
('onducted with cl small or rapidly
burning quantity of fuel, the shallow resulting layer of ashes causing
at most a narrow black stain
around the mouth of the pot.
A thin wash of hrematite of poor
quality and somewhat light in
colour, fairly well polished.
Lip of vessel left plain or milled.

Egypt'ian blacJ.·-topped wares.
Nile mud and finer clays with little
or no admixture of straw.
Abundant fuel, and in consequence a
deep lustrous black band of black
around the month of the pot (',onsisting of reduced hremfitite.
A deep purple or cherry red hrematite
coating with a fine uniform polish.

Lip of vessel often finished with a
delicately made ~brim or moulding.
Black and somew hat coarse grained.
Red and black :md compact.
Fracture.
Extremely thin: broken and riveted
Thickness and thinness distributed
Thickness.
according to the structural revessels common. Cracks due to
firing frequently met with.
quirements of eaeh piece.
The poorer graves of the Protodynastic period in Nubia generally contain two or more
bow Is of the above type, or of the sanie ware lightly baked and unpainted, the surface being
lightly pebble-smoothed. This ware is described as thin smooth coarse ware, and probably
only differs from the red-polished ware in the degree of finish bestowed upon it.
The impression that the Nubian potter was wanting in skill is removed when the finer
pieces of his red-polished black-mouthed ware are examined. The carefully executed pieces
deposited in the better dass of Protodynasticgraves are extraordinarily well-made, the thinness
of the pottery being especially noteworthy. The ware has a fine black fracttu'e, imd since the
interior is black-polished, only the thin hrematite coating retains its orangt' or red colotu'.
The very finest pieces of this ware are decorated with hatched patterns applied in a darker
colour to the light red ground of the vessel. The black mouth has occasionally been removed
with a saw, as if the decorator felt that his red patterns would not show to advantage on a
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disC'olomed ~urface. The brim of t.he vessel may, howeyer: ha\"e been trimmed to remove
_all edge which had become chipped by use.
PI. 46 a, b.
This renwrka ble type of pottery seems to be confined to the large rectangular graves
which would appear to be the burials of the wealthier members of a community, which was
contempoI<ll·.'· with the First Egyptian Dynasty.
AnothE'r t:"pe of pottery may be noticed, not only a::; being peculiarly Nubiun, but as
t.he possible <tllCestor of those wares with incised or impressed ,...-hite-filled patterns w hith ,11'0
so characteristic of the ('-group period. Although only a dozen pieces were discovered in the
course of ,) whole season's work, all these occmred in cemeteries which did not contain a
single ('-group burial. This Early Dynastic incised ware resembles the C-group pottery with
a somewhat "iluilar st.de of decoration in that the patterns arc .made lip of dots illlpre;:';:H"'d ill
the wet cb:- with a comb or pointed stick (which is also the method clllplOYNl on till' Endy
PredYllastic incised W,11'(>S), and also of the simple incised hatching ,,"hich is one of the chief
characteristic:,; of the ('-group decoration. The ware is red, black 01' brown, ,md has ,1 gooll
polish, PI. 46 c. There is also an unpolished red or brown ware with inci:·;eu (but llut
white-filled) patterns. Fig. 114, 1. PI. 44 b, ri. 7,

By the B-grollJl pE'riod the introduction of Egyptian form,,; has cea,,;ecl, awl rot tel,'" l'yen
of local manufacture is rarely deposited in the grayE'. There is nothing, howcwr, to suggest
the finely made decorated pottery of the succeeding period. As has been already lloticed, there
are certain pieccs of incised pottery of the Predynastic periml in N 1I bia \\" hie h :';Cl:'lIl to lw \"e
some conneetioll in point of style with the C-group fabrics, but it is possible that this lntter
system of Ol'll<lnlentiltion had its source in the patterns \vith \vhich haskets are often uecoratetl,
and is therefore of independent origin, The primitive cha.racter of the pottery ornament is
very striking, and its smlden occurrence in the hands of a peoplt' of homogeneous physical
type is ns relwlrkalJle as the appearance of the Early Prcdynastic pottery and culture in Egypt
itself, The h:'potheslli at oncE' },resents itself that the PrE'(lplastic race and the C-group hayc
some cultumI conncction which must have been formed outsitle of both ER'"pt and Xubi,l.
The regions where the Hamitic and the Negro races are found in contact at the present day
seems as likely <lS any to have been the hOllle of such a culture, Thus, one section of the
Hamitic race may have travelletl northwards from the Etba\"(~ to found the Predynastic
colonies of l:"pper Eg:"pt, while another, after two thousand :"e,us or morc of contact with
the Negro peoples of the Sudan and the southern Libyans migraterl to Nubia, perhaps by
,,"ay of the ~ile Yalley.
The close of the Early Dynastic period is abrupt, and quite \Yellmarhd, although some
transition lllay be observed between the poor ciJ.'cular gI<n'es of the period and those of the
B-group, The Egyptian types of pottery suddenly come to an end; e\"en the highly finished
types special to the country in this period disappear. The COll1111l111ities have not only ceased to
adntllce: but have retrograded. Among other causes, the invasion of Sneferu, * if a:,; successful
as it i<; recorded to have been, must have dealt a heavy blow to the material prosperity of the
country. The infusion of ~egro blood which now becomes so well marked, could only act
as a further bar to progress and as a check to initiative. \Yhen, after a period of stagnatiou,
something approaching a culture reappears, its peculiar and non-Egyptian character are
evidences that the country has receiYed a fresh impulse, of which the nature and results
merit a special examination.
.. '
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CHAPTER lIT.

THE DECLINE OF EGYPTIAN INFLUENCE AND THE RISE
OF THE NUBIAN CULTURE.
The B= and C=Groups, Dynasties III to XII.

The race which is found in ~ubia after the close of the Eady Dynastic period is already
of a markedl:- negroid type with a certain number of true Negroes. A description of this
t:"pe is giYen by Dr. Elliot SlIlitli in Bulletin No. 3 (Anatomical Section), pp. 21-27, based
on tIlt' fiplrl observations of Dr. Deny. The conclusion there presented is that the Archaic
Xubian (B-group) popuLltion was a hybrid of NegTo and Egyptian :-:tocks, which bad time
in the interyal which separc1tecl the Third and Twelfth Egyptian Dynasties, to evolve the very
homogent'olls ph,\"sical type which is found in the graves of the C-group [Middle Nubian]
population. Xo doubt the (l('clillP of cultme observable in the B-group is due to a fusion between
the lower strata of tIlt' Earl.v Dynastic people with Negro slaves. But while the B-group
cult'ure ·i" Cl deYJ'aded form of that of the Archaic 1Jcriod it does not seem to have an:- very dose
connection with that of the C-group. The most noticeable feat me is the almost complete
absence of pottery in the gravf', and the fe\v pieces found are local and non-Eg~'ptian in
character. Dr. Reisner, in the first Annual Report, has contrasted the buria.l-customs of this
period with those of the Prellynastic and Early Dynastic periods (A-group), ancl has pointed
out. that, while some connection between the two groups is traceable, the separation between
Egypt and ~ubia is complete, and the beginnings of a local culture have come into existence.
THE B-GRO"Cl' PERIOD.

The B-group burials are never very numerous, and it is not always eas,'- to distinguish
them from the poor graves of the latf'r part of the Early Dynastic period. The hody is
generally, but by no means nniversall:-. contracted on the left side, and is deposited in rather
i'lhallow circular or oval or narrow reetangnlnr pits, with, as might be expected from the burial
position and grave-form, no ver,\- fixed ideas with regard to orientation. The skeleton is
usually found lying on and covered with goatskins, but occasionally matting is employed as
a substitute. The graves contain nothing beyond a few beads and shell bracelets, with
sometimes a pebble palette and a little mabchite in a leather bag. The pottery is confined
to one or two small bowls of a thin coarse red ware, lightly pebble-burnished and apparently
of local manufacture. The ,U'ch,pological conclusions relative to the B-group are well confirmed
by the facts of history. The expedition of Snefcl'U against the Xegroes in the Third Dynasty
must have proved a serious c.heck to the prosperity of the country, but, whatever its immediate
success may have been, the Egyptian frontier was not thereby advanced beyond the First

-1::Cataract. In the Sixth Dynasty, both L pper and Lower); llbia are recognized as independent
by Egypt, and such expeditions or raids as were made to the south of Elephantine were undertaken for the purposes of trade or the enlistment of recruits, or rather mercenaries, for the
Egyptian armies. Records of the two most remarkable efforts of this kind are preserved in the
biographical inscription of Uni, now in the Cairo Museum, and in that of Her-khuf from his
tornb at Aswan. which give an account of the difficulties attending such expeditions in the
reign of King Mernere. The autonomous and non-Egyptian character of ~nbia is quite
eviflent from these biographies. That the local chiefs should bring gifts and acknowledge,
however vagnel~-, the suzerainty of the Pharaoh, and that an expedition should retnrn in safety
with wood 01' stone. were the greatest boasts an Egyptian official could make. The premature
conqul'st and consequent throwing back of a country, the inhabitants of which were so useful
as soldiers and merchants, could only have resulted in the loss of that trade with the south
which had to pas,;; through Nubia on its way northwards to Egypt.
(h~OGRAPHICAL DrsTRIBrTION AXD DESCRIPTlOX OF CEMETERIE'=.

The remains of the B-group period are fonnd scattered. at various points,
the edge of larger and earlier cemeteries, or in small isolated groups.

]UwrN'u,qdi.

Cemetery 69/100.

III

patches at

Plans V, FIll and IX.

_\. 8ingle isolated grave and a few plundered burials.

Gal JI,!.~('i/l.

('I;lJIelcry 73.

Plan8 IV, X and XIII.

The later archaic gra,-es are of the character of this period,
in sand, nUlllberell 3 to 6 andllO to ll4.
Gede1.'ol (Ocr!

lI/l,',,~in).

Cemeteries 77} 1 and 77/100.

:1."

are also the i:.;oli'lted burials

Plans I V, XI ((nd XIII.

Figs. .92-95.

These circular graves belong to the transition period between the Early Dynastic and
B-gronp. T11('1'C \.,.as an absence of C-group potsherds in this patch of bmials, but in grave
77 : 1 only a fe\\" metres away, incised pottery occmred in conjunction with circular and oval
graves.
Med1.q (Oer! Husein).

Cemete'ries 79 and 80.

Plans IV, V, XI and XV.

A few of the later graves on the edge of these cemeteries must be of this period, as also
the numerous shallow circular gran:,; ,,"hich are scattered among the Early Dynastic burials.

.Medtq (Gaf IJusein), to ](oshtamila.

Plans F and XVII.

Cemeteries 82, 83, 85, 86, 88, contained a few graves of this period. In Cemet.ery 87,
certain circular gm ,"es which were already dug on the site before the C-group cemeter~r was
formed, are of this elate. Fig. 164.
THE ('-GROUP PERIOD.

While the B-group may b(' regaffled as the first Kubian period, it is not to be compared
in size or importance with either the A- or the C-groups, nor does it even constitute a cultmal
transition. The B-group culture is that of the Eflrly D~rnflstic type, but in the last st.age of
degradation. The condition of the cOlmtry, owing to isolation from Egypt, had reached a
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very low ('bb, perhaps the lowest in its history, anll it is not surprising to find it suddenly
displaced b:", or incorporated in a ne,,, and vigorous barbal'ie civilization which is very
obviously southern in its origin, and is in no way related to that of contemporary Egypt.
It would appear that there was a considerable influx from the south of a slightly negroid
population which brought with it a peculiar culture and art which has very marked affinities
with that of Predynastic Egypt in its earliest stage. It would almost appear that a second
immigration of the southern Hamitic element of the Egyptian population was taking place,
but that in the interval between the Early Predynastic period and the Sixth Dynasty, this
element had retained perhaps in its original home its primitive cultme, but had somewhat
changed in physical characteristics by contact with ~egl'o races. * The analogy between
the Early Predynastic pottery and that of the C-group is yery noticeable, since in each the
pottery is either red-polished and black-topped, or is decorated with incised patterns. A
description of the pottery of the period will be found on pages 19-21.
The :'!ldden appearance of the C-group culture would then seem to imply a sudden
occupation of this part of the Nile Valley at some time between the Old and the Middle
Kingdoms by a race who, for some cause, had been compelled to leave their original homc.
It is, however, always possible that a direct connection and sequence ma.'" be cstablished
Ldween the late Early Dynastic and the C-group periods, and that the latter culture is of
indigenous development and not introduced, but at this stage of the inquiry the evidence
would certainly seem insufficient to support such an hypothesis. The occurrence of lwl-polishecl
black-mouthed pottery and inciseu wares in the Early Dynastic graves of Nubia is, howe\'e1',
extremely significant, and may point to some cultural connection between these two pel'iolls
which are in point of time so widely separated. Some such connection may be traced in
comparing the grave-types in such cemeteries as 77/100 (late Early Dynastie) with 77/1
(('-group), but the material was in this case too mcagre and in too damaged n condition to
warrant the fullest inferences being drawn frolll it. The two patches of graws are. howe\'er,
interesting, as showing that under similar circu!llHtam'eH in two different periods the ('xl'l·dient \\' its
adopted of covering the mouth of a grave with a stone vault or cairn.
In this cemetery (77/1, 77/100), the grayes were llug, not in the alluvial mud. as is u;-;ually
the case in Nubia, but in the desert itself, the ground selected being one of those beds of hard
white c1<1.'- which occur in la~"ers in tht sandstone, and which arc nlUch utilizl'll h.," both
seMaHiil and potters ;It the pre;-;ent da:". The weathering away of the s;1l)dstone ka\'es
the:'ic beds exposed or ('o,"ere<1 with a loose In:'er of san(l and gravel held np b.'" fragments of
the weathered rock.
The shallowness of the clay strata in the case in fluestion made the excavation of deep
graves impossible, and it was found necessary for the adequate protection of the bmial from
the loose upper layers of gravel and from the depredations of animals, to continue the grave
courses upwards by coYCring it with a low dome of stonework (Fig. 94), composed of circular
mrbelled courses, somew hat analogous to the mud-brick corbel vaults of the Protou,Ynastic
period in Egypt. In the burial of chilclren, a large jar of a peculiar type buriccl in tIll' sand
ser\'ed the double purpose of grave and coffin. Fig. 7S.
In less carefully constructed examples, the corbelled vault degenerates into Cl simple
cairn, the stones jammed by their own weight being supported over the month of the gran.
• The possibility that the C-group race is due to a mixture between a Harnitic stock (which terllllllight include the south-eastern
Libyans) and negroid races snch as inhabit Western Abyssinia, Darfur anu Koruofan to-day, is introduced here only as th.. working
hypothesis most in accordanee with the very few aseertained facts.
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It is this type of superstructure w hieh

I:·mployed III those gm yes in Cemetery 7i' 1,
the puttery of which is only assignable to the C-gronp.
In Cemetery 87, the stone cairns surround and covei· the deep narrow graves of the period,
but their unfitness and instability as a means of protecting the pits, led to the graves being
separately clofiel} with sandstone slabs (Fig. 158) as in the Early Dynastic period, and the cairn
becomes a circular superstructure at the foot of which the funerary offerings might be plaeed. *
Towards the close of the C-group period, especially when the burials were made in loose
soil. or were those of the poorer sections of the community, the tendency was to revert to an
ova 101' circular type of grave (Cemeteries 58 and 6)). It is usually these graves w hidl are found
in cUllnection with burials of the early ~ew Empire, and it is noteworthy that at this period the
art of making the finer incised pottery has declined, and even the bowls of red-polished blaektopped w<'Ire are reduced to the dimensions of models. It is these later burials which may
Le compared with the" pan-graves" of Egypt, some of which appear to be as late as the
~ew Empire. They represent the last phase of the Xubian culture about to disappear for
eYe!' under Egyptian influence.
IS

GEOGlUPHICAL DISTRIBl'TIOK AND DESCRIPTION OF CE~lETERlE:-:.

ainari.

Cemetery 58.

Plans I I and VI.

Plates 3 a, .( a-j.

The first eemetery discovered this season furnished material confirming the lowest date
assigned to the ('-group by Dr. Reisner last year. On the alluvial knolls at Ginari were two
pakhes of graws of the C-group (Cemetery 58). The one nearer the river contained burials
in sand of the ('-group people, for although the snperstructures were no longer in existcnce,
and the outline of the graves had been destroyed, the numerous C-gI'oup potsherds, slllall
ornaments and heads accompanying the burials, leave no doubt as to their character.t
Three h\llHlred metres to the Wt~st was another patch of graves of similar type, 58/100,
whose existeI1l:e seems to have been already forgotten b~' the time of the Seventeenth Dynasty.
It is the grayes of this dynasty which seem to afford an indication of the lower date of the
C-gronp. The community of the Seventeenth Dynasty, when it came to bury its dead,
selected the alluvial knoll in question, whose graves lie apart from the graves of the C-group
except in one case where a circular grave of C-gI'oup type has been cut through by a Seventeenth
Dynasty burial. Next, possibly for this reason, it withdrew to the north-east extremity of
the knoll, and continued to dig its graves in a soil which was free from previous interments.
The early character and special significance of this cemetery will be found more fully
described in Chapter V llealing with the New Empire; it is sufficient for the moment to 110te
the fact that in the Seventeenth Dynasty the Nubian race was being, or had been, replaced
by Egyptian colonists who were perhaps intermarrying with the local population.
Shamj el Din Togog.

Cemetery 71.

Plan IV.

~_ Contained a single intact burial of C-group type, and a number o~ empty graves.

JJool1a (..l1.uallaga).

Cemetery 68.

Plans IV, VIII and IX.

Was another mixed cemetery, the separation of the C-group and New Empire graves
continuing to be welt marked, the New Empire graves occupying the north-eastern part:of
the alluvial bank and lying at right angles to those of the C-group.
-----------

*

---

While the above was in the press, the Survey had already encollllten·d graves of this period closed with well·built.llllld-l>riek
vaults and covered with large circular cairns of loose stones. (Cemetery 1(1).
_ t CemaW.1 101 ( 8 _ 1909-1910) has afforded sOllle further evidell('c as to the eharadpr of the later C·group l.HIriak
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Khor Nugd-i.

Cemetery 69.

Plans IV, VIII and IX.

Traces of the superstructures of -the C-group graves were found here for the first time
this season. In the main patch of graves, the New Empire burials are grouped together at
the south end of the cemetery.
Fagirdib.

Plans I r, X and XI I.

Cemetery 72.

Plate 5 b.

Here, in the Gerf Husein district, was found the first large C-group cemetery, but in
a condition which rendered its examination very difficult. There was hardly a grave which
had not been torn to pieces, and the whole area was strewn with potsherds from the vessels
placed outside the superstructures. The list of objects found will be given in the section
dealing with the contents of the cemeteries.
Ger! Husein.

Cemetery 7S.

Plans IV, X and XIII.

Plate 6b.

A few of the graves at the edge of the cemetery were of the C-group, and appear inllnediately to succeed the B-group graves. The superstructures were not preserved.
Gedekol (Ger! Husein).

Ce-metery I' J/500.

Plans IV and XI.

A small cemetery, much damaged by sebakh-digging. PI. 42' a, b.
F;ome of the graves in Cemetery 76 are of thi<; period, but they appear to be later than
those in Cemetery 73.
Gedekol South (Gal Husein).

Cenwtery 77/1.

Transition, late Early Dynastic to C-groilp.
Mediq South (Oer! Huse'in).

Pla-ns IV, Xl and XIII.

(B-group q.r.. p. 13).

CemctCI'iC8 S I and 83.

Plan

r.

Two small patches of graves. There were some indications at Cemetery 81 of a C-group
settlement, a quantity of typical potsherds being found associated with rubble house walls
built under and against rocks bearing drawings of oxen. PI. 18 a.
]{UshtUJlllla.

Cemetery SI.

Plaus

r

wal XVII.

Plates 15·20.

Is the best preserved collection of graves of this period hitherto met with. It is dug
in an ancient alluvial mud bank, originally about two metres thick, resting on the sandstone,
A great extent of this mud bank has been cleared away by sebakh-cligging, and the preservation
of the remainder with the graves in it is due to the fact that the stone superstructures held
up a mass of blown sand and rendered the removal of the earth very laborious. In addition to
thi"! very many of the graves had been plundered, probably by sebbakhin, but even so, the
cemetery was in 3. condition to furnish the largest body of evidence yet obtained upon
the Imrial-custollls of the second and most important Nubian period.
For the first time, the typical pottery was found in position outside the :mpen;tnwture.s,
and although it seemed at first that the vessels had been removed from the graves by plunderers, the fact that they rested on the original surface of the cemetery and were almost always
deposited at one uniform place-the local east 01' north-east side of the superstructurewould seem to prove conclusively that they were 1:1/ situ. One class of pottery, the large jars
of yellow ware (Z1'TS), could hardly bave been placed in the graves on account of their bulk

- 1,The cemetery must han become choked ""ith sand quite early, as a burial, Grave 54,*
ha:> been made through it, and this burial appears to be indistinguishable from others in the
cemetery. The offerings would have then become buried, and no longer liable to damage, and
would remain unaffected by any subsequent phUlderillg of the graves themselves.
The preservation of a cemetery of this type is always doubtful, for while the mud bank
attracts the sebbakhin, the superstructures afford a convenient quarry for building stone.
As it is, the whole edge of the cemetery has been removed bodily, leaving the graves surrounded
by a rim of soil whieh the stones of the superstructures have rendered difficult of removal
(Graves 89 and 158). PI. 53 a, b, c.
The superstructures are, on the whole, well preserved. Some of them have certainly
been depleted contemporaneously to build the superstruetures of the later graves. In the
cemetery catalogue, the number of courses of stone remaining is given in each case.
When the cemetery was formed, a few forgotten burials which are probably of the
B-group, were overlooked or destroyed. In one case, where the bmial was preserved, the
wall of a C-group superstructure is built right over it (Grave 96, Fig. 164). In two cases the
ei:ulier graves were utilized (Grave 117) or enlarged (Grave 136).
The contents of the graves themselves were limited 'to the body (sometimes clad in a leather
kilt or skirt), and the personal ornaments, bracelets, necklaces and rings and toilet articles,
copper mirrors and kohl shells, of the deceased. In the former class, the heavy armlets of
white stone (Grave 25), Fig. 157, PI. 22 d, and the bead girdles and kilts (Grave 66), Fig. 160,
PI. 20 e and t, are remarkable. The beads are of gold (electrum), cornelian, green-, bhu:kor blue-glaze, and white shell. Button seals and scarabs occur, the two examples of the
latter, although not found in position, being llndollbtecU~' of the period. Among personal
possessions mi:1~T be class('d the remarkable potter~- st('atopygotlS dolls found outside the
graves of children (graves 66 and 152). PI. 39 a, b.
As has been ah'eady noticed, the funerary pottery was not deposited in the grave, but
at the foot of the superstructure wall at the local east or north-east side, at the same point
•
at which the" chapel" of Grave 61 is built. Fig. 159. PI. 17 c.
In the later graves of the cemetery, small vessels are placed with the buriaL':>, perhaps in
imitation of the Egyptian custom, the influence of which is also noticeable in the orientatioll
of these later graves which are turned to the local north (20 0 north of east).
The orientation of the graves in the cemetery is wry uniform-to the local east (20"
east of south). The burial is nearly always contracted on the right side, with the hands before
the face. In one single case (Grave 16) the burial had been extended on the right side, heacllocal
north (20" north of east), but this was one of the later graves, probably influenced by Egyptian
burial-customs. It is noticeable also that these later graves are the only ones containing
animal burials.
Dr. Reisner, in Bulletin No. 4, has compared the material found in this cemetery with
that recorded by Professor Petrie and Mr. "Mace at Hou. For convenience of reference, it
is reprinted here:" These graves offer an opportunity for comparison with the Xubian graves (the so-calle(l
, pun-graves ') found by Pro£. Petrie and Mr. Mace at Hou, recorded in Diospolis parva, and
dated to the Twelfth to Thirteenth Dynasties. The HOll cemeteries containing these graves
• Grave 85, mentioned in the note at the foot of p. 10 of Bulletin ~o. ~. "'ems to haH' been it BOl'mal grave in the 1Illld
bllnk and to havo been left in its present state by the removal of the surrounding earth as ha' been the case with graves 87, W. :11.
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are lettered E, B, and X, and are rather widely separated. Cemetery E was between a Middle
Empire cemetery (M) and a series of settlements (F) supposed to be prehistoric, and contained
one Xubian grave among a few lVliddle Empire graves. Cemetery B, which was Predynastic,
had several shallow Nubian graves on the upper edge. Cemetery X is between a Sixth to
Eighteenth Dynasty cemetery (Y, YS), and a Twelfth Dynasty cemetery (W), re-used in the
Eighteenth Dynasty and again later. It is therefore clear that the Nubian graves at Hou
do not present a small compact cemetery of a single community confined to one short period
of time. Moreover, while all the material published in DioS1Jolis parm comes from Cemetery
X, and one grave in E, there is a considerable difference between the two groups of objects ;
and the possibility must be admitted that, while some of these graves may he dated to the
Twelfth to Thirteenth Dynasties, it is by no means certain that they all belong to that period.
Grave E 2 is certainly later, and some of the graves in X may be, I think, earlier. In
comparison with our Nubian graves, in the first place, the Hou graves are nearly all circular or
oval, and so apparently belong to the earlier C-group. On that ace-ount, the Hou graves are
to be compared with the Nubian graves of the late B- and early C-periods rather than with
the graves in Cemetery 87. * It is not surprising, therefore, that while the Hou graves present
the same type of burial contracted on the right side, the heads are turned to the west in the
few cases found.
" The wrappings of linen, goatskin and matting correspond with Cemetery Si, and the
whole ~ubian material; and the same is true of the other objects-beads, bead and she11work, baskets and grindstones. The deposits of pottery outside the graves correspond exactly
to the Nubian C-group graves, and especially to Cemetery 87 ; but the vessels themselves
present essential differences from the Nubian pottery found by the Survey. The forms of
Nubian jars corresponding to the jars in DioS7Jolis parva, Pls. XXXVIII to XXXIX, are of
different forms and apparently of different materials. The Hou jars are manifestly influenced
by the contemporary Egyptian pottery. The Nubian jars of Cemetery 87, appearing after
a series of isolated black-topped vessels, suggest Egyptian influence at first sight, and yet one
looks in vain through the publications of Egyptian material for their exact duplicates.t On
the other hand, some of the incised bowls at HOll (Diospolis parva, PI. XL), have their exact
duplicates in.Nubia.
"Finally, the Nubian graves contain a series of we11-polish~d black-mouthed; bowls,
incised red-polished black-mouthed bowls, and white-filled incised black-polished vessels not
represented at Hou. It is clear, then, that the only pottery which definitel!' connects the Hau
graves with Nubia are the coarse black-incised bowls. The community from whic:h these
burials came are thoroughly permeated with Egyptian influence, and may have been in Egypt
for a long period.
" Now Hou is not the only place where these Nubian-like graves have been found. Similar
pottery has been found in the Twelfth to Seventeenth Dynasty town site at Dcr-el-BaIlas,
by the Hearat Expedition; at Khizam; at Rifeh by Prof. Petrie (see Ri/eh, PIs. XXV to
XXVI), and elsewhere. A careful examination will probably show a very wide occurrence of
these graves; but, as they are very poor, their importance may easily have escaped attention.
In view of the wide distribution of the Nubian pottery in Egypt in this period and its subjection
to Egyptian influence, I would like to suggest as a basis for future investigation that the
• It is, however. often the ]n,t.est C.group gra\"es which are circular and oval. This will be found n,bundantly l'ro\'ed b.y the
material from Cemetery](lJ. See Archreological Survey of Xubin,. Report for I!lO!J·I!lIO. C.M.F.
t Possibly domcstic and not funerary Pottery was exportl'd to ~ubin frolll Egypt. C.l\f.F.
:t: Referred to throughout this report us .. black. topped, .. to contrast them with the black·mouthed vessels of the Early Dynastic
period. C.M.F.
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communities which produced it were wandering desert tribes of Nubian origin, living along the
edge of the cultivation much like the Ababde in Upper Egypt at the present time, and the
Bedawin in Lower Egypt. These tribes may have drifted in gradually, beginning in the
Old Empire."

C-GROCP POTTERY.

The C-group pottery may be conveniently divided into se,-en classes, arranged in order
of frequency of occurrence :Fig. 2. PI. 48 a.
Red-polished black-topped bowls with incised or impressed patterns or a combination
of both. PI. 46 d.
Rmall bowls of black-polished ware with incised patterns which are oft~n filled with
white pigment. PI. 40.
Xecked jars and howls of smooth coarse t'ibn-marked red or black ware, with or
without incised patterns. Figs. 3, 4. PI. 47 a, b.
Xecked water-bottles of thin hard white ware.
Large jars (zirs) of thin yellow or buff ware. Fig. 5. PI. 48 c.
Wheel-made vessel" of Egyptian types met with in the Middle Kingdom, and
imitations of these. Figs. 6,7. PI. 48 b.

1. Red-polished black-topped bowls.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

1. These bowls are well made, of fairly thick ware with the interior black-polished, and,

at the earlier and most floUl'ishing period of the C-group, are about 25 centimetres in diameter.
In later times, however, a diameter of from 5 to 10 centimetres is more common, such bowIs
being probably considered rather as models than as practicable
vessels. The ware has a black fracture and shows a con::iiderable
admixture of tibn. The polish is often extremely good, even
in specimens which have been exposed outside graves, while the
Fie[. ~.
interior black coating has sometimes an almost metallic lustre.
Owing to the depth of the black stain round the mouth of these bow Is the expression" blackt01Jped ': has been used to describe them and to distinguish them from the black-mouthed ware
of the Early Dynastic period.
2. The same bow I is oft,en decorated, the patterns being built up of lozenges and strips,
further relieved by a system of hatched lines. These patterns are repeated, ,-aried and
combined, and it is hoped, when time is available for the classification of the pottery ornament
of this period, that some development may be traceable. A characteristic decoration is a
border of onc or more rows of punched dots of triangular shape round the brimofa bow 1. Fig.29.
3. The small bow ls of black ware have similar patterns, and these are white-filled to allow
the design to show to advantage on the black ground. The white filling is only preserved in
the somewhat rare cases where the bowl was buried with the dead, and was not exposed
outside the superstructure. One example of this ware found by the Survey has a further
decoration of red-painted lozenges. PI. 39 I, 2. A similar piece is figured in colour in the
frontispiece to the Report on the Antiqwities 01 Lower Nubia, by A. E. P. Weigall.
4. The necked jars of smooth coarse red ware seem to have no connection with any type of
pottery in the preceding periods. They resemble the water-jars (bunna) used by the inhabitants
of the Blue Nile provincea at the present day. The C-group pieces are, however, very much
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smaller, and are possibly model;;;, as olle example of full size w as foun(~. The l,ortion of the
jar just below the neck is decorated with lozenges, zigzags, dots and parallellinc::;, while the
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bow Is of the ~aJ)}f' w:ue haw similar patterns round the brim, and are sometimes of eonsiderable
size. Miniatures of these occur in the later graves. PIs. 20 b, 39 e.
5, 6. On every site of the C-group period, a quantity of hard yellow or buff potsherds are
met with. These are the fragments of yerv large jars (zir8) of peculinl' form. The ware
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Fig. 5.

is singularly thin for the SIze of the vessel, and, in consequence, whole pieces arc not often
found.
The neeked water-bottles of hard cream 01' white ware, which are generally found in graves,
seem to belong to this class, the ware only differing in quality.
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7. Finally. ,1 certaiu Humber of u'heel-lIlade red pottery Yt'.-;se!::; OCl;ur ",hidl appear to be
11l\pnrt<ltions from Egypt, or copie" of Egyptian form::,. SilniLtr pottery is foulld in Egypt
from the Old KinglIom to the MilIdle Kingdom. '1'11(' ",are ; ; 14<>.\
if of tlw forms in Fig. H. is soft anll rpd-painted.
!'-~. /1
The lalt>st forms of the ('-group pottery ('on"ist of \ '-------'!
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th(> Ililllill1l1in howls of red-polished black-topped ware,
lllf'lltinned nhoyt:', with a few large coarsely im'ised howls
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uf tlw smooth coarse red or black ware. The red-polished black-topped howls do (,iTUr, but in
"er." rare cases, in ~ew Empire gran's in ,1:,:,.;ol:iati')ll with pottery
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local potter, for, with the close of lhe (,-group the (levelopment
of Nubian ceramics, for funeral'." purpose..;; at least, comes to an
end. The culminating point of the C-group civiliz;1tion must be
somewllf're towards the close of the Middle Killgdol1l, ur in the period
of anarchy which followed it. The military expeditions of the

Twelfth DYll;lsty may not ha\"e destroyed the national culture with the iudependt:'nce of
th.... eountry, but its survival could only be ensured by Xubia remaining l1lHli~turbed and
nncolonized by her powerful neighbour. The unrest of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth
Dynasties and the Hyksos dominion would only postpone the inevitable Egyptianization of
th~' COli 11 try, which took place under the early New Empire.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE TWO MUD=BRICK FORTS OF IKKUR (KUR, OR KURI).
Figs. 8, 9.

Plan XX.

Plates 33=36.

On the west bank about five kilometres north of Dakka temple is a square enclosure of high
ruined mud-brick walls called Ikkur, Kur, or Kuri by the neighbouring Nubian population.
It has been repeatedly visited and examined, but no very detailed accounts of it have been
published. In 1900 it was examined by Professor Garstang.* The latest description of it
which has been published appears to be in the Report on the Antiquities of Lower Nubia by
A. E. P. Weigall, Chief Inspector of the Antiquities of Upper Egypt.
The condition of the fort is perhaps better than might have been expected. Its position,
about midway behveen the two centres of population at Koshtamna and Dakka, has rendered
it little liable to damage at the hands of sebbakhin or others; weathering, changes of temperature
and sand erosion are now as they have been in the past, the chief agencies in its destruction.
The excavation of the site revealed the existence of two systems of fortification. An
inner fort with round bastions surrounded by a deep trench, and an outer fort of quite another
type consisting of high square walls protected by a wide ditch on the outer side.
The inner system must be earlier than the high walls which surround it, as these latter
cross the trench and are actually built over the counterscarps of the bastions on the northeast side. It is impossible to say how much earlier this inner fort may be. Taking the outer
walls as being of the Twelfth to Seventeenth Dynasties, the system of bastions may belong to
the Old Kingdom.t It is more than probable that, as early as the Third Dynasty, it was found
necessary to build a fort here for the protection of the Egyptian frontier. Some time in the
Middle Kingdom or in the early ~ew Empire it would seem that the place had been re-fortified
by building a high wall round it, and constructing a deep trench on the desert side. The size
of bricks is, however, the same in the two forts, and while this is perhaps to be explained by
the inner fort having furnished the materials for the newer works it might also be taken as
evidence that no great period separates the two buildings.
The inner and older fort consisted of a wall now destroyed to the floor level, protected by
round projecting bastions at intervals of about twenty metres. PI. 35. At the foot of the
bastioned wall is a trench, the line of which follows the bastions. Both sides of this trench
are faced with mud-brick and sloped towards the bottom of the ditch, which is therefore considerably wider at the top, and in its original form must have proved an effective protection
to the wall. The bastions are rather small and when their internal area was further diminished
by a breast-work, could only have held two or three men. The closeness of the bastions to
each other would minimize this inconvenience, and would enable a close watch to be kept
- - -

.. Annales du Service des Antiquites de l'Egypte, tome VIII, pp. 139-141.
t In Bulletin No. 4, Dr. REISNER quotes the opinion of Dr. BORCH.l.RDT on this point.
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on the trench at night.

2:3-

There are traces of loopholes at three roints on the circumfereLce

of the south-west corner bastion.
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It mllst Jhyays haye been difficult to keep the trench free from blown sand, and it had
become filled at the time \vhen the outer fort was constructed, as the later walls at two points
are carried right across the sand-filleJ trench and on the north-east side are built over the
counterscarps of the bastions as mentioned above. PI. 36. The walls of this outer fort arc
in places still seyen metres or more in height, and are built of bricks, 32 X 16 X 10 centimetres
III SIze.
The bricklaying is done in horizontal sections of eight courses with a layer of reeds

-:Uon the t.op of each section. The holes for the timber:; of the origiJlcd scaffolding stilll'emain,
about 90 centimetres apart at the level of each of these sections.
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FORT

CONSTRUCTION OF OUTER

DRAWBRIDGE GATE. MAIN WALL. AND INNErI

Fig. !l.

An inner gallery originally l'<1ll around the inside of the west a:q.d north walls with openings
giving access to the barracks or store-houses. The ends of the gallery were closed at the gates.
Very few objects to which a date could be assigned were discovered during the clearance of
the interior of the forts. The broken pottery was of the C-group (Middle Nubian) period, and
t,he early New Empire. There were, however, a quantity of uninscribed mud jar-sealings and
a number of pottery tubes or funnels, the use of which appears to be uncertain. They may
be broken jars of offerings originally closed by the mud-sealings found, or moulds for casting
ingots of tapering form from which spears or swords could be hammered. At the fortress
of Kubban they occur in large quantities, and being there associated with slag, have been
considered to be tuyeres for conducting a blast of air from bellows into smelting furnaces.*
Onl.\' a (·pl'ta.in number of the examples from Ikkur (Kuri) are provided with a hole in the
nozzle. or slllall end of the tube, but this need not necessarily be taken as evidence against
the theor.\' that the tuhes formed part of a bellows, since none of the examples show any signs
of the secondary burning which they must have undergone in use. It would certainly be
easier to bore the small hole for the air jet after the clay nozzle had been baked, than to
make it during the formation of the tubes from the wet clay. PI 49 b. However this may
be, it is certain that both these forts of Ikkur (Kuri) and Kubban have some connection with
the mining industry of the Eastern Desert. Alaqi, close to Kubban, is the present-day station
for the ancient mines now being re-worked, and possibly these ancient forts served as fortified
depots and as smelting stations, since the absence of fuel at the mines would necessitate the
transport of the nntreated ore to the Nile Yalle~·.i- It may be possible to settle definitely
* Clay nuzzles to bellow, !\lay be ,een in the relief~ of the Old Kingdom r('pre~eliting metals-workers. Tb,- wonl))' in _\"d,jc
( and in Xubian) means bellows and in Nubian)~ is also used to describe a .mithy. It is possible that the original u.e uf the
fort is traditionally preserved in its modern name.
t The J'l'esence of quantities of slag at Kubban and its absence at Ikkur (Kuri) Illay indicate that the ores were smelt.ed at thl'
former place on the CaRt bank, and that the metal was transferred downstream to the west bank for greater security, anti there cast
into ingots or utherwi.e worked up.

TRENCH.
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this point after t.he examination of Kubban on the opposite bank, which will be undertaken
next season.
The value of the fortress as a. strategic position is, from the nahue of things, associated
with the earlier portion of Egyptian history, and when Nubia was re-settled by the Egyptians
in the New Empire, its importance must have declined. It does not seem to be mentioned
in the lists of Nubian forts, but may have formed a unit with Kubban (Baki). In its origin,
a fortified Egyptian port or factory of the Old Kingdom, it was refortified late in the
Twelfth Dynasty as a second line of defence to Kubban and as a depot £of'the west bank
caravan route.

;;

CHAPTER V.

THE MILITARY EXPEDITIONS OF USERTESEN III AND THE DESTRUCTION OF
NUBIAN INDEPENDENCE. THE EGYPTIANS COLONISE NUBIA:
COMMUNITIES OF NUBIANS ARE FOUND IN EGYPT.
Dynasties XII to XVIII.

Xllbia, as we have already seen, was independent under the Old Kingdom, and both
~nbian tribes and their chiefs are mentioned in the inscriptions of the Sixth Dynasty which
record the expeditions and raids of Kings Mernere and Pepi I conducted by t.heir officers
Vni and Herkhuf.
These excursions south of the First Cataract appear to have been for the purpose of obtaining the local stone and wood and for trade generally. They did not aim primarily at the subjugation of the country. No doubt the leaders of these expeditions would not fail to report
that the Mazoi and "'awat, the two mo:,;t prominent tribes occupying Lov..· er Nubia, acknowledged the suzeraint:· of the Pharaoh. The real independence of the country continued. and
t,he local tribes grew in wealth and prosperity after the decline of the Old Kingdom. During
the feudal period which supervened in Egypt, nothing like the politieal annexation of a .new
country was, or could be attempted.
lt was reserved for Amenemhat I and Usertesen I to undertake the conquest of Nubia.
In the twenty-ninth year of the former king, an expedition was able to place a record as far
south as Korosko, bearing witness to the overthrow of the Wawat.
The biographical inscriptions of the tomb of Ameni at Beni Hassan furnish some det.ails
of another successful raid which would appeal' to have penetrated into Upper Nubia. The
well-known stela of Mentuhotep, * general of the arlllY of Usertesen I, COnllnemOl'ates the
defeat of the Nubians nnder that monarch.
The military activity of the reigu uf Usertesen III is, howt;\"er, a prouf that the conquest
of Nubia was as :ret incomplete. and the preparations of the Egyptians are cyirlencE' that the
undertaking was regarded as peculiarly arduous. The First Cataract was either turned by a
new canal, or the existing riYer ehannel was cleared and rendered navigable for the ships of
the iuvading fleet, and after three different campaigns in the eighth, sixteenth and nineteenth.
years of his reign, Usertesen had succeeded ill transferring the frontier of Egypt from the First
to a point just above the Second Cataract, where two fods were built at Selllna and Knmna
to guard the newly conquered territory
The stela from Senma records that these fortresses were erecteel to prevent ~E'gro immigration except for the purpose of trade, thus incidentally affording evidence a:,; to what kind
of racial influence was at work in Lmver Subia at that time.
• From \Ynlli Halfa, now lit Flon'Ill'(,. The low('r part of thi; ;telll wa; O\'erlooked by CHAMPOLL]()~ and ROi;ELLI~L in IR2(l,
Captain Lyo-,,~, the late Director-Gem,.-al of the SUl'Yey Department of Egypt, recovered it in IR!);3 and the tll") ~ectiom an, once
more united.
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That further racial immigration was successfully checked is bome out by the decline of
the Nubian culture which supervened. After a brief period of independence * or revolt,
which was quelled b.\T Aahmes I, Lower Xubia at least became Egyptianized both politically
and culturall~T. The sUlTiving ~ubians, of whom perhaps a large number were women,
would become mixed by marriage with Egyptian colonists, and would rapidly adopt the customs
of their conquerors. Nothing perhaps bears more striking witness to the close of the C-group
culture than the arckeological evidence of those cemeteries where C-group gmves and burials
of the earl~T Xew Empire are found side b~T side. In Cemeteries 58,68. (if) and 72. there is the
most complete llinrgence. both in the method of burial and in the style of the objects interred
with the dead, and it is onl~' from the negroid characteristics of the human remains in the
Egyptian graves that a connection between the two periods can be established. Perhaps it was
a result of the Egyptian conquest that, about this period. small colonies of ~ubians are
found settled in Eg.vpt, who bmieu their dead in the" pan-gnlyeS" disc(j\'ered hy Profeswr
W. ~f. Flinders Petrie awl :Mr. )'lace at Hon. Whether the~' constituted frep half-nomad tribes
like the present-day AhabcLl or Bisharin, or were the members of a sln"e or soldier elass drawn
into communities b," the ties of race, language or religion, it is at present not possible to
determine. Such a persistence of Nubian customs in Egypt itself ma," perhnps indicate what
hau been the vitality of the national culture in the land of its origin.
During the Hyksos dominion, that district of Lower Xuhia at least which by between
the First Cataract and the BabKalahsha was administered by Egn)tians. and it is to this
period in the national fortunes that the earliest cemeter~' of Egyptian type subsequent to the
First Dynasty, ,,-et clisco\'\'rec1 hy this Survey, can he ascribed.

Gl:nari.

Cemetery

5~.

Plans 1I, VI and 1'11.

Plate J

I/.

b,

C.

Behind the northernmo,~t house:-; of the village of Ginari are two alluvial mOlUlds thickly
cOYered with sand and gran'1. occupying part of the south side of Khor Abu Isa. The
mounc1 nenrer the huuses nnd the ri\'cr contained a C'emeter~' of the ('-group, the second.
mound about 300 metres away, a C'emetery of the same period, pussihly a C'ontinuation of it,
with the ad(lition. however. of a dozen gran's of the early Xew Empire (Dynasty XVII). These
Egypti~lll gran's lie all together with the exC'eption of two numbered 112 B alHI106, the former,
a shallow intrusin burial of a child at the edge of a ('-group gnwe 112 A, the latter a New
Empire burial cut through a circnlar grave, also of the (',group. It woulu almost appear tha t
the site of an earlier C'emeter,\', perlwp,..; alreac1y forgotten. was selected by the people of the
Seventeenth D,\'Ilasty, who, after digging a C'ouple of graves, fouIll1 that they wel'l' intl'llding on
a cemeter~'. 1111<1 pnwel'(le(l to utilize the unocTupied part of the 11\0\\11<1 to tllP north-east.
\Vith the exception of nrave 127, the axes of these graves are nonna1. being oriented to
the local north and south, i.e" parallel to the river.
The potter~T, though not ahundant. presents the forms of the Middle and Early New
Empires, but the polished Palestinian jars are wanting, and tb, bronze implements seem to be
replaced h~T flint f1akf's and bone awls. The date of the cemetn'," is more exactly given by
a scarab from Uran' 117, bearing the cartouche of c\p('pi. PI. 42 1).U. The ske]pton:-; are
those of Egyptians, but t\\'U are Xubian in chanH'ter.t
* The fall (Jf the :\/idd!e KingduIH "nd the Hykoos iIl\-",ion of Egypt Illay han' ,'nal,!et! the l'-group population tOrl'con,,' to
some extent tlic·ir indel'elHlenee ami to pontinlle the de\-elopment of their art, and pustonb, ill l'ertain loclditie, at least, eyen as late
as the beginning of the Xe\\" Ellll'ire.
t It is noticeable that, while indi\-iduab, esppcially women of negroid typ". nl'>' .... ' "';(Jnally f,"""l in Xew Ellll'il'l' t(Jlllb,. the
,. Egyptian" type is absent from the aecompanying la ter gra\-es of the C,group p,'tiod.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION AND DESCRIPTION OF OEMETERIES.

Jietardul.

Cemetery 64.

Plan Ill.

A much-plundered cemetery of the early Eighteenth Dynasty, in very ancient alluvial
mud and gravel on the high desert. Tt yielded a cowroid seal of Aahmes 1. The graves are
probably those of a small Egyptian colony or expedition. PI. 42 b, 25.
Abu Regab.

Cemetery 66.

Plan IV.

A single grave of the New Empire of rather later date, noticeable for the fine preservation
of a bronze ring-stand, PI. 40 !, and a large and representative group of pottery types. Fig. 21.
Dugheish.

Cemetery 67.

Plan IV.

A few plundered graves of the New Empire in an ancient alluvial mud bank at the south
side of a khor, south of the village.
Moalla.

Cemetery 68.

Plans IV, VIII and IX.

Graves of the Early New Empire, associated with O-group burials.
Klwr Nugdi.

Cemetery 69.

Plans IV, VIII and IX.

Graves of the Early New Empire, associated with O-group burials.
Faragalla.

Cemetery 70.

Plan IV.

Tombs of the New Empire cut in alluvial mud.
Sham! el Din Togog.

Cemetery 71.

Plan IV.

Two large tombs of the New Empire, cut in an ancient alluvial mud bank behind thE'
village, completely plundered.
Fagirdib.

Cemetery 72.

Plans IV, X and XII.

Graves of the later New Empire.
Ger! Husein.

Cemetery 73.

Plans IV, X and XIII.

Graves of the New Empire.
Gedekol (Ger! Husein).

Cemetery 76.

Plans IV, XI and XIII.

Oemetery of the Early New Empire, apparently succeeding a cemetery of the O-group
period. The graves much plundered.
Koslztamna.

Cernetery 89.

Plans V and XVii.

Two graves of the Later New Empire.
Ikkur (Kuri).

A few graves of the New Empire.

Cemetery 90.

Plan V.

-

Aman Da(ul.
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Cemetery 92.

Plans V and XIX.

A single grave of the New Empire which yielded a large steatite scarab of ~nbian work
and a smaller one of green-glaze with cal'tonche of Thothmes Ill. PI. 42 b, 13, 21.
The New Empire colonies of Thothmes III and Amenhotep III which are found scattered
throughout Nubia do not seem to have remained in a very prosperous condition. The foreign
wars of Ramses II may, through conscription, have reduced the male population of Lower
Nubia, but it is more probable that the neglected and deserted condition of the country was
due to the emigration of the population southwards to Ethiopia and its capital Xapata,
during the Late New Empire and the succeeding period. Arelul:'ologicalIy speaking, it is
difficult to fill the gap between the fall of the New Empire and the Ptolemaic period, not more
than half a dozen graves between these dates having been discovered by the Survey between
ShelIal and Dakka.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE PTOLEMAIC=ROMAN PERIOD.

Pnder the Ptolelllies, Lower X ubia onee more became populous, although the causes
which led to this are ~olllewhat obscure. The Egyptians seem to have been attracted into
the country, partly from religious motives, and a considerable population would, no doubt, have
accompanie,IArkamen (Ergamcnes) when he fled into lower Nubia from his capital at Napata.
This prince found"d a little kingdolll whieh extended from Maharraga to the li'irst Cataract,
and built tlte temple of Dakka to adorn his new capital
The Homanf; established Cl protectorate over the Lower ~ ubian princes, amI the.\' seem
to ha \'C recognized t ha t the countl'." w as Ethiopian tel'l'itory. An invasion of the Ethiopians,
howeYer, ('('~ulted ill their signal defeat (B.C. 23) at the hands of Petronius, the Prefect of Egypt,
and the district was organize,1 ,l~ a HOIII,lll military province. By the third century, however,
the Rom,lll garrisons were reduce<1 or withdrawn, and the frontier placed at Aswan. The
Hamitic tritH:'s of the Eastern Desert (Bisharin, Hadendowa). known to the elassical writers
as Blemmye...·, now OYClTan the countr:', and Diocletian seems to have been forced to introduce
a fresh Ethiopian or Xubi'1ll colony-the ~obadce- to cope with them.
CF,\1ETF:Hm:-; OF THE PTOLF.\rAH·-Ro~rAK PERIOD.

Plundered pit and end-chamber tombs ranging from Ptolemaic to Byzantine times,
constitute " very large awl somew hat uninteresting class of bmials, the large alluvial mud
banks being .sumetimes honeyculllbe<l with the~e gra \'e~. The better anLl earlier class of tombs
contaiil SilliclstOIH' or pottl'l'\' 1'I1H1n..;, enclosing it mllllllll\' :-;o,lketl in re:-;in, wrapped in red or
yellow tl.\'e<1 linen 'll'l'lmling to its st'X. ,lnt! 01'1W 1l1cnted \\' it h ,l gikletl or painted mask a nd a
Cal'tonllilge in folll' or h\'(' set:tiulb. sewn on to the wrappings. These sections are gaily painted
with Cheljllel' p'lttem:-;. ngmE's of genii and funer"U':" scenes. Dometimes the clay coffin itself
!J'!ar;; <1 £,1<'e and lwnds llloJellell in the ('rudest possible manner in the wet clay, or is decorated
with pilttern", in white il,nd brown paint. If the dead were less wealthy, their plain wrapped
mummies were laid ill the tombs with or without coffins. If no coffins were employed. as wa:'i
also sometimes the case with the painted mummies, the body W"ts laid, Hot diredly on the
floor of th.· tomb, but re;:;ting on stones. The poor or later burials were given at be:-;t a few
turus of linen secured by crossed tapes and bandages, but the great majority were simply hlid
in the tomb-chamber wit,h their feet to the door, in which position the LOllies <hiell llP rather
than decomposed, leaving them in such a condition as to render an anatomical <~xamination
extremely laborious. The doors of the burial-chambers were closed with large vertical sandstone slabs or with mud-bricks.
In certain cases these tombs must have been set aside as communal burial-places, great
numbers of bodies being found piled together in) single chamber with the bones in the utmost
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disorder. Just prior to the conversion of the countl':' to Christianity, burial-customs seem
to have reached the lowest pitch of degradation, numbers of the dead being hw.ldled into
tombs designed for two interments only. In such charnel houses the archreological and
anatomical remains are too confused to afford evidence of an? great value.
The tomhs of the pit and end-chamber type are ver:" uniform in orientation for anyone
cemetery, except w hen the graves are cut in a mound or hilL and follow its contour. The
doors of the graves generally face the cultivated ground and the river, but it is not uncommon
to Hnll a single shaft coml111micating with two chambers cut in opposite directions
The immeuiate successor of these tombs is the side-chamber gra.ve with extelll.led burial.
The orientation of these is, as at Koshtamna, to the local west. while the Coptic gnwes were
turned to the setting sun or true west. This would tend.to establish the fact that they are
not Christian hurials, but are to be regardeu as a poorer type of graw contemporary with, or
immediately succeeding, the large pit and end-chamber tombs.
The high banks of ancient alluvial mu<l in which these tombs and gran's are <lug have
been especially conYenient for the sebbakhin, and the doors eloSf'd with samlstone slabs and
mud-hrick,.;, whieh sometimes concealed a painted and gildec1mummy, hnyc as often proved
attractive to plunderers.
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBl'TIOX AND DEf,;CRIPTIOX OF CEMETERIES.

Kalabsha.

Plan Il.

Cemetery 59.

In :1 high mound of ancient alluvial mud in the mouth of the :::;ide yalley just north of the
rock-cut temple of Ramses Il, callerl the Brit et ""ali. The cemetery consisted of a large
number of horizontal chambers containing exten<lec1 (and in t'Hl cases contracted) lJUrials.
The mound i:::; being rapidl:' cut awa:' to spread on the fields around, anel the momhs of almost
all t.he chambers lay open at the time ,vhen the SnrYe:' began work 011 the site.
Aqabatein.

A [,;\\' phIlH.1l'rec1 tombs of the ahoY('
and gravel.
Sokolei.

Plan Il.

Cemetery W.
t.\·IH~,

in a slllall alhl\"inl

C'emeter!/ (il.

1l1011lHl

cappe<.l with stones

Plnn 111.

Plundered graves in mud hanks.
!\"/;fJj"

Basil.

('('meter,if

fj:!.

Plan 111.

Homan-Byzantine graves.
Hafi)" (lwl Haji Jlusa, /{olei.

Plan Ill.

Opposit,e the"e two villages are some plundered gra\·(·s in the lllud bank, and empty Roman
rock-cut tombs.
Aim Ais}w.

Plan Ill.

Empty Roman rock-cut tombs.
Wadi Abiad.

Plan 1 r.

On ,the west bank, opposite the mouth of this valley, a number of Roman-Byzantine
chamber-tombs, all plundered.

- a2Fagirdib.

Cemetery 72.

Plans IV, X and XII.

Roman-Byzantine chamber graves. used as communal burial-places.
graves with extended burials.
Ger! Husein North.

Cemetery 73.

Plans IV and X.

Side-chamber

Plate 6 b.

Ptolemaic chamber-tombs containing clay coffins with the remains of mummies with
attached painted and gilded cartonnages. The chambers had all been entered and the coffins
broken, and the burials had been further damaged by the fall of the roofs of the chambers.
Gedekol (Ger! Husein).

Plans TV and XI.

Cemetery';.J.

A few rock-cut tombs in the cliff on the south side of the valley beyond the village. These
appear to be Ptolemaic in date, but had been re-used in Coptic times as communal burialplaces. Still further south were a number of chamber tombs cut in the mud accompanied by
side-chamber graves with extended burials.
.
Slwlub Batha.

Cemetery 76.

Plan IV.

Plate 54

a.

A large cemetery of Roman-Byzantine chamber tombs all plundered and cut to pieces
by sebakh-digging.
Cemete1"Y 79.

Plans IV and XI.

Two side-chamber graves of late Byzantine date.

Extended burials.

LHediq (Ger! Husein).

Merliq (Ger! Husein).

Cemetery 79;'300.

Plans IV and XI.

Two end-chamber tombs with extended buriaLs.
Hmnadab.

Cemelen'es 86 and 36.

Plans V and XVII.

Two cemeteries of end-chamber tombs. containing extended burials accompanied by
side-chamber graves with extended burials. Grave 85: 25 contained a pair of iron tweezers.
PI. 38 i, G.

A wam.

Cemetery 89.

Plans

r,

XV and XVII;

Plates 22=32.

Large cemetery of chamber tombs, extending from the earliest Ptolemaic period to RomanByzantine. The cemetery contained a large number of wrapped mummies in painted and
gilt attached curtollnages, enclosed in clay and sandstone coffins. A few tombs at the southwestern end of the cemetery are certainly earlier, and would appear to belong to the period
in Nubia corresponding to the Twenty-seventh Dynasty in Egypt.
Cemetery 89 is divided into two sections, n~mbered 1 to 300 and 500 to 1,300, by two
small gullies in the sandstone from which the alluvial mud in which the cemetery is dug has
been washed out by drainage from the desert. Both sections of the site had been selected as
a burying-place in the Early Dynastic period and the graves of this date will be found described
in their proper place (pp. 186-194). The latest archaic graves are of the Old Kingdom (Bgroup) type and it is in this period that the burial-place was abandoned, no doubt owing to
the decline in population and prosperity which intervened before the C-group culture ~lssullled
definite form. Certain graves of the B-group period were actually found occupying the alluvial
mound in which the large C-group Cemetery 8i is dug (p. 17).

Between the Old Kingdom and the Early Ptolemaic period only three or four burials
(Nos. li3, 174, 175) were made in the are:1 between Cealeterie'3 89/1 and 89/500. These are
all of the pit and side-cl1<lmber type, are orientated to the local north and south, and may be
referred to a rathei' late date in the Xew Empire on the e,'idence of the pottery contained in
them.

PI. 42 a.

Very early in, and probabiy slightl:' before the Ptolemaic period, the southernmost p~)r
tion of the cemetery was again taken into use as a place of burial, and the next graves in date
are those which are dug nlong the east.ern face of the south part of the larger mound 01 alluvium.
These graves would be assigned in Egypt to about the fifth century RC., but in ~ubia allowing

foI' a certain retardation of culttu£' they nUlY he

late as the century before the Ptolomaic
period and be the immediate predecessors of the more typically Ptolemaic tombs of the cemetery. The graves are all dug in the alluvial Nile mud and are with two exceptions chamber:lS

tombs approached by rather broad inclines descending to the chamber to facilitate the introduction of the large stone scucophagi.

The lower part uf the chamber is sometimes cut out

of the sandstone which underlies the Nile mud. The doorway of t,he chamber waselosed with
mud,bricks which had been always carefully replaced \"henE'\'cr the tomb was opened, whether
for the introduction of further coffin::, or for pI undering.

One tomh was fnund c,trefully

sealed, but absolutely empty, having no <Ioubt been prepared but never utilized, and the doorway was blocked up merely to keep the interior freo of sal1ll.
Onc tomh, No. 1008, of this period, alluded to above a,s not being of this type had been dug
in the last RIopes of the mound to the pouth at

<1

point where the alluvium is not very' deep.

For this reason a large rcctangubr pit [)'5 X 2'5 metres was dug, lined with mud-brick and
covered with a leaning vault of mud-brick. - The door-block on the east side of two vertical slabs
of sandstone was intact, out. the tomb had been plundered through the vaulting over the top
of these and also at the west end.

The large sand:3tone coffin 2'4 X ]'1 metres had been opened

and its cover lay ontside the tomb in the indined apprc C1ch to the pntranc'l'. The other tomb
of this t.'-pe, No. 940, had lost its vaulting ;md the sarcophagus cover \vas f():lnd bridging the
o

inclined approach to the tomb door.
The burials in these earlier tombs were made in painted, wooden anthropoid coffins,
::;omctimes enclosed in sandstone sarcophagi. The mummies insidE' the coffins \verE' encasE'd
in cartonnages of one piere, painted and gilt, for which the typically Ptolemaic five-piE'ce
cnrtonnages se\vn on to the wrapped mummy are the later and cheaper substitutes.
The Ptolemaic burials of the better dass which appear to succ('ed the ahrl\'c arc, made in
the cnd-chamber tombs approached by an incline (in those casE'S where the mumlllY Yeas laid
in a sandstone coffin) and with the door closed by ,-ertical san(htone slabs set in lllu<l plastE'r.
When a pottery eoffin was used. or when the mUllllny was simply laid on a few stones, the
inclined E'ntrance is dispensed with and a simple rectangular pit lends to the hnrial-ch,tm bel'.
The mummies are decorated \yith the fiye-piece IMinted ~artunnages m<'ntioned abovE' ancl the
faces are covered by white-painted or gilt masks.

A distinction appear<; to 1)e made between

the sexes, br dyeing the outer wr'.ppings red for men, but ttl settlE' this question it would be
necessar:' to de~tro~- the mummy \"hieh l~li~ht inde('d conhin th<, bones of lIlore than one
individual. Scc ArchH:,ological Survey of Xubia, Repllrt on the Human Remains,
Vo!. Il, pp. 213-215.
The poorer burials of thi,.~ period cnnsist of silllplf> \\T(\Fp:',~ mnmmit:s ,llld while thE' amount
and extent of the wrappings is apparently in proportion to the amount of money spent for this
purpose, a general decline in the art seems to have taken place ancl in

11

very large proportion

of the graves the body appears to have been buried wrapped in a few bandages or none at all.
/;
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In six cases the body rested on a wood and cord bed similar to the modern angarib.

PI. 30 a.

It is these later burials in pit and end-chamber graves, the body lying with head west or towards
the door, which constitute the typical poor Ptolemaic-Roman grave of Nubia. Between this
type (Byz. Ill) and the Christian graves there are at present, excluding the X-group, only two
known grave-types, Byz. YI and YII (VIII). A considerable number of these occur in the cemetery and they are found in greater numhers in Cemetery 86/200 where they appear to succeeu
the pit and end-chamber graves and are only distinguished by orientation from the Christian
and :Moslem graves which seem to h,l\-e utilized these two grave-types.
The above short summar~' is all that can be attempted at present of the great ma-sf'. of
material from this cemetery. In a future volume, the varieties of burial, the inscriptions on
the cartonnages and a detailed cemetery plan will be given. At present it is hoped that the
collotype plates will be found to afford some indication of the style and manner of occurrence
of the material in question.
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CHAPTER YII.

THE X=QROUP RACE IN NUBIA.

The material for this period shows a very great advance on that of last year, and it is nmv
possible to classify the types of graves and the accompanying pottery with greater certainty.
The X-group people seem to have entered the country just before its conversion to Christianity,
and it is a plausible hypothesis to identify them with the Nobad~ who were introduced into
Nubia under Diocletian, to check the incmsions of the Blemmyes. On the other hand, they
may represent a late Ethiopian immigration, distinct from these Kobada' who seem to haye
reached the country from the 'Vestern Desert and the Oases. Even if the Nobadff' cun be
identified with the Nubas, this would not necessarily preclude the Nubas from fOl;ming part
at least of the Ethiopian population of Merowe, and it is within the bounds of possibility that
the MeroHic script may represent an earlier form of the ~uba language.
The urch~ological argument for the chronological position of the X-group is based, in part
at least, on the development of the grave-type, for, while the older andllormal X-group gran
consists of a deep pit and side-chamber, containing a contracted skeleton smrounded b~'
funerary pottery, it is significant t,hat certain grayes which in some cases seem to be the best
furnished, cop~' the pit and end-chamber tombs of the Roman period, while retaining the
contracted bmial position and pottery. In Cemetery 72, a fmther development is apparent.
The long Christian grave with a floor-recess closed with sandstone slabs has been adopted, and
the body is now deposited in an extended position.* The pottery, however, still accompanies
the burial, and the consequent greater dimensions of the X-group graves of this type serve
to distinguish them from the contemporary or immediately succeeding Christian interments.
In Cemeter~' 74, the deep pit of a forgotten X-group grave has had Coptic burial.;; made
in it. Fig. 61.
The X-group graves may thus be divided into three classes according to their chronological
position and type :1. Side-chamber graves, generally of considerable depth, the axis of the grave northand-south. Bmial contracted on the side with the head south.
2. End-chamber graves, copies of the contemporary late Roman pit and end-chamber
tomb, with contracted burial. Axis of grave variable.
3. Long graves with floor-recess, imitating Coptic graws. The burial is extended 011
the back. Axis of grave variable.
The objects found in the above grans fall into the following groups :1. Pottery:1. Water-jars, bow Is and spherical cooking pots of coarse soft red ware, somewhat
roughly made and probably of local manufacture. PI. 50 a 1, 2.

-- - - - - - * This
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grave-type is now known to b,' ,<1"0 late 'lel'Oitic_

-
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Necked jars of whe81-made hard red ware, red- or white-painted, with or
without a band of typical decoration of alternate black and white paint spots.
PI. 50 a, 4, 6, 7.
Ill. Cups of a similar ware decorated with above pattern or a festoon pattern.
PI. 50 b, 1-.5.
IV. Plain cups.
PI. 50 b, 12.
v. Small amphorffi and ampulla>. PI. 50 a, 5.
VI. Small cups, bow Is or jars, generally white-painted and decorated \vith debased
patterns showing classical influence. PI. 50 b, 6·11.
11.

The pottery of groups ii to vi is apparently specially imported for use as funemry
furniture, and does not appear to be of local manufacture.
Il. Beads :-Glass, gilt glass, coloured faience, roughly-fa-cetted cornelian, white quartz,
white shell and a white translucent glass imitating pearls. The material of which some of
these beads are made is again not suggestive of local manufacture.
Ill. Textiles :-Woollen garments, sometimes dyed in broad stripes of red, yellow,
brown or blue.
1\'. Metal Implements :-Iron spindles for spinning wool yarn, laJl(~e-heads, sets of small
surgical implements for remoying thorns (?). PI. ,~8 I.
V. lVood :-Yery short-toothed combs for striking home the threads passed by the shuttle,
on a loom.
The X-group peopl", then, present a s.\·stem of burial of a somewhat primitive type, which
is, however, susceptible to influence by the enstoms of the peoples among whom they found
themselves. They seem to haye been dependent for much of their potter.y and ornaments,
for funerary purposes at least, on goods imported and probably expressly manufactured for
them. Their strongly-marked Negro character proclaims them to be of southern origin,
and would seem to favour the hypothesis outlined above, that the X-group people are some
section of the Nobnda> or the Bthiopians over whom Silko ruled in the sixth century A.D.
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIllc"rION AND DESCI{1l'TIO~ OF CEMETERIES .

.Kalabsha.

Cemetery /5.9.

PIon

n.

There were two graves of this periou at the top of Cl lllOUllLl of allm-ial lllud which was
honeycombed with graves of the pit and cnu-ehamber type, all 1l11H'h plundered. One or
more of these latter graves had contained contracted burials, possibly intrusive. The two
graves at the top of the mound were completely plundered. They were of the deep pit and
side-chamber type, in use in the X-group period. The bones of the skeletons, being still
partially covered by the tissues, showed that burial had been in the contracted position. A
few pieces of the typical X-group pottery were found in clearing the cemetery.*

• Behilld the temple of K;dab,ha I'i,es a ,teep hill of ,aIH!-tolle interbedded. with white all'] purple clay". The crest of this hill
is fUl'tiHed by " ,Jry wall with s'lllaro b;tstions projectilll; toward, the dcsert. Retlll'll w"lIs run down the hill-Hide towards the river
to pre"ent the lille of fortification alolll-: the ridge of the hill from twing tllrned at the ends, since the temple of Klllabsha is cOllllllanded
by the sUillmit of this hill (from whieh the interior courts arc ,·isible). The latter had to be fortified in s01l1e "'n.y '0 as to include
it in the outer line at least of the t-emple defences. Bcyond this wall is a seric.i of low sandstone hills and Yalleys, sinking towards a
wide khor, the narrower mouth of which is situated just north of the rock-cut temple of Ramses 11 (Beit el Wali).
The whole of

.,-
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Dendur. Cemetery {i3.

Plan Ill.

Traces of graves of this type, associated with extended Christian burials in an alluvial
bank of mud and gravel on the north side of the mouth of a khor about one kilometre north
of Dendur temple.
Abu Aislll"/.

Plan Ill.

A single empty graTe of the pit and side-clwmbel' type of this period.
Ger/ Huse'in and FWJirdib.

Cem>.!er!J 72.

Plan~

IV, X and XII.

Plates 5 a, 7, 8.

A large cemetery of X-group graves of several types dug in the old alluvial mud just
south of the village of Fagirdib, which is built under Ged Husein rock temple. The cemetery
lies bebveen a group of mud-cut end-chamber tombs of late Homan date, and a cemetery of
the Christian period composed of long deep graves with superstructures of the type met with
at Ginari. The X-group graves woulJ seem to have been influenced in regard to their gravetype by both these periods.
Gedekol (GeTf Hllsein).

C'emetery74.

Plans IV and XI.

A few graves of the latest X-group period, mixed with Christian graves of the Ginari type.
Except for the pottery, the graves arc hardly to be distinguished from those among which
t,his area is strewn with "tone cairns anr! cirelllar 'nlllml enelnsures whieh on examination are ,,<,pn to he' the tomhs of a great cemetery.
a large part of whieh has 1)(,'>11 destroyed by 8,JJ!"ddtin in removing the elayey soil to spread on the'ir Ii,'lds.
The remains of at lea.;t five hundred of these graves may be traced ia the bottoms of the valleys awl on thp tOJls and ,idps of th"
hilL'!. All hitve been opener!. and scattered fmgments of bones are all that rClllain of the hlll'ia l.-;.
Thre~ typm of gmve, m-1Y b~ distinguished :(i). A circular walled enl'lo:-:ul'c containing a singlp roughly-walled re,.·tan~ldal' g'l'clYl' COYPI',~·tl with 1IlHlresHed ~tone ~labs and
concealeu by a hea p of saUlI and small st.one.
(ii). A waIler! gra\·e a~ nlHH·e or a f'['c'\-iec in the sand...;tUlH' (the fi . .;.~tlre" in wh;"h rlllllH':ldy ll11rth-allfl-suuth)rodfed \\"ith undressed
sandstone Hlab~ and surmounteu by a roughly circular cairn of stones.
(iii). A small eir<'uli1r grave walleu with stone and surmounte,1 by a l"i"l"ular ('aim.
In "evel"11 ea~es a number of graves of types (ii) and (iii) have been run tOl;ether an[1 \H'''''l'nt"d the al'pellranee of s8\ernl small
roughly built chambers in it single barrow.
In type (i) the burial seems to have been ext.ended, but in types (ii) anr! (iii) ['ontraction of the body appears to have been
~~

.

The human remains, however, were never found in position, and the few bones left were in a very friable condition. This is
much to be regretted as no all'l.tomical examination of the bones was possible. The had Ill'esplTation is of course due tf) the fact
that. the bodies were not actually buried in th3 soil, >1llCl plundering and disturbance of t.he graves only caused such slwletons as
remaind intact to he destroyed by the pollapse of the stone cairns and the depred<ttions of men and ftnimllls.
A careful clearing out of the floors of tlH' gra yes only produced it few blue glass and coloured paste beads which, however, wer'"
unmistitkably of the Roman period.
Tb" superstructure's of these graves arc surrounded by broken pottery. The mo.s! eomlllon type is that of the large ribbed
amphorre of Roman rat.her than Coptic dat.e, also red potsherds from amphorre painted with black bands or orange bands with
black sputs. .\'el"k" of allll'hor[" (with strainer in neck) and uishei' with sprays of foliage in blaek with orange bands hatched in
brown, vpry "imilar to the w"re founflnorth of the temple of Dakka dlJ]'ing I!lO!l-lfllO, which appears just to precede the X-group
pottery and falls into the general class known as ~{omano-~ubian of which the X-group types are the latest. examples. Now
KalaL.iha is thc site of the aUl,icnt Talmis whi"h was the capital of the Blellllllye., in the fourth century A D. If the B1emmyes
were, as is RlIpposed, " clesprt pe·ople akin to the Ri,harin. their Relection of Tdmis a, a capital, in spite of the meagre amount of
cultivable land there, is exphlincd. Talmis had nothing to recommend it except. the strategic yalue of the ancient temple easily
convertible into a eitstle, and its situation at the point where the desert road from nilkka and Korosko again approaeheu the river
just south of the Ball Kalabshit.
No eomiderable site for a cemetery itppears to exist at Kalabsha, except th~ above-mentioned high mud mound in the
mOllth of Khor Kalabsha. which ilt the Blemmye period wa' entirely honeycombed with ROllwn tombs. On the summit of this
mound are only two or three X-group gran's which can hardly represent the large Bl[,llllllye JloJlulation which mnstha,-eexistedhere.
The type of grave, howe,-er, described above would be exactly the type whieh a desert tribe would make use of and the scattered
sit.uMion of the graves indieate that they are those of a people unaccustomed to the use of r('gular cemeteries. The conclusion, which
at the present state of our knowledge Reems mORt. probable, is that these hundreds of stone cairns in the desert behind Kalabsha are
the burial-p1>~ce" of that race to whieh historians have given the name of Blemmye.

the,v art' (lug. A few plundered X-group graves of the pit and side-chamber type occur in the
same cemeten'.
A large mud-brick vaulted subterranean tomb, completely plundered, The debris from
the interior yielded potsherds, rusted iron implements, and beads of X -group type. *
Somewhat further south, a few plundered graves of the X-group period. The graves
occur in or at the edge of a Christian cemetery of the Ginari type, certain graves of which have
bccn dug in the pit of an X-group grave. (Fig 61):
Shalub Bafha.

CemefeTY

'j 5.

Plan IV.

A slllall cemeter,\" of X-group graves, cut to pieces b~' sebakll-digging. A few intact
pieces of the typical pottery were recovered. The graves seem to have been of the pit and
end-chamber type, influenced, no doubt, by the large cemetery of the Roman period at this
place.
Aman Daud.

CemeteT!J Y2.

Plans V and XIX.

PI. 54

c.

A plundered X-group cemetery, containing, howe\'er, a few intact graves which yielded
the typical pottery beads and small iron implements in a very good state of preservation.
E"en from the plundered graves a considerable number of skulls was obtained, sOllle of which
exhibited remarkable wounds and pathological injuries, which had, apparently, not IH'oye(l
fatal. The graves were, without exception, of the pit and side-chamber type, and the cemetery
llIay therefore be regarded as early in character. The skulls are of a Negro race. For a
complete description of these, and a discussion of the racial and pathological questions
suggested b~' the osseous remains of the X-group, reference should be made to the final
Anatomical Report.t

.. Thi, gmve i" possibly of the Moroitic pori",!.
t A l'relitllinary note has alt'l'ndy appeared in Bulll,tin No. t.
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CHAPTER VIII.

BYZANTINE AND CHRISTIAN NUBIA, AND THE FORTIFIED TOWN OF SABAGURA.

The complete examination of the cemeteries of the Christian period, which war-; o.riginally
included in the programme of this Survey, has been partially giwIl up, for several reaSOIlS.
The material recovered during the first season's work furnished so large a mass of evidence that
to have added to it would have only increased the labour of dealing with it, and this without
much hope of obtaining additional information. This is perhaps as true of the archreological
as it is of the anatomical side of the qnestion, for the graves, unlike those of Egypt in the
corresponding period, furnish no examples of coloured textiles or embroider~T.
As heretofore, the cemeteries have been <:leared and the superstructures exposed, bllt the
graves and their contents remain undisturbed, except in those cases where it wa~ thought
desirable to submit a few of the skeletons to an anatomical examination.
The great cemeteries of Ginari and Taifa were treated in this way, and it i;.: nut l'<l~:' to
see how any other procedure could have been adopted. Tlu' cemeteries \H'l'(> clearerl amI
plans of them draw n to a scale of 1 : 100, plans and sections of selected typical graves were made
to a scale of 1 : 20, and a great number of photographs tnken, huth of the ('pmeter:" as a whole
and of the superstructures. Finally, a certain number of the :rr<lves wcrE' openpd ill difrprent
parts of the cemetery, the skeletOl's measured, l111d the bones re-huried.
aillari alld Teifa,

Cell/ela,l! .55.

Plans II ((1/(7 rI.

Plates 1,2,51.

In front of the houses of the modern Xubian yillage at Ginari and between them and the
cultivation, is a large ar-ea covered with gra\"es of the Christian period. A continuation of the
cemetery exists at Teifa, 11 little to the south, but being close to the water's edge, is in a wry
ruined condition.
The graves of Cemetery 55 were for the most part eleal'ed at the end of theseasoll1907-1908,
but the description of the cemetery was not included in the first Annnal Report, as there was
still a section of the cemetery unexcavated, amI there had been no anatomical examination of
the human remains.
The form of grave which occurs at Ginari, Gedekol (Ged Husein) and other places, would
appear to be the standard Xubian grave-type for the whole Christian period. It has already
been described by Dr. G. A. Reisner from material found on the islands of Biga and Hesa
(Cemeteries 5 and 2) in the first Annual Report and will be fonnd classed by him as Chr. type VII.
The better local conditions at Ginari and Gedekol (Gerf Hnsein), howenr, enable the type to
be more easily studied and forms the explanation for w h<lt at first sight would appear to be
divergences from the Hesa burials. The graves at Ginari are dug in soft alluvial mud, and are
consequently much deeper than those of Cemeteries 2 and 5 where the soil is shallow and
rests on granite. The sandstone formations at Gedekol (Gerf Husein) and Ginari have
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Bupplietl material for constructing . .mpcr3tl'Ueturc~ ia sueh abur.clance that these are better
preserved, nor has it been necessary for later communities to plunder the cemeteries for building
stone.
The great cemeteries of Ginari (54 and 55) consist of from 3,000 to 5,000 graves, for the
most part arranged in 1'00YS, one long side of each superstructure being utilized as the back
wall of the next. Access to. the head of each grave was provided by long alleys about 70
centimetres wide between the lines of tombs to enable offerings to be made and hlmfs lighted
on those days of the year on which the dead were commemorated.
E<.1Ch unit of a )'0\\' of gran's cOllsistetl of ,t !l,llTO'\· rectangular pit, about two met.res deep,
sealed at about 50 ccntimetres trom the bottum with horizontal sc1lldstone slabs, beneath
which lay the burial extended on the back, head west.
,,---- ,
/
The pit was filled with earth and a rectangular, dry
/
./
'\
retaining-wall built around three sides of the heap of
\
I
~la
I
I
stones and debris, covering the mouth of the grave, the
.....

I
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fourth side being already protected by the north siue
wall of the preceding superstructure. Fig. 10.
The top of each superstructure was rounued ott
to imitate a 10'" vault and the whole tomb wclS then
pbstered allll whitewushed and its sides, at least, were
~'.ilJ.~~"'"
.. decorated with pcttterns of palms, leaves, stripes and
dots in red paim:.
Built into the west end of the superstructure was a
smull rectangular stela of sandstone, * with a Greek
inscript.ion cut on it, giving the name of the deceased
and the day of death in terms of the Coptic calendar
....
. .'
alldindictionc.hltes. In a few cases there is sOineattclllpt
~:..

. . .":~~":'.
. ...
I··i~. 10.

at decoration of these gravestones, such as border lines
or an arch supported by capitals and colulllns while
these uml the lettering seem to have becn filled with

red paint. Below the steb on the grolllld-Iewl was ill.3ome cases a small projecting vaulteu
niche, ("olltclinillg a lamp or saucer. Both ::;howcd signs of ktying been tilll.:'d with oil or butter
and were no doubt provided with flOtlting wicks., Plo 51 (l, lJ.
The growth oE the cellwtcry was from ;:'.ou~h to north, since the Sllpcrstructlues are built
one against the other in this direction. T110 pla.sti:'l' \\ ith its decoration on the north face of
each tomb has in this way been preserved, in those Cilses at least in which no great interval
elapsed between the successive burials.
Graves of this type and period will be found referred to througlwut this Report as being
of the Ginari type from the place of their first nUllld'OUS OCCUl'1'l'llce in a goud state of
preservation. They are found a.gain at Ged Husein (Cemetery 7:2) intmc.l(xl on a cemetery
of thc X-group race. Similar cemcteries lie on either side of the mouth of the wadi at
Gedekol (Ged Husein) (Cemetery 7-1A) while further tiouth (Cemetery 74/300-1-00) they a.re
dug into, and ha.ve their superstructures built over earlier X-group graves.
At this period the dead were at best wrapl>ed only in a few coarse linen or woollen cloths,
and in all the graves opened no trace was found of embroidered or coloureu textiles or of
---- -----

----,._---

• In numbering the fallen swIm, the west end of the nearest superstructure was taken as being its pl'obable original situu,tion.
t Lights are still placed on Moslem graves on certain nights of the year.
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personal ornaments. The souls of the dead, in the unvarying formula of the headstones, re,-:;ted
in the bosoms of the Patriarchs, where they would have no need of that elaborate provision for
a future existence which had been the dominating idea of the Pagan burial.
Dendur.

Plan Ill.

Cemetery 6-3.

A few extended burials, head west, much plundered by sebbakhin.
Abu, Ragab.

Cemetery 66.

Plan IV.

Extended burials, head west, in narrow graves covered with sandstone slabs.
Faragalla.

Ct>-metery 70.

Plan IV.

Extended burials, head west, in shallow graves covered with sandstone slabs.
Ger! Huse'in.

Cemetery 72.

Plan:> IV and X.

There were 11 number of Christian graves of the Ginari type (Fagirdib) intl'lldl"d on the
cemetery of the X-group.
Gedekol (Ger! Huse·/:·n).

Cemetery 71.

Plans IV and XI.

Plate 9 cr.

Two groups of graves, of th'e Ginari type with lamp-niches, on the nor: 11 ;;:ic1e of the
lateral valley in which Cemetery 76 is dug. Some of the superstructures were of ChI'. typt' In
but with four pillars supporting a cupola-found at Hesa (Cemetery 2) last year. A lampniche was found built into the foot of the pier supporting the cupola.
To the south of the lateral valley, was a further group of graves with rectangular ";ll!Wrstructures mixed with late graves of the X-group period.
Further south, a large cemetery of the Ginuri type, intruded, as at Gerf Hllsein, on an
. X-group cemetery.
l\.oshtamna. Cemetery 85. Plans V and XVII.
A late ChristiaIl cemewry with rectangular superst.ructmes and lUII'p-niches. The
superstructures are not built one agaim;t the other. A single stela with a Coptie inscription
was found in clearing the cemetery.
8abagwra.

Plan X V I.

Plates 10, 11.

The fortified town of Sabagura on the east bank nearly opposite GerfHusein was
examined, photographed and two plans made, one to a large scale and the other to show the
general topographical position of the town.
The photographs pl~blished, together with the
map of the place, give a sufficient general
idea of the ruins in their present. state.
It will be' noticed that the town runs up
from the level ground near the river, to
the high desert, and that the best preserved
\
house:'! and walls are on this sifle. The
: '
'--- -'
~~
houses of the t.own are partly wit.hin and
partly without the walls and the Christian
~
church is aho outside. "ery little actual
~",J~l
digging was done on the site as it is
~ ,-2~2..<"'::,J
well above the future reservoir level and has
Fig. 1 I.-Scale 1 : 100.

t
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already been turned over b.\' sebllul.:lriJl whu lHt\'e (It':;tl'u\"t'd the mud-brick vault"! ,\lld the
upper storie;;; of the hous3.'; which were often of the same matpria1. . The method of building
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the fortified walls of the town dry, in horizontal courses, without mud or mortar IS typical
of thl' period, and is the same ali is found in the walls built above Kalabsha and those of the
well preserved town of Ikhmindi, south of Dakka, which will be described in the fourth
Annual Report.
Some of the Rteeper strf'ets of Sabagura were providcll with flights of steps cut in the
rock, and there was also ell tin tlIt> s<lllllstOlH' :1 :-;eries of troughs for watering animals. PI. 10 (/.
The church was pruvided with H staircase in the north wei:>t corner, amI the apse contained
a window immediately uver the altar Wllllllllllicating with a space between the exterior of
tlw ap~;e and the outside wnll whieh «Ollllectecl tlw diakouikou and tlIe sacristy. Fig. It.
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APPENDIX I

8EBAKH-Dln(:i1NG Al"n

('E~'1En;RY PLl':'<DEIW\'Cj IN LOWEH Xt'BL\.

Plates 52-54.

When a cemetery i" de;;cribed by an ohserver as having been plundered, it i,.; oftl'n de"irable to ascertain
at what period the damage mentioned has taken place. There is abundant. cvidenee that plundering pure
and simple, that is, the opening of a grave or tomb to rob the dead of objects of value, was practised from the
I-'arlie"t period, archaie burials being simply disturbed at one point. the IIcek for .'. X alll pIe, in the quest of
valnahll's. Such plundering may have taken place shortly after the burial b.\" j't'l'son" who were perhaps
eogni:iUnt of the ('xact situation of particular objects. In later time:" the ilHluisitio!ls a III I trials of the
robJX'rs uf the royal necropoli" at Thebes are too well known to need more than a passing mcntion. Here,
again, the thieves were in i<ome case>: persons who werc familiar with the ;;itnation of the tom]),.;, and perhaps
also of their contents. The periodic ini<pect.ion;; and the de"perate artifices l'lIIployell to ('oncl'al I he royal
mummies only partially achieved their object, and at the present (Ia~' the lItlllo~t YigilallCt' i~ re1luin·d tu
~afeguard the existence of even well-known tombs,
Until antiquities began to have fl. value apart from tilt' matl'ria\...; of whil·h they \I'ere (;ol\lposed, that is,
until the middle of the ninetcenth eentury, sueh damage as wa~ done was incidental to the removal of
objects compo»ed of the precious metals. It was, perhaps, a more hOIH'st kind of oamage thau that which
resulted from the lInsYiltematic turning over of a site by an explorer whose object \vus to obtain particular
type~ uf antiquities, such as in~criptions or ~tahws.
The fashion of Eg:'ptian antiquities once started. Illany ancimlt sites were rlestl'O,"ed, and all archa'ologieul evidence \\-ith them, by persuns respoll~ible or otherwise, who~e sol,· aim was to obtain objects of
ancient art for sale or exhibition. ~uth a method of obtaining ilntiquitie;; Ih'ed" no COlllnwnt, but a glance
through any collection will rewaJ how Illany objects it l"t)lltain,.; the provenallce of which is absolut.ely unknown. and of whic:h the urcha'ological value is at a corl"l'sponding di~l'ount.. Blit thp\"l' i" onc ,.;ouree whirh
contillll?., to providt' the dealer in antiquitit's in parlieular with a considerable yuriet\· of ,.hj('d:=.;. Tlw
increase in the population uf Egypt and it" agricultural prosperity han h·d 10 the reclaiming of land near
tile de.sl~rt and to thc improving of that already cultivated, amI tlti~ is especially true of the land watered
entirely by lift-ilTigation, i.e., g/i'ulll! and s'lfjirt, amI not hv the inundation, for th~ earth, b:·ing partia]]y
(lepri\'ctl of the benefit of the fertilizing Illud of the river. ha,.; tu be refreshed by frerluent adrlitions of soil.*
Ancient ruins are particularly favoured for this purpose, a:=.; the soil contains a pr(.portioll of salts which
urn bdievcd to be beneficial t·(I the <TOps. This being the case, the peasant;; find every year a t'onsiderable
number of smdl objects which ewntuall)' find their way into the hands of the dealers at Luxor ur Cairo.
In Nubia, the Aswan Dam huld,.; up the watt'r to a greater height than tIle highest flood, and a considerable
an'a has, in eOll,.;eqllcnce, heCOlllt' available for cultivation. the irrigatiulI being perflll'llwd b~" Iit:lJias. The
reservoir water is, of course, 'luite l"il'ar, and contrihutes nothing to the f.'rtilit:" of the soil. In addition to
thi~, sand drifts o"er the field,s, and it h('conw.>. imperativ(' to enrich the ,.;nil, if good crops are to hp ohtainr.d.
It su happen..;; that wherever the \'[lIlt'y widens, or a :side yalley joins it. the Xile in the pa~t laid down great
bank,.; of alluvial mud, f'tratifil'd with bands of pr.Lbles and river sancI. The junction of the mml Lank with the
sandstone is occasionally marked b:' a fringe of fre;;h-wutcr bivalve shplk These hanks, though of recent
geological formation are, however, long anterior to the Predyna,.;tie pt'J';od, the grave:s of which are often
dug in !hem. They contain a few f'l'llIi-filssilizl'd bones of oxcn, gazelle,.; awl erocodiles, which were no douht.
washed down by ancient flood".
These Illud banks have been cut to pil'el's to provide a fertile soil to spread on the liulJia-waterecl fields.
As the slopes nearest the desert were too high to irrigate, they were early attacked, and were in some cases

• The use of the plough is 1'l"al:lic:1l1y unknown in :>.Tubia, and the addition of sand by the wind alllong the stubble and of st'uakll
hy the cultivators. gradually raise the licit\; lllltil the lauour required to reduce a particular plot to a managcahlc Il'vel often causes
it to go out of cultivation.
The presence of yoke-cattle in the SQ1UH make3 the non, use of ploughs almost inexplicable except on
the score of want of initiiltive. The real business of Lower ",ubia is of eour,e domestic sen-ice for which purpose III most the
entire adult male population emigrat...s each autumn to the l'lrgor towns of Upper and Low,'r Egypt.
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entirely remov d. Unfortunately, i i, jus these banks wmch were unsuitable for cultivation that were
selected by the ancient populations for their cemeteries. Any graves they may have contained have. of
course, di appeared along with the earth, fragments of bon . and broken pottery alone remaining as evidence
of what has taken place. Earth and po herd, are alike spread on the fields, and such antiquities as are conider d saleable are preserved until a dealer or a traveller pr ents himself. A further impulse is given to
sebakh-digging by the nece i y of adding oil to the field when the crops are yotmg to prevent the water
washing the oil away from the root. f th pronting corn. The ebakh is collected and pa ed through sie" •.
and i then scatter d amon? th er p.<, re-bll' ing the exp ed root and ounteracting the effect of any, and
which may have accumulated. inc th fi lds were sown.
At the ide of every fi Id are to be een li le heap f pot: h rd-, p bbles and mall
n s, wmch have
been thrown out of the ebaM-sieve: when th e rth was ifted.
The rounded and-fill d hollows I It by sebakh.diggin : often yield tone axe' which may have come
from the grave, but wmch in vie\ f th ir being found in all stages of manufacture mark the sites of anci nt
ettlemen ,and m y be the implemen u ed to cut the graves them elves in the hard earth. The are
made out of pebble wmch occur in the more ancient alluvial b d and many examples have b en found
with a heavy patination due to expo Ul' to wind and and action. Th y do not em adapted for cutting
wood, and while they would mak vel'· ffective w apon ,the ituation in wmch they are found would
make their us a agricultural or xca vating implemen at lea. t po ible. The stone, with which they were
11 mm red and chipped into hape ar found a ociated with them, and t.he ax ' are of most frequent
occurrence on or n ar the sites of archaic ettlement. PI. a' b.
Modern sebakh-digging is charact rized by the pre ence of fragments of bone scattered on the sW'face,
and it ha no doubt receiv d a recent addi ional impul e owing to the fact of the l' ervoir water being now
available to water crop during the late winter and spring. It i probable, however, that whil a considerable
amOWl of damage ha be n don in th last even year, many 'te owe their de truction to a much earlier
p riod, wmch may be put back to he time when saqia were first ilitroduced into the country, apparently in
Byzantine or Roman tim' aqia p . not
entiallv differing from those in use t .day, being common in
grave of th X-group p riod.
Wbere a section of a terrace raised by aqia.cultivation i revealed by the fall of the bank into the river,
Roman and archai potsherds may be discerned in a3. ociation in the lowe t level, and there can be little
doubt that while the de truction of the J ubian cemeterie has been accelerated in the past few ye3jTs, it ha also
been continuous owing to the peculiar character of the soil and the irrigation system which has been in URe
throughout the Christian and Moslem periods.
In some localities, e pecially tho e on the east bank or where rocky cliffs approach the river, whole
banks of aUuviuID have been cut away and piled up again as a saqia watered terrace. Even Moslem
Cemeteries, PI. ii4 b, have been dug away, showing that religious scruples have in some as
been
'ubordinated to the struggle for exi tence.
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APPENDIX If.

CATALOGUE 01, THE GRE«~K GRAVESTONES OF THE CHRISTIAN PEIUOD
FJWM GINARI, CEMETJo:RY

.1.1.'

The readings of the insl'I'ij'tillns oj the.sf' !lraVf',~tf/J/.e8 ftre taken from the fiAd i/fll~.~.
Tlu ray worn condition f~r' nway of the stones has i/ltroduced an inaroidable ,demellt 0/
ul/f'frfainty in many of the reat/il/,l/s of the indication dates. The spelling of the Greek words
is 1:/'1'.'/ corrupt and inconsistent and the material is pri/ltfrl here rather for the sake (~f
romjllt,ting the record than for' its int'rinsic value.
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APPENDIX Ill.

POTTERY.
T~:CHNIl".-\L Ih:~rRIPTIIIN ll~' \V,\RKI'.

All ancient pottery may be divided into classes according to the shape, ware, and finish (including decoration) of the piece in question. While the shape may be roughly indicated by" ~·uch words as necked jar.
bowl, pot, or dish, the infinite varieties of these forms, characteristic of diffeTe'Ilt archreological periods.
render some method of graphic illustration essential either by outline-drawings or h~-photographs. The
former system, although quite conventional, has this advantage: that if the drawings are made to a uniform
scale the typical shapes of each period can be at once recognized and compared. Photographic illustl'ation,
while costly, only gives in addition the surface texture without its colour, both of which can be described in
words. Descriptions of colour or texture must, however, if they are to be of any value, be u;;:ed cOlL,;istelltly,
be as brief and as few as possible and must ignore those minute Yariatiolls of surface and tint which are oft-t'n
merely the accident3 of manufacture.
The colour and texture of a ware depends on three main factors. The clay, the method or degree of
firing, and the colouring matters introduced by accident or design in the ware itself, or as a surface decoration.
Clay.-E,5yptian pottery is dependent on three principal materials or clays, and the occurrence of these
clays has in aIH',cnt times, as at the present day, caused certain localities to produce special types of pottery:~i) Nile mud is, of course, of universal distribution, and when taken from the river banks
is influenced (by admixture) to a certain extent by the surrounding rock-formations,
whether limestone, granite or sandstone;
(ii). Marls from limestone districts;
(iii) Blue or Aswan clay occurring in beds in the Kubian sandstone.
The Nile mud, mixed or Ulunixed with chopped straw to make it bind together (e:,>p('ciaIl~' if at all sandy).
LW'ut either in a kiln or on an open hearth, produces the smooth coarse red ware (SCRW). Finely
levigated mud mixed perhaps with a little Aswan clay and burnt in an open hearth, produce:'> the thin smooth red
ware which when painted with hrematite and not polished is termed thin smooth (KD.) red ware red-washed
and when the piece is in addition polished we get the thin (smooth) red-polished ware. When pieces of this
type are fired, mouth down, on the hearth, the red-polished black-mouthed ware (R-P B-l\1) is produced,
which is the successor or degeneration of the red-poli:'>hed black-topped (R-P B-T) ware of the Predynastic
period.
Marls and clays (washed down by rain from limestone formations) pl'Oduc.e on being fired in a kiln the
well-known white Ballas ware. The presence of a certain amount of iron in the clay will produce the hard
pink ware, especially if the degree of firing is not excessive.
Aswan cla:,- from the sand:'>tone formation is often present in the Nile mud of the district and is deliberately mixed with it to produce the modern Assiiit pottery. It seem:'> to favolll' the production of blackpoliflhed wares.
In Lower Kubia to-day there is a considerable trade with Egypt for baralis or water-jars. The alterations in the locks of the Aswan Barrage have checked all river traffic through the First Cataract, and the
inhabitants are using paraffin tins as a substitute for the Egyptian water-jars. Wheel-made, kiln-baked saqia
jars are also being replaced by a hand-made, hearth-baked pot. Two classes of vessel are also made, the
large water-jars or zirs which stand in every village pro bono publico (which are little more than the corn-bins
of dried Nile mud, sufficiently fired to enable them to hold water), and the fine bowls and kettles ofred ware,
decorated with a thick polished dark red hrematite coating. These bowls are turned by hand from Nile
mud with a little clay, dried, ground to a smooth surface with a sandstone rubber, and finally coated with
red hrematitic iron oxide (which abounds in the sandstone) and oil and burnished with a pebble. The bowls
are beautifully true, and to a certain extent water-tight and are even used to feed and water sheep, goats
and poultry to prevent waste and the scattering of the food by the wind.

-.'i:J-

The different wares of the ancient pottery will be found described in thii: and futufe reports as follows.
An endeavour has been made to use the nomenclature consistently, and where variations of description
occur some variation in the type of ware is usually indicated.
1. Smooth coarse red ware SCRW (tibn-marked).-Nile mud and chopped straw burned Oil a hearth or
in a kiln.
2. Thin smooth red or brown ware.-The same, only thinner, and when painted and polished is described
as thin red-painted and polished ware. Sometimes the painting if; omitted and the surface of the clay only
burnished * with a pebble or a wash of red ochre appred without any polishing.
3. Red-polished black-topped wa·re (R-P B-T). The Predynastic ware which came into use for the second
time in the C-group period. It was fired mouth down on an open hearth with abunc1a'lce of filet
4. Red-polishd black·'lwutherl W:Lre (R-P B-M). A degenerated form of No. 3, with well-defined transitional types from it. The narrow black >:taining round the brim of the piece is possibl~' cl ue to firing with
a minimum of quickly-burning fuel.
5. Hard pink and red wares.-Made from fine clays and mads with an admixture of iron oxide. They
are oft.en finisaed with a light or dark red (plum colo:!r) ha3:n",titic coat a Id p)lis'.nd, aJ.d pieces are
carefully made and kiln-baked, whi13t the system of pot-marks (potters' signs) is well develop3d.t
6. Hard bug-white and greenish-white wares (Ballas ware).-Not found in large quantities in Nubia before
the C-group period.
7. Black- and brown-polished wares generally with incised white-filled patterns, peculiar to the Early
Predynastic, Early Dynastic. and the C-group period!'!. This pottery may be m3.d3 in imitation of ebony or
gourd vessels. The C-group patterns are suggestive of modern Somali, Sudanese and Nubian basketwork patterus, especially in the coloured pxamples. The material appears to be a mixture of Nile mud and
Aswan clay fir~d in a smoky heat.
8. Brown and red ware from which the great bulk of the New Empire and Roman pottery is made. It
is ofteu decorated in the style of each period with white-, black-, and red-painted designs.

... Burnishing and pebble-polishing lire synonymous and the word" polished" used alone means that the burnishing has bel'ln
so well done that the separate lines or strokes made by the pebble cannot be recognized.
t ThesCl signs are, of course, to enable potters ll~ing a common kiln or hea!'th to recognize th{'ir own pieceq aftf>r firing. Tho
marks may be cla.'!IlrnC':! as (i) Arbitrary, (ii) Tribe and nome signs, (iii) Hieroglyphio. The pot.m'lrk3 made before firing must
always 1w distinguished from the incised marb of ownership or decoration scratehed on aft.er the piece wa,q in use.

PART 11:

CATALOGUE OF GRAVES Al'\D THEIR CONTENTS.

SYSTEM OF REFERENCES USED IN THE REPORT.

Certain periods will be found indicated by abbreviations as followa :-E-D=Early Dynastic.
N-E=New Empire.
A-Group=Late Predynastic and Early Dynastic.
B-Group=Old Kingdom Nubian (Archaic Nubian).
C-Group=Middle Kingdom to New Empire Nubian (Middle Nubian).
X-Group=BY7.antine Pagan Period 200-500 A.D.
To avoid the repetition 'of long descriptioIlB of the more frequently-occurring wares, oertain abbrevill.tion;; are used throughout the cemetery catalogue :R-P B-T=Red-polished black-topped;
R-P B-M=Red-polished black-mouthed;
SCRW= Smooth coarse red ware (Petrie's rough.faced ware).
The sex of bodies is indicated by the letters M.=male, F.=female.
In oertain cemeteries, e.g., Cemetery 77, groups of graves of different period:; were separately
numbered for convenience. These 8ub.divi:;ions are indicated by the number of the cemetery folluwed
by the solidus and the numeral "1," "100," "200," and so on, thus 77/1, 77/100. Referenees to sin~k
graves are made in the mmal manner, e.g., 77 : 12().
Objects in position are indicated by Arabic numerals following the cemetery and grave number". e.g.,
79 : 135 : 10, in which" 10 " is the tenth object recorded in grave 135 of Cemetery 79.
Objects not in pol'itioIl; i.e" found outside the grave or in the debris are given in lowel'-ea.<;l' Roman
numerals.
Tn the C-group period when objects occur in position both outside and inside the graves the latter receIVe
the letter G (= grave) to distinguish them.
The orientation of the graves in a number of sites varied from the normal compass-readings, owing to
the cllstom in certain periods of taking the direction of the Nile as an indication of the local north-and-south
line. The word " local" before the various points of the compass shows that in a particular in.<;tancl' the
direction is in conformity with this focal usage.
The scale of the drawings of graves and burials is 1: 30 and of .the pottery I: 10, except wllt'n
otherwise stated.
In the Catalogue of graves in Part 11 and at the top right hand corner of the right hand page \\'i\l
])l' found an index of the graves described on the two pages comprised in each opening.

GLOSSARY.

Below are given the equivalent, in English of a numhl'!' of ArahiC' expre~"lOIlS which .Il.:(~ur III ~h,·
body of the Report:1. Dahabia=House-boat.
2. Feluka=Small Nile boat, fitted w:ith lateen sail
3. Gyasa=Lateen rigged ship for heavy tran'lport.
4. Gebel=Literally mountain: used for desert ground undisturbed by man.
5. Germ, pI. geran=Bulging water jars, non-porous, with rounded base in three sizes: .1. [Lllll_
and I, of white ware, made mostly at Ballas, and of red ware made mostly near E3na.
6. Gula, pI. gulal=Small greenish-white porous water bottles made mostly at Qena.
7. Kohl=Black eye paint. Galena.
8. Mustaba=The Arabic word for the mud banks which serve as benche'l and beds ill modern hOIl.,"':'.
and has since Mariette's time been used to designate the bench-like superstructnfl.' of ancient. tomh~.
9. Reis=The Arabic woru for head-man, overaeer, captain.
10. Saqia=A water-wheel turned by cattle for raising water by a chain of jars.
n. Sebakh=Nitrogenous earth, used as manure.
12. SebMkMn=Diggers of Sebakh.
13. Shadu!=A bucket-sweep for raising water, worked by hand.
heikh=A man of authority or importance in a village. Saint: hence the respect shown for their
burial-places.
lb. Tibn=Chopped straw used in brick and pottery making.
16. Zir, pI. ziyar= Very large porous water jar, wide-mouthed, pointed base, made at Qena.
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CATALOGUE OF GRAVES AND 'T"EIR CONTENTS.

GINARI TO GERF HUSEIN.

CEMETERY

58.

PLANS

o-group

CEMETERIES 58 to 71.

Il, VI and VII.

Plates 3, 4.

and New Empire Graves.

I. Grave: In loose sand, form not preserved.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head' 45° S. of E.
2. (have: In loose sand, form not preserved. .
B1.trial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head
./ - - - ..... ,
/
45° N. of E. Body had been wrapped in
"
'1 ' \
linen and covered with matting of C-group
1
,
.1
pattern. The lower part of the body was mcrtrin~ _--,;_ _
I
I
covered with a leathern kilt.
I
,
I
1 'rn1~~
Contents :
\
I
,
,
1. Neck, graduated string of green-glaze
", "
ball beads.
2. R. wrist, green-glaze steatite cylindrical
Fig". 12.
and disc beads.
3. Ankles, white shell disc beads.
i. Horn needle.
3. Gra.ve: 120 X 110 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side and chest and lying on leather.
10° N. of E.
Contents :
1. Neck, small green- and black-glaze barrel-shaped beads.
i. Quantity of small green-glaze disc beads.
ii. Potsherds of incised ware.
.t. Grave: Form not preserved.
Burials: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 200 E. of N.
Oontents :
1. Bowl, R-P B-T. Fig. 15.
i. Potsherd brown-polished incised ware from a bowl. Fig. 29.
5. Grave: Form not preserved.
Burial: Upper part of F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head 15° S. of E.
Oontents :
1. Neck, black- and green-glaze beads.
i. Green-glaze barrel~shaped bead.
ii. Green-glaze seal. PI. 42 b, 31.
iii. Large bowl black ware incised. Fig. 15.
iv. Potsherds ef-incised ware: .
\

,

linen

lea1her

Head

-

56-

6.. Grave: Form not preserved, oval (?).
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head 15° S. of E. Bodr covered
with leather.
Oontents:
1. About body, long strings of small blue-glaze beads.
i. Long barrel-shaped green-glaze beads.
ii. Green stone pendant.
iii. Pierced shells.
iv. Potsherds R-P B-T (bowl).
v. Kohl shell.
7. Grave: Form not preserved, oval (?).
Burial: Remains of M. skeleton originally contracted on back. head 15° 8. of E.
(lO'Y/.,tenf.s :

i. Quantity of white shell disc beads.
ii. Mother-of-pearl pendant. PI. 37 h, 19.
8. Grave: Form not preserved.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 40° 8. of E.
9. Gra'vf?:. Form not preserved.
Bu.rial: M. skeleton contraeted on L. side, head 20° 8. of E.
10. Grave: Form not preserved.
Burial: Fragments of M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head 40° E. of S.
11. Gmt],;: Form not preserved.
Burial: Fragments of the skeleton of an infant.
12. Grave: Form not preserved.
Burial: Skeleton of a F. child contracted on. R. side. Head Jay on a mass of leilt.her.

IJ.

14.

15.
16.

17.

Oontents :
I. Three tortoise-shell penanllular bracelets from R. arm.
2. Long string of beads (coloured glass, cornelian, white shell disc).
i. Bowl, brown ware brown-painted black-mouthed, incised brim.
(have: Form not preserved.
/"'- .....
Bun'.al : M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head VI.
I
' \
I
OO/ltents :
" \
I
I. Bowl. coarse black ware roughly-incised pattem. Fig. 16.
\
(I
r
.,
(f((JJIJ(:: Rectangular with rounded ends (?).
PI. 4 a.
I
'I
I
Bll'f'ial: Skeleton contracted on R. side and chest, head E. Body I
I 'J}2==~
.1
/
had been covered with a leather kilt dyed or tanned red.
\
;
"
...
(ha've: Rectangular (?).
5'8.13
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on back.
Fi!!. i:-;.
Grave: Form not preserved. .
Burial: Remains of a M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head N.
Oontents:
i. Bone needle.
ii. Green-glaze button seal, back roughly cut to imitate a scarab.
PI. 42 b, 30.
Grave: Form not preserved. PI. 4: b.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. aide, head E.

---

-
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18. Grave: Form not preserved.
B1J,rial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head N. All bones stained. red from
dyed leather garment.
Oontents :
1. Leather bag before face.
19. Grave: Oval, 120 X 95 - 150 cm. PI. 4 c.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on back and R. side, head E.
Oontents:
1. String of blue-glaze beads (neck).
2. String of black- and white-glaze beads tneck).
1. Ten green-glaze amulets.
PI. 37 b, 21-28.
ii. Green-glaze glandiform beads.
iii. Black ware incised pattern.
Fig. H.
20. G'rave: Rectangular with rounded ends (?).
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head J
(
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Burial: F. skeleton much disturbed, originally contracted on L. ide, head E.
Oontents:
i. Potsherds red-polished incised ware.
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Fig. 15.
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Fig. 16.

101. Grave: Circular, UO X UO cm.
Burial: Skull and long bone of a F. skeleton originally contracted.
102. Grave: Irregular oval, U5 X 95 cm.
Burial: Bones and skull of M. in no apparent order.
103. Grave: Circular, 75 X 75 - 135 cm.
Oontents:
i. Potsherds red-polished incised ware, same as 58 : 100.
ii. SCRW, dotted pattern.
lll. Bowl R-P B-M ware.
iv. Cup or bowl R-P B-T.

1:4

-
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104. Grave: Oval, 85 X 65 - 50 cm.
Burial: Skull and bones in no apparent order piled on stones at SW. end of grave.
105. GralJe: Circular, 95 X 95 cm. PI. 4 d.
Burial: M. skeleton with head disturbed, contracted on R. side, head NE.
Contents :
i. Small R-P B-T cup with hole in base.
ii. Flint flake 4'5 cm. long.
iii. Small bivalve shell.
106. Grave: Long rectangular, 180 >< 50 - 90 cm. New Empire.
Burial: Tibire and feet of F. skeleton originally extended or slightly flexed on L.
side.
106A. Grave: Nearly circular, 85 X 80 cm., intruded on by 58: 106.
Burial: M. skull, on floor of grave.

Content.s:

107.

108.

109.

110.

Ill.
IIZ.

i. Bowl R-P B-T ware.
ii. Broken bow I red-painted and polished.
iii. Brim of bow I SCRW with trumpet-shaped projections.
iv. Small circular sandstone mortar.
v. Potsherds of small bowls R-P B-T ware.
Grave: Form not preserved.
Bnrial: Skeleton of a child, contracted on L. side.
Contents :
i. Potsherds of R-P B-T ware.
ii. Potsherd of SCRW with incised patterns.
Grave: Parallel sides with rounded ends, 165 X 85 -125 cm.
Burial: Tibia and foot of M. skeleton contracted on L. side.
Contents :
1. Small jar black-polishedware with band of incised pattern at shoulder. Fig. 16·
2. Banded agate pebble.
3. Black feathers.
i, ii, iii, iv. Four small bowls R-P B-T ware. Fig. 15.
v, vi. Potsherds with incised patterns. Fig. 29.
Grave: Parallel sides with rounded ends, 125 X 90 - 80 cm. PI. 4 e.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on H. side, head NE. Body had been laid on, or
covered with linen and matting.
Grape: Parallel sides with rounded ends, 160 X 60 - 160 cm.
Burial: Tibire and feet of M. skeleton originally contracted on L. side.
Contents :
i. Potsherds of incised ware.
Gra've: Circular, 100 X 100 - 120 cm.
Burial: F. bones in disorder of a skeleton possibly contracted on L. side.
Grave: Parallel sides with rounded ends, 135 X 90 - 120 cm.
Burial: Femur and tibire of M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head NE.
Contents:
1. Small bow I red-painted and polished.
. ii. Potsherd black ware, incised pattern.
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112A. Grave: Rectangular, 105 X 45 - 50 cm. PI. 4 f.
Burial: Skeleton of a F. child extended (slightly flexed) on R. side, head S.

New

Empire burial intruded on Grave 112.
113. Grave: Rectangular, 110 X 75 - 110 cm.
Burial: Fragments of human M. bones.
114. Grave: Circular, 85 X 85 -HO cm.
Burial: Fragments of human bones.
Contents:
i. Large broken bowl R-P B-T with incis~d pattern.
ii. Potsherd, red-painted ware incised basket-work pattern. Fig. 15.
iii. Potsherds of bow I R-P B-T ware.
115. Grave: Oval, 125 X 80.- 125 cm.
Burial: M. skull and bones in disorder at S. end of grave, burial possibly contracted
on R. side•.
Contents:
i. Cylinder (awl handle 1) of grey pottery with incised patterns. Fig. 16.
ii, iii. Potsherds of two R-P B-T bowls.
iv. Potsherd of a bowl, black incised ware.
116. Grave: Long rectangular, 175 X 70 -140 cm., dug through sand into underlying
alluvium.
Burial: M. skeleton extended on R. side, head S., knees slightly flexed.
Contents:
1. Jar, as Fig. 22: 2 red ware.
117. Grave: Long rectangular, 190 X 85 -145 cm., dug through sand into underlying
alluvial mud. PI. 3 b
Burial: F. skeleton extended on L. side, knees slightly flexed,
hand before pelvis.
Contents :
1. Alabaster kohl-pot. PI. 41 c, 3
2. Alabaster kohl-pot. PI. 41 c, 7.
3. Plume of feathers, the quills held together by red dyed
leather.
4. Necklace of small green- and black-glaze beads.
i. Scarab. PI. 42 b, 44
ii. Fragment of bronze (edge of a mirror).
iii. Green-glaze ball beads.
iv. Green- and blue-glaze amulets.
58.117
v. Cylindrical blue-glaze bead.
Fi:r. 1i.
vi. Crystal green-glaze bead.
118. Grave: Long rectangular, with rounded en~, 170 X 70 - 120 cm., dug through sand
into alluvial mud.
Burial: F. skeleton extended on back and. on L. side, head NE.
Contents:
i. Small blue-glaze uninscribed scarab.
ii. Oval seal in silver mount (ring bezel).
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119. Grave: Long rectangular, 190 X 80 - 135 cm. PI. 3 c.
Burial: F. skeleton extended on L. side, knees slightly flexed .
.contents:
1. Kohl-pot, dark grey stone. PI. 41 b, 2.
2. Alabaster kohl-pot (with cover) containing hair and
black kohl (galena). PI. 41 C, 4.
3-6. Bivalve shells with worn edges.
7. Lump of black paint (galena).
8. Pieces of hoomatite paint.
9, 10. Bone points. PI. 38 d, 8.
U. Flint flake.
1
12. Bone point.
'7
8
13. Long cylindrical green-glaze bead.
15
14. Cover of kohl-pot No. 1.
15. Flint flake.
16. Kohl-pot lid.
Fig. 18.
17. Scarab. (Ra-se-wa'ad-en). PI. 42 b, 38.
18. Small spherical necked jar of red ware.
i. Flint flake.
ii, iii, iv, v, vi, vii, viii, ix. Scarabs. PI. 42 b, 36, 45, 46, 40, 37, 42, 43.
x. Two spherical cornelian beads.
xi. Quantity of small blue-glaze beads.
120. Grave: Long rectangular, 220 X 70 - 180 cm., dug through sand into alluvial mud.
Burial: M. skeleton extended on back and R. side, head NE.

Contents :
1. Jar red ware, as Fig. 22 : 1.
2. Jar red ware, as Fig. 22: 2.

i. Potsherds of Middle Nubian type with edges worn by digging.
121. Grave: Long rectangular, 205 X 65 -170 cm., dug through sand into alluvial mud.
Burial;' M. skeleton extended on back, left leg crossed over right.

Contents :
Jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 1.
Jar yellowish-white Ballas ware, containing spongy organic mass.
Jar yellowish-white Ballas ware, remains of mud stopper under brim.
Near head, feathers.
i. Pieces of sewn leatlier with rows of holes stabbed through the material.
122. Grave: Long rectangular, 230 X 85 - 200 cm., dug through sand into alluvial mud.
Burial: M. skeleton on R. side, knees slightly flexed.
Contents:
1. Jar, red,ware, upper part red-painted, as Fig. 22: 1.
2. Jar, red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 2.
i. Painted plaster from a coffin.
123. Grave: Long rectangular with rounded ends, 180 X 95 cm.
Burials: A. Adult male skeleton extended on L. side.
B. Young male skeleton extended on R. side.
1.
2.
3.
4.

-
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Contents:
1. Jar, red-washed, as Fig. 22: 1.
2. Jar, red ware, as Fig. 22 : 4.
i. Two gold rings. PI. 37 d, 4.
~ ii. Two silver spiral rings. PI. 37 d, 2.
124. Grave: Long rectangular, 235 X 85 -105 cm., dug through sand into alluvial
Burial: M. skeleton extended face downwards on a mass of decayed wood.
body had been enclosed in a wooden coffin..
Contents :
1. Jar red ware, as Fig. 22 : 2.
125. Grave: Long rectangular with rou~ded ends, 200 X 80 -100 cm., dug through
into alluvial mud.
Burial: M. skeleton extended on R. side, knees slightly flexed. Body had
wrapped in linen.
Contents :
1. Jar red ware, as Fig. 22: 2.
i. Two gold rings. PI. 37 d, 1.
126. Grave: Long rectangular with rounded ends, 205 X 70 - 70 cm. dug through
into alluvial mud and sand &trata.
Burial: M. skeleton extended on R. side.
Contents:
1. Jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 1, spongy organIc

mud.
The

sand
been

sand

content~

2. Jar red wa.re red-painted with incised pattern and sus-

pension holes. PI. 49 a, 6.
3. Black- and green-glaze beads at neck.
4. Blue-glaze beads at ankles.
i. Scarab.
ii. Alabaster kohl-pot. PI. 41 C, 1.
127. Grave: Long grave with rounded ends, 220 X 90 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton extended on L. side, hands before pelvis.

Contents:
1. Jar (broken) red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 1.
2. Jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 4.
1. Two gold rings.
PI. 37 d, 3.
11. Pieces of decayed ivory bracelet P).
CEMETERY.M.
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sg, 126
Fig. 19.

IV.

On the east bank, near the village of Metardul, opposite Dendur temple but a little to
the south, the high sandstone desert bears deposits of very ancient alluvium stratified with
gravel. Thes~ deposits are as much as two metres thick and have attracted the attention of
the sebakh-diggers, who have entirely destroyed a small cemetery (about twenty graves)
apparently of the archaic period. These graves, so far as they were recognizable, appeared to
be circular or rectangular with one instance of the side-chamber type. There were no
potsherds which could be identified with certainty as coming from these graves. About
fifty metres to the east were a few plundered burials deposited in the sandstone surface.

-
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The entrances to these graves were at the west end, and were closed by one or more vertical
sandstone slabs. There were no traces of superstructures, and all the graves had been
plundered, such objects as were found not being in position.

I. Grare: In natural cleft between sandstone rocks.
Contents:
i. Bowl, pinkish-red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 11.
ii. Small bowl red ware, inside painted bright red and pebble-polished with
circular strokes, as Fig. 22: 10.
2. Grai'e: Cleft in sandstone, 200 X 45 - 75 cm. Entrance at west end sealed with pieces
of sandstone.
Contents:
i. Jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 2.
ii. Jar (broken) red ware, as Fig. 22: 2.
iii. Saucer red ware outside bright red-painted and polished, as Fig. 22: 7.
iv. Bowl red ware with hole in hase, as Fig. 22 : 6.
J. Grave: In cleft in sandstone.
Contents:
i. Scarab. (Neb-pehtet-Ra). PI. 42 b, 25.
ii. Scarab. PI. 42 b, 28.
iii. Pale blue and green-glaze beads. PI. 37 d, 9.
iv. Potsherds C-group incised ware.
4. Grave: In cleft in sandstone.
Contents:
i. Scarab. PI. 42 b, 26.
11. Scarab.
PI. 42 b, 27.
iii. Kohl-pot. PI. 41 C, 2.
iv. Kohl-pot. ·PI. 41 C, 5, e.
v, vi. Copper tweezers. PI. 38 d, G.
vii. Beryl amulet (hawk).
yiii. Green-glaze amulet.

CEMETERY
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In ancient alluyialmud bank at Wadi Abiad was a single unplundered grave and some
empty pits, remains of a cemetery of the Early Dynastic period.
I. Grave: Approximately rectangular, HO X 65 - 45 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head S.
Contents: •
1. Bow I hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 3, but deeper.

CEMETERY

66.

PLAN

IV.

At Abu Ragab on the west bank were a few Christian graves and some empty Roman
end chamber, tombs cut in the mud. A single buria.l of the New Empire was found in the
neighbourhood of the Christian graves.

-
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I. Gra:ve: Apparently a side-chamber grave, 200 X 120 - 90 cm., of New Empire type.
The burial seems to be in the floor of the pit and not in the chamber itself. The
body lay on about 15 cm. of debris.
Burial: F. skeleton of Egyptian type extended on back,
hands on pelvis.
Oontents: Fig. 21.
1. Serpentine kohl-pot, base anciently broken off and
showing traces of repair. PI. 41 b, .1.
2. Small jar with two handles, brown ware with
white slip, polished..
3. Jar with two handles red ware white-painted.
4. Large jar brown ware yellow-white slip, brown
line decoration.
5. Bowl red ware red-painted at brim.
6. Small bow I red ware red-painted.
7. Small necked jar red ware, bright red-painted and
polished, black line-decoration, with stone cover.
Fig. ~w.
8. Bronze ring-stand retaining original colour and polish of the metal. PI. 41 I.
9. Jar (as No. 12) red-brown ware.
4.
10. Large two-handled bowl red
~~

C(;io

11.

L:;:e~:~~~:~~l:~a:~~~:~e~f

{j0 0
J

Ballas ware (broken).
12. Jar red ware.
1:213. Jar (as No. 12) red ware. .
~TI ~''Z7======== s
14. Small bowl red ware pamted
~
and polished inside, circular
66.1 ~ 15
polishing marks.
Fig. 21.
15. Bowl red-painted ware.
.
16. Necked jar red ware red-painted.
i. Small bowl red ware red-painted.
ii. Small bow I dark red-painted.
iii. About 12 ivory or bone inlays with black dots.
iv. Six shell beads.
v. Bent piece of copper (handle).
vi. Potsherds R-P B-T and incised (late C-group) ware.
6

~

0
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IV.

The south side of a small valley just south of the village of Dugheish is formed by a steep
bank of ancient Nile mud resting on the sandstone. In it were dug a few New Empire graves~
I. Grave: Large chamber tomb, 200 X 200 cm~, cut horizontally into the mud.
Burial: Removed by plundering.
Oontents :
1. Jar brown ware, as Fig. 22: 5.
2. Bow I red ware red-painted and polished inside, band of unpolished red paint
outside, as Fig. 22: 10.
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3. As 4.
4. Small bowl red ware, as Fig. 22: 7.
5. Jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 2.
2. Grave: Long side-chamber grave, 205 X 105 - 90 cm.

Burial: Skeleton extended on back and L. side, head N., hands before pelvis. knees
slightly flexed.
Oontents:
1. Jar 'red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 4.
2. Kohl-pot black ware imitating stone.
3. Jar red ware, as Fig. 22 : 4
4. Bowl red ware, red-painted inside, white band inside brim, and large white
spot on inside of bottom of bowl, as Fig. 22 : 10.
5. Small saucer red ware.
6. Small saucer red ware.
7. Bowl red-painted insip.e, white band inside brim, large white-painted cross
inside bowl, as Fig. 22: 10.
8. Jar red ware, as Fig. 22: 4.
9. Jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 4.
10. Bowl red ware, white band inside brim and white spot on bottom of bowl.
Base pierced intentionally, as Fig. 22 : 10.
ll. Bowl red-painted inside, white band inside brim, large white spot in bottom
of bowl, as Fig. 22 : 11.
12, 13. Small saucers of red ware.
i, ii. Two copper tweezers. PI. 38 d, 6.
3. Grave: Circular, 115 X ll5 - 70 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child extended on back.
CEMETERY
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Cemetery 68 was situated on the east bank just south of the village of Moalla, and was
dug in a bank of ancient alluvial mud. The cemetery was much denuded by sebakh-digging,
and the .graves had all been plundered or disturbed in the process. The surface was covered
with small heaps of stones from the sebakh-sieves.
The character of the cemetery would seem to be as follows:-The mud bank was first
occupied by graves of C-group type, and these were then intruded on by a colony which,
whatever its racial characteristics may have been, buried its dead in the manner typical of
the New Empire. The cemetery could never have been a large one, and no doubt the larger
cemetery, in the next valley to the south, was the main burial-place of the population at this
period.
I. Grave: Rectanguiar, 170 X 85 - 65 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head E.
Contents:
i. Fragments of red leather and feathers.
ii. Quantity of green-glaze beads.
2. Grave: Rectangular, 140 X 70 - 45 cm.
Burial: Bones of a large M. skeleton in d~bris.
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Cem.67: t-a; 6'3: I-ll.

3. Grave : 'Rectangular with rounded ends, 150 X 7,5 - 40 cm.
Oontents :

Jar red ware, red-painted, as Fig. 22: 1•
.t. Gra·ve: Rectangular with rounded ends, 170 X 75 - 50 cm.
. Burial: Fragments of M. bones.
1.

OOntent..1I :

i.. Potsherds of C-group pottery, R-P B-T, and smooth coarse ware with
incised pattern, as Fig. 15.
5. Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, 150 X 75 - 25 cm.
B'urial: Vertebrre and tibia of F. skeleton in position, showing contraction on
R. side, head E.
Contents :

i. Green-glaze beads.
ii. Split cowrie shells.
6. Grave: Recta~gular with rounded ends, 180 X 105 - 50 cm.
Burial: Fragments of F. bones.
Contents :

i. Potsherds of bowl R-P B-T, as PI. 48 a, 1.
ii. Potsherds of bowls smooth red ware with incised patterns.
7. Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, HO X 65 - 65 cm.
8. Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, H5 X 75 - 75 cm.
Burial: Fragments of F. bones.
Contents:

i. Blue-glaze beads.
ii. Broken tortoise-shell bracelet.
iii. Cornelian bead.
9. Grave: Long rectangular, 190 X 75 - 75 cm.
Burial: Bones of F. skeleton of Egyptian type.
Contents:
1. Jar red ware, red-painted, as Fig. 22: 2.
2. Ribbed jar brown ware, as Fig. 22: 5.

10. Grave: Long rectangular, 225 X 100 - 60 cm.
Burial: Bones of F. skeleton of Nubian type at end of grave.
Contents:
1. Bowl red ware painted and polished inside, as Fig. 22: 7.
2. Small alabaster jar. PI. 41, e.
3. Jar red ware, as Fig. 22: L

i. Bone inlay from a box.
ii. Bronze razor or knife. PI. 38 e, 2.
iii. Bronze tweezers. PI. 38 e, 6.
iv. Bronze awl of rectangular section, 7 cm. long.
v. Fragment of wood handle of No. iv.
vi. Saucer roughly-made brown ware.
vii. Jar red ware, as Fig. 22: 6.
viii. Jar, broken, as Fig. 22: 4.
11. New Empire grave, 220 X 70 -15 cm., axis N. and S.
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12. New Empire grave, side-chamber type, 220 X 115 - 25 + 35 cm., axis .·N. and S.,.
bones of F. skeleton of Nubian type.
13. New' Empire grave, 190 X 65 -. 20 cm., axis N. and S.
14. C-group grave, 165 X 60 - 35 cm., axis E. and W.
15. C-group grave, 155 X 60 - 65 cm., axis·E. and W. Skull of F. Nubian in debris.
Contents:
i. Potsherds R-P B-T bowl.
ii. Potsherds R-P B-T incised.
18. Grave: Empty, 185 X 60 - 25 cm.
Burial: Bones of F. skeleton in debris.
Oontents:
1. Split cowries.
ii. Green-glaze beads.
ill. Brown stone bead.
19. Small irregular grave, 140 X 55 - 25 enl. Ohild's bones in debris.
20. G-rave.' Long rectangular New Empire grave, 200 X 45 - 25 cm.
Burial: Bones of F. of Nubian type in disorder.
Contents:
1. Jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 4.
2. Jar, broken, as Fig. 22 : 1.
21. Sh,lllow denuded grave, 165 X 60 - 15 em., fragments of bone in debris.
ZZ. Denuded grave.
23. Gral'e: Nearly circular, 125 X 115 -- 65 cm.
Oontents :
1. Bronze axe-head. PI. 3~ e, 1.
24. OY,ll grave 130 X 70 - 25 cm. F. hones in debris.
25. ~Hrrow trench, 110 X 25 - 15 cm., containing ashes and charcoal.
26. Narrow irregular grave, 150 X 30 - 30 cm.
Burial: Bones of a child in debris.
rontents :
i. Potsherds New Empire pottery.
ii. Three shells (Natica melanisto1nlt) pierced for suspension.
iii. Fragments of shell bracelet.
27. 28. Denuded New Empire graves.
29. Deep circular grave, empty. Fragments C-gronp and New Empire pottery in debris.
X-GROUP.

30. Gra/pe: Parallel sides with rounded ends, or denuded side-chamber grave.
Bwrial: Bones of a small skeleton, body had been wrapped in coarse woollen cloth.
Oontents :
1. Broken pot.
u. Iron point or awl in lead handle.
Ill. Blue-glaze beads.
CEMETERY
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This cemetery was situated on the north side of the khor which runs down to the Nile
Valley just beyond the village of Moalla. This valley, known as Khor Nugdi, is evidently

Cem. 68: 12-30; 69: 1-11.
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the point from which one of the numerous roads to the Etbai leaves the Nile. Parallel tracks
in the sand, which at first sight appear to be caused by the wheels of carts, are in reality made
by the sticks and poles which form the framework of the huts of the Ababda. These sticks,
tied in bundles on each side of a camel and trailing on the ground behind, leave deep parallel
furrows.
A group of small roughly-built houses just beyond the village, and about 200 metres NW.
of the cemetery, is occupied by a number of the Ababda, more or less permanently settled
at this spot.
The position of the cemetery was marked by the slightly disturbed appearance of the
ground, and the loose stones from the superstructures of the C-group graves. As is often
the case, one heap of stones had come to be venerated as the grave of a sheikh, and had
several pieces of modern Nubian pottery deposited on it. This heap of stones and pottery
remained undisturbed, but it is more than doubtful if they marked the position of a Moslem
burial.
The cemetery consisted of four patches of graves, all very much plundered, and numbered
as follows :1- 6. Empty plundered graves.
7 - 29. C-group and New Empire.
30 - 39. B-group or Early Dynastic
40 - 91. C-group and New Empire.

1-6. Scattered graves between the Ababda encampment and the main portions of the cemetery
I.

Z.
J.
4.

5.
6.

(Graves 7-29 and 40-91).
Small empty circular grave, 75 X 75 - 55 cm., with ring of stones from lower course of
superstructure.
Grave with parallel sides and rounded ends, 105 X 60 - 85 cm.
Small empty oval grave, 50 X 30 - 35 cm.
Nearly circular empty grave, 105 X 85 -100 cm. A few broken bones and n skull.
Small rectangular grave, 65 X 45 - 60 cm.
Oval grave, 125 X 60 - 110 cm. Skull and a few bones.

7-28.
7. New Empire grave with side-chamber, 200
Burial: F. bones.

8.
9.
10.
11.

X 135 -

150 cm.

Contents:
1. Jar, as Fig. 22: ( red ware.
Small cn:cular C-group grave, 70 X 70
- 45 cm. Empty.
Small cir.cular C-group grave, 85 X 85
- 70 cm. C-groulJ potsherds.
Small circular grave, 50 X 50 - 50 cm.
Empty.
Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, 100
X

65-50 cm.

Burial: BonesofM. skeletonin disorder,
but body had been contracted on L. side, head NE.
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IZ. Grave: Long grave, 180 X 50 - 60 cm.
Burial: F. skull and a few bones in no apparent order.
Oontents :
1. Jar, as Fig. 22: 2.
2. Small jar pinkish-red ware. Fig. 22: 8.
13. Large deep New Empire grave, 240 X 150 - 200 cm. Empty.
14. New Empire grave, form not ·preserVed. M. bones.
15. Grave: Long oval, 230 X 110 - 190 cm.
Burial: Massive bones of M. skeleton in disorder.
Oontents :
1. Incised C-group potsherds.
ii. Potsherds of R- P B-T bow Is.
16. (have~' Parallel sides with rounded ends, 180 X 70 - 65 cm.
Burial: M. tibire only in position showing contraction on L. side, head local N.
17. (have: Long rectangular, 170 X 60 - 70 cm.
Burial: Scattered F. bones at S. end of grave.
Oontents:
1. Bowl red ware, painted and polished inside, as Fig. 22: 7.
18. (have: Long oval, 155 X 80 - 85 cm.
Burial: M. skull and bones in confusion on floor of grave.
19. ()val grave, 75 X 45 - 35 cm.
20. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 170 X 70 - 60 cm.
Burial: l'ort-ions of a F. skeleton, probably contracteel on L. side, head E.

Oontents :
i. Fragments of a small R-P B-T bowl, as PI. 48 a, 2.
21. Large deep oval grave. F. bones.
Oontents:
i. Potsherds of incised ware and of a R-P B-T bowl.
22. Grace: Parallel sides with rounded ends, 125 X 55 - 50 cm.
Burial: Bones of a child.
Oontents:
i. Potsherds of incised ware.
ii. Potsherds of R- P B-T bowl.
ZJ. Grave: Long grave with side-chamber, 200 X 100 - 125 cm.
Burial: F. skull and tibife at end of grave.
Oontents :
1. Jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 1.
2. Bow I brown ware, as Fig. 22: 6.
3, 4. Bowls red ware, red-painted and polished inside. as Fig. 22: 7.
U. Grave: Long grave with side-chamber, 190 X 140 - 160 em.
Blltials: Remains of two M. skeletons.
Contents :
j. Jar, Fig. 22: 6.
25. Gra/'e: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 150 X 7u--- 195 cm. F. bones.
Contents:
i. Incised potsherds.
ii. Shell pendant.

.
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26. Grave: Long side-chamber, New Empire type, 240 X 120 -170 cm.
Burial: Humerus and tibia of extended M. skeleton in position in the lower part
of a decayed wooden coffin.
Oontents :
1. Jar, light red ware, as Fig. 22: 2.
2. Bowl red ware with hole in base, as Fig. 22: 6.
3. BowI red ware, red-painted and polished inside, as Fig. 22: 10.
4. Jar hard greenish-white Ballas ware, as Fig. 22: 2.
27. Grave: Long side-chamber, New Empire type, 280 X 125 -130 cm.
Burial: F. bones on floor of chamber.
Contents:
1. Jar red-painted, as Fig. 22: 5.
2. Jar red ware red-washed, as Fig. 22: 5.
l8. Grave: Long side-chamber, New Empire type, 200 X 75 -140 cm.
Burial: F. skull on floor of grave.
Contents :
1. Small jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 8.
2. Bowl red ware, red-painted and polished inside, as Fig. 22: 7.
3. BowI red ware, red-painted and polished inside, as Fig. 22: 7.

EARLY DYNASTIC AND

B-

AND C-GROUP GRAVES

29-37.

These. graves were about 150 metres to the east of the above, and appeared to be a
separate cemetery, for the most part of rather earlier date, so far as could be judged from
the shapes of the gTaves and the few scattered objects left by plunderers.
29. Grave, parallel sides, rounded ends, 120 X 50 -100 cm.
30. Rectangular grave, 110 X 65 - 35 cm.
31. Grave, form not preserved, fragments of human bones.
32. Oval grave, 75 X 55 - 30 cm.
33. Rectangular gra,ve, 140 X 85 - 40 cm., in mud. Some slabs of stone at the side of
grave, possibly covering stones.
34. Grave: parallel sides and rounded ends, 145 X 60-100 cm. Fragments of human bones.
Contents:
i. Approximately rectangular slate palette.
ii. White shell beads.
35. Grare: parallel sides, rounded ends, ll5 X 40-100 cm. Fragments of human bones.
Contents :
1. Shell (Nalica mebnistoma) pierced for suspension.
11. Shell disc beads.
ill. Rectangular slate palette.
36. Gral'e: form not preserved (C-group). F. bones.~
Contents :
i. Bowl, R-P B-T.
ii. Shell earring. PI. 37,b, 8.
37. Rectangular grave, 130 X 45 - 65 cm. Fragments of human bones.

. -
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38. Small oval grave, 100 X 40 - 55 cm. Remains of ring of stones from lower course of
stone superstructme.
Contents: Potsherds.
i. Bowl'finely-polished black ware.
ii. Brim of bow I incised ware.
39. (.ira-I!{': 125 X 40 - 50 cm. Human femora and tibire.
C-GROUP AND NEW EMPIRE GRAVES

41-97.

41. Oval grave, outline badly preserved, 120 X 65 cm, A few F. bones and a skull in no
apparent order.
4Z. Nearly circular grave, 105 X HO -130 cm. Bones and skull in no apparent order.
43. Circular grave, 85 X 85 -110 cm.
Burial: Vertebrre of a child in position, showing contraction on L. side, head NE.
Contents :
i. Shell beads.
ii. Shells. Conus M onachus.
44. {have: Circular, HO X HO - 130 cm., surrourtded by
ring of stones.
\
,
I
•
I
Burial: Lower part of M. skeleton showing contracl~
I '
tion on R. side, head N.
,I I ,/ J
45. Grave: parallel sides, rounded ends, 190 X 100 - 145
,) "
...." ....
, ..............
,,/
cm., with ring of stones in position. M. skull and
'\ , "r----\(,_ ...... /
bones in debris.
'-}\
'-Contents :
69.44
i. Potsherds of R-P B-T bowIs.
ii. Models ofsheep inred pottery, as in Fig. 91.
46. Large side-handled jar white ware buried at south edge of No. 45. Contained organic
matter (apparently decayed grain). Fig. 15.
47. Cif(~ular grave, 120 X 120 - HO cm., ringed with stones.
Contents :
i. Potsherds, R-P B-T bowls, as PI. 48 a, 2.
ii. Strainer, R-P B-T ware, as PI. 48 a, 3.
4:8. Circular grave, 125 X 125 cm. Human M. bones. Potsherds coarse black incised
ware.
49. Uval grave, HO X 90 - 120 cm. F. skull and bones in no apparent order.
Oontents :
i, ii. Small bowIs R-P B-T ware, as PI. 48 a, 1 and 2.
iii. Small jar white ware. Fig. 15.
50. Circular grave, 140 X 85 cm., with ring of stones set in mud.
51. Oval grave, 120 X 90 -180 cm., with ring of stones.
52. Contracted (?). M. burial near surface, protected by stones.
53. Moslem grave (1), surmounted by pieces of modern Nubian pottery.
54. Grave nearly circular, 150 X 150 - 145 cm.
li5. Grave, form not preserved. Fragments of human bones.
\

----.

Contents :
i. Incised and R-P B-T potsherds.
ii. Bivalve shells. Iridinia Nilotica.
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56.. Gra'lJe: Form not preserved.
Oontents:
i. Potsherds of R-P B-T bow Is.
57. Gra've: Parallel sides, rounded ends, 140 X 85 - 145 CID. F. bones in no apparent order
on floor of grave.
. 58. Large grave, form not preserved, remains of ring of stones from the superstructure.
F. bones.
Oontents .:
1. Potsherds R-P BooT ware and incised ware.
59. Circular grave about 125 CID. in diameter:, containing a few broken bones. Remains of
ring of stones.
60. Outline of grave not preserved. M. sku~l and bones in no apparent order,
Oontents :
i. Potsherds of incised ware.
61. Grave: Long side-chamber, 180 X 85 - 160 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton extended on back, legs crossed, head E.
Oontents :
1. Jar red ware red-painted (Fig. 22: 3), organic contents.
2. Jar dark red ware, as Fig. 22: 1.
3. Alabaster kohl-pot. PI. 41 c, 8.
4. Jar light red ware, as Fig. 22: 1.
i. Cowroid seal. PI. 42 b, 23.
63. Gra've: Parallel sides, rounded ends, confused heap of bones at S.
end of grave.
69 61
Oontents :
Fi~. n
i. Potsherds of C-group ware.
64. Outline of grave not preserved. Human bones and skull in no apparent order on floor
of grave.
85. Outline of grave not preserved. Skull and broken bones on floor of grave.
66. Grave: Small side-chamber grave, 105 X 75-130 cm.
Burial: M. skull and other bones in disorder on' floor of grave. Skeleton was
possibly contracted.
C'ontents :
1. Bowl red ware white-painted, vertical red stripe inside, as Fig. 22: 7.
2. Bowl red ware, red-painted and polished inside, as Fig. 22: 7.
i. Bowl (broken) red ware, red-painted and polished inside. as Fig. 22: 11.
67. Grave: Long sid~-chamber, 210 X 95 - 165 cm.
Burial: Lower part of skeleton extended on R. side, head X.
Contents:
1. Alabaster kohl-pot.
2. Small bowl red ware, red-painted band and spots inside, brim, as Fig. 22: 7.
3, Jar red ware, as Fig. 22: 5.
4. Jar brown ware, as Fig. 22: 6.
5. Bow I red ware, red-painted and polished inside, contained charcoal. Fig. 22 : 9.
6. Small bowl (inside No. 5), red ware, yellowish-white-painted, brown band
inside brim, as Fig. 22: 7.
7. As No. 3.

-
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68. Grave: Long New Empire grave, 225 X 85 -155 cm. Fragments of human bone.i.
Oontents :
i. Jar red ware, red-painted, aB Fig. 22: 2.
ii. Jar red ware, red-painted, as i.
ill. Jar red ware, red-painted, as i.
69. Grave: Long New Empire grave, 250 X 80 - 220 cm. Fragments of human bones.·
Oo~:

i. BowI red-polished, black inside, hole in base.
ii. Potsherds of bowls R-P B-M ware.
These broken bowls probably came from the neighbouring C-group graves 58 and 59.
70. Grave: Long New Empire grave, 200 X 80 - 140 cm.
Burial: Femur and tibia of M. skeleti?n showing extension on R. side, head N.
71. Grave: Long oval, 160 X 80 -130 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local N.
n. Oval grave, 160 X 120 - 100 cm. M. skull and bones in no apparent order in debris
on Hoor of grave.
73. Nearly circular grave. F. skull and bones in no apparent order.
Oontents :
i. New Empire jar, as Fig. 22: 1.
74. New Empire grave, 210 X 80 -110 cm. M. bones in debris.
75. Circular grave, 90 X 90 - 70 cm. Bones of a child in debris.
76. Grave: Form not preserved, 120 cm. deep. Portion of lower course of superstruct.ure
in position.
Oontents :
i. Glazed steatite scarab. PI. 42 b, 19.
ii. Uninscribed scarab of dark green stone.
These two scarabs, being found in the surface debris, are possibly from Grave 74.
77. Oval grave, 160 X 80 - 120 cm. Remains of lower course of superstructure in position.
78. Grave: Oval, 130 X 80 -120 cm.
Burial: Lower portion of skeleton in position, showing contraction on R. side, head E.
79. (frave, form not preserved, 160 X 90 -160 cm. Apparently a New Empire grave.
Fragments of human bones.
Oontents :
i. Jar hard buff ware, as Fig. 22: 2.
ii. Jar red ware, red-painted, as Fig. 22: 2.
80. New Empire grave, 250 X 85 -160 cm. Fragments of human bones.
Oontents:
i. Jar red ware, red-painted, as Fig. 22: 2.
ii. Small green-glaze plaque. PI. 42 b, 24.
81. New Empire grave with side-chamber, 220 X 120 - 220 cm. M. bones.
Oontents :
i. Jar red ware, as ·Fig. 22: 5.
82. New Empire side-chamber grave. Fragments of human bones.
Oontents :
i. Jar brown ware, as Fig. 22: 5.

-
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83. New liJmpire grave, 210 X 90 -160 cm. Human bones.
Oontents :
1. Jar red ware. Fig. 22: 4.
84. Grave, outline not preserved, but New Empire grave. 185 X 120 -160 cm. Fragmenta
of human bones.
85. New Empire grave, 220 X 80 -140 cm. M. bones and skull in the debris.
86. Grave with parallel sides and rounded ends, 130 X 70 - 120 cm. Fragments of human
bones.
87. New Empire grave, 200 X 90 - 140 cm. Fragments of human bones.
88. Grave, form not preserved, 160 X 75 - 80 cm. M. skull and bones in no apparent order.
89. Grave: Long New Empire with side-chamber, 200 X 80 -120 cm.
Burial: M. skull and bones of skeleton in disorder.
Oontents:
.}. Jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 4.
2. Jar red ware red painted, as Fig. 22; 2.
3. Small bowl, as Fig. 22: 7.
4. BowI red ware, red-painted and polished inside, as Fig. 22: J 1.
5. Bowl red ware, red-painted and horizontally polished inside, as Fig. 22; 11.
90. Grave: New Empire with side-chamber. 170 X 105 -140 cm.
Burial: Bones of F. skeleton in disorder, but burial was extended on back.
Oontents :
1. Jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 4.
2. Jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 22: 2.
3. Jar hard buff ware, as Fig. 22: 2.
4. Jar hard yellowish-white ware, as Fig. 22: 1.
5. Bowl red ware, red-painted and polished inside, as Fig. 22: 10
6. Bowl red ware, red-painted and polished inside, as Fig. 22: 11.
91. Long New Empire grave, 200 X 70 -180 cm. F. bones.
Oontents :
i. Scaraboid seal.
n. Green-glaze amulet.
Ill. Blue-glaze beads.
lV. Slender-necked handled Jar, red ware red-p:linted and polished, as
Fig. 27 : 13.
92. Deep /empty New Empire grave, 250 X 125 - 240 cm. Part of one side walled with
stones set in mud.
BUf'ial.: M. bones.
Oontents :
i. Potsherds New Empire ware.
93. Sew Empire grave, 220 X 100 - 190 cm. Fragments of human bones.
OOrl.tents :
i. Jar, as Fig. 22: 4.
ii. Jar, as Fig. 22: 4.
94. Grave: Form not preserved, 120 cm. deep, containing human bones in no apparent order,
stained red.
'95. Grave: New Empire, form badly preserved, 165 X 105-120 cm. A few broken M. and F.
bones.
11
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Contents :
1. Jar, as Fig. 22: 1.
2. Jar, as Fig. 22: 5.

%. grave parallel sides and rounded ends, 160 X 90 -150 cm. Fragments of F. bones.
Oontents :
i. Potsherds of R-P B-T bowls.
'7. Grave: Oval, 125 X 100 - 130 cm.
Burial: Skull and bones in grave, in no apparent order.
Oontents ;
i. Potsherds of bowl smooth coarse black ware wit,h inciserl pattern.
CEMETERY

69/100.

PLAN

IV.

About 400 metres south-east of Cemetery 69, in the same alluvial plain, wa.s a small pat(~h
of graves of the B- and C-groups.
100. Oval grave, 70 X 50 - 85 em. Fragments of human bones.
101. (have: Long rectangular grave, 195 X 65 - 80 cm. Covered with slabs of stone and
a rude cairn.
Burial: M. skeleton extended on back, head NE. and turned towards R. shoulder.
102. R.ectangular grave with remains of a stone cairn. Fragments of bones.
Contents :
i. Incised potsherds.
103. Grave: Rectangular, with rounded ends, 110 X 70 - 65 cm.
Burial: Skull and upper part of a skeleton contracted on L. and back, head NE.
Oont~nts :
1. Pebble palette with malachite stain.
i. Potsherds from a bowl with rivet-hole It-P B-M ware.
ii. Potsherds of red-polished ware used for digging.

CEMETERY

69/200.

PLANS

IV, VIII

AND

IX.

Plate 3 d.

200. About 300 metres west of Cemetery 69/1 and across the valley:fkave: Large tomb cut in ancient alluvial mud bank.
Burials: Four extended skeletons of which two were represented onl\' by a few
bones. A, B, C, males; D, female.
Oontents : Fig. 27
1. Large jar red ware.
2. Necked jar pink-yellow ware.
3. Bowl red ware, red-painted band inside brim, interior decorated with a
cross in whitewash.
4. Jar red ware red-painted.
5. Jar buff ware, neck broken.
6. Jar red ware red-painted and polished, black-painted decoration on neck.
7. Small jar red ware red-painted.
8. Small bowl red ware, red-polished inside.
9. Small jar red ware red-painted.
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10. Small jug with handle, black ware.
11. Bowl red ware, red-painted band inside brim, whitewash eross inside.

69. 200
Fig. 25.

Fig. 21i.

14. Small dish red ware roughly-made.
15. Large dish brown ware, inside whitewashed (broken).

-
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16. Small jar red ware.
17. Small jar red ware.
18. Small jar red ware red-painted.
19. Small roughly-made dish red ware
20. Tall jar red ware red-painted.

Fig. 27.

21. Small-necked jar red ware, red-painted and polished decoration in black.
paint.
22. Small bowl red ware, red-painted and polished inside.
23. Necked jar red ware painted yellow.
24. Bowl red ware, red-painted and polished inside.
25. Bowl red ware, red-painted band inside brim.
26. Large jar red ware.
27. Wide-mouthed jar red ware pink-red-painted.
28. Large~and tall jar hard red ware.
29. Necked jar hard Ballas ware, purple-painted decoration.
30. Kohl-pot black-polished ware.
31. Small-necked jar, white ware.
32. Piece of slate, sheath of No. 35.
33, 34. Two thin concave copper discs, each pierced with three holes near margin.
Scale pans. PI. 38 e, 7, 8.
35. Thin bronze knife. PI. 38 e, 3.
36. Worn dark green stone axe, used for grinding paint.
37. Alabaster kohl-pot and ebony kohl-stick.
38. Alabaster kohl-pot. Pi. 41 C, 6.
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39. Copper aw1.
40. Lead tweezers (1).
41. Pieces of red hromatite paint.

42. Small whetstone.

PI. 38 e, 6.
44. Small bronze knife or razor.
i. Small bone disc.
ii. Fragment'of wood with hole-beam of scales Nos. 33, 34. PI. 38 e, 4.
iii. Scarab with interlaced design, green-glaze.. PI. 42 b, 10.
iv. Slender-necked vessel with one handle, red ware red-painted and polished.
v. Jar, smooth red ware, hole in base.
vi. Fragments of painted and gilded plaster masks from coffins.
In addition to the above, a mass of potsherds of New Empire types.
201-202. In this mud bank were two quite empty New Empire tombs of the same type
43. Copper tweezers.

as 69: 200.
CEMETERY

70.

PLAN

IV.

Cemetery 70 consisted of a number of graves and tombs cut in the indmated clay strata
at the foot of the sandstone on the west bank opposite Moalla, between Faragalla and Musa
Kolei. The graves were mostly of the Coptic period, the bodies loosely wrapped in woollen
rags and in some cases with black leather shoes on their feet, being laid head w{'st in narrow
graves covered with horizontal sandstone slabs. These burials are numbered 2, 4-23. The
remaining two graves, 1 and 3, were respectively of the Early Dynastic and New Empire
periods.

I. Grave: Oval, 100 X 80 - 25 cm. This grave had been intruded on and damaged by the
Coptic burial 70 : 2.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head west.
Oontents:
1. Largebowl,R-P-B-M ware, black-polished inside, anciently riveted, as PI. 44a,6.
2. Wavy side-handled jar, hard pink ware.
3. Deep bowl, ware as No. 1 (broken).
3. Tomb: Chamber, 175 X 140 90 cm., approached by vertical shaft 115 X 65 -145 cm.
Burial: Broken bones.
Oontents:
1. Necked jar red-painted and polished, as Fig. 21: 16.
2, 3, 4. Bell-shaped jars red ware, holes in bases, as Fig. 21: 12.
5. Bowl red ware, red-painted and polished inside, as Fig. 22 : 10.
6. Tall jar red ware, broken.
7. Small-necked jar red ware red-painted, as Fig. 27: 12.
i. Wooden handle of an aw 1.
n. Potsherds of a large amphora of red ware.

+

CEMETERY

70: 100.

PLAN

IV.

100. Grave: New Empire side-chamber type, 155 X 85 - 80 cm.
Burial: Skeleton extended on back, head W., hands crossed on pelvis.

Oontents :
1. Coarsely-made jar red ware fire-stained.

-
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, 2. Jar red ware red-painted and polished, as PI. 49 a, 7.

i. Scarab-plaque with inscription on both sides. PI. 42 b, 20.
ii. Cornelian heart (1) pendant.
iii. Cornelian beryl and blue-glaze beads.
iv. Long cylindrical blue-glaze bead.
101. New Empire chamber-tomb, 260 X 200 190 cm., approached by short vertical shaft,
90 X 160 - 220 cm. No remains of burials. On the floor of the chamber:
1. jar red ware, as PI. 49 a, 2.
2. Bowl red ware, as Fig. 22: 10.
t02-111. Extended Coptic buriaffl, all heads west.

+

CEMETERY

71

(EAST BANK).

PLAN

IV.

About three kilometres north of Moalla, a large valley joins the Nile. Its mouth is
blocked with large alluvial mud banks deposited by the ancient river.
At the north side of this valley, behind the village of Sharaf el Din Togog, is a
particularly high bank of mud in which were cut two deep New Empire tombs which had,
however, been completely plundered. They were cleared by the Expedition., and a few
objects, besides the remains of skeletons, were recovered.

+

I. Tmnb: 380 X 240 165 cm., approached by a shaft
+ 90 cm.
Burials: A number of bones and skulls.
Oontents :
i. Scarab.

ii. Scarab.
ill. Scarab.

~50 X

85 -

280

cm., and door

!

PI. 42 b, 9, 11,12.

iv. Green-glaze heart amulet.
v. Potsherds of New Empire pottery.
vi. Potsherds of New Empire white pottery with red- and black-painted
decoration.
2. Tomb: Of similar type (with supporting buttress or unfinished pillar at back of chamber),
240 X 300
100 cm., approached by shaft 240 X 80 - 205 cm., and door
85 cm.
Omuents :
i. Potsherds of New Empire ware, principally bowls, red-painted ware,
and jars of brown and red ware, as PI. 49 a,'.2-3.

+

+

CEMETERY

71/100.

PLA.N

IV.

On the north side of the valley, but about 4:00 metres inland, was a small pa tch of
plundered late C-group graves, dug in blown sand and gravel. Only one grave contained
~ skeleton.
The form of. the remainder was not preserved, but the
dimensions were approximately 100 X 75 - 65 cm.

103. Grave: Oval, 100 X 80 -70 cm,
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local N:
Oontents :
i. Deep bowl of delicately-ribbed fine smooth brown
ware, imitating basket-work. !
ii. Several potsherds of C-gmU.V incised ware.

71.103
Fi~.

21<.

;~I

-
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-

71/200.

Cem. 70: lOl-I1' : 71 : l-t;
71 : ~oo.
PLAN

IV.

On the opposite side of the valley, and nearer the river, on high alluvial mud banks,
were about thirty denuded and plundered graves. From the potsherds, these graves appeared
to be Early Dynastic and C group. Grave 223 yielded a few potsherds of R-P B-M ware.
Grave 227 (a rectangular grave 140 X 70 - 70 cm.), potsherds of hard pink ware from a jar,
as F,ig. 106 : 7. Grave 229, rectangular, 215 X 100 - 60 cm., fragments of thin black ware,
with light red surface and patterns of dark red, similar to the pottery afterwards found
in Cemetery 79, q. 1',

DISTRICT OF GERF HUSEIN.
The district of Gerf Husein, which is the first great ancient centre of population south
of Kalabsha, can be arbitrarily divided as follows:-A north ~ection from Gerf Husein temple
to the vi.llage of Gedekol, comprising Cemeteries 72 and 73, and It south section between Gedekol
and the sandstone promontory which forms a natural barrier between this district and that
of Koshtamna. This section contains Cemeteries 74 and 76 to 80.
In each of these two divisions cemeteries occur covering all periods from the Middle
Predynastic down to Byzantine times. Thus in the whole district all periods (with the exception
of the Predynastic) are represented by at least two cemeteries, showing that a considerable
population has been in continuous occupation of the district. But here again there is the
same curious absence of cemeteries, or even of single burials which can be assigned to the
period which elapsed between the close of the New Empire and the beginning of the Ptolemaic
l'ule.*
The following table shows the distribution of cemeteries ill these two districts:---.:.-= -_- :.,:-:::... -=- -

___ .

===

(;',rf H ll"cill :'\",'t!,.
(Fa,~'i,..lih to

Middl,' and Lat., Pn'dyna,.;t.i.·

I
00

0

1

... I

Early Dynastic
B-groul'... ...
C-group ."
.. ,
New Elllpi'·(l ...
Ptolemaic-Roman ...
X-group ...

(led ...k,,]).

::: II
0 ••

I

7.1

7:1
7i;~OO, 7:1
72/200, 73
7:l

Christian

I lel'r llll"eill South.

(l;edekol tj) Mediq).

70, 7$, 7!1, Kl .
, 7(j, 7R, 7!)
76, 77/100, 80
74/500,70, 77
76
74, l{.oek-('ut tomb:,;.
74
74, 74. A, 74/200-400

Ger! Husein North (Fagirdih to Gedekol).

" To the south of Gerf Husein temple, at the foot' of the low sandstone cliffs, are a series of
mud banks, the lower slopes of which are irrigated by saqias and bea.r crops of millet and
barley. Above the HO-metre contour the cultivation ceases, although certain deep, walled
saqia-shafts show that in medireval times an effort was made to cultivate a larger area t~a,n
at present.
• Arch8llologieal Survey of Nubia, Bulletin 3, page 18.
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The cemeteries are for the most part Qn the 112'5-metre level, and do not seem to have
suffered much from modern sebakh-digging. The practice now seems to be to start a sebaklt
quarry in the lower slopes of the mud banks, and to remove earth from these.points only. The
deep excavations thus formed are utilized to confine cattle in during the day, especially those
animals awaiting their turn on the saqias.
Immediately below Gerf Husein temple is the village of Fagirdib, part of which must
be built over the avenue of sphinxes which formerly led from the Pylon at the water's edge
to the rock temple above. Further to the north 'are the ruined mud-brick walls of a Coptic.
monastery. Trenches were cut in the floor of the monastic church to determine the nature of
the deposits inside the building. At some period the interior must have been ransacked, as
a quantity of debris h~s been carried outside and thrown down the slope. The building stands
above the water-level of the new reservoir, and will be available for a more thorough
examination in the future.
Somewhat beyond the temple of Gerf Husein, behind the southernmost houses.of Fagirdib,
is a group of rocks with drawings of boats and animals.
CEMETERY 72.

PLANS IV, X AND XII.

Plates 5, 6 a.

Cemetery 72 extends for nearly a kilometre south of the village, the numbering beginning
at the north end, just beyond a conspicuous group of white-domed Moslem tombs.
The cemetery is composed of graves of the following periods :1.
C-group 72/200.
ii. Late New Empire. A few scattered graves at the edge of the C-group
cemetery.
iii. X-group. Intruded on by the Christian graves.
iv. Christian.
CEMETERY 72/200.

GRAVES

OF

THE C-GROUP PERIOD.

PLANS IV, X AND XII.

Plate 5 a.

This large cemetery must have contained originally about 500 to 700 graves. .On removing
the surface of blown sand and the loose stones which resulted from the ruin of the superstructures, it was apparent that those parts of the cemetery which lay nearest to the cultivation
had been destroyed by sebakh-digging. The earth had been excavated from between the
superstructures and the clearing revealed the graves as hollow craters surrounded by banks
of earth which had been preserved from removal by the superstructure walls. These had,
in consequence, soon collapsed, and the whole surface became covered with a confused layer
of stone. The graves had been emptied bodily, only the skulls and larger bones being left
behind. This sebakh-digging must have been done long ago, and search for antiquities was
not the motive for the damage. The graves furthest from the cultivation were less injured.
No doubt the superstructures nearer the desert would hold up a greater deposit of sand, and
this, taken in connection with their distance from the fields, would render it less profitable to
remove the earth from between them.
So large a proportion of the graves in this cemetery were archooologically empty that it
will be more convenient to describe in the first place those few which contained burials or
objects, and to summarize the remainder in their numerical order.
The potsherds found were in all cases assigned to the nearest grave, and are, Ilo doubt,
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the remains of vessels placed at the foot of, and outside the superstructures. The maller
black-poli hed pieces may, however, have originally accompanied the burial. Cf. Cemetery
87, pp. 156-185., The orientation of the graves wa very uniformly local east-and-west, thft
head of the burial being always east.
Early panertl8
226. Grave: Rectangular with rounded
end, 130 X 55-30 cm.
Burial: F. contracted on R.
ide, head local E.
001 tents :
i. Potsherds of a R-P
B-T bowl.
11. Quantity of blueglaze beads
threaded to form
a flat belt or kilt.
l·'ig. 29.
ill.
mall electrum ornament.
IV. Cornelian beads.
v. Small white shell disc bead.
VI.
hell ring with rudimentary inci ed de oration. PI. 37 b, 3.
234. Gmve: Rectangular, 90 X 60 - 15 cm. (much denuded).
Burial: F. contracted on R. side, head to local E. Lower part of body wrapped
in leather kilt.
Oontents :
1. 2. hell bracele on wrists.
3, 4. Shell finger·ring . PI. 37 b. -1-, ri.
5. trings of blue-glaze beads on ankles. PI. 56, 2.
6. ~ ecldace of black-glaze and ball cornelian bead. PI. 56, .
i. Eighteen flat mother-of-pearl pendant.
ii. hell hair ring. PI. 37 b, 7.
~·ig. :10.
253. (:rare: Rectangular with rounded ends, 200 X 100 - 130 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side head to local E. PI. 19 a.
Contents :
1. Green-glaze beads on right ankle.

Quantity of green- and blue-glaze beads. PI. 56, 9.
Cornelian beads.
lu. Black and white tone beads.
IV. Twelve split cowrie.
317. Grrll'e: Rectangular with rounded ends, 130 X 80 cm.
Burial: Remains of F. keleton contracted on R. ide, head to local E.
1.

11.

Contents:

i. Fragment of a shell bracelet.
330. Gral'e: Rectangular with rounded ends 170 X 90 - 140 cm.
Burial: Leg of 1:. keleton showing contraction on R. side, head to local E.
Contents :
1. "'hite 'hell bead on R. ankle.

i. Potsherd of incised C-group ware.

Fig. 29.
12
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368. Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, 135 X 80 cm.
Burial: Headless M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head to local
K, laid on and covered with goatskins.
Oontents:
1. Green-glaze beads at neck.

2. Sandals of raw hide or leather with cut patterns.

382.

383.

387.

412.

419.

445.

3. On left ankle, 2 strings of green-glaze beads.
Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, 210 X 105 -155 cm. PI. 19 b.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R, side, head to local E., skull
72 .~68
displaced.
Oontents :
Fig. 31.
1. Bronze mirror in linen bag. PI. 39 c, 3.
2. Four or more strings of green-glaze beads on right arm.
3. On left ankle, string of black disc beads.
Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, 170 X 105 - 120 cm.
PI. 19 c.
Burial: F. skeleton (skull removed) contracted on R. side,
head to local K
Oontents :
1. Sandals of raw hide or leather on feet.
2. Green-glaze beads at L. ankle.
1. Oval shell pendant.
ii. Green-glaze button seal. PI. 42 b, 32.
iii. Quantity of leather.
Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, 165 X 80 - 130 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton (skull removed), contracted on R. side.
7 2 . 38 2Head to local E.
I.<'ig. 32.
Oontents:
i. Quantity of blue-, green-, and pale green-glaze beads.
ii. Potsherds of R-P B-T ware from a bowl.
Grave: Rectangular, 120 X 60 - 45 cm.
Burial: Disturbed skeleton of M. child contracted on L. side.
Oontents :
i. Kohl-shell.
ii. R-P B-T potsherds.
Grave: Narrow rectangular with rounde~ ends, 125 X 40 - 80 cm.
Burial: Upper part of skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head K
Oontents :
1. Eight shell bracelets on L. arm.
i. Quantity of green-glaze beads.
ii. Fragments of tortoise-shell bracelets.
Grave: Rectangular, 160 X 85 -100 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side.
Oontents :
1. Lower part of a R-P B-T bowl.
2. Strings of blue-glaze beads at neck.
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C-group graves without burials or objects in position, but in clearing whic.h a number
of objects were found which had accompanied the burial :214. Grave .. Rectangular with rounded ends, 165 X 75 - 40 cm.
Burial .. Skull and scattered bones on floor of grave. Skeleton was probably
contracted on L. side.
Contents:
i. Small blue- and green-glaze beads.
218. Grave: Rectangular with r'ounded ends, 185 X 70 - 40 cm.
Burial: Bones of a sheep, which probably
72:218.
72:26 1._.-.
72.:261,
accompanied the burial.
Contents:
i. Cup, polished black ware, incL'led
white-filled pattern. PI. 40 a,6.
ii. Potsherds of Late Predynastic
Fig. 3s·
ware decorated with brown whorls.
219. Grave: 140 X 65 -15 cm. F. bones.
Contents:
1. C-group potsherds.
n. Mother-of-pearl button (1).
lll. Chalcedony flakes.
225. Grave: 180 X 80 - 95 cm. F. bones.
Contents:
i. Potsherds of large jars as PI. 48 c.
ii. Potsherds of R-P B-T ware froni bowls.
iii. Shell finger-ring.
235. Grave .. 155 X 50 - 50 cm. F. bones 0).
Oontents:
1. Leather sandal.
n. Shell.
lll. Leather.
IV. Potsherds, R-P B-T, from bowls.
v. Beads, black-, green-, and blue-glaze.
vi. Nacre pendants.
vii. Tortoise-shell armlets.
238. Grave: 100 X 50 - 20 cm. M. bones.
Contents ..
1. Ostrich egg-shell.
n. Broken quartz armlet.
lll. Shell.
IV. R-P B-T potsherds from bowls.
245. Grave: 170 X 70 - 75 cm. M. bones.
Contents:
i. Ivory ring.
ii. Fragments of an ivory bracelet.
m. Fragments tortoise-shell bracelet.
IV. Ostrich egg-shell.
v. R-P B-T potsherds from bowls.
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313. Grave: 170 X 90 -150 cm.

Oontents :
i. Large green-glaze beads.
ii. Scarab (possibly from a plundered New Empire' grave).
331. Grave: 130 X 80-UO cm.

PI. 42 b,

17.

Bones of child.

Oontent.s :
i. Small green-glaze amulets.
ii. Green-glaze and black and white stone beads.
337. Gra've: Rectangular with rounded ends, 140 X 70 - 90 cm.
Burial: F. bones and skull in confusion on flooT of grave, but skeleton had been
contracted on R. side, head E.

.138. Grave: 160 X 75 - 90 cm.
Oontents :

M. bones.

i. Kohl-shell.
ii. Green-glaze beads.
iii. Incised R-P B-T potsherds from bowl.
342. Grave: 150 X 7fl -

60 cm.

M. bones.

Oontents :
i. A mass of leather (with hair on), matting and linen.
350. Grave: Child's bones.

Oontents:
i. Green- and black-glaze beads.
ii. Piece of a tortoise-shell armlet.
351. Grave: 170 X 80 -

100 cm.

F. bones.

Oontents:
i. R-P B-T potsherds from bowl.
ii. Flint flake.
iii. Ivory and tortoise-shell bracelets.
372. Grave: 120 X 50 - 85 cm.

M. bones.

Oontents :
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Ostrich egg-shell.
Potsherds of R-P B-T and incised bowls.
Black- and green-glaze beads.
White shell beads.

7. Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, 185 X HO - 100 cm.
Burial: Femur and tibial of M. skeleton, showing contraction on R. side, head E.

Oontents :
i. Potsherds R-P B-T and incised R-P B-T from bow Is.
ii. Blue-glaze beads.

378. Grave: 215 X 90 -130 cm. F. bones.
Contents :
i. Potsherds R-P B-T and incised R-P B-T from bvwls.
ii. Electruni pendant. PI. 37 b, 13.
iii. Tortoise-shell armlets.

-86 -

,(17. Grare: 195 X 85 - 95 cm.

F. bones.

Contents :

i. Kohl-shell.
ii. Cornelian beads.
,(18. Grave: 160 X 65 - 60 cm.
Contents:

i. Red-polished potsherds.
ii. Fragment of shell bracelet.
iii. Tortoise-shell bracelets.
601. Grave: 150 X 75 - 205 cm.
Contents:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
619. Grave: 195 X

Black stone point.
A quantity of black and white stone beads..
White N atica melanistoma shells.
White shell disc beads.
100 - 220 cm.

Contents:

i. Green-glaze ring.
ii. Black- and green-glaze beads.
iii. Two bronze earrings.
620. Grave: 170 X 85 - 217 cm.

Contents :
i. Large greenish-white stone armlet. PI. 37 C, 3.
ii. Cornelian beads roughly made from cornelian flakes.
622. Grave: 190 X no - 210 cm.
Contents:

i. Two shell rings.
ii. Fragments of a shell bracelet.
iii. Mother-of-pearl buttons.
iv. Two gold beads.
v. Scaraboid seal, back carved as a frog.
vi. Green-glaze beads.
A few of the remaining C-group graves yielded R-P B-T potsherds and incised R-P B-T
potsherds from bowls, fragments of leather, feathers, green-glaze beads and kohl-shells
containing a little galena. The great majority of the graves of this cemetery were,
however, absolutely empty except for a .few broken bones. A considerable number of skulls
were collected for anatomical examination.
CEMETERY

72.

NEW EMPIRE BURIALS.

PLANS

IV, X

AND

XII.

Again we find the graves of this period on the edge of the C-group cemetery.
2U. Grave: Large circular excavation considerably denuded. Originally it consisted of a
semi-circular shaft about 50 cm: deep, walled with mud-bricks giving access to a
side-chamber of similar shape cut in ·the mud.
Burial: Skeleton (skull missing), extended on back, head W.
Contents:
1. Jar, as PI. 49 a, 7.
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2. Jar, as PI. 49 a, 7.

3. Jar, as PI. 49 a, 7.

i. Bronze tweezers.
ii. Fragments of ivory bracelet.
iii. Ivory needle.
394. Grave: Much denuded and outline not preserved.
Burial: Extended on back, hands on pelvis, skull displaced.
Contents :
1. Jar, as PI. 49 a, 2.

PI. 42 b, 16.
3. Small blue-glaze scarab without inscription.
i. Broken jar, as PI. 49 a, 5•
. ii. Blue-glaze plaque with figure carrying sceptre.
iii. Small green-glaze scarab.
457. Grave: Long side-chambered type, - 90 cm
Burial: Skull only in position, showing burial extended on back or L. side, head W.
2. Scarab at left wrist.

Contents :

i. Broken bowl of red ware.
474. Extended F. burial, head W., hands at sides, skull turned to R. shoulder.
476. Extended F. burial on chest, hands at sides, head W.
Contents :

i. Cornelian penannular ring from near head.
477. Grave: Parallel sidesand rounded ends, - 40 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child extended on R. side, head W.
Contents:
1. Jar red ware red-painted.

478. Extended burial on back, head W., hands on pelvis, skull turned towards L. shoulder.
479. Extended buriltl on L. side, head W.
480. Grave: Parallel sides and slightly rounded ends, - 30 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child extended on back and left side, headW.
Contents :
1. Bowl red ware, red-painted inside.

i. Two penannular cornelian rings. PI. 37 d, 5, 7.
ii. Amulet. Polychrome glass. PI. 37 d, 6.
481. Grave: Narrow rectangular, 190 + 30 - 40 cm.
Burial: Extended on back, hands on pelvis, head E., skull turned
to L. shoulder.
Contents:
1. Jar red ware red-painted.

2. Bow I red ware red-painted, band inside brim.
3. Necklace of cornelian and black and white stone beads.
PI. 55, 8.

497. Grave:. Parallel sides and rounded ends, -.:- 45 cm.
Burial: Bones of a child, apparently those of an extended burial.
Contents :
1,2,3. Three small vessels of unbaked mud.

72.481
Fig. 34.
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GRAVES OF THE X-GROUP PERIOD.

PLANS

IV, X

AND

XII.

Plates 5 a, 6 a.

All pottery, except where otherwise stated, is of a hard fine red ~ware with a smooth
finish of the same material.
41. Gra'l)e: Side-chamber type, ~40 X 90 -115 cm., roof of chamber" destroyed to W.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head S., wrapped in a.leather garment.
PI. 7 a.
Oontents: Fig. 37.
1. Large water-jar.
2. Double-handled jar.
3. Wide-necked jar.
4. Narrow-necked jar, painted spot decoration. PI. 50 a, 6.
5, 6, 7, 9, 11. Undecorated cups.
8, 10, 12, 13. Cups with festoon decoration. PI. 50 b, 2.
14. Decorated leather quiver or sheath.
44. Grwt:e: End-chamber type, 300 X 80-180 cm. Entrance originally
closed with sandstone slab. PI. 7 b.
Burial: Disturbed F. skeleton apparently contracted.
Contents :
1. Cup with spot decoration. PI. 50 b, 4.
2. Plain cup, as PI. 50 b, 12.
7~ .41
3. Cup with festoon decoration, as PI. 50 b, 2.
Fig. 36.
4. Weaving comb with decoration of black-and white-painted lines.
i. Broken cup with festoon decoration, as PI. 50 b, 2.

Fig.3i.

45. Grave: Side-chamber type, N. and S., chamber to W.
Burial: Bones of a child in no apparent order.
Contents :
1. Broken jar, as PI. 50 a, 1.
2. Broken jar, as Fig. 41: 7.
46. Grave: Long type with floor-recess denuded, 200 X 50 - 25 cm.
Burial: Remains of F. skeleton extended on back, head W.
Contents:
1. Necked jar with spot decoration.
2. Cup with spot decoration. as PI. 50 b, 6.
3. Iron spindle, 19 cm. long. PI. 38 t, 2.
i. Flat black and white stone beads.

Cem. 72: 41-50. X-group.
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47. Grave: Long type with floor-recess, 110 X 40 - 85 cm. Recess originally covered with
sandstone slabs.
Burial: Child's bones in no apparent order, body originally wrapped in brown
woollen cloth.
Contents:
1. Necked jar, as Fig. 41: 6.
2. Cup with spot decoration, as Fig. 40: 2.
i. White shell beads.
48. Gmt'e: Side-chamber type, N. and S., chamber W., 180 X 155 - 150 cm.
Burial: Removed. F. bones outside grave.
Contents:
1, 2, 4. Cups with spot decoration, as Fig. 40: 2.
3, 5. Plain cups, as Fig. 40: 3.
i. Cup with spot decoration as Fig. 40: :?
49. Grare: Side-chamber type, N. and S., chamber W., 160 X 9(-: 120 cm. Entrance
originally sealed with sandstone slabs. PI. 7 f.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on chest and R. side, but
7
lower part of body disturbed.
Contents: Fig. 40.
1. Large broken necked jar.
2. Cup with spot decoration.
3. Plain cup.
4. Jug with handle.
5. Necked jar.
6. Cup with spot decoration.
7. Upper part of jar of brown ware.
Fi/!. :\8.
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50. Ora/'e: Side-chamber type, N. and S., chamber W., 100 X 85 - 85 cm.
Burial: Skull of a child and some woollen cloth.
Contents:
1. Plain cup, as Fig. 40: 3.
i. Broken cup with spot decoration, as Fig. 40: 2.
ii. Jar, broken, brown ware, as Fig. 40: 7.
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51. Grave: Side-chamber type, 130 X 115 - 90 cm. PI. 7 c.
Burial:' Bones of a child in no apparent order, but skeleton was originally contracted.
Oontents:
1. Necked jar. PI. 50 a, 1.
2. Small red-painted bowl.
3. Plain cup. PI. 50 b, 12.
52. Grave: Long type with floor-recess covered with stones, 145 X 65 - 45 cm.
Burial: Body of a girl, tissues well preserved, contracted on L. side, head S.
Marks of bracelets on flesh of arms.
Oontents:
l.Double-handledjar,white painted. PI. 50 a, 5.
60. Grave: Large end-chamber type, 400X 110 -290 cm. The grave was surrounded by
a ring of small stones, 12 metres in diameter, the remains of a boundary wall.
Burial: A few scattered F. bones on floor of chamber.
Oontents: Fig. 41.
1,2. Necked jar.
3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17. Plain cups.
4. Very large jar SCRW, contained organic matter (grain 1).

Ci~C/
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7 2 . 60

Fig. -H.

5, 6. Necked jars.

7. Necked jar white-painted. PI. 50 a, 7.
8, 18, 19. Cups with festoon pattern.
15. Necked jar with spotted pattern.
20. Cup with spotted pattern, broken.
61. Grave: Large end-chamber type, 360 X 75 - 200 cm.. Entrance sealed with large
sandstone slab. Grave surrounded by ring of stones 10 metres in diameter, the remains
of a boundary wall. PI. 7 e.
Burial: Leg-bones and skull of F. skeleton, showing contraction on R. side.
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Contents:
1, 4. Cups with spot decoration, as PI. 50 b, 5.
2,6. Plain cups, as PI. 50 b, 12.
3. Tumbler-shaped cup.
5. Cup with festoon decoration, as PI. 50 b, .'2.

i. Plain cup, broken, as PI. 50 b, 12.
tl4. Grave: End-chamber· type, 315 X 70 -165 cm. This grave
was in existence before Grave 65, a Christian grave with a
mud-brick superstructure, as the north wall of the superstructure was built over the south end of the pit of 72: 64. PI. 7 d.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head N., skull
fallen from neck due to natural decay. Body was
wrapped in brown woollen cloth.
Contents: Fig. 42.
1. Large-necked jar red-brown ware.
-0
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2. Thick-necked jar SCRW, red-washed. PI. 50 a, 2.

3. Cup with spot decoration.
4. Plain cup.
1. Plain cup.

pit" of 'lltlve 65'. CoptlC.
----:-.,...-;~--

72.·64-

Fig.

-la.

Fig. 44,

77. Grave: Side-chamber type, N. and S., chamber to W., 170 X 120 - 140 cm.
Burial: Scattered bones of F. skeleton which must have been contra~ted, head
S., and wrapped in coarse woollen cloth.
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Oontents:
I. Large-necked jar, as PI. 50 a, 1.
2. Cup with spotted decoration, as PI. 50 b, 5.
3. Plain cup turned down over neck of No. I, as Pi. 50 b, 12.
i. Carved wood handle of an implement.
n. Iron spindle. PI. 38 f, .3.
78. Grave: Side-chamber type, N. and S., chamber W. 85 X 75 - 85 cm.
Burial: Skull and disturbed bones of a child.
Oontents :
1. Ribbed jar. PI. 50 a, 3.
2. Cup with spot decoration, as PI. 50 b, 5, turned down over mouth of No. l.
79. Grave: Long type with floor-recess, 240 X 75 - 150 cm.
Burial: M. bones and skull heaped up at S. end of grave.
Oontents:
I, 3. Cups with spot decoration, as PI. 50 b, 5.
2. Cup white-painted, decoration of four eyes in brown paint. PI. 50 b, 8.
i. Fragments of Roman glass.
88. Grave: Side-chamber, N. and S., chamber to W., 145 X 75 - 135 cm.
Burial: F., skeleton contracted on R., side, head S.
Oontents :
1. Cup with spot decoration. as PI. 50}, 5.
I{ 2. Plain cup, broken, as PI. 50 b, 12.
90. Grave: Side-chamber type,N. and S.,chamber W.160 X 90-105cm.
Burial: F. sl-:eleton contracted on L. side, head S.
Oontents:
1. Necked jar, as PI. 50 a, 1.
2. Broken two-handled jar, as PI. 50 a, 6.
3. Small plain cup. as PI. 50 b, 12.
91. (-J-ravc: Pit with end-chamber, 305 X 95 - 230 cm., chamber to W.
Entrance originally closed with mud-bricks. Grave was sur-

C].'c/
Fig. 40.

rounded by a ring of stones 11 metres in diameter, the remams
of a superstructure. PI. 8 a.
Bur·ial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head W.
Oontents: Fig. 45.
1. Necked jar white-painted with brown-painted spot decoration.
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4. Thin-necked jar.

5. Plain cup turned down over neck of No. 4.

6, 7. Cups with spot decoration.
8. Plain cup.
9. Twisted bracelets of small orange- and bla.ck-glaze
beads.
9a. Bracelets of white shell beads.
10. Necklace of black and white translucent glaze beads.
1l. Anklet of flat green glass beads.
i. Pottery spoon with incised pattern.
93. Gra've: Pit and end-chamber type. In cutting the chamber, it
was discovered that it broke into the chamber of a Roman ( ?)
grave, Grave 191, of the same type. To receive the body and
the large quantity of funerary pottery, part of the pit was
converted into a chamber by building a rough mud-brick
vault over it, and the pit itself enlarged eastward. The chamber
in the mud itself is only 80 cm. long by 85 cm. but it has been
increased to a total length of 275 cm. by the vault. The depth
of the grave is about 2 metres. PI. 8 b, c.
Burial: Confused bones of F., skeleton, perhaps originally
contracted on L. side, head W. Bones of a sheep.
Oontents: Fig. 51.
1. Thin-necked jar.
2. Plain cup turned down on neck of No. 1.
3, 4, 11, 14, 20, 22, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36. Plain cups,
as No. 2. PI. 50 b, 12.
6. Necked jar.
6. Two-handled jar white-painted,
7. Necked jar white-painted.

PIt.
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8. Necked jar.
9. Cup with festoon pattern.
10, 12. Cups with spot pattern.

Fi~.

fiO.

13. Necked jar.
15,16,17. Cups with spot pattern.
18. Pot SCRW blackened by fire.
19. Cup with festoon pattern.
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Fig. 51.

21. Small-necked jar with handle broken.
23, 24. Cups with spot decoration.
25. Small-necked ribbed jar with handles, broken.
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Cem. 72: 93-150, X-group.

26. Thin-necked jar, spot decoration.
27. Jar with spout, painted black cross on white ground.

PI. 50 b, 9.

28. Necked jar white-painted.
32. Flask, neck broken.

103.

106.

112.

114.

147.

150.

i. Pot SCRW.
Grave: Long grave with floor-recess, 100 X 55 - 60 cm.
Burial: Child's skeleton wrapped in woollen cloth.
Contents :
1. Plain cup, as PI. 50 b, 12.
2. Shell beads on R. wrist.
Grave: Long grave with floor-recess, 210 X 85 -170 cm.
Burial: F. skull and bones scattered on floor of grave.
Contents:
i. Potsherds of necked jar with spot decoration, as PI. 50 a, 6.
Grave: Long grave with floor-recess, 245 X 55 - 95 cm. Grave had been plundered
in modern times, as a string of wood and glass beads, similar to those worn at the
present day, was discovered in clearing the grave.
Burial: Bones of M. skeleton in disorder on floor of grave, accompanied by mass
of leather.
Contents':
1. Necked jar, as Fig. 51 : 8.
2. Necked jar white-painted, as Fig. 51 : 8.
3. Necked jar white-painted, as 3.
4, 5. Tumbler-shaped cups. PI. 50 b, 7.
6. Necked jar, as Fig. 51 : 8.
7,8,9, 10, 11. Cups with spot decoration, as P~. 50 b, 4.
Grave: Long type, 210 X 40 - 55 cm., being the floor-recess of a denuded grave.
Burial: Remains of M. skeleton extended on back.
Contents:
1. Large cup with spot decoration. PI. 50 b, 3.
2. Necked jar, as Fig. 51 : 8.
3. Plain cup, as Pi. 50 b, 12.
4, 5. Necked jars, as Fig. 54 : 2.
Grave: Long grave with floor-recess, 125 X 60 -140 cm.
Bunal: Removed, child's skull on floor of grave.
Contents:
1. Necked jar, as Pi. 50 a, 1.
2. Necked jar, as PI. 50 a, 2.
3. Small necked jar.
Grave: Long type with floor-recess, 235 X 100 - 300 cm. Grave was surrounded by
ring of stones, 8! metres in diameter, the remains of a superstructure.
Burial: A few M. bones mixed with the pottery at end of grave.
Contents:
1. T\vo-handled jar. PI. 50 a, 5.
2,4, 10. Plain cups, as Pi. 50 b, 12.
3, 12, 14, 16. Tumbler-shaped cups, as PI. 50 b, 7 (not whitewashed).
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5. 'Necked jar with spot decoration, as PI. 50 a, 6.

6,7,8. Necked jars, as PI. 50 a, 7.
9, 11, 13, 15. Cups with spot decoration, as PI. 50 b, 4.
157. Grave: Pit and chamber type, chamber ,to W., 280 X 55 -125 cm.
B~frial : (Intrusive burial of a girl laid on No. 5 and a pile of debris). Body well
covered with tissue and wrapped in coarse woollen cloth (warp blue, woof brown).
Head wrapped in a fleece and laid on a pillow covered with stripe.d material.
Oontents:
1. TUlllbler-~haped cup, red ware with painted decoration in black on white
band at brim. shape RB PI. 50 b, 1.
2. Necked jar with painted spot decoration, as Fig. 176: 118.
3. Plain cup turned down over mouth of No. 2, as PI. 50 b, 12.
4. Necked jar with pot-mark, as Fig. 45: 2.
5. Plain cup under body, as PI. 50 b, 12.•
159. Grave: Side-chamber type, 115 X 80 - 120 cm.
Bu.r~al: Child's skeleton contracted on R. side, head S.
Oontents :
1. Small bowl red ware, white band at brim WIth black decoration. PI. 50 b, 6.
2, 3. Plain cups, as PI. 50 b, 12.
i. Necked jar with decoration of orange spots.
161. Ora'l'e: Side-chamber type, 150 X 95 -135 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head S., wrapped III coarse
woollen cloth.
Oontents :
1. Cup with decoration of vertical stripes, shape as PI. 50 b, 5.
2. Necked jar, as Fig. 51 : 1.
//~.~
.
I I
y.-j.'/
3. Tumbler-shaped cup, as PI. 50 b, 12.
~,
~j
'hfl
/1
/,.
3 /1.
/ •
162. Gm've: Long grave WIt oor-recess, 135 X 65 - 145 cm.
Burial: Child's body with tissues well preserved,
~~ ~rio~ stooew : ;
extended on back.
~~ 11 notinpo6" /~~
COl/tents: Fig. 53.
'1/1 -tion.
, /
1 , 4.
Necked'
J"ars
~~
V;~
./'
Y-'/
.
d
/'"
/'
2. Ribbed tumbler-shaped cup white-pamte ,
/;"
'I'
brown band at brim. PI. 50 b, 10.
~~
~•
.hf
d
.
72.162. // I ' / / "
3. Cup WIt estoon ecoratlOn.
/ ///// ,/
5. Pot of SCRW, fire-stained.
Fig-. 52.
165. Gra/'f: Long type with floor-recess, 130 X 55 - 105 cm.,
\==r'
end of 'grave undercut for 20 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted at undercut
end of grave.
Oontent.'5 :
1, 2. Necked jars, as Fig. 53 : 1.
3. Small cup or bowl with spot decoration.
4 like I bro1<en
neck lost.
4. Plain cup under a sheep's fleece.
7 2 . 162.
1. Green-glaze scarab with design of 3 uraei
Fig. :;il.
and Ra and Neb signs.

o

~'
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Gem. 72: 157-175, X-group.

166. Grave: Long deep grave, with floor-recess lined with mud-bricks, unopened and covered
with sandstone slabs. A fleece laid un the slabs. Dimensions of grave 300 X 80
- 250 cm. PI. 8 d, e.
Burial: M. skeleton extended on back, head
Contents : Fig. 55.
1,2. Necked jars.
3. Necked jar white-painted.
4,7, 8. Cups with spot decoration.

,,!.

v

([j4
--- t!j'
72-. 166
Fig. 51.

5. Necked jar white-painted.

6. Plain cup turned down at neck of No. 5.
72.166
9. Plain cup.
Fig. 5:;.
10. Small bow 1.
171. Grave: Side-chamber type, 145 X 85 -115 cm. PI. 8 I.
Bun".al: Skeleton of child contracted on R. side, head S.
Contents :
1. Cup, festoon decoration, as PI. 50 b, 2.
2. Plain cup, as PI. 50 b, 12.
3. Small necked jar white-painted, with band of ivy leaves in brown. PI. 50 a, 4.
17Z. Grave: Long grave with floor-recess, 115 X 35 - 75 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side.

Contents :
1. Tumbler-shaped cup with festoon decoration.

PI. 50 b, 1.

173. Grave: Side-chamber type, 115 X 105 - 130 cm.
Burial: Part of the body of a child, apparently contracted on the L. side.
Contents:
1. Two-handled jar of yellow ware.

(The mouth has been sawn off, and the
whole surface cleaned by being scraped with a saw), as PI. 50 a, 5.
2,3. Plain cups, as PI. 50 b, 12.
i. Plain cup (broken), as PI. 50 b, 12.
175. Gra're: Long type with floor-recess, 105 X 50 - 75 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, wrapped in woollen cloth.
Contents:
1. Cup with festoon decoration, PI. 50 b, 2.

2. Plain cup, as PI. 50 b, 12.
i. Beads of green and yellow polychrome faience, imitating shells.
14

177. Grave: Side-chamber type, 170 X 100-110 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head S.
Oontents :
1. Necked jar, spot decoration.
2. Short-necked jar, as Fig. 37: 1.
3. Plain cup turned down on neck of No. 1, as PI. 50 b, 12.
180. Grave: Side-chamber type, 200 X 95 -100 cm.
Burial: Leg-bones and pelvis of F. skeleton.
Oontents :
1. Necked jar with spot decoration, as Fig. 178: ll8.
2. Two-handled jar, as Fig. 37: 2.
181. Grave: Pit and end-chamber type, much denuded, and roof of chamber destroyed,
220 X 55 cm.
Burial: Femur and tibia of skeleton showing contraction on R. side.
Oontents :
1. Necked jar with two handles, as Fig. 51 : 6.
2~ 4. Cups with spot decoration, as Fig. 51: 16.
3; Necked jar, neck broken off, as Fig. 51 : 1.
5, 8, 11. Plain cups, as Fig. 51 : 2.
6. Necked jar with spot decoration, as PI. 50 a, 6.
7. Plain cup, as Fig. 51: 2.
9. Large cup with spot decoration, as PI. 50 b, 5.
10. Necked jar, t<>p of neck broken awa~r, as Fig. 51 : 1.
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Plate 6 b.

Cemetery 73 is situated on a mound some little way up a side valley about a kilometre
~outh of Gerf Husein temple and the village of Fagirdib.
The whole of this mound of ancient alluvium has been denuded by ancient sebakh-digging
and re-covered by blown sand. Had the graves been intact, it would have been a most
valuable site, as some of the material is evidently transitional and marks the close of the
Early Dynastic and B-group periods. The graves on the eastern edge of the cemetery
were as late as the C-group, but their superstructures had long since been removed. The
lower slopes of the mound on the valley side were occupied by a number of graves.of the
Ptolemaic period cut horizontally into the mud~ Plundering and the collapse of the roofs of the
chambers had destroyed the contents, broken pottery coffins and fragments of cartonnages
only being recovered from the debris filling the tombs. Near the centre of the cemetery was
a deep sebakh quarry. In a bank where the side valley joins the main valley were a few graves
of the New Empire.
About 25 metres to the north of the cemetery were a few B-group graves (Graves 110-114)
in blown sand.
Graves 3, 4, 5, B-group graves of this cemetery, were in sand about 200 metres to the east
of the cemetery.
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EARLY DYNASTIC GRAVES.

Cem. 72: li7-1M, X-group;
73: 6-17.
PLANS

IV

AND

X. Plate 6 b.

6. Grave: Circular, 100 X 100 - 50 cm.
Burial: Probably intrusive, skeleton contracted on R. side, head 25° 'V. of S.. on
about 15 cm. of debris.
Contents:
1. Deep bowl, slight red polish, as Fig. 141: 3.

i. Fragment of a pink quartz palette.
12. Circular grave, 95 X 95 -70 cm.
I.... Grave: Rectangular, 170 X 110 -150 cm.
Burial: Removed.
Contents :
1. BowI buff ware, vertical pebble-polished inside, as PI. 44 b, 4.

2. Bowl smooth red ware, as PI. 45 a, 3.
3. Small pot hard pink ware, pot-mark, as PI. 43 b. S.
4,5,6, 7. Quartz palettes. No. 5 is malachite stained.
i. Shell, Oliva ispidula.
ii. Shell ring.
iii. Serpentine pendant.
iv. Fragments of an ivory cup.
v. Shell disc beads. Green-glaze beads.
vi. Black and white stone beads.
15. Grave: Rectangular, 95 X 70 - 20 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on L. side, head W. (nearly local S.).
Contents:
1. Deep bowl red ware black-mouthed, as Fig..97: 2.

2. Small pot hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, S.

3. Rough slate palette with suspension hole.
4. Shell, Conus monachus.
5. Flint flake.
6. Rubbing pebble.
i. Black and white stone pendant.
ii. Two split cowries.
iii. Green-glaze beads.
iv. Fragments of mother-of-pearl bracelet.
16. Grave: Rectangular, 85 X 60 - 15 cm.
Burial: Leg-bones of an infant's skeleton, contracted on L. side, head local S.
Contents:
1. BowI slightly polished thin smooth red ware red-painted pattern inside

and out, as PI. 45 a, 4. .
2. Shell anklet.
3. Oval quartz palette.
i. A few pale green-glaze beads.
17. Grave: Oval, 105 X 85 - 30 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head S.
Contents :

i. Potsherds of hard ·pink wavy-handled jar.

-
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18. Grave: Rectangular, 100 X 65 - 90 cm.
Burial: Fragments 'of skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Contents :
1. Bowl hard pink ware, pot-marked. Pt. 43 b, 3.
2. Cylindrical wavy-handled jar pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 7.
Potsherds of another jar like No. 2.
19. Grave: Rectangular or oval, HO X 90 - 40 cm. Wavy-handled jar of hard pink ware
on floor of grave, as PI. 43 b, 6.
20. Grave: Oval, 80 X 65 - 20 cm.
Burials: Skeletons of two infants, A and B, heads 30 0 S. of W.
Contents:
1. Small jar hard pink ware with purple-painted decoration.
2. Small jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 2.
3. Quartz palette.
4. Rubbing pebble.
5. Rough slate palette.
6. Decayed shell bracelets on R. wrist of infant B..
7. Cake of resin next No. 6.
i. Bead dark green serpentine.
ii. Ivory pendant with spiral groove. PI. 37 a, 6.
iii. Cornelian barrel-shaped bead and shell beads.
21. Grave: Rectangular, 100 X 65 - 40 cm.
Burial: Skeleton, skull missing, contracted on L. side, head W.
Contents:
i. Potsherds of a bow I hard pink ware.
ii. Rubbing pebble.
22. Grave: Rectangular, 120 X 80 -45 cm.
Burials: Three skeletons, A, Band C, A being the earliest
interment. Remains of skeleton C above A and B.
B. F. contracted on L. side, head local N. (300 E. of N.).
A. M. contracted on L. side, head local S. (30 0 'V. of S.).
Contents: Fig. 57.
1. Bowl R-P B-M, incised brim.
73.22
2. Bowl R-P B-M.
Fig. 56
3. Small deep jar or cup R-P B-M.
4. Cylindrical jar, cord pattern under brim, hard buff ware.
5. Pot smooth coarse pink ware.
6. Bowl R-P B-M, broken.
7. Shallow alabaster bowl, broken
anciently.
8. Bowl SCRW.
9. Quartz palette with rubbing
pebble, malachite stain.
10. Quartz palette, black stain.
Fig. 57.
PI. 45 d, 3.
11. Circular sandstone palette.
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Cem. 73: 18-44.

12. Cornelian beads from R. wrist of A.

i. Fragments of an ivory spoon with square bowI (from lower burial).
ii. S-shaped pendant of shell.
iii. Glazed pendant damaged in firing.
23. Grave: Rectangular, 150 X 80 -.90 cm.
Burial: Removed.
Contents :
1. Rectangular slate palette with suspension hole and incised edge. PI. 45 C, 8.
2. Rubbing pebble.
i. Decayed shell bracelet.
ii. Split cowries.
iii. Shell disc beads.
24. Grave: 100 X 80 - 90 cm. Rectangular.
25. Grave: Circular, 95 X 95 - 30 cm.
Burial :M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head 30° S. of W.
26. Grave: Rectangular, 80 X 60 - 50 cm.
Bur,ial: Removed.
Contents :
1,2, 3. Quartz palettes.
. 4. Rubbing pebble.
27. Grave: 50 X 40 -15 cm.
28. Large jar buried in the ground on its side, possibly for the burial of an infant.
29. Grave: Oval, 90 X 75 - 20 cm.
Burial: Fragments of child's bones, skeleton contracted on R. side.
Contents:
1. Bowl red-painted ware, pebble-polished vertically in, horizontally out.
PI. 44 b, 4.
2. Quartz palette. PI. 45 d, 1.
3. Bivalve shell.
30. Circular grave, 90 X 90 - 55 cm.
Contents :
i. Pebble palette and rubbing pebble on floor of grave.
ii. Potsherds of small jar hard pink ware.
3I. Oval grave, 130 X 100 - 50 cm.
32. Grave: 95 X 50 -75 cm.
33. Grave: Rectangular, 120 X 60 - 30 cm.
34. Grave: Oval, 115 X 75 - 150 cm.
35. Grave: 110 X 65 - 60 cm.
36. Small circular excavation containing a wavy-handled net-painted cylindrical jar witn
top sawn off.
39. Broken jar coarse red ware for infant burial (1).
40. Rectangular grave, 45 X 35 - 20 cm.
41. Circular grave, 55 X 55 - 10 cm.
42. Grave cut through by large irregular sebakh-quarry.
Contents :
i. A quantity of potsherds of hard pink ware.
ii. Bowl red ware, red-polished inside and out.
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"3. Circular grave, beehive section, 100 X 100 - 70 cm.
..... (},.ave: 115 X 44 - 50 cm.
"5. Grave: 140 X 80 - 115 c.
Grave: Oval, beehive section, 80 X 65 - 50 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted onR. side, head local S.
Contents:
1. Cylindrical wavy-handled jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 7.
2. Pebble palette.
i. Cornelian beads.
ii. Black- and green-glaze beads.
iii. Small green-glaze amulets.
iv. Small model green-glaze seal cylinder.
47. Grave: Circular beehive section, 95 X 95 - 80 cm. This grave would appear to belong
to the very close of the Early Dynastic period, or the B-group.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on L; side, head local S.
Contents:
1. Bowl, hard pink ware.
2. Slightly baked thick mud tray.
3. End of slate palette.
i. Decayed stone pendant.
ii. Blue-glaze beads.
iii. Cornelian and black stone pendants.
53. Circular grave, 70 X 70 - 35 cm.
54. Circular grave, 130 X 130 -75 cm.
67. Circular grave, 70 - 65 cm.
68. Grave: HO X 50 - 110 cm.
69. Oval grave, 90 X 80 cm. Wavy-handled jar of hard pink ware on floor of grave.
71. Circular grave, 95 - 40 cm.
73. Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, 110 X 60 - 80 cm.
Burials: A and B. Two skeletons of children contracted on L. side, heads local S.
Contents:
1. Broken bow I.
2. Quartz palette.
U. Rectangular grave, 170 X 100 - 135 cm. Large sandstone covermg slab at side
of grave.
Contents :
i. Broken quartz palette.
ii. Potsherds of white wavy-handled jar.
iii. Rubbing pebble.
iv. Mouth of pot with strain holes
v. Small bowl red ware, horizontal red polished inside.
75. Gra've: 95 X 50 -70 cm.
76. Grave: 80 X 35 - 40 cm.
77. Circular grave, 50 X 45 cm.
78. Small empty rectangular grave, 75 - 35 - 50 cm.
79. Long empty grave, parallel sides and rounded ends, 255 X 95 - 155 cm. Divided across
the width by a wall of rubble set in mud.

"6.
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Cem. 73 : 45-105.

82. Gra·ve: Rectangular, 170 X 80 - HO cm.
Burial: Removed.
Oontents :
1. Bow I SCRW, slightly polished, as PI. 45 a, 2, 3.
2. Jar SCRW.
i. Potsherds of bowl hard pink ware.
ii. Potsherds of R-P B-M bowls probably from superstructme of Grave 81.
83. Circular grave, beehive section, 195 - 145 cm.
84. Circular grave, beehive section, 140 -125 cm.
87. Circular grave, beehive section, 140 - 130 cm.
89. Circular grave, 85 - 50 cm.
91. Denuded empty circular grave, 95 - 40 cm.
94. Grave: Rectangular .Early Dynastic grave, 100
x - 70 cm., cut into at an angle
of 45° by C-group Grave 93.
Burial: Removed.
Oontents:
1. Tall wavy side-handled jar, hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 6.
2. Rough slate palette.
95. Grave: Oval, beehive section (1), 135 X 90 - 90 cm.
Burial: Remains of a skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head local SW.
Oontents:
1. Quartz palette, green malachite stain.
i. Green-glaze amulet or pendant, and green-glaze beads.
96. Grave: Nearly circular, 85 X 70 - 85 cm., beehive section.
Burial: Child's skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S'V.
Oontents :
1. Bowl red-polished, slightly black-mouthed, black polish inside, inuised brim.
i. Large potsherds SCR'V, blocking hole in wall of Grave 83, made
accidentally in digging Grave 96.
97. Very small oval grave, 50 X 35 - 20 cm., containing a rough grey marble palette and
~bbing pebble.
98. Pieces of a large jar of hard pink ware embedded in the mud.
100. Grave: 95 X 40 - 75 cm. Child's bones.
Contents :
i. Barrel-shaped green-glaze beads.
ii. Cornelian beads.
iii. Dark green steatite pendant.
:!v. Circular black and white stone pendant.
104. Rectangular grave, 190 X 135 - 120 cm.
Oontents :
i. Hard pink potsherds.
105. Circular grave, 120 - 40 cm.

+
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3. Grave: In blown sand, outline not preserved.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head 300 W. of N.
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Contents :
1. Small bowl of discoloured pink ware.
4. Grave: In blown sand, oval, approximately 120 X 65 cm.
-"'" - ....
Burial: F. skeleton, contracted on R. side, head 30° S. of W.
'\
,
The bones of a footus were found at the pelvis.
\
,
Contents:
I
I
1. Pot, smooth red-brown ware, black inside, black t<>p,
I
unpolished.
I
r
2. Spoon of pale green steatite or serpentine.
I
3. Three decayed shell bracelets.
/
... --_ .....
S. Grave: In blown sand, outline not preserved.
73.4Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 25° W. of S.
Fig'. fiR,
48. Grare: Rectangular with rounded ends, 125 X 60 - 45 cm.
Burial: Remains of a skelet<>n originally contracted on R. side, head local S.
Oontents:
1. Bowl thin SCRW.
2. Sandstone palette.
i. Shell, N atica melanistoma, pierced for suspension.
ii. Circular ostrich egg-shell pendants.
iii. Fragments of shell bracelets.
57. B-group grave, 140 X 125 - 70 cm.
60. Grat'e: HO X 70 - 50 cm. M. skull and bones on floor of grave in no apparent order.
'99. Grave: Rectangular, 100 X 70 cm.
Burial: Remains of a child's skeleton contracted on L. side, head
Contents:
1. Bowl smooth red ware, slightly polished.
Two bracelets of thin copper band.
i. Two shell rings.
ii. Shell, N atica melanistoma, pierced for suspension.
iii. Green-glaze beads.
t 10. Gral'e: In blown sand, outline not preserved.
Bur'ial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head 35° S. of ,V. (nearly local S,).
J 11. Grace: In blown sand, outline not preserved.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head 20° N. of \V. (local W.).
Contents:
1. Pieces of ostrich egg-shell.
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10. Rubbing pebbles.
7. Cake of red hrematite paint.
8. Shell with red paint,
9. Rough sandstone palette.
,112 A. Grave: In blown sand.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 20° E: of N. (local N.)'.
(}ontents:
1. Deep bowl smooth brownish ware. Strongly-marked shaping marks on lower
part.
2. Deep 'bowl smooth brown ware, with diagonal shaping marks.
3. Stone palette.

,
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Cem. 73: B- and C-group.

I1 ZB. Grave: In blown sand.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 20° E. of N. (local N.).
Oontents :
1,2. Pieces of crystalline gypsum (selenite).
3. Rubbing pebble.
4. Quartz cylinder, not bored.

5. Bowl soft pink ware, fire-stained (decayed).
6. Much decayed ivory knife-handle

i. Piece of hrematite worn by rubbing on a palette.
ii. Shell, N atica melanistoma, pierced for suspension.
iii. Piece of roughly-serrated flint h."Ilife or scraper.
iv. Flint flake.
IIZ B. With remains of a third skeleton contracted on L. side.
113. Heap of broken bones and two skulls.
Oontents :
i. Rubbing pebble.
114. Grave: In blown sand, outline not preserved.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, 7° S. of W.
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7. G1'ave: 130 X 70 - 120 cm. Bones.
Oontents :
i. Green:"glaze beads.
ii. 'White shell beads.
iii. Split cowries.
iv. Small green-glaze amulets.
8. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 145 X 60 -105 cm.
Burial: M. tibire and femora showing contraction on R. side, head E.
Oontents:
1. Globular jar hard white ware, quatrefoil mouth, pot-mark.
i. Potsherds of incised C-group pottery.
9. Grave: Parallel sides and founded ends, nearly oval, 115 X 60 - 90 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head E.
Contents :
i. Quantity of white shell disc beads.
10. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 165 X 60 -120 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head 10° S. of E., lower
part of body wrapped in leather.
Oontents :
1. Necked jar hard white ware, two pot-marks.
2. Bow I smooth red ware, slightly polished.
i. White shell disc beads.
ii. Split cowries.
iii. Circular stone bead or pendant.
11. C-group grave, 125 X 60 - 80 cm.

73
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37. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 145 X 60 - 150 cm.
Burial: At E. end of grave M. femora and tibioo in no apparent order. Grave
37 is cut through by Grave 38.
38. Gmve: 180 X 70 cm.
Burial: M. bones on floor of grave in no apparent order.
Contents :
i. C-group incised potsherds.
ii. Leather.
iii. Fragments of ostrich egg-shell pendant.
iv. Fragments of shell bracelet.
v. Copper bracelet.
vi. Fragment of ivory finger-ring.
vii. Shells (Natica melanistoma).
viii. Four blue-glaze disc beads.
IX. Spiral Terebra shell.
x. Barrel serpentine bead.
xi. Shell disc beads.
xii. Quartz bead.
Xlll. Tip of ivory pin.
xiv. Cylindrical green-glaze beads.
xv. Green-glaze disc beads with milled edges.
These objects would seem to have come from an older grave, possibly of the B-group,
t,hrough which Grave 38 is cut, or from Grave 14.
58. C-group grave, 135 X 55 - 75 cm.
59. C-group grave, 140 X 60 -120 cm.
i. R-P B-M and incised potsherds.
64. Grave: 150 X 55 - 110 cm.
66. Gm~'e.' 120 X 50 - 135 cm. A few bones on floor of grave in no apparent order.
70. Grar.':!.' 75 X 55 - 120 cm.
72. ara~'e: 125 X 55 - 110 cm.
i. Quantity of tanned leather. F. bones.
80. Grave: 140 X 40 - 150 cm. Pelvis and humerus at W. end of grave.
81. Grave.' 110 X 40 - 80 cm.
85. Grave.' 110 X 40 - 130 cm.
86. Grave; 140 X 70 - 110 cm. Bones of skeleton on floor in no apparent order.
88. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 170 X 90 - 170 cm.
Burial: Pelvis and leg-bones of M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head E.
Oontents:
1. Armlet of white quartz.
i. Black and white stone beads and pendants.
ii. Ivory finger-ring.
iii. Incised potsherds.
iv. Split cowries.
v. Green-glaze beads.
90. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 130 X 65 -105 cm.
Burial: Headless M. skeleton contr~cted on R. side, head E.

-

Cem. 73: "8- alllI U-group.
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Oootents :
Bone needle.
ii. Semi-cylindrical beads (cut from sections of bones).
iii. Incised potsherds.
. ~JJ. Grave: 95 X 40 - 115 cm., cut through Early Dynastic Grave 94,
101. Grave: 160 X 60 - 100 cm.
Contents:
i. Quantity of C-group potsherds.
ii. Small blue-glaze beads.
10Z. Grave: 135 X 60 -145 cm., cut to pieces by sebakh-digging.
Burial: Bones of M. skeleton on floor of grave, apparently once contracted on R.
side, head E.
103. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 130 X 65 cm.
Burial: Leg-bones of skeleton showing contraction on R. side, head E.
Contents:
1. Wheel-made jar red ware, eontaining a muss of mud with strong odour of
rancid palm-oil.
2. Shell.
i. White shell disc beads.
ii. Green-glaze disc beads.
106. Grave: 155 X 75 - 110 cm.
Oontents:
i. Small green-glaze beads.
ii. Shell disc beads.
107. Gra-ve: 145 X 90 -120 cm. PI. 19 d.
B1Ir·ial: F.skeleton(skull moved), contracted on R. side, head E.
Contents :
1. Two strings of white shell beads on L. ankle.
73. 107
i. Stone seal, design of crossed incised lines. PI. 42 b, 33.
FiL;. liO.
108. Grace: Parallel sides rounded ends, 100 X 55 - 90 cm.
Bttrial ~ F. skeleton contracted on back.
Contents:
i. Two shell rings.
ii. Circular black and white stone pendant.
iii. Shell disc beads.
iv. Cornelian beads.
109. Grave: Parallel sides rounded ends, 85 X 45 - 70 cm.
Burial: Infant's skeleton contracted on L. side, head E.
1.

Contents :
I. Kohl-shell.
2. String of white shell beads on L. ankle.
CEMETERY
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I. Gra,·ve: Probably a denuded side-chamber, 150 X 70 - 40 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child on back and left side, knees slightly flexed, head 5
S.ofW.

U
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Oontents :
1,2. Two jars, as PI. 49 a, 9.
3. Bowl red ware, red-painted and polished inside, as Fig. 22: 7.

2. Grave.; Denuded side-chamber, 180 X HO - 45 cm.
Burial: Skeleton extended on back, hands on pelvis, head turned towards L.
shoulder 25° N. of W.

Oontents:
1. Jar, red ware, as Fig. 22: 4.
2. Jar, red ware, as Fig. 22: 1.

3. Small bow I red ware, as Fig. 22: 7.

GERF HUSEIN, SOUTH (GEDEKOL) CEMETERIES 74-76.

CEMETERY

74.

PLANS

IV

AND

XI.

This cemetery, with the exception of 74/500, consisted of graves of the latest periodsRoman, X-group and Christian. They were distributed as follows :74/1. In alluvial mud banks just south of the
valley containing Cemetery 76. X~group and
Christian (Ginari type) and Moslem.
74 A/I. A cemetery on the :r:o~th side of the
mouth of the above valley of Christian graves with
mud-brick superstructures of the Ginari type and
of the type with a chamber or chapel on the superstructure covered by a dome or vault, both with
lamp-niches. PI. 9 a.
74/100. Situated in front of a group of houses
south of Gedekol. A somewhat earlier cemetery
containing a large number of denuded roofless
Roman end-chamber graves and Christian extended
burials.
74/200 to 74/400. About 11 kilometre south
of Gedekol. A large Christian cemetery with mudbrick superstructures of the Ginari type furnished
Fig. 61.
with lamp-niches. Part of .this cemetery has been
intruded on a patch of X-group graves. 74: 220 is a large plundered mud-brick vaulted
tomb of the Byzantine X-group or Meroltic period.
74/500. Cemetery of the C-group periou, much damaged by sehbakhin, possibly a continuation of 77/1.
CEMETERY

74/500.

GRAVES OF THE C-GROUP PERIOD.

PLANS

IV

AND

XI.

These graves had all been destroyed by sebakh-digging. Only a few objects were recovered
from the debris. The stones of the superstructures had all been removed for building houses
near by. The graves were dug in ancient alluvium resting on sandstone. The orientation
of the graves was irregular.
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NE.; 74:500-520.

501. Rectangular grave.
i. Quantity of green- and black-glaze beads.

503.

504.

505.
506.
507.

509.

510.

511.

514.

518.
519.

520.

ii. White shell beads.
ill. Incised potsherds.
Rectangular grave.
i. White shell disc beads.
ii. N atica melanistoma shells pierced for suspension.
Rectangular grave.
L Shell disc beads.
ii. Conus shells pierced for suspension.
iii. Greenish black-glaze beads.
Grave: Rectangular, 85 X 65 - 10 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 35° E. of N.
Grave: Rectangular, 130 X 55 - 25 cm.
BuriaJ.: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head 30° S. of E.
Gra'Ve: Rectangular, 120 X 65 cm.
Burt'al .. Remains of skeleton showing contraction on R. side.
1. Cup, black-glaze, white-filled incised patterns. PI. 40 a, 2.
i. Fragments of copper with impression of linen (part of
a mirror).
ii. Green-glaze beads.
ill. Flint flake.
Grave: Rectangular, 105 X 60 -75 cm.
BU'Tial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side.
1. Kohl-shell with black kohl.
Fig.li2.
i. Blue- and green-glaze beads.
ii. Black and white stone beads.
Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, 105 X 60 - 90 cm.
Burial: Part of skeleton showing contraction on R. side, head 35° E. of S.
1. Bowl of red-painted ware, broken.
i. Green-glaze beads.
Grave: Rectangular, 140 X 60 - 90 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 40° S. of E.
i. Two shells with black kohl.
ii. Small mortar of quartzite.
iii. Blue- and black-glaze beads.
In debris: i. Mother-of-pearl" button."
ii. Green-glaze amulets.
In debris: i. Green- and black-glaze beads.
In debris: i. Green- and blue-glaze beads.
74.511
n. Cylindricalgreen-glaze and other amulets. PI. 37 b, 14-18.
Fig. 1i3
Grave: Rectangular, 110 X 55 - 20 cm.
Burial: Part of skeleton, showing contraction on R. side, head 20° S. of E.
i. Potsherds of black-polished pottery.
ii. Flint flake.

-110 CEMETERY

75.

PLAN

IV.

Cemetery 75 was at Shalub Batha on the east bank. The cemetery was in a very bad
condition due to sebakh-digging in the last few years. The old Moslem cemetery itself had
not been respected, and now occupies an island of ancient alluvial mud with steep crmnbling
sides, three to four metres high, from which the skeletons and wrappings of the Mohammadan
burials protrude. In every direction the sandstone rock is littered with broken stone, potsherds
and bones from the sebakh sieves.
The Roman cemetery is represented by shells of mud containing the dark mouths of the
empty chambers, or still upright sandstone door-slabs. In front are heaps of bleached and
broken bones or skeletons, dragged half out of the graves. About twenty tombs of the endchamber type in a part of the mud bank which had escaped destruction, were cleared, and
. exhibited burials extended on the back, head8 west, even in the few eases in which the direction
of the chamber was towards the east.
, 751/100. On a small isolated mound of alluvial mud were half a dozen deep side-chamber
graves, containing extended burials unaccompanied by pottery. As the skeletons lay on a
pile of debris it is probable that these are X-group graves, re-used for Christian burials.

CEMETERY

76.

PLANS

IV

AND

XI.

Plate 9 b.

Just south of the village of Gedekol (Gerf Husein) is a side valley, the floor of which on the
south side is formed of ancient alluvial mud banks. In these were found a number of graves
which, although numbered consecutively, really form two cemeteries. The first patch,
containing graves 1 to 58, consists of side-chamber graves of New Empire type, all much
damaged by plundering and the collapse of the roofs of the tomb chambers.
A number of smaller side-chamber graves of infants probably belong to this period, but
may be burials of the X-group. There was, however, a complete absence of X-group potsherds,
and it may have been found easier in the case of infants to dig a small single grave rather than
open one of the larger communal burial-places in which indeed the bones of very young children
appear to be absent. In addition to four empty B-group graves, there were about six Christian
and Moslem graves which, for some reason, had not been dug in Cemetery 74.
About 150 metres north, was the second patch of graves numbered 59 to 146. These may
be diVIded into two groups :i. Late Predynasiic and Early Dynastic.
ii. B- and C- group and New Empire.
The first group had utilized the whole of an alluvial mound with the exception of one spur.
This would then seem to have been taken up in part by early B-group graves of circular type,
and the rest were graves of the C-group type.
Finally, a couple of New Empire graves were cut at the extreme eastern edge of the mound,
and the cemetery being now full, a new section, graves 1 to 58, almost exclusively New Empire,
was begun on the nearest available ground to the south.
At the point where the different periods are in contact, two cases occur in which an earlier
grave has been partially destroyed by one of later date. Grave 107, an early B-group grave
of the circular type, has been dug through Grave 105, which may be assigned to the Early
Dynastic period. In its turn, the circular B-group Grave 106 A, has been damaged in
making Grave 106, which is apparently of the C-group.
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Cem. 76: 59- 6iJ.

Some of the C-group graves show an inclination to follow the orientation of the earlier
period, or perhaps were oriented with reference to the general trend of the side valley, but the
normal orientation to the local east, is typical of the majority. The disturbance of /(jhe
C-group .graves is much more pronounced than that of the older group, and this is no doubt
explained by the fact that their superstructures, being of stone, may have revealed. their
position to plunderers.
CEMETERY

76.

59. (]ra've: Oval,

LATE PREDYNASTIC AND EARLY DYNASTIC GRAVES.

95 X 50 -

PLANS

IV

AND

XI.

35 cm.

Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head W. (local SW.).

60.

61.

62.

63.

Oontents:
1. Deep bowl R-P B-M, milled edges, as PI. 44 a, 4.
2. Deep bowI R-P B-M, as PI. 44 a, 4.
3. Squat jar with pierced side-handles, hard pink ware with mottled red
decoration, shape as PI. 43 a, 1.
Grave: Oval, 125 X 65 - 40 cm.
Burial: Leg-bones of skeleton contr~cted on L. side, head 10° S. of W.
Contents:
1. Deep bowI R-P B-M, milled brim, as PI. 44 a, 6
2. BowI hard pink ware, plum-painted inside. Pot-mark, as Fig. 69: 3.
Grave: Probably denuded side-chamber type, 130 X 135 - 40 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 15° N. of W.
Oontents :
1. Deep bowl R-P B-M, as PI. 44 a, 4.
2. Shallow bowlR-P B-M, as Fig. 75: 4.
3. Deep bowl with narrow 'mouth, thin red-polished ware, milled brim, cracked
and extensively riveted.
4. Broken fish palette.
5. Large shallow bowl thin red-painted ware, milled brim, as Fig. 74: 4.
i. Pieces of shell bracelets.
Grave: Much denuded in sand, probably from position of pottery of the side-chamber type,
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 5° S. of W.
Oontents:
1. Deep bowl R-P B-M, milled brim, as PI. 44 a, 6.
2. Deep bowl R-P B-M, as Fig. 67: 3.
3. Shallow bowl R-P B-M, as PI. 44, -5.
4. Decayed bracelet of hippopotamus tooth on R. wrist.
5. Tall jar red ware plum-painted, as PI. 44 b, 1.
6. Bowl R-P B-M, riveted, as Fig. 75: 4.
7. String of cornelian, garnet, lapis lazuli and serpentine beads at neck.
i. Large beaker R-P B-M, broken, as Fig. 131: 15 but larger.
Gra·ve: Denuded, 65 X 60 cm., approximately.
B'urial: Traces of skeleton of an infant contracted on R. side, head 10:: S. of W.
Oontents :
1. Deep bowI R-P B-M, a.q Pl. 44 a, 6.
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2. Tall jar plum-painted ware, as Fig. 67: 2.
3. Small squat jar, perforated side-handles, hard pink ware, red-painted
decoration, as ·Fig. 80: i.

4. (Inside No. 3). Cylindrical steatite jar, perforated side-handles. PI. 41 d, 2.
i. Fragments of a bracelet of thick copper wire.
64. Grave: Denuded and outline not preserved, possibly of side-chamber
type.
Bu.rial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head 5° S.
of W.
Oontents: Fig. 65.
1. Squat jar with perforated side handles, yellow ware with
Fil(. (;4.
brown-painted decoration.
2. Small jar hard pink ware with perforated sidehandles and red-painted decoration.
3. Small jar plum-painted, animal pot-mark.
i. Scattered white shell beads at legs.
I"ig.65.
Grave: Approximately rectangular, 90 X 60 - 20 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 35° S. of W.
Oontents: Fig. 67.
1. Bow I hard pink ware.
2. Tall jar thick plum-painted ware. Pot-mark.
3. Deep bowl SCRW, blackened mouth.
66. Grave: Approximately oval, but possibly a denuded side-chamber grave,
120 X 95 - 40 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 25° W. of S.

'5.

Oontents ':

~ig.

66.

1, 2. Deep bow Is R-P B-M milled brims, as PI. 44 a, 6.
3. Deep bowl R-P B-M, as PI. 44 a, 6.
4. Shallow bowl R-P B-M, as PI. 44 a, 6.

67. Grave: Oval, 135 X 80 - 50 cm.
Bu.rials: Two skeletons AandB. A(lower)M.skeleton
contracted on L. side, head 40° S. of W. B conl<'ig.67.
tracted on R. side, head 40° S. of W.
Oontents: Fig. 69.
1. Necked jar thick plum-painted ware.
2. Jar R-P B-T ware.
3. Half of a bowl hard pink ware, plum-painted inside and
over brim.
4. Small jar smooth coarse brown ware.
5. Squat jar with perforated side-handles, hard pink ware,
red-painted decoration.
6. Bowl hard pink ware, plum-painted inside (turned down
over mouth of No. 7).
76 67
Fig, 68.
7. Large tall jar SCRW, riveted.
8. Flask-shaped jar (flat section), plum-painted and polished. PI. 45 b, 4.
9. Small jar plum-painted and polished. PI. 45 b, 2.

-
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10. Rubbing pebble.
1.

A small hollow nodule of manganese, in shape suggesting a stone vessel,
was found close above B.
r=====t7

o
(t'il:.6\1.

70. Grave: Approximately rectangular, perhaps of side-chamber type.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 35° S. of W,
Oontents: Fig. 71.
1. Bowl R-P B-M.
2. Bow I hard pink ware painted plum colour inside.
3. Fish-slate palette, pierced for suspension. PI. 45 C, 7.
4. Deep bowl R-P B-M, milled brim. PI. 44 a, 3.
5. Deep bowl R-P B-M, milled brim.
6. Deep bowl R-P B-M, milled brim.
9.J, (;raoe: Rectangular, 120 X 75 - 50 cm.
Fig. 70.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.
Oontents :
1. Bowl R-P B-M, milled brim, as PI. 44 a, 4.
4
2, Bowl, thick red ware, plum-painted inside
and over brim, as Fig. 69: 3.
96. Gtaoe: Rectangular with rounded ends, 105 X 55
-75 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head S.
Oontents :
1. Bowl smooth red ware, as Fig. 73: 2.
Fill. 71.
98. Gra~'e: Nearly rectangular, 115 X 9O-50cm., covering
slab at head of grave.
BU'fial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 40° S. of W. Quantity of white
finely-chopped straw under head.

0'
0_5

Oontents:
1. Large bowl smooth red ware, broken, as Fig. 73: 2.
2. Deep bowl R-P B-M, broken, as Fig. 71: 4.
3. Bowl R-P B-M, broken, as Fig. 75: 4.
4. Dish red-painted and polished.
16
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99. Gra1'e: Rectangular, 180 X 100 Contents :

90 rom.

F. bones.

i. Incised and 'R-P B-M potsherds from neighbouring C-group grave.
100. Rectangular grave, 95 X 55 - 35 cm.
105
Contents :

i. Incised and R-P B-M potsherds from C-group
graves.
105. Grai'e: Rectangular, 115 X 65-70 cm., cut into at foo~ by circular
B-group Grave 107.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 20° W. of S.
Contents: Fig. 73.
1. Bowl R-P B-M ware riveted, milled brim. PI. 44 a, 1.
2. Bow I thin smooth red ware.
3. Bow I red ware red painted and polished, milled brim.
4. Rough slate palette with malachite stain.
5. Mass of resin.
76. 105 &.
Fig. i2.
109. Grave: Rectangular, 110 X 75 - 85 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head
30° S. of W.
Contents: Fig. 75.
1. Bowl red ware, red-painted and polished
inside and outside milled brim.
2. Bow I R-P B-M, milled brim.
Fig. i3.
3. Bowl R-P B-M, broken, as 2.
4. Large bow I R-P B-M.
5. String of small white shell beads on R. ankle.
Ill. Grave: Oval, 100 X 70 - 20 cm., in sand.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head 30°
S. of 'V.

107

Contents:
1. Vessel imitating a gourd, thin red ware red-painted and

polished. PI. 44 b, 5.Fig. i4.
2. Much degraded double bird slate palette. PI. 45 c, 5.
112. Grave: Irregularform, probably of side-chamber type.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head
15° S. of W.
Contents: Fig. 77.
1. Small deep bowl R-P B-M, milled brim.
Fig. i5.
2. Broken double bird slate palette. PI. 45 c, 6.
3. Large shallow bowl R-P B-M, milled brim.
4. Large bow I thick R-P B-M, milled brim, filled with white grain (millet) to
depth of 6 cm.
5. Large bowl thin red-polished ware, as Fig. 73: 2.
6. Tall jar plum-painted, bird pot-mark.
7. Large jar R-P B-T, milled brim.

-
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Cem. 76: 99-124.

8. Rubbing pebble.

9. Necklace of garnet and comelian beads.

PI. 55, 1.

7 0 . 11 2.
Fig. it;.

Fig. 77.

i. Resin.
ii. Broken shell bracelets.
113. Large jar of coarse red ware, buried in sand. Fig. 78.
114. Grat'e: Rectangular, about HO X 60 - 10 cm.,
at surface.
Burial: Fragments of skeleton showing contraction on L. side, head 25° S. of W.
Contents:
1. Rough· slate palette with malachite
stain.
76.·113
2. Rubbing pebble.
Fj~. iK
3. Shell bracelets.
115. Irregular excavation.
119. Grave: Rectangular, 130 X 60 - 20 cm.
Burial: Skeleton (skull alone remains) originally contracted on L. side, head 5°
E. of S.
Contents:
1,2. Deep bowls R-P B-M, broken, as PI. 44 a, 4.
3. Bowl thin smooth red ware, broken, as Fig. 73: 2.
120. Denuded empty grave, 170 X 60.:........10 cm.
i. Potsherds of thin R-P B-M ware.
121. Grave: H5 'x 70 -70 em.
122, 123. Grave: 115 X 70 cm., dug next a deeper older Grave 123, which has two displaced
roofing slabs.
.
Burial (122) : Upper part of M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 5° S. of W.
124. Grave: Oval, 140 X 90 - 65 cm.
Burials: M. skeleton A contracted on L. side, head 5° W·. of S. At knees, part
of skeleton of a child, B, head 5° 'V. of S.
Contents:
1. Slate palette of degenerated double bird type.
2. Grey pebble palette.
3. Rubbing pebble.

-
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4. Five shell bracelets on arm-bones of child's skeleton.

i. Garnet beads.
ii. Small whiteshells.
ill. Fragments of malaohite.
iv. Cylindrical green-glaze beads.
125. Gf'atJe: Oval, 130 X 80 - 50 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head W.
Oontents: Fig. 80.
1. Squat jar with perforated side-handles, yellow-pink.ware
with, red-painted decoration. PI. 43 a, 1.
2. Deep pot R-P B-M, milled brim. PI. 44 a, 6.
3. Shallow bowl R-P B-M.
i. Resin.
ii. Fragments of shell bracelet.
126. Grave: Oval, lIO X 65 - 30 cm.
Burial: Lower part of skeleton contracted on R. side,
head S.
"TyPe
Oontents :
1. Bow I R-P B-M, milled brim, as PI. 44 a, 4.
2. Deep bowl R-P B-M, as Fig. 80: 2.
i. Fragments of malachite.
127. Grave: Oval, outline only partially preserved, 150 X 80 - 20 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 25° N. of W.
Oontents:
1. Deep bowl R-P B-M, as PI. 44 a, 1.
i. Resin.
129. Grave: 125 X 70 - 60 cm.
130. Grave: 120 X 80 - 40 cm. M. bones.
131. Grave : Rectangular, 135 X 75 - 40 cm.
Burial: Lower part of skeleton contracted on L. side, head S.
Oontents :
1. Broken slate palette (fish 1).
i. Flint flake.
n. Pieces of two shell bracelets.
132. Grave: Outline not preserved, - 45 om.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on L. side, head 15° S.
ofW.
Oontents :
1. Small jar dark red-painted and polished. Shape as PI. 43 b, 1.
133. Gf'ave: Oval, 145 X 75 - 30 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head S.
Oontents : Fig. 82.
1. Large jar SCRW, pot-mark.
2. Large jar SCRW, contained charcoal.
3. Large jar SCRW.
4. Deep bowI or pot R-P B-M.

..,~)
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6. Pebble palette, green malachite stain.
6. Rubbing pebble.

i. Five cylhidrical white stone beads.
ii. Black and white speckled stone beads.

13•. Grave: Rectangular, 145 X 65 - 35 cm.
B'Uf'ial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.
Contents: Fig. S4.
1. Jar with wavy side-handles, hard pink ware.
2. BowI with pot-mark, hard pink ware.
3. Small jar, hard pink ware.
4. Nearly rectangular slate palette.
s

Fig. A3.

7

Fig.

s..

5. Large long jar SCRW.

6. J a~ with wavy side-handles, hard pink ware.

7. Large jar, hard pink ware.
. ·S. Deep bowl or pot SCRW.

Jas.

Grave .. Rectangular, SO X 50 - 40 cm.
Burial.. Skeleton of a child, contracted on L. side, head S.
CO'fIients .-

Bowl R-P B-M, as Fig. 75 : 2.
136. Grave .. Denuded, outline not preserved.
Burial .. Removed.
1.

1~6-13f..
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Contents:
1. Jar SORW, as Fig. 87: 3.
2. Small bowl hard pink ware.
3. Small bowl pink ware red-painted at brim.
137, 138. Irregular excavations.
139. Grave: At surface, outline not preserved..
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 35° S. of \V.
Contents :
1. Degenerated double bird slate palette.
2. Small jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 5.
3. Quartz pebble palette.
4. Rubbing pebble.
5. Green-glaze barrel-shaped beads at neck.
i. Ivory hawk amulet. PI. ~7 a, 18.
ii. Quantity of small cowries pierced for suspension.
iii. Blue- and green-glaze cruciform beads.
•(0. Broken R- P B-M bow I on surface.
141. Grave: Oval, 90 X 65 -15 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head 25° S. of W.
Contents :
1. Bowl hard pink ware as Fig. 84: 2.
2. Small jar SCRW, as Fig. 123 : 5.
3. Bowl with thick brim, hard pink ware.
4. Brown pebble palette.
142. Grave: Oval, possibly of side-chamber type, 115 X 85 - 40 cm.
. Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 10° S. of W.
Finely chopped straw under skull.
Oontents: Fig. 87.
I. Bow I thin R-P B-M.
2. Long jar coarse red ware.
3. Long jar coarse red ware, distorted in
making.
4. Jar with wavy side-handles, hard pink
ware.
5. Rough slate palette, malachite stain.
Fig.
6. Resin between hands.
14J. Grave: Oval, 125 X 70 - 45 cm., at junction of mud and rock.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 20° S. of W.
Contents: Fig. 89.
1. Jar hard pinkware,l'ed-painted pattern, pot-marks. PI. 43 b, 4.
2. Jar with slight wavy side-handles, hard pink ware.
3. Rectangular white sandstone palette.
144. Grave: Rectangular, 85 X 70 - 20 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head 30° W. of S.
Contents:
1. Small jar hard pink ware, shape as Fig. 69 : 4.
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Cem. 76: 137-146, ti8-83
B-( ~ group.
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2. Fish slate palette.
3. Rubbing pebble.

PI. 45 e, 10.

145. BowI hard pink ware, lying in sand, probably thrown out of Grave
144, as Fig. 84: 2.
146. Grave: Rectangular, outline badly preserved, approximately
95 X 60-5 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on L. side, head 15° S.
rig. R9.
of W.
Contents :
I. Jar with wavy side-handles, hard yellow ware, pot-mark, as PI. 43 b, 6.
2. Bowl R-P B-M, as Fig. 75: 2.
CEMETERY
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71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

79.

80.
81.
83.
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Denuded grave, rectangular with rounded ends, 120 X 80 - 50 cm.
Burial: Skull and bones in no apparent order at E. end of grave.
Contents :
i. Potsherds R-P B-T ware.
ii. Fragments of shell bracelet.
Rectangular with rounded ends, 140 - 80 cm.
Contents :
i. Potsherds R-P-B-T and incised ware.
ii. Shell pierced for suspension.
Rectangular, 200 X 100 - 45 cm.
i. Potsherds R-P B-T.
Denuded grave, oval 1, 90 X 60 - 20 cm.
Burial: M. bones in no apparent order. B-group.
Rectangular grave, 155 X 55 - 35 cm.
i. R-P B-T potsherds.
Rectangular grave, 100 X 70 - 70 cm. F. bones.
i. R-P B-T potsherds.
Irregular excavation.
i. Cornelian beads.
Narrow rectangular grave, damaged by plundering, 150 X 30 to 55 - 30 cm.
Burial: F. skull and bones in disorder on floor of grave.
Oval grave, 150 X 100 - 55 cm.
Burial: F. pelvis and femur in position on floor of grave, showing contraction on
. R. side, head- E. (local NE.).
Rectangular grave, 180 X 70 - 30 cm. Bones.
Contents :
i. R-P B-T potsherds.
ii. Pieces of shell bracelet.
Rectangular grave with rounded ends, 190 X 105 - 80 cm. Empty.
Irregular excavation, possibly entrance to Grave 82.
Rectangular grave, 120 X 45 - 30 cm. M. bones in disorder at end of grave.

Contents :
i. Decayed wooden spoon.
n. R-P B-T potsherds.
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8•. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 110 X 50 - 25 cm.
Burial: Disturbed skeleton; pelvis and leg in position showing contraction on L. side.
85. Circular grave, 80 - 35 cm. Empty (B-group).
86. Circular grave, 80 - 20 cm. Empty (B-group).
87. Rectangular grave, 125 X 60 - 70 cm. Bones on floor of grave in no apparent order.
i. Bone point.
.
.
88. Grave with parallel sides and rounded en~, 120 X 60-45 om.
i. Incised potsherds.
89. Circular grave, 85 - 45 cm. F. skull and bones in disorder on floor of grave. (B-group).
90. Gra·ve: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 130 X 85 - 90 om. F. bones.
i. Potsherds R-P B-T and incised.
91. Irregular hole, originally a C-group grave.
i. Quantity of R-P B-T and incised potsherds.
92. ~early circular grave, 125 X 95 -70 cm.
t)l
i. R-P B-T potsherds.
101. Nearly circular grave, 80 X 60 - 50 cm. (B-group 1).
102. Grave with parallel sides and rounded ends, 110 X 50 - 40 cm.
i. Goatskin and hair.
ii. R-P B-T potsherds.
103. Small empty circular grave next to Grave 104. (B-group).
104. Grave: Long rectangular, 205 X 85 -105 cm.
Burial: Removed.
Oontents: Fig. 91.
1. Small R-P B-T bowl, hole in base.
2. Small R-P B-T bowl, four holes in base.
3. Small R-P B-T bowl, eight holes in base.
76./0+4. Small R-P B-T bowl.
Fi/o(.9I•.
5. Very small vessel (?), smooth coarse ware red-painted.
i. R-P B-T bowI with diagonal smoothing
marks, holes in base.
ii, iii. Model ammals (sheep) in SCRW.
iv, v. Small ring-stands red-painted ware.
vi. Bivalve shells.
vii. Large piece of palm charcoal.
viii. Quantity of R-P B-T and incised potsherds.
106. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends,130 X 80 - 90 cm. Cut through an empty
circular grave.
Burial: Bones of F. skeleton on floor of grave, in no apparent order.
107. Circular B-group grave cut through Grave 105.
108. Rectangular grave, 120 X 65 - 60 cm. M. bones.
110. Grave: 80 X 50 -75 cm.
116, 117. Apparently a C-group Grave 116, cut through a B-group Grave 117, both empt,.
i. Potsherds R-P B-T and incised ware.
118. Grat1e: 100 X 50 - 50 cm.

CEMETERY

76.
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NEW EMPIRE GRAVES.

Cem. 76: 84-118. C-grolll';
76 A: 3-31 NE.
PLANS

IV

AND

XI.

78. Long grave, 215 X 60 - 90 cm., cut horizontally into side of mound, contained a wooden
coffin 185 X 40 - 30 cm., in which were a skull and bones of an extended burial.
82. Long grave, 200 X 60 -110 cm., containing disordered bones of an extended burial.
Contents :
1. Small bowl red ware.
1. Potsherds necked jar red ware, as PI. 49 a, 8.
ii. Potsherds R-P B-M and C-group incised ware (from Grave 83).

CEMETERY

76 A.

NEW EMPIRE GRAVES.

PLANS

IV

AND

XI.

3. Side-chamber grave, 60 X 65 -75 cm.
5. Grave: New Empire side-chamber type, 220 X 175 -130 cm. Axis E-W.
Burials: The grave was filled with debris in which were the remains of one or more
burials.
Contents :
1,2,3,5, 12. Bowls red ware, as Fig. 22: 7 and 11.
4,6,7,8. Necked jars, as Fig. 22: 1
9. Long jar, as Fig. 22: 4.
10, 11. Necked jars, as Fig. 22: 1.

6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. Small empty side-chamber graves of children. (New Empire).
14. Large New Empire side-chamber tomb cut in the mud, sides and roof destroyed by sebakltdigging. Bones of at least ten skeletons found in disorder in the debris. One extended
burial on surface of debris apparently the latest interment, was intact.
15, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23. Small empty side-chamber graves for burial of children. (New
Empire).
24. Large New Empire grave, side-chamber type, 200 - 85 cm., damaged by sebaklt-digging.
Bones in debris.
i. Scarab of Thothmes Ill. PI. 42 b, 18.
25. Small side-chamber grave.
26. New Empire grave (1) 200 X 50 - 100 cm. Skull and bones in no apparent order on
Hoor of grave.
27. Grave: Pit and side-chamber, New Empire type, 300 X 175 cm. Grave has been damaged
by a Moslem burial 76 : 37 and a Roman grave of the end-chamber type 76 : 27 A.
Burial: Tibire of an extended burial, head S.
Contents:
1. Jar, as Fig. 22: 1.
2. Bowl, as Fig. 22: 11.
i. Scarab. PI. 42 b, 1.
28,29. New Empire graves of side-chamber type, 180 X 90 - 75 cm., with remains of extended
burials.
30. Small side-chamber New Empire grave for burial of a child.
31. Side-chamber grave, New Empire type.
Burial: Remains of extended burial, head SW. Skull moved.
17
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32. 33. Irregular excavations, possibly graves of above type.
35. New Empire grave, side-chamber type, 285 X 210 - 80 cm. Roof collapsed.
i. Scarab with design of in~rlaced uraei. PI. 42 b, 15.
36. Grave: New Empire side-chamber type (roof collapsed), 195 X 175 - 60 cm., in mud
and sand strata.
Burial: Remains of an extended skeleton, head W. (local S.).
Contents :
I, 5, 6. Necked jars, as Fig. 22: 1 and 2.
2, 4. BowIs, as Fig. 22 : 7.
3. R-P B-T bowl, as Fig. 91: 1.
7. Jar, as Fig. 22: 4.
8. Jar, as PI. 49 a, 4.
38,39,4_0,41,42. Small side-chamber New Empire type, infants' graves.
43. Irregular excavation.
44. Grave: Large New Empire side-chamber iype, 245 X 150 -75 cm. Roof collapsed.
Burials: Communal grave, containing remains of several skeletons disturbed by
subsequent buriaIs and falling of roof. Last burial head was SW. (local S.).
Contents:
1,2. Jars, as PI. 49 a, 7.
45. Side-chamber New Empire infant's grave.
46. Denuded grave 120 X 65 cm., possibly New Empire side-chamber type. Headless skeleton
on back, head ".,..
47. Denuded New Empire grave, 210 X 60 cm.
Burial: Skull and bones in no apparent order on floor of grave.
Contents :
l. Jug.
2. BowI, as PI. 49 a, 3.
i. Dark stone kohl-pot with incised ornament. PI. 41 b, 1.
48. Remains of a denuded New Empire grave, form not preserved. Three pieces of New
Empire pottery lying in sand.
Contents :
i. Necked jar.
ii, iii. BowIs.
iv. Green-glaze plaque, rev. crouching gazelle. PI. 42 b, 22.
49. Depression in sand, with bowI, type. . .
51. Skeleton covered with tissues on R. side and chest, knees slightly bent, hands on pelvis,
lying head local N., in depression in mud, possibly site of a denuded New Empire grave.
52. Denuded New Empire grave.
Burial: Skull and vertebrre of skeleton in debris.
. Contents:
i. Jar, as PI. 49 a, 5.
il. Bowl, as PI. 49 a, 3.
54. Heads of femora lying in sand.
i. Scarab. PI. 42 b, 39.

-

CEMETERY

76 A.

Cem. 76 A : :t~-5J NE.
B-gronp and lat~\r aravell.
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B-GROUP GRAVES.

PLANS

IV

AND

XI.

I. Circular grave, 95 - 60 cm.
2. Circular grave, 85 -75 cm.
Contents :
i. Flint flake.
.
ii. Natica melanistoma shell pierced for suspension.
8. Circular grave, 125 -75 cm. Fragments of human bones.
20. Circular grave, 75 - 20 cm.
CEMETERY

76

A.

ROMAN, CHRISTIAN AND MOSLEM AND ANIMAL GRAVES.

PLANS

IV

AND

XI.

16. Extended burial in grave of floor-recess type.
18. Denuded grave of end-chamber type, 140 X 60 - 55 cm., scattered bones on floor of
grave. Skeleton was probably contracted.·
J4. Burial of a sheep.
37. Moslem burial intruded on 76 A: 27.
55. Long grave, 170 X 50 - 115 cm., possibly a Moslem grave.
Burial: Skull and bones in debris.

GEDEKOL SOUTH (GERF HUSEIN) , CEMETERIES 77/1 AND 77/100.
PLANS IV, XI AND XIII.

Cemeteries 77/1 and 77/100 were situated in the desert twenty metres aboyE.' the Nile
level (130 metres above mean sea-level), close to the edge of the low cliffs and slopes which
bound the river valley. The graves were dug in patches of a kind of indurated clay which
or,curs in beds in the sandstone. This clay, used both in pottery-making and as a fertilizer,
is easily excavated, leaving convenient hollows often naturally roofed with thin sandstone
slabs, left by the weathering away of the superimposed rocks.
Cemetery 77/100 was dug in a small mound of this softer soil, but the graves had been
almost entirely cleared out in the search for fertilizing material to spread 011 the fields below.
Although only half a dozen of tJ:te. twenty-seven graves contained human remains or pottery
in position, and only two burials were undisturbed, the cemetery is of considerable interest
as exhibiting the transition from the Early Dynastic to the B-group (Old Kingdom) period.
In Cemetery 77/1, the early C-group graves immediately succeed graves of this type, and
actually imitate them.
The graves of Cemetery 77/100 are circular, mud-plastered inside, and were originally
covered with beehive rubble domes, either in imitation of certain graves of beehive section.
and typical of the Early Dynastic or Late Predynastic period in Nubia, or because the soft
strata in the desert were too shallow to accommodate deep graves of this form. This stonework, which may be compared with the corbel vaulting in mud-brick of Early Dynastic graves
in Egypt, would serve both as a protection to the burial and as a monument marking the site
of the grave, and may possibly have suggested the superstructures of C-group graves.
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Burial was, so far as could be judged by the few surviving bodies, contracted on the left
side, laid on matting and linen, and with the head SW. or W. (approximately local south).
The pottery, while some few vessels of Early Dynastic type are preserved, tends to degenerate
into the forms found in the B-group.
The further patch of graves comprised in this cemetery and numbered 77/1, was of somewhat later date. A small cemetery of the B-group unmixed with the degenerated Early
Dynastic graves typical of 77/100, has been succeeded by graves of the earlier C-group type.
The whole cemetery had been so destroyed by sebbakhin that it was difficult to determine
exactly the sequence of the two groups. The C-group people, after a while, seem to have
abandoned the site and to have started a fresh cemetery in the old alluvial banks at the foot
of the desert slopes, Cemetery 74/500.
CEMETERY

77/100.

PLANS

IV, XI

AND

XIII.

101. Grave: Circular, 120 X 120 -100 cm., lined with mud-plaster. Lower course of rubble
vault which originally closed the mouth of the grave, in position.
Burial: Removed. Skull, tibia and mandible on floor of grave. The body had
been laid on or covered with tied matting and fine linen.
Contents :
1. Deep rounded bowl R-P B-M, as PI. 44 a, 6.
2. Deep bowl or pot of smooth pink ware, broken.
3. Quartz palette. PI. 45 d, 6.
i. Broken cylindrical ivory cup.
ii. Large bowI R-P B-M, as Fig. 120: 1.
ill. Resin.
iv. Rubbing pebble.
v. Flint flake.
vi. N atica melanistoma shells piercoo for suspension.
102-105. Empty circular graves with remains of stone vault and internal mud-plaster.
106. Grave: Circular, 90 X 90 - 80 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 20° S. of W.
107-113. Circular graves with traces of internal mud-plastering. Roofs destroyed.
114. Circular grave with remains of lower course of superstructure, 160 X 160 - 115 cm.
Burial: Skull and other bones of skeleton scattered in filling of grave.

Oontents :
i. Bowl R-P B-M.
n. Bowl red-painted and polished with
two pot-:marks (bow and arrow and
serpent), shape as Fig. 120: 2.
m. Small bow I smooth red ware (polished).
iv. Rubbing pebble.
115. Grave: Nearly circular, 95 X 85 - 90 cm., with part
of the lower ring of stones from a rubble superstructure in position.
Burials: A, M. skeleton contracted on L. side,
head 35° N. of W. B, skeleton of an infant in
similar position above A.

Fig. 92.
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Cem. 77: lIlO-l 24.

Contents : Fig. 93.
I. Deep bowl or pot R-P B-M.
2. Bowl SCRW, black inside, red-painted and polished.
3. Small jar smooth red ware.
4, 5. Feather fans (?).
6. Quartz palette with green malachite stain.
7. String of green-glaze beads at R. ankle of
infant.
i. Clanculus Pharaonius shells pierced.
77· IIS •
ii. Shell disc beads.
ill. Large bowl of red-polished hoomatitepainted ware, similar to modern Nubian.
116. Circular grave, 120 X 120 - 135 cm., vaulted or roofed with six courses of rubble, or
rather masonry set in mud, narrowing towards the mouth. The contents of the
grave had been removed, but in the debris outside the grave was found :i. Small cup of coarse red warewith incised pattern.
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Fig. 94.

117. Grave: Denuded oval, 120 X 75 - 20 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head 40° N. of 'V.
118-120. Circular graves.
121-124. Excavations for clay between rocks.

-12G LATER BURIALS IN NEIGHBOURHOOD OF CEMETERY

77/100.

PLANS

IV, XI

AND

XIII.

125. Disturbed burial in blown sand in fissure between rocks, bones wrapped in coarse woollen
cloth.
Contents :
i. Potsherds of red-ribbed Coptic ware.
126. Contracted burial of a child, head S., in a fissure between rocks. At neck :-.
i. String of dark blue and green glass beads.
ii. Stone pendant on cord with two large blue glass beads.
127. Bones and skull of a child in blown sand, under overhanging rucks.

CEMETERY

77/1.

PLANS

IV, XI

AND

XIII.

I. Grave: Circular, 60 X 60 - 55 cm., originally covered by a slab of sandstone.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on R. side, head 35° N. of W.
laid on leather lined with coarse woollen cloth with brown stripes.

Body

Contents :
1. String of a few cornelian beads at neck.
2. Ten tortoise-shell armlets on L. arm.
2-8. Rectangular and circular graves of B- and C-groups.
9. Rectangular grave cut through circular grave.
10, 11. C-group graves.
12. Circular grave, B-group, with remains of lower course .0£ superstructure.
I.l. Grave: Circular, 110 - 80 cm., with slight beehive section, remains of stone superstructureor vaulting.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on chest and R. side,
/
head S.
I
Contents:
1. Oval sandstone palette.
2. Flint flake. PI. 38 a, 8.
3. Flint flake. PI. 38 a, 7.
4. Rough slate palette.
5. ·Flint flake. PI. 38 a, 3.
i. Fragments of shell bracelet.
ii. Flint flakes.
77. 13
iii. Potsherds of SCRW.
14. Circular grave.
15-20. Damaged rectangular C-group graves.
21-22. Circular graves.
23. Circular grave with lower course of circular rubble superstructure.
Contents:
1. Small jar red-polished ware.
24. Circular grave.
25. Nearly rectangular grave with remains of retaming walls around mouth.
i. R-P B-T and incised potsherds
26. Irregular excavation.
;'
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Cem. 77:

1~5-1~7;

77: 1-35;

79: 2-3.

27. Circular grave with lower course of superstructure.
28-29. Two graves with rubble superstructures. Grave 29 seems to have been built over
Grave 28.
30-31. Two oval graves' with remains of rubble superstructures.
32. Small rectangular grave.
33-34. Two empty circular graves of slight beehive section, covered with circular rubble vaults,
interior of grave mud-plastered. Quantity of incised and R-P B-T potsherds.
35. Oval or rectangular C-group grave with rubble superstructure.
i. Incised and R-P B-T potsherds.
N ofe.-The incised and other potsherds found in the surface-deposit of this cemetery cannot
be referred to any particular graves with certainty; when found, each piece was give~ the number
of the nearest grave. . The fact of the C-group pottery being deposited o·utside the superstructure would render it particularly liable to displacement. The C-group potsherds seem to be
of a somewhat early type. The fragments of one incised bowl of black ware with a pattern
of punched triangular dots, recalls t,he incised ware of the Early Dynastic period. Fig. 29.

MEDIQ (GERF HUSEIN).

CEMETERIES 79 TO 81.

Predynastic and Early Dynastic.
CEMETERY

79.

PLANS

IV, XI

AND

XIV. Plate 12 a.

2. Grave: Rectangular, 115 X 60 - 60 cm., lined with matting.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 35° S. of W., laid on chopped straw.
Contents: Fig. 97.
Chop~d
strCf,"
1. Large jar R-P B-T (traces of organic matter).
2. Deep bowl, R-P B-M.
3. Quartz palette.
3. Grave: Oval,1I0X60-30cm. Floor covered with matting. Pl.14a.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 40° W. of S.
Contents: Fig. 99.
1. Small jar with perforated side-handles, hard pink ware,
pattern of wavy bands and ostriches in purple brown.
Fig.9Ii.
PI. 33 a, 5.
2,3. Deep bowls or jars R-P B-M ware, as PI. 44 a, 6.
4. Large bowl hard pink ware, black-polished inside (organic matter).

\(7'

,

79. 3

79 ..3
.!<'ig. !li.

Fig.

~8.

5. Pebble (slate) palette; malachite stain.

of Wain under No. 4.

Fig. !J9.

Traces of leat.her over pelvis and
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7. Grave: Trapezoidal, 75 X 60 - 20 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head SW..
Contents:
i. Potsherds of two R-P B-M deep bowls, one anciently riveted.
ii. Potsherds of bowI of hard pink ware, plum-painted and polished inside.
9. Grave: Oval, 80 X 60 - 35 cm.
Bu.rial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 20° S. of W. Quantity of decayed
wood at L. femur.
Contents:
1. Deep bowl or pot R-P B-M, anciently riveted, as Fig. 10'1: 1.
10. Grave: Oval, 90 X 75 - 20 cm.
,
,
Buria.ls: Two M. skeletons contracted on R. side, heads 25° S. of W.
Contents:
1. Broken shell bracelet from A.
2. Fragment of lozenge-shaped slate palette.
3. Necklace of small shells from neck of A.
11. Grave: Rectangular with slight narrowing towards mouth, 105 X 60 - 60 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.
Contents: Fig. 101.
1. Deep bowl or potR-P B-M ware, anciently riveted.
2. Bowl red ware, plum-painted and polished inside and over
brim.
3. Squat jar with perforated side-handles, hard yellow-pink
wa,re with red-painted whorl ornament. PI. 43 a, 4•
.4. Small bowl plum-painted inside with horizontal pebble
polish.
Fi~. lOO.
5. Fragments of a slate palette.
i. Flint flake.
12. Grave: Rectangular, 105 X 65 - 45 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton'contracted on L. side, head
35° S. of W.
Contents:
79. 11
1. Deep howl R-P B-M, broken, as 2.
}"jg. 101.
2. Deep bowl R-P B-M. PI. 44 a, J.
13. Grave: Approximately rectangular, HO X 85 - 60 cm., appears to have been enlarged
to accommodate the burial.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 40° S. of W. Skull lay on linen;
leather and linen at pelvis.
Contents:
1. Deep pot R-P B-M, milled brim, as PI. 44 a, 6.
2. Deep pot R-P B-M, as Fig. 145: 2.
14. Grave: Much denuded, rectangular, 130 X 75 - 20 cm.
Burial: Upper portion of M. skeleton showing contraction on L. side, head 20°
S.ofW.
Contents:
1. Deep bowl or pot R-P B-M ware, as Fig. 101: 1.

-
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Cem. 79

j

-:n.

Potsherds R-P B-M ware with rivet-holes.
n. Fragments of slate palette with suspension hole.
Grave: Oval, 105 X 60 - 25 cm. Plundered a,nd denuded.
Burial: Fragments of skeleton in position showing contraction on L. side, head
20° 'V. of S.
Oontents :
i. Small bowl red ware, plum-painted and polished inside, as Fig. 101: 4.
ii. Small jar thick red ware plum~painted. as PI. 45 b, ·5.
Grave:. Oval, 100 X 55 - 35 cm.
Burial: Fragments of skeleton contracted OIl R. side, head 30': S. of W.
Grave: Denuded, outline not preserved.
Burial: Fragments of M. skeleton showing contraction on R. side, head 35° S. of W.
Grave: Circular, 90 X 85 - 25 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on back and L. side. Body has been disturbed
owing to decay, the position of the body, and the smallness of the grave. ' The
skull has become detached and had rolled towards the pelvis, and the knees have
fallen away from the~ original position against the chest.
Oontents:
1,2,3. Bowls SCRW red-washed inside.
4. Small bowl SCRWwith red cross painted inside.
5,6. Small bowl SCRW.
Grave: Rectangular, 155 X 85 -1'10 cm.
Burial: Removed.
Oontents:
1. Quartz palette.
i. N atica melanistoma shells pierced.
ii. Melania tubercnlata shells pierced.
iii. Shell bracelet.
iv. Shell bracelet roughly carved.
v. Small black and white glaze beads.
Grave: Rectangular, 170 X 100 - 90 cm.
B~trial: Removed fragments of two skeletons one M. and one F. ill filling of
grave.
Oontents: Potsherds.
I. Bowl red ware, light red-painted ware with vertical pebble-polish inside.
11. Thin-polished red-painted ware with basket-pattern painted with darker
red.
ill. Bowl hard pink ware.
iv. Jar with wavy side-handles, hard pink ware.
v. Piece of a shell bracelet.
vi. Shell disc beads.
(have: Circular, 70 X 70 - 60 cm., beehive section.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on R. side, head 15° W. of S.
Grave: Rectangular, 140 X 80 -110 cm. One cover stone in position at N. end of
grave.
Burial: Removed.
I.

15.

22.
23.
25.

28.

29.

30.
31.

18
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Contents: Potsherds.
i. Large bowI hard pink ware light red-painted and polished inside.
ii. Deep bowl, thin smooth brown ware, slight polish.
iii. Wavy side-handled jar, hard pink ware.

Fig. 10;1.

•

iv. Large jar, hard pink ware.
v. Fragments of shell bracelet.
vi. N atica melan'istoma and conus shells pierced.
.l3. Grave: Circular, 115 X 115 - 45 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side and back, head 25° N. of W.
Contents :
I. Small squat jar with perforated side-handles, hard pink ware, as Fig. 133: 3.
3.f. Grave: Rectangular, 115 X 75 - 50 cm.
Burial: M. vertebrro in position showing contraction on L. side, head 30° W. of S.

Oontents :
1. Bowl pink ware, light red-painted and vertically pebble-polished inside.

2. Rubbing pebble.

35. Grave: Oval or rectangular, 75 X 55 -70 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head SW. Body appears to
have been wrapped in red-dyed leather.
Contents :
1. BowI smooth thin red ware slightly polished.
2. Transparent gypsum frog. PI. 37 a, 15.
3. Large shell disc beads.
4. Small rectangular slate palette with malachite stain.
5. Long barrel-shaped bone bead.
6. Rubbing pebble.
7. Transparent gypsum hawk. PI. 37 a, 15.
8. Large cowrie split and pierced with two holes for suspension.
i. Fragments of ivory bracelets.
Nos. 2,3,5,7, 8, were probably strung together.
36. Gra've: Circular, 90 X 90 - 50 cm.
Burial: Lower vertebrro of M. skeleton showing contraction on L. side, head 20°
N.ofW.
Gontents:
1. Small jar hard pink ware, shape as Fig. 123: 5.
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Cem. 79: 33-44 A.

2. Deep pot soft grey ware discoloured (SCRW).
3. Broken rough slate palette malachite stain.
4. Jar hard pink.ware, contained traces of organic matter, as Fig. 131 : 8.
37. Grave: Rectangular, 80 X 60 - 50 cm.
Burial: Removed. Bones of a child in debris.

Contents :
1. Deep bowl R-P B-M, milled brim as Fig. 125: 3.

2. Small rectangular slate palette, hole in corner for suspension. PI. 45 c. .9.
3. Rubbing pebble.
i. Fragment of ivory bracelet.
ii. Long and short barrel-shaped green-glaze beads.
iii. Cornelian, serpentine and garnet beads.
iv. '¥bite shell beads.
39. Grave: Oval, 70 X 55 - 30' cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on R. side, head 10° S. of W.

Contents :
1. Bowl R-P B-M; as Fig. 139: 2

2. Grey stone pebble palette.
.f0. Grave: Rectangular, 120 X 70 - 95 cm.
Burials: Leg-bones of two skeletons; contracted on L. sides, heads 38° S. of W.

Contents :
1. Half of a quartz palette.

i. Potsherds of wavy-handled cylindrical jar, painted net-pattern.
ii. Potsherds jar hard pink ware.
"I. Grat'e: Rectangular, 120 X 60 -105 cm.
Burials: A. Lower burial, arm and leg-bones of a child showing contraction all L.
side, head 20° S. of W. B. Upper burial, M. skeleton contracted on L. aide,
head 20° S. of W.
CotUents:

Small pot red-painted and polished inside and out (with lower body).
2. Ten bracelets of mother-of-pearl on L. arm of lower body.
3. Anklets of shell beads with large cornelian ball bead on both legs of lower body.
i. Cornelian, Hrematite and serpentine beads. PI. 55, 2.
ii. Potsherds of tray of thick coarse red ware.
42. Grave: Rectangular, 145 X 100 - 95 cm.
. Burial: Right femur, tibia and os innolllinatum, showing contraction on R. side,
head 15° S. of W.
1.

Contents :
Bowl red ware red-painted and polished, shape as Fig. 108 : 2.
2. Bowl thin smooth brown-red ware, dull polish, shape as Fig. 114: 3.
3. Pebble grinder stained red.
4. Cylindrical wavy-handled jar painted net-pattern, hard pink ware.
5. Cylindrical wavy-handled jar, hard pink ware.
44 A. Grave: Oval, 70 X 50 - 50 cm. Partly cut through Grave 44 B.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.
1.

-
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Oontents :
1. Bowl R-P B-M, milled brim, as Fig. 139: 7.
2. Cylindrical wavy-handled jar, hard pink ware.
44 B. Grave: Circular, 80 X 80 - 70 cm.
Burial: Leg-bones of a skeleton showing contraction on L. side, head 40': W. of S.
Oontents :
i. Small jar hard pink ware, decoration of short vertical stripe.
ii. Cylindrical wavy-handled jar, hard pink ware.
45. Grave: Rectangular-trapezoidal, 105 X 60 - 90 cm., slight beehive section.
Burials: Two skeletons contracted on L. sides, heads W.
A, young adult.
B, infant.
Contents:
1. Small squat jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 1.
coarse
2. Large double bird slate palette with suspension
liner.
holes. PI. 45 C, 3.
3. Cylindrical wavy-handled jar hard pink ware.
4. Four shell bracelets on L. arm of body A.
5. One shell bracelet on R. arm of body A.
6. Necklace of cornelian beads from A. PI. 55, 6.
46. Grave: Christian grave of floor-recess type, cu~ through oval or
79·46 &4-6A
rectangular Early Dynastic Grave 46 A. PI. 12 C.
~'ig'. 104.
Burial: Skeleton extended on back, head NW., lower part of body wrapped in coarse
linen and legs tied together at ankles with cord.
46 A. Grave: Oval or rectangular, 80 X 65 cm..
Burial: Lower part of skeleton showing contraction on
L. side, head 10° S. of W. Upper part of body destroyed by Christian Grave 46.
,--"
Oontents:
f
"
))"]'1;:
i. Small jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 6.
,.',.'V'
ii. Bow I red-painted and polished, riveted.
::"
'3
... 4iii. Slate pebble palette.
: \10·
r~~
iv. Potsherds R-PB-M ware.
48. Grave: Large rectangular, 215 X 95 - HO cm. PI. 14 b.
Burials: Lower part of M. skeleton showing contraction
on L. side, head 35° S. of W. Also F. bones.
Oontents: Fig. 106.
1. Deep bowl thin black cored ware, orange-red
painted and polished, with darker painted basket79. 48
pattern. Black-polished inside. PI. 46 b, 6.
Fig. 106.
2. Quartz palette.
3. Quartz palette.
4. Rubbing pebble.
5. Large quartzite grindstone.
6. Quartz rubber.
7. Large jar hard pink-red ware with pot-mark.
I

I

i

,
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8. .Jar coarse red-brown ware with strainer.

9. Large jar pink ware, pot-mark.
10. Small ivory cup.

i. Large split cowries.
H.

N atica 'melanistoma shells pierced.

79·49
Fig. lllli.

Potsherds of deep bowl similar to No. 1 PI. 46 b, 4.
iv. Small necked jar red-painted and polished.
v. Strip of copper rolled up.
49. Grave: Large rectangular, 215 X 90 - HO cm.
Burials: Lower part of M. skeleton showing contraction on L. side, head 35° S.
of W. Also F. bones.
Oontents:
1. Large jar hard pink-red ware, as Fig. 106: 9.
2. Large jar hard pink-red ware, broken, as Fig. 106: 9.
3. Large jar hard pink ware. Same pot-mark as No. 48: 7, as Fig. 106: 7.
4. Large jar hard pink ware, as Fig. 106: 9.
5. Rubbing pebble.
i. Potsherds of bowI R-P B-M.
n. Long jar hard pink ware, similar in shape to No. 1, but with wavy sid~
handles.
52. Grave: Rectangular, 125 X 80 -- 105 cm., one of three covering slabs in posit.ion at foot
of grave.
Bu,rials: Lower part of skeleton contracted on L. side, head 40° S. of W. Bones
of another skeleton and of a dog in debris.
Ill.

Ooment8 :
1. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, as Fig. 120: 32 with flattened base.
2. Bowl R-P B-M ware, as 1 but deeper.

3. Hard slate pebble palette.

i. Shell disc beads.
ii. Fragments of s~ell bracelets.
iii. Pierced N atica melanistoma shells.

-
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53. Gra've: Rectangular, 120 X 70 - 95 cm.
Burial: Removed. Fragm3nts of hum!l.n bones in debris.
Contents :
1. Bowl thin smooth brown ware, dull polish.
i. Fragments of shell and mother-of-pearl bracelets.
ii. Barrel-shaped shell or ivory bead.
54. Gra,ve: Rectangular, 120 X 70 - 95 cm.
Burial: Fragments of human bones in debris~
Contents :
I. Large rough palette.
2. Quartz palette.
3. Rubbing pebble.
55. G'rrJ;ue: Oval, narrowing towards head, 130 X HO -100 cm. At the head of this grave
was a later circular hole 60 cm. in diameter and 55 cm. deep, numbered 55 A
containing pieces of a large jar, possibly an infant's coffin.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, .head 25° E. of N.
Contents :
l. Deep pot thin smooth red ware painted and polished, milled brim.
2. Bowl R-P B-M, riveted.
3. Large bivalve shell between arms, palette (1).
i. Fragments of mother-of-pearl and shell bracelets.
51. Gra've: Rectangular, 145 X 90 - 120 cm.
Burial: Removed, fragments of massive human bones in debris.
Oontents :
l. Small jar, hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 1.
2. Rectangular quartz palette (broken).
3. Cup polished brown ware with incised'pattern, hole in base. PI. 46 C, 3.
i. Potsherds of deep bowl thin red-polished ware, milled brim.
58. Grave: Oval, 55 X 40 - 65 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.
Oontents:
l. Boat-shaped bowl, R-P B-M ware, as Fig. 73: 3.
•
2. Half of an oval q uart~ palette.
62. Grave: Large rectangular, 200 X 120 - 145 cm.
Burial: Removed. Fragments of human bones in debris.
Oontents :
l. Strainer from neck of jar, cf. Fig. 114: 5.
2. Bowl, overbaked hard pink ware, riveted, two pot-marks.
3. Large jar pink-red ware. Two pot-marks, as Fig. 106: 9.
4. Bowl red ware pebble-polished, vertical in and horizontal out, as Plo 4:4 b, 3.
5. Broken quartz palette.
i. Potsherds light red-painted thin ware with basket-pattern.
ii. Potsherds of 62 : 1.
ill. Potsherds of bowI with incised pattern of dots smooth brown ware.
iv. Ostrich egg-shell pendants.
v. Green-glaze and cornelian beads.

-
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64. Grave: Large rectangular, 210 X 95 -HO cm.
Burial: Removed.
Oontents :
I. Deep pot smooth brown ware, fire-stained.
i. Potsherds thin red-painted ware, red-painted basket-pattern. PI. 46 a, 1.
ii. Bowl hard pink ware, light red or pink-painted vertical pebble-polish
inside, horizontal outside.
iii. Quantity of Melania tuberculata shells pierced.
65. Grave: Rectangular, 155 X 80 - 80 cm.
Burials: Lower limbs of three skeletons contracted on L. sides, heads 40" 8. of W.
One skeleton M., two F.
Oontents :
1. Large jar with strainer in neck, coarse red ware, as Fig. 114: 5.
2. Bowl thin brown ware pebble-polished, shape as Fig. 141: 3.
3. BowI red ware bright red-painted and polished vertically inside, horizontally
outside. Pot-mark, as PI. 44 b, 3.
4. Large sandstone grinding stone.
5. Grinder.
i. Fragments of ivory and shell bracelets.
ii. Oli'va ispidula and N atica melanistoma shells pierced.
66. Grave: Oval to rectangular, 135 X 90 - 90 cm. PI. 12 b.
Burials: Mass of bones at left hand side of grave of earlier
burial A (F.), moved aside to accommodate B. B, M.
skeleton contracted on L. side, head 15° S. of W.
Oontents: Fig. 108.
I. (With A). Barrel-shaped pot pink ware with horizontal
line-painted decoration. PI. 43 a, 7.
2. Bowl red ware pebble-polish vertical inside, horizontal
outside. Pot-mark. PI. 44 b, 3.
3. Necked jar bright red ware.
79 66
4. Rough slate palette.
l<'ig. 107.
i. Decayed shell bracelet in debris from arm of B.
67. Grave: Oval to circular, 105 X 95 - 70 cm., slight beehive
section.
Burial: Fragments of human bones in debris.
Oontents :
1. Jar pink ware, wavy side-handles. PI. 43 b,6.
2. Bowl, light pink ware, pot-mark, as Fig. 143: 2.
Fig. 108.
68. Grane: Oval to rectangular, 90 X 55 -70 cm., beehive section.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 10° S. of W.
Oontents :
1. Bowl of pink ware over-burnt to a greenish tint, as Fig. 108: 2.
70. Grave: Rectangular, slight beehive section, 180 X 90 - 120 cm.
Burial: Massive human bones in debris.
Oontents :
1. Long jar coarse red ware, as Fig. 136: 3.
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PI. 43 b, S.
3. Jar pink ware, pot-mark man adoring a standard, or at a grave, as Fig. 131: 8.
Grape: Rectangular, 155 X 90 - 100 cm., beehive section. (Mouth of grave 65 cm.
in diameter), one roofing slab of sandstone still in position at end of grave.
BUf·ial: Fragments of bones in debris.
Contents: Potsherds.
i. Bowl hard grey ware with polished white surface.
ii. Bowl red-painted and polished inside and outside.
iii. Upper part of beaker R-P B-T ware.
iv. Large bowl red-brown polished ware.
v. Brim of a bowl thin smooth brown-polished ware with zigzag incised
pattern on brim.
VI. Another bowl with dotted zigzag pattern.
vu. Hard pink potsherds from large jar.
Vlll. Hard pink with painted wavy line pattern.
Gtal'e: Large rectangular, 240 X 100 -- no cm.
Burial: Removed. Fragments of human bones in debris.
Contents:
i, ii, iii. Potsherds of large bow Is red-painted and polished.
iv. Brim of bowl smooth brown-red ware incised zigzag pattern round
brim.
v. Thin SCRW with dotted incised zigzag pattern.
vi. Thin red ware with red-painted basket-pattern.
vii. Another of similar ware. .
'iii. Fragments ostrich egg-shell.
ix. Finger-ring of shell.
x. Split cowries.
xi. N atica melanistoma shell pierced.
xii. Dark green serpentine (?) amulet (bull's head). PI. 37 a, 17.
Gm'vel>: Two circular graves, 79 and 79 A, of beehive section, cutting one another·
95-70 cm. and 105 - 65 cm., respectively.
Burial: (In 79), lower part of skeleton contracted on L. side, head 25° N. of W.
Gra·ve: Nearly eircular, 85 X 75 - 50 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted onR. side, head 15° W. of N.
Contents :
1. Jar R-P B-.T Predynastic type, zigzag pot-mark, as Fig. 139: 3.
Gra'lJe: Small rectangular, 70 X 45 - 50 cm.
Burial: Removed (infant).
Contents:
1. Bow I pink ware, shape as Fig. 141 : 3.
Grcwe: Rectangular, 90 X 60 - 55 cm.
Burial: Removed (infant).
Contents:
1. Necked jar pink ware horizontal painted line-decoration on shoulder of pot.
2. Bowl R-P B-M ware, as Fig. 67: 3;
i. Cylindrical cornelian bead.
2. Bow I red ware, pink-washed inside, unpolished.

73.

76.

79.

80.

81.

84-.
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86. Gmllf3: Rectangular, 150 X 80 - 65 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head 35° W. of S.
Oontents: Fig. 110.
1. Large jar hard pink ware, pot-mark.
2. Deep bow I smooth brown ware? slight
polish, zigzag pattern incised round
. brim. PI. 44 b, 6.
3. Bowl R-P B-M ware, broken.
4. Bow I red-polished ware.
87. Gra've: Rectangular, 110 X 60 - 60 cm.
Burial: Removed, fragments ,gf human bones in
debris, and part of the skull of a crocodile.

Gem. 79: 73-911.

C)'

Oontents :
79·86
i. Three shell bracelets.
l"ig. ilI!J.
S8, Grave: Large rectangular, 320 X 125 - 150 cm.
Burial: Removed, M. skull, not in position on floor of grave.
Oontents: Fig. 112.
1. Bow I red ware bright red-painted and polished,
vertically inside, horizontally outside, bow
pot-mark.
. 2. Necked bottle red ware, bright red-painted and
polished. PI. 44 b, 2.
3. Small jar red-painted ware.
4. Quartz palette.
5. Ivory pendant or knob for a stick.
6. Quartz palette. PI. 45 d, 5.
7. LimE'.stone vessel.
8. String of cornelian pendants. PI. 55, 3.
i. Black and white stol1e pendant.
ii. Pendant of coarse sandstone. PI. 37 a, 4.
iii. Another p,endant of drop shape.
iv. Tooth of carnivorous animal pierced for
suspenSIOn.
v. Fragment of an ivory spoon.
vi. Cornelian beads.
vii. Potsherds of bowl like No. 1, and of two
79·~g
large jars of'hard pink ware.
Fi~. Ill.
90. (frave: Circular, 105 X 50 cm.
B'urials: Two skeletons, A and B, buried at right
angles one above the other, both contracted on
L. side. Head of A (lower body) 35° W. of N.
Head of B 30° W. of S.
79·88
Oante:nts :
l"ig. 112.
1. Bow I hard pink wate, as PI. 43 b, 3.
2. Bowl R-P B-M ware, milled brim, as Fig. 129: 5.
3. Jar with wavy side-handles hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 6.

Q
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4. Broken quartz palette.
5. Rubbing pebble.

92. Grave: Large rectangular, 215 X 100 -75 cm. PI. 13 d.
Burials: A, Band C. Three skeletons contracted onL. sides, heads 20° W. of S.
Contents: Fig. 114.
1. Jar fine smooth red ware, slight polish, zigzag incised
ornament. PI. 44 b, 7.
2. BowI thick SCRW.
3. Bowl thin smooth red ware, slight polish. PI. 45 a, 3.
4. Bowl red ware light red-painted and polished vertically inside, horizontally ouUUde.
5. Jar with strainer in neck coarse brown ware, firestained.
6. Large bowl red ware dull polish inside.
7. Rectangular slate with incised border lines.
8. Oval slate with incised border pattern. PI. 45 C, 4.
9. Necklace of garnet beads on neck of B. PI. 55, 6.
10. Long jar hard pink ware.
79'92.
11. Long jar hard pink ware.
Fig. 113.
12. Bow I smooth red ware, slight polish.
13. On R. arm of B, one copper
and four shell bracelets:
14. On L. arm of B, six shell
bracelets and shell pendant.
7
i. Potsherds large jar hard.
pink ware.
ii. Unbaked mud boat.
iii. Crystal pendant. PI. 37
a, 14.
iv. Green-glaze crystal bead. ,
v. N atica melanist()trta shells
""'lIIIIII• •~"""
pierced.
FijC. 114.
vi. V enericardia shell.
93. Grave: Approximately rectangular, 105 X 75 - 80 cm.
Burials: A, skeleton contracted on L. side, head 10° N. of W. B, later interment
contracted on R. side, bead 35° S. of E.
Contents :
1. Jar hard pink-red ware, red-painted decoration. PI. 43 b, 2.
2. String of white shell beads on ankle of B.
i. White quartz (1) beads.
ii. Green-glaze beads.
iii. Limestone pendants. PI. 37 a, 12.
iv. Blue-glaze barrel-shaped bea~.
v. Potsherds of bowl red ware red-painted and polished, fire-stained.
96. Grave: Possibly a side-chamber gra;~e, 90 X 110 - 60 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head 25° N. of W.
'f

,S
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Contents :
i. Potsherds of a rough dish of ·SCRW.
97. GralJe: Oval, 150 X 90 - 60 cm. PI. 14 c.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 10° N. of 'V.
Contents: Fig. 116.
1. Squat jar with painted whorl decoration. PI. 43 a, 2.
2. Tall jar coarse brown ware.
3. Jar, red ware plum-painted and polished. PI. 45 b, 1.
4. Bowl R-P B-M ware.
98. Grave: Oval, 110 X 90 -100 cm.
Burials: Three skeletons, A, Band C. Band C, t.he latest
·burials, much damaged.
Heads 20° S. of W.
!<'ij!.115.
Contents :
1. Bowl pink ware. Pot-mark, as PI. 43 b, 3.
2. Small jar pink ware, shape as Fig. 120 : 6.
3. Cylindrical jar with way}' handles, pink ware.
4. Tortoise alate much degraded form.
i. Potsherds of wavy-handled jar of hard
pink ware.
100. Roughly circular grave, 105 X 75 cm., infant's skeleto.n
contracted on L. side, head W.
]04. Grave.; Rectangular, but outline not preserved.
79·97
Burial: Fragments of the skeleton of an infant
Fig. 111:,
apparently contracted on L. side, head NW.
Contents :
1,2,3. Three rings, two of ivory and one of copper.
i. Large cowrie pierced for suspension.
ii. Natica melanistoma shell pierced.
iii. Fragments of ostrich egg-shell.
] 11. Grave: Trapezoidal, 125 X 80 - 25 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 35° N. of W.
Contents :
1. Large shallow bowl thin brown-polished ware broken.
2. Rectangular slate palet te with incised border lines, green malachite stain.
112. Long shallow excavation outside cemetery containing a rectangular slate palette with
hawk's head at one corner with green malachite stain j apparently the slate has been
used as an implement to dig a grf..l,ve, possibly Christian, in the sand, and the attempt
has been abandoned on reaching the hard mud surface. PI. 45 C, 1.
17. Grave: Oval, 95 X 65 - 85 cm. PI. 13 c.
Burials: Skeleton of F.child B, laid over that of an infant A, both
contracted on L. sides, heads 15° N. of W.
Contents :
1. Jar eylindrical wavy-handled, hard pink ware. PI. 43 b, 7.
2. BowI R-P B-M, milled edge.
3. Slate hippopotamus palette with suspension hole. PI. 45 C, 11.
Fig. H7.
4. Shell bracelets on L. arm of A.

/
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5. Shell bracelets on R. arm of A.
6. Rough sandstone pebble palette.
7. Quartz pebble palette. PI. 45 d, 4.
8. Anklet of white shell disc beads on L. leg of A.

i. Green serpentine pendant, bull's head. PI. 37 a, 16.
ii. Beads of crystal, shell and cornelian.
119. Gra'lJe: Oval, 70 X 35 - 40 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head 10° S. of W.
IZO. Grave: Rectangular, 110 X 70 - 65 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head S.

Contents :
1. Large thick bowl smooth coarse pink ware, incised brim. PI. 45 a. 5.
2. Bowl R-P B-M ware, as Fig. 129: 5.
3. Broken. rectangular slate palette with incised border lines.
122. Grave: Large rectangular, 315 X 120 - 135 cm. PI. IJ a.
,Burial: Removed. Bones of two skeletons, one M. and one F., in debris.
Contents :
1. Large jar hard pink ware, pot-mark like that on
48: 7, as Fig. 106 : 7.
2. Large jar hard pink ware, as Fig. 106 : 9.
3. Grinding stone..
4. Jar of coarse red ware with strainer, as Fig 106: 8.
5. Seat or stand of coarse red ware.
6. Seat or stand of coarse red ware.
7. Bowl.
8. Lower part oflarge jar hard pink ware, as Fig. 106 : 9.
Potsherds :
i. 'Ihin black cored ware red-painted with
basket-pattern. PI. 46 b, 7.
ii. Fragments of an ivory cup.
iiL Fragments of an ivory bracelet.
iv. Cornelian and garnet beads.
v. Large and small shell beads.
vi. Pierced Oli'l.~a ispidula shells.
vii. Pendant of coarse sandstone. PI. 37 a, 5.
viii. Brown and white stone pendant. PI. 37 a, 8.
79.12.212•. Grave: Large rectangular, 320 X 145 -145 cm.
I<'i;,r. m.
Burials: Fragments of two skeletons, M. and F., in debris.
Contents: Potsherds.
i, ii, iv. Large jars hard pink ware.
iii. BowI red ware red-painted and polished vertically inside.
v. BowI thin smooth red ware.
vi. Lower part of jar of SCRW.
vii, viii. Thin black ware red-painted, painted basket-pattern. PI. 46 a, '2.
ix. Another, pattern painted inside.
x. Jar or bowI black cored black-mouthed ware incised pattern. Transition
from RD., incised ware to C-group incised ware. PI. 46c, 4.
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xi. Garnet, cornelian, white shell beads.
xii. Barrel-shaped cornelian beads.
xiii. Fragments of an ivory cup.
xiv. Quadrangular copper awl, eleven cm. long. PI. 38 0, .3.
J.JO. Grave: Side-chamber type, 120 X 95 -100 cm.
Burials: A, Band O. Three skeletons, A, F. in the chamber; B, skeleton of child
over knees of A ; 0, later burh.l on debris on floor of pit whioh has been enlarged
to receive it. All contracted on L. side9, heaw 30° S. of W.
Oontents :
1. Bowl hard pink ware, plum-painted inside, pot-mark, as Fig. 136: 5.
2. Bowl R-P B-M, mill~d edge, as F:g. 12l: 5.
3. Deep bowl R-P B-M, milled edge, as Fig. 145: 2.
4. Bowl red-painted, vertical polish inside, horizontal outside. PI. 44 b, 4.
5. BowI R-P B-M, milled edge, as 2.
6. Small bowl or cup red-polished inside and outside.
7. Deep bowl smooth red-brown ware, dull polish, as Fig. 145: 5.
8. Cup or bowl black-polished ware, milled edge, shape as Fig. 136: 4.
9. Pebble palette.
10. Edge of a broken slate palette.
11. Quartz palette.
12. Small jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 5.
Potsherds :
i. Large jar, hard pink ware.
ii. Wavy side-handled jar, hard pink ware.
iii. Bone point.
iv. Fragments of ivory and shell bracelets.
v. Shell, lapis lazuli and cornelian beads.
vi. Fragments of resin and malachite.
133. Grave: Oval or rectangular, 100 X 75 --70 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 25° W.of S.
Oontents:
1. Oval bowl, R-P B-M, as Fig. 131: 11.
Potsherds :
i. Deep bow1riveted R-P B-Mware.
134. Small rectangular grave apparently later than
Grave 135..

i. Small bowI smooth brown ware,
dull polish.
135. GraDe: Very large circular, beehive section,
225 X 200 - 130 cm. diameter of mouth
100 cm. PI. 14 J.
Burials: Four skeletons :
A, M. contracted on L. side, head 20° S.
ofW.
B, infant on R. side, head SW.
0, M. over B, on R. side, head SW.
D, Bones of M. skeleton in debris.

79 ·1'35
Fig. 119.
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A layer of dust and debris about 20 cm. thick, accumulated between the burial of A
and C. The vessels over A appear to belong to O.
Contents: Fig. 120.
1. Bowl R-P B-M ware.
2. Bowl red ware red-painted, vertical polishing marks inside, horizontal ont"ide.
3. Necked jar hard pink ware.
4. Small jar hard pink ware.
5. Thin red wJl,re, plum-polished inside and out.
6. Small jar thick pink ware.
7. Bowl red ware, plum-painted and polished horizontally inside and out.side.

Fig. 1:10.

8. Bowl red ware plum-painted and polished.
9. Bowl red ware plum-painted and polished.

10.
H.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
23.

24.
25.
26.

Necked jar hard pink ware, pot-mark.
Thin smooth red ware red-painted and polished outside.
Large jar hard pink ware pot-mark.
Large bowl thin red ware plum-painted and polished.
BowI red-painted and polished, horizontal red stripes. PI. 45 a, 4.
Bowl thin red ware light red-painted and polished.
Deep bowl R-P B-M.
Small deep bowl or cup thin red ware plum-painted and polished.
Quartz palette.
Quartz palette.
Bowl red ware bright red-painted and polished.
Quartz palettes.
Two large cowries.
Grinder.
Grindstone.
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27. Ivory bracelet..
28. Bow I R-P B-M ware.

29. Grindstone.
30. Deep bow I R-P

B-M ware.

31. Bowl thin smooth red ware red-painted and polished.

32. Bowl R-P B-M ware.
33. Large bowl thin red ware red-painted and polished.
34. Stone rubber.
35. Small jar pink ware.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Green-glaze, cornelian, garnet, shell disc beads.
Fragments mother-of-pearl bracelets.
Natica me1anistoma, shells pierced.
Large stone bead.
Large shell bead.
VI. Small Conus shells pierced.
vii. Fragments of ostrich egg-shell.
viii. Tray of slightly baked mud, grooved cross inside.
ix-xi. Three copper awls.
136. (halve: Oval, 110 X 80- 85 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted 911 L. side, head 35° S. of W.
Contents :
L Bowl, hard pink, plum-painted inside, a.s Fig. 136: 5.
137. (have: Circular, HO - 85 cm.
Burial: Apparently intrusive skeleton extended on back,
head 25° S. of W., 011 15 cm. of debris.
Oontents :
1. Jar R-P B-T, as Fig. 139: 3.
2. Bowl SCRW, slight polish.' Nos. 1 and 2 were on 15 em.
of debris, as Fig. 139: 4.
3. Under neck of skeleton, three bone points, t.riangular flint
flake and implement made from the rib of an animal
(ox). PI. 38 d, 2, 3, 4.
138. Grave: Oval, 105 X 75 - 95 cm., slight beehive section.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 40° S. of W., on
20 cm. of debris.
Contents : Fig 123.
1. Large jar smooth coarse brown
ware.
2. Deep bowl R-P B-M, milled
brim.
3. Small squat jar with side-handles
and painted decoration.
79 13 i
4. Jar with pointed base smooth
Fig. 128.
brown ware.
5. Small jar SCRW.

79. 137
Fig. 121.

~'ig.

122.
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139. Gra/le: Small oval, 70 X 35 - 55 cm.
.Burial: Removed, infant's bones in debris.
Contents: Fig. 124.
1. Jar with well-formed wavy side-handles, hard
greenish-white ware.
2. Jar R-P B-T ware.
• <& . . Gra,~le: Rectangular, 105 X 70 65 cm.
Burial: Skeleton much disturbed, contracted on L. side,
Fig. 124.
head SW.
Contents:
1. Jar R-P B-T or B-M ware, as Fig. 125: 3.
2. Small jar hard pink ware, as PL 43 b, 1.
3. Small pierced side-handled jar, pink ware with painted decoration.
4. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, milled brim, as PI. 44 a, 4.
5. At neck, two small oval slate pendants.
142. Grm1e: Oval to l'ectangular, 100 X 55 - 95 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head 40° S. of W.
Contents: Fig. 125.
1. Bowl SCRW, with cross ofred paint inside.
2. Jar R-P B-T or B-M ware.
3. Jar red-brown polished ware (unpainted),
black-mouthed.
79. 142.
4. Half of small twin jars buff ware, red whorl
Fig. 12;;.
decoration. PI. 43 a, 6.
i. Sandstone pebble palette.
ii. Sandstone rubber.
ii. Potsherds hard pink ware from large jar.
•43. Grave: Oval, 80 X 60 - 90 cm.
Burial,: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 35° S. of W.
Contents: Fig. 127.
1. Large jar smooth coarse brown ware. PI..5 a, 6.
2. Deep bowl R-P B-~ ware, milled edge.
3. Necked jar, neck gone, SCRW.
i. Bowl hard red ware plum-painted and
horizontally polished inside.
ii. Hard pink ware.
iii. Shell beads.
1«. Grave: Parallel sides androunded ends, 120X 70-105cm.
Burial,: M. skeleton contractedonL. side, head SW.

Oontents :
1. Large beaker R-P B-T, as Fig. 125 : 2.

Fig. 127.

2. Small bowl SCRW, pink-washed, shape as Fig. 114: 3.

.3

A small recess or later burial at the foot of the grave and 35 om. above the floor, contained
dog's bones.
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147. Grave: Rectangular, 120 X 65 - 85 cm.

PI. 13 b.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head SW.
Contents: Fi.s. 129.
1. Jar hard pink ware. Pot-mark of animal entering a snare,
drinking from a canal or entering an enclosure.
2. Jar SCRW, strainer in neck.
3. Bowl red ware red-painted, polished in and out, PI. 45 a, 2.
4. Bowl R-P B-M, black-polished inside.
5. Large bowl R-P B-M.
6. Quartz palette.
Fig. 128.
i. Natica JJ'I(lanistoma shells pierced for
suspensIOn.
14-8. Grave: Oval to rectangular, 110 X 80 -- 90 cm.
Sandstone covering slab at side of grave.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on~. side, head
10° N. of W.
Contents :
1. BowI thin red ware red-polished, blackpolished inside, shape as Fig. 145: 5.
J.<'jg.129.
2. BowI fr.in black cored ware red-painted and polished.
3. Deep buwl R-P B-M ware, as PI. 44 a, 4.
4. Deep bowl or pot SCR\V.
5. Bowl R-P B-M ware riveted, as PI. 44; a, ·5.
6. Small jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 2.
7. Quartz palette.
8. Resin near left hand.
149. (irave: Oval, beehive section, 85 X 60 - 55 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head W.
Contents:
1. Bowl R-P B-M ware, as Fig. 120: 32.
2. Deep bowl SCRW, shape as Fig. 141: 3.
i. Sandstone pebble palette, green malachite stain.
150. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 75 X 50 - 50 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head 20° S. of ,V.
Contents:
1. Necked jar, neck broken, smooth coarse brown ware.
2. Bowl hard pink ware, shape as F:g 141 : 3.
3. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, milled brim, as Fig. 136 :4.
152. Grave: Oval, 95 X 65 - 50 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 40° S. of 'N. Leather over legs.
Contents:
1. Bowl SCRW, as Fig. 145: 5.
2. Deep bowl SCRW, red-washed, as Fig. 145: 4.
157. (irave: Rectangular, head of grave extended and rounded, 250X 105 - 90 cm., slight
beehive sectioil.
Burial: 1\1. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.
:W
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Oontents :
1. Bowl red ware, plum-painted and polished, as Fig. 120: 8.
~.

Long jar hard pink ware, as Fig. 114: 11.
i. Decayed ivory bracelet.
160. Grat'c: Rectangular, 115 X 70 - 95 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.
Oontents: Fig. 131.
I .. Small jar hard pink ware, painted decoration.
2. Bowl, decayed, grey-brown ware, broken.
3. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, riveted, milled brim.
4. Small bowl thick R-P B-M ware, black inside.
5. Small cup, thick R-P B-M ware with red striped
decoration.
6. Bowl R-P B-M ware, milled brim.
7. Jar with wavy side-handles, hard
greenish-white ware.
8. Jar hard pink ware.
9. Small cup as No. 5.
10. Small black-polished cup.
H. Bowl R-P B-M, milled brim.
12. Small bowl R-P B-M ware.
13. Small bowl R-P B-M ware.
14. As Nos. 5 and 9.
15. Pot R-P B-M ware.
"'ig.
16. Green glaze seal cylinder. PI. 37 a, 2.
161. Grave: Oval, 105 X 70 - 95 cm.
Burial.' M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.

Fil!. 130.

Ill!.

Oontents:
1. Large jar hard pink ware, as Fig. 131 : 8.

Potsherds .'
i. Bowl thin SCRW, plum-painted and polished horizontally inside and
outside.
ii. Bow I red ware, dark plum-painted and polished inside.
iii. Fragments of two shell bracelets.
162. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 95 X 60 - 80 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head SW.
Oontents:
1. Greenish-grey stone bracelet 'on L. wrist.
2, 3. Shell bracelets.
4. Copper awl, 12 cm. long and fragments of wooden handle.

i. Short cylindrical beads of hard black stone.
ii. Black-glaze beads.
iii. 'White shell disc beads.
iv. Split cowries.
v. White stone pendant with brown markings.
163. Grave: Nearly circular, 90 X 75 - 45 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of infant contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.

PI. 38 c.

4.

-
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Oontents:
1. Bowl R-P R . M, as Fig. 131: 12.
2. Deep bowl thin red-painted and polished ware, riveted, broken.
164. Grave: Oval, 110 X 70 - 25 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head 25° S. of W.
Oontents:
1,2. Deep bowls R-P B-M ware, riveted, as PI. 44 a,3.
i. Resin.
165. G-rave: Approximately rectangular, 140 X 95 - 110 cm.
Bur~: M. Bkeleton B contracted on L. side, head 35° S.
of W., beneath skull and bones of an infant A, upper
skeleton lay on about 15 cm. of debris.
79. ,65
Oontents : Fig. 133.
J<'ig. 132.
1. Slate palette, degenerated fish pattern.
2. Jar hard pink ware, wavy sidehandles.
3. Small squat jar with side-handles, \
hard pink ware. PI. 43 b, 6 a.
4. Jar with wavy side-handles, hard
pink ware.
5. Small jar R-P B-M ware, milled brim.
79. /65"
6. Bowl R-P B-M ware.
Fil!. J3il.
7. Large jar SCRW.
166. Grave: Oval, UO X 75 - 100 cm. PI. 14 d, e.
Burials: Two M. skeletons A and B, contracted on L. sides, heads 40c S. of W.
Contents: Figs. 136, 137.
B
1. Large jar with pointed foot, SCRW.
2. Squat jar with perforated side-handles,
hard pink ware.
3. Large jar smooth coarse red-brown ware.
4. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, milled brim.
5. BowI red ware, plum-painted and polished
inside.
Upperbunol
Lower burial
6. Deep bowl or pot R-P B-M ware.
79· /66
79 166
7. BowI red ware plum-painted and polished,
Fig. UI.
riveted. Pot-mark.
8. Pieces of broken slate palette.
9. BowI red ware, plum-painted and
polished inside.
Earlier burial A accompanied by Nos. 6, 7
and 9 ; remainder with upper burial.
167. Grat'e: Rectangular, 105 X 80 - 75 ern.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side,
head 35° S. of W.
Contents:
1. Squat jar without side-handles,
Fig. 136.
pink ware.

-
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2. Bowl R-P B-M ware (broken), as PI. 44 a, 5.
3. Deep bowl ren-black polished ware, as PI. 44 a, 3.
4. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, milled brim, broken, as PI. 44 a, 3.

168. GrafJe: Oval, 150 X 100 -100 cm. Slight beehive section.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head
35° S. of W.
Contents :
1. Deep bow I R-P B-M,

milled brim, as

Fig. 139: 1.
2. Pot R-P B-M, milled hrim, as PI. 44 a, 2.

3. Head of a fish slate palette.
4. Bow I thick red ware red-painted and polished, as Fig. 137: 7.
5. Small bowl hard pink ware.
6. Ivory bracelet on right "'rist.
169. Grave: Oval, 60 X 45 - 65 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.

Contents :
1. Small deep bowl R-P B-M, milled brim, as PI. 44 a, 3.
2. Bowl smooth red ware, pink wash inside, as Fig. 139: 4.
3. Small squat jar, small side-handles, not pierced, hard pink

ware.
170. Grave: Oval, slight bep.hive section, 120 X 75 -100 cm.
Burial: ]( skeleton contracted on L. side, head 25° S. of W.
Contents: Fig. 139.
1. Deep bowl or pot R-P B-M ware.
2. Bowl R-P B-M ware.
3. Jar R-P B-T ware.
79· '70
4. Bow I SCRW.
5. Bow 1 R-P B-M ware, riveted, broken.
6. Pebble ralette.
7. Bowl R-P B-M ware.
8. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, milled brim,
riveted, broken.
9. Ivory pendant.
10. Small bow I or cup SCRW dull pebble polish
inside.
171. Grave: Rectangular, 65 X 45 - 50 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head 30° W. of S.

Contents :
1. Bowl R-P B-M ware, broken, as Fig. 139: 7.

2. Small squat jar pink ware decorated with red spots.
3. Small jar red ware, plum-painted, as PI. 45 b, 2.
172. Grave: Oval, 90 X 55 - 90 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head 35° S. of W.
Contents:
I. Bowl red ware, plUm-painted inside, as Fig. 137: 9.
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173. Gra'lJe : Oval, 115 X 70 - 80 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head W.
Oo'ntents :
1. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, milled brim, as Plo 44 a, 4.
2. Red ware, plum-painted inside, pot-mark, as Fig. 137 : 9.
176. Grave: Oval, 55 X 45 - 65 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L.
B
A
side, head 30° W. of S.
Oontents:
1. Small bowl red-painted chevron stripes.
2, 3. Small bowls R-P B-M ware.
177. Grave: Oval, 130 X 70 - 50 cm.
BUf1'als: Two skeletons, A and B. A, earlier
burial contracted on L. side, head S. B, later
79·177
79. 177.
burial, on R. side, head S.
Fig. 14-0.
Oontents: Fig. 141.
1. Large jar hard pink ware.
2. Bowl red ware, red-painted and polished
vertically inside, horizontally outside.
3. Bowl smooth light rad ware unpolished.
4. Large quartz palette. PI. 45 d, 2.
5. Limestone dish.
6. Base of long pot SCRW, as PI. 45 a, 1.
7. String of cornelian, serpentine and faded
green-glaze beads. PI. 55, 4.
i. Quantity of pierced N atica melanistoFii!. HI.
ma shells.
Objects 1, 2, accompanied the later burial B.
178. Grave: Long oval, 135 X 60 -110 cm., beehive section.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head 30° S. of W.
Contents: Fig. 143.
1. Small bow I red ware, plum-painted and polished inside.
2. Bow I red ware, plum-painted and polished inside.
3. Jar red ware, plum-painted and polished. PI. 45 b, ij.
4. Shell bracelet on R. arm.
5, 6. Anklets, on both ankles, of white shell disc beads.
179. Gm've: Rectangular, HO X 80 - 60 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head 15 c W. of S. Body
lay on pile of debris.
I<'ig.142,
Contents :
1. IJong jar SCRW. PI. 45 a, 1.
2. Small bow I pink ware.
3. Quartz palette.
180. Gmve: Rectangular, 70 X 40 - 40 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. i:lide, head
I<'ig. Ha.
40° S. of V.r.

COi/tents:
1, 3. Pebbles.
2. Ostrea shell.
4. Jar with wavy side-handles, pink ware, as PI. 43

b, 6.

i. Beads, serpentine and faded green-glaze.
185. Grave: Circular, 70 X 70 - 60 cm., beehive section.
Bur'ial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 30° N. of W.
186. Grave of double beehive section.
187. Gra've: Oval, 90 X 70 - ioo cm.
BUr1:al .. Skeleton of child contracted on L. side, head 30° N. of W.
Contents :
1. Jar pink ware, line-decoration, shape as PI. 43 b, 2.

2. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, roughly painted with horizontal smears of red
paint, as Fig. 139 : 1.
3. Small jar pink ware. PI. 43 b, 1.
4. Quartz palette (broken).
188. Large empty double beehive grave, mud-plastered inside.
Contents :

i. Pebble palette and rubbing pebble.
ii. Broken jar pink ware with wavy handle, as PI. 43 b, 7.
189. Grave: Rectangular, 70 X 40 - 40 cm.
Burial: Part of skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head 20° S. of W.
Contents :
1. Broken wavy side-handled jar, buff ware, as PI. 43 b, 6.
190. {Jraue: Trapezoidal, 50 X 25 - 35 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side, head 15° W. of S.
Contents:
1. Half of a thick slightly-baked mud dish.
2. Pot of smooth coarse brown ware, fire-stained, shape as Fig. 145: 2.

3. Lapis lazuli and large cornelian beads at neck.
193. Grave: Circular, 100 X 100 - 50 cm.
Bur·ial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 20° E. of N.
Contents:
1. Small jar pink-buff ware, broken, as PI. 43 b, 2.
2. Rowllight red-polished ware, broken.

198. Grave: Oval, 90 X 60 - 80 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 20° S. of W.
Contents :
1. Pot smooth coarse pink ware, unpolished, shape as Fig. 145 : 2.

2. Bowl R-P B-M ware.
201. Grave: Oval, 110 X 75 -75 cm.
Bur~".al: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head 35° S. of W.
Contents:
1. Deep bowl R-P R-M ware, as PI. 44 a, 3.
202. Grave: Rectangular, 80 X 45 -75 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. side,)ead 30° S. of W.
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Contents :
l. Deep pot R-P B-M ware.
2. Small bowl red ware, plum-polished, as Fig. 137: 9.
205. Grave: At junction of mud bank and rock in consequence of which a side-chamber grave
was dug, HO X 128 - 105 cm., with chamber to local E.
Burial: M. skeleton of a child contracted on back and R. side, head 40° S. of W.
Contents :
l. Bowl R-P B-M ware. PI. 44 a, 5.
2. Bowl R-P B-M ware, riveted, as Fig. 97: 2.

CEMETERY

79.

CHRISTIAN BURIALS.

PLANS

IV, XI

AND

17. Long side-chamber grave, two burials extended, heads local W.
18. Long side-chamber grave, sealed w:th stones. Chamber to N., 210
19. Like No. 18, 175 X 45 -HO cm.
91. Christian extended burial cut through circular archaic grave.
175. Side-chamber grave, burial on back, head local W.
CEMETERY

79.

PLANS

IV, XI

AND

XIV.

X 45 -

125 cm.

XIV.

Empty graves:
Ciraular beehive section: 1, 4, 8, 21, 26, 38, 43, 47, 50, 51, 56, 74, 77, 78, 125, 156, 174,
(with incised pottery PI. 46 c, 1). 181, 191, 194, 195, 196, 199, 213.
Circular: 85,89,91,94,95,102,103,113,114,140,145,184, 197,204,206,211,212,217,222.
Rectangular beehive section: 5, 82, H6, 154.
Rectangular: 59, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, H4, 115, 128, 129, 131, 132, 146, 155, 158, 159, 182,
192, 209, 214, 215, 218.

Oval: 6, 16, 20, 69, 75, 99, HO, 127, 203, 207, 210, 216, 219, 220, 221, 223.
Animal Burials: 32 (sheep) ; 121 (sheep).
Side-chamber: 123.

CEMETERY

80.

LATE PREDYNASTIC AND EARLY DYNASTIC BURIALS.

PLANS

I. (have: Rectangular, H5 X 60 - 30 cm.
Burial: Remains of skeleton contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.
Contents:
1. Deep bowl, R-P B-M ware, hroken, as PI. 45 a, 3.
2. Bowl thin SCRW, as PI. 44 a, ~.
2. GTave: Oval, 100 X 65 - 5 cm.
Burial: SkeletQn contracted on L. side, head W.

Oontents :
l. Bowl R-P B-M ware, milled brim, broken, as PI. 44 a, 5.

i.
ii.
iii,
v.

Rough stone axe-head.
Bone point.
iv. Worked flint scrapers. PI. 38 a, 4.
Qua.nt,ity of broken ostrich egg-shell.

XI

AND

XV.
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J. Grave: Oval, outline badly preserved, 63 X 40 - 5 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on L. side, head 10° W. of S,
Contents:
1. Jal R-P B-T, as Fig. 145: 1.
•• Grave: Oval, 65 X 55 - 25 cm.
Buria!: Skeleton of a child contracted on L. side, head SW.
Contents:
1. Small jar R-P B-T, as Fig. 145: 1.
2. Deep bowl or pot, decayed black ware, originally black-painted and polished.
3. Shell bracelet on L. wrist.
5. Gra've: Rectangular to oval, 115 X 90 - 50 cm.
Bun:al: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 40° W. of S.
Contents:
1,2. Two broken bowls R-P B-M ware, as PI. 44 a, 5.
6. Grave: Rectangular, 100 X 55 - 20 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 30° S. of W.
Contents .1. Bowl R-P B-M ware, broken, as Fig. 147: 4.
7. Grave.' Rectangular with rounded ends, 8.5 X 60 - 20 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head 35° S. of W.
Oontents: Fig. 145.
1. Small jar R-P B-T ware.
2. Pot smooth red ware black-mouthed.
3. Small square vessel smooth red ware.
4. Pot smooth red ware.
5. Pot smooth red-brown ware, dull-polished inside.
Fig'. ]44.
6. Oliva ispidula shells pierced.
7. Very small-necked jar smooth red ware.
8. Four shell bracelets, not on arm.
9. Balls of mud appear to have been enclosed
in leather.
10, 11. Strings of shell beads on ankles.
12. Small black pottery beads.
i. Cornelian beads.
Fig'. H5.
8. Grave: Oval, 95 X 70 - 35 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head W.
Contents:
1,2. Two bowls R-P B-M, broken, as PI. 44 a, 5.
9. Grave: Oval, 95 X 65 -15 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head W.
10. Grave: Oval, slight beehive section, 100 X 70 - 45 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head W.
Contents:
1. Bowl pink-red ware, plum-painted unpolished inside, as Fig. 13<3; 5.
2. Small jar with perforated side-handles, pink ware with decoration of painted
W' horls, as PI. 43 a, 6.

-
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12. Rectangular grave with rounded ends, 120 X 70 - 25 cm.
Burial: Fragments of human bones.
Contents:
i. Deep bow I R-P B-M, broken, as PI. 44 a, J.
I'. fhm;e: Rectangular to oval, 115 X 70 - 20 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 15° S. of W.

Oontents :

Fig~ 147.

1. Deep bowl or pot R-P B-T.
2. Large jar R-P B-T.
3. Small .jar with perforated side handles, pink ware with
painted line decoration.
4. Bowl R-P B-M ware.
14. 6NtJe: Rectangular, 80 X 45 - 30 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted OIl R.
side, head 35° S. of W.

)i'ig.146.

Contents :
1. Small jar greenish-pink ware.
80.13

2. Deep bowl R~P B-M ware, niilled brini.
3. Bowl R-P B-M: ware, milled brim. Pt 44 a, 3.
i. Rectangular shell pendant or ·section of necklace with
ii. Fragment of an ivory bracelet.
ill. Fragments of malachite and resin.
fhGve: Oval, 105 X 90 - 90 cm. Slight beehive section.
Bu,rial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head 25° S. of W.
Contents: Fig. 149.
1. Large jar, SCRW", pot-mark.
2. Large jar, SCRW, pot-mark.
3. Jar with wavy side handles, hard pink ware.
4. Jar with wavy side handles, hard pink ware.·
16. Grave: Oval, ·slight beehive section, 135 X 100 -100 cm.
Burial: Skeleton.contracted on J.J. side, head 15° S. of W.

1:.\VO

holes.

,'i_

Oontents :
1. Jar with wavy side-handles, ,hard pink
ware, as PI. 43 b, 6.

80

IS

Fig'. HA.

r

IV
I

\

.2. Bone point.

3. Jar coarse brown ware, as Fig. 149: ~.
4. Rectangular slate palette .with sus-

pension hole, malachite stain.
5. Rubbing pebble.
6. Dish of coarse brown ware, slightly
baked mud.
7. Shell beads on
ankle.

:a..

&0.15

Fig. 14\'.

8. Necklace of cornelian, serpentine and green-glaze beads.

i. Black and white 'stone beads.
ii. Fragments of malachite.
iii. Copper aw 1. PI. 38 c, 5.
III

-
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17< (}rave: Oval to rectangular, 100 X 65 - 10 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head W.
Oontents: Fig. 151.
1. Small jar with perforated side-handles, red ware, plum-painted
and polished.
2. Deep bowl or pot R-P B-M ware, milled brim.
3. Bowl red ware; plum-painted and polished inside, riveted,
pot-mark.
4. Rubbing pebble.
80.17
18. Grave: On surface at edge of alluvial mud, outline not preserved.
Fig. 150.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head SW.
OonteJnts :
1. Small pot red ware, fire-stained.
~~
19. Grave: Oval, 95 X 70 - 70 cm.
V~
Burials: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 20°
S.ofW.
Contents:
80.17

0

PI. 44 a, 1.
Fig. Hi!.
2. At R. ankle, white Natica melanistoma shells pierced for threading.
i. Cylindrical bone beads.
ii. Potsherds of bowl, brown ware, incised pattern.
Grave: Rectangular, 95 X 65 - 50 cm., at edge of mud bank.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head W.
Oontents :
1. Rubbing pebble.
2. Pebble palette (sandstone).
3. Three bivalve shells Iridina nilotica.
4. Small deep bowl smooth red ware.
i. Conus shells.
(}rave: Outline not preserved (oval or circula,r).
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head 30° N. of W.
Oontents :
1. Bowl black ware black-painted and polished.
i. Potsherd from a bowl brown ware incised pattern.
(}rave: Oval, 90 X 65 - 65 cm., cut through an older grave about 60 cm. in diameter,
-50 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head 20° N. of W.
Oontents :
1. Small boat-shaped dish thin red ware, black inside.
One or two graves, outline not preserved.
Burials: ~3 A, skeleton contracted on R. side, head W.
23 B, skeleton of a child contracted on L. side, head W.
Oontents:
1. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, as PI. 44 a, 2.
2. Jar R-P B-T.
1. Bowl R-P B-M ware, incised brim.

20.

21.

22.

23.

0

-
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3. Jar very coarse light brown ware.
i. In debris, about two metres 'V., fragments of a squat perforated. sidehandled jar of buff ware, with whorl decoration, as PI. 43 a,· 2.
CEMETERY

81.

C-GROUP BURIALS.

PLAN

V.

Cemetery 81 :was just beyond the sandstone promontory south of Mediq (Ged Husein)
in a side valley. The graves were dug at the junction of the ancient alluvium and a bed of
indurated clay at the foot of the rocks at the south side of the khor.
I. Grave: Oval, 40 X 20 - 30 cm.
Burial: Fragments of bones of an infant.
3. Grave: Oval, 35 X 20 - 40 cm.
. Burial: Fragments of bones of an infa.nt.
4. Grave: Oval, slight beehive section, 65 X 40 - 50 cm.
Contents :
i. R-P B-T potsherds with .incised patterns.
ii.Bowl SCRW with black mouth, not painted or polished.
6. Grave: 70 X 50 - 50 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a.n infant contracted on R. side, head local E.
Contents :
i. Potsherds of three R-P B-T bow Is.
7. Grave: Oval, 50 X 40 - 50 cm.
Burial: Fragments of infant's bones in debris.
8. Grave: Narrow oval or rectangular, outline not well preserved,
130 X 65 -15 cm. PI. 19 e..
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E. Head
laid on leather.
I
Contents: Fig. 153.
..
''I
\
I
1. Small jar pink ware white-painted.
\.
~~,"./81·8
..._-2. Small jar of black-polished ware.
Fig. 152.
3. Necked jar SCRW with incised patterns. pt 47 b, 1.
4. Necklace of green-glaze beads.
5. Necklace ofcornelian beads with a thin gold disc pendant.
6. Girdle of small white shell beads.
i. N atica melanistoma shell pierced for suspension.
9. Denuded grave. Bones of two newly-born children. The site was
81..
Fig. 1;;3.
strewn with incised potsherds from broken C-group pottery.

.

CEMETERY

82.

PLAN

V.

A small cemetery on the upper desert a few hundred metres south of Cemetery 81. The
graves are like those in Cemetery 77/100, dug in the white clay to a certain depth, and the
upper 'part walled and roofed to protect the burial against loose sand.
I. "Grave : Rectangular, 160 X 65 - 65 cm., almost on surface, enclosed by large blocks of
.sandstone mud-plastered internally.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head N..
Contents :
i. Potsherds of earlier R-P B-M ware from a bowl.

-r62, 4. Circular graves dug in white clay, upper part walled and roofed.
5, 7,8. Large broken empty urns buried in sand, as Fig. 78.
6. Circular grave, 125 X 125 -70 cm., dug through loose sand to the hard clay, walled and
roofed with sandstone and mud-plastered internally. Slight beehive section.
Burial: FragmentCJ of human bones.
OonterlJ,s :
i. Split cowrif'..s.
ii. Resin.
iii. Fragments of ostrich egg-shell.
iv. Leather.
v. White marble (1) rubber.
fJ. Circular grave, 95 X 95 -75 cm., walled with sandstone blocks, of beehive section and
mud-plastered .internally.
Burial: Fragments of bones in debris.
CEMETERY

83.

PLA:N

V.

Dug in an ancient alluvial mud mound in the mouth of a side valley about a 'kilometre
south of Cemetery 82. The mound is laid down on and thickly covered ~iith'sand and gravel,
and some of the gravE's, when not just under the surface, are carned to cbnsiderable depth.
Graves 1, 2, 5, 7, may perhaps be assigned to the B-group; the remainder are Q-group.
B-GROUP GRAYES.

I. Grave: Outline not preserved, in sand.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head W.
the decay of a leather garment.

Bones are stained red from

Oontent.fl :
1. Bowl SCRW.
~.

Fragments of malachite in a leather bag between hands which are stained.
green from the mineral.
2. M. bones in no apparent order in sand, stained red from red leather, a q~a~tity of which
accompanied t.he burial.
5. Fragments of human bones in irregular grave dug in mud.
7. Grat"e: In sand, outline not preserved.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head NW.

Oontents :
i. Small cup SCRW.
.
C-GROUP GRAVES.

4. R-P B-T bowl in sand (from the outside of a superstructure).
6,8,9, 10, 12, 13, 14. Deep (-100 to 150 cm.) oval (or rectangular) C-group graves with the
remains of circular rubble superstructures about 250 cm. in diameter. In the debris
in and around these graves were found R-P B~ T and incised C-grouppotsherds, a bone
needle, a few green-glaze beads, and a quantity of leather.

-
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Cem. 82:

~-9; 83:

1-14;

85 : 86/500, B-WOUI).

KOSHTAMNA. CEMETERIES 85 TO 89.

CEMETERY

85.

PLANS

V

AND

XVII.

B-group graves dug in bank of ancient alluvium behind the northernmost houses of
Koshtamna.
29. (ha'ne: Rectangular, 120 X 75 - 50 cm.
B1trial: Remains of skeleton contracted on L. side, head local N., laid on goat.8kins.

Oontents :
1. Small pot SCRW.

i. Stone amulet or pendant.
ii. Barrel-shaped bone beads.
iii. Copper awl with remains of wooden case adhering to it..
iv. White stone beads.
v. Blue-gla~ beads.
56. arat'e : Rectangular, rounded at head end, 155 X 85 - 40 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head SW.

Oontents:
1. Near!y circular slate palette with incised edge.

i. Fragment.8 of bracelet of mother-of-pearl. PI. 37 b, 20.
58. Grave: Oval, lOO X 55 - 30 cm.
Burial: Remains of skeleton contracted on R. side, head W. (local S.).

Oontents :
I. Quartz palette.

i. Pendant of mother-of-pearl.
59. Denuded oval grave, 80 X 50 - 30 cm.
Burial: Fragments of human bones in debris.
60. Denuded ovaJ grave, 100 X 50 - 15 cm.

Oontents :
i. Flint flake or roughly-worked lance-head, 5 cm. long.
ii. Fragments of malachite.
CEMETERY

86/500.

PLANS

V

AND

XVII.

The remains of a larger cemetery destroyed by sebakh-digging. The graves, originally of
the B-group period, have been apparently usurped, in one case at least, by an early C-group
burial.
501. Circular grave, 80 X 80 - 30 cm., mud-plastered internally.
502. Nearly circular grave, 130 X 120 - 30 cm., mud-plastered internally.
Burial: Leg-bones of skeleton on floor of grave.

6ontents:
i. Quartz pebble palette.
503. Circuhr grave, 115 X 115 - 3:> cm., origin!llly walhi with mud-brick on one side,
mud-plastered internally.
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sot Grave:

Circular, 135 X 135 - 35 cm.
Bun:al: (Intrusive late B- or early C-group, on 35 cm. of debris). Skeleton contracted on R. side, head local N. ';rraces of matting and leather under lower
part of skeleton.
Contents:
1. Bone implememt 11'5 cm. long, made ~om a rib of an ox. PI. 38 d, 7.
2, 3, 4. Rubbing pebbles.
5. Sandstone palette with malachite stain.
6. Three shell bracelets on L. arm.
7. Six shell rings on fingers of R. hand.
8. Five shell rings on fingers of L. hand.
9. Necklace of blue glass ball beads and smaller green-glaze beads.
i. Necked jar pink ware.
505. Circular grave, 135 X 135 - 35 cm., grave walled with small stones and mud-plastered.
CEMETERY

88.

PLANS

V AND XVII.

Early Dynastic or B-group graves, dug in ancient alluvium.
I. G1'Qt'e: Oval or circular, 75 X 75 - 15 cm. Partially destroyed by sebakh-digging.
Burial: Lower part of skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, hea.d local S.
2. Grave: Circular, 100 X 100 - 5 cm., to - 40 cm., interior mud-plastered.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S., traces of leather on legs.
Contents :
1. Oval quartz palette.
3. Grave: Damaged by sebakh-digging.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Contents:
1. Oval slate palette.
i. Bow I anciently riveted, SCRW, red-painted and polished.
5. Circular grave, 75 X 75 - 60 cm.
6. Semi-circular unfinished circular grave, 95 X 70 - 50 cm.
1. Circular grave, 145 X 145 - 130 cm.
Burial: Human bones in debris.
S. Grave: Circular, 170 X 170 -70 cm., mud-plastered internally.
Burial: (intrusive 011 50 cm. of sand). Skeleton contracted 011 R. side, head local E.
9. Grave: Circular, 100 X 100 -10 cm., mud:.plastered internally.
Bur1".al: Remains of skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
10. G..rave: Circular, 120 X 120 cm., beehive section.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, laid on matting, head local S.
CEMETERY

87.

PLANS

V, XVII

AND

XVIII. Plates 15-18, 53 a.

The system of reference adopted in the catalogue of this Cemetery is as follows :The list of pottery found outside the grave immediately follows' the description of the
superstructure, and is numbered from one onwards with Arabic numerals : potsherds, as
representing broken vessels not in position, are given in small Roman numerals.
The contents of the grave are usually numbered separately in the same way, and are
distinguished by the addition of the letter G, but when, as sometimes happens, the numbering
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Cem. 86 : 504-505 ; 88;
87: 1-8.

of the pottery outside the superstructure and the objects in the grave is' continuous, ''the letter
G is' still 'prefixed to the objects found immediately accompanYing the burial.
Local east is about 15° E. of S. as the Nile at this part is flowing from W. to E.
I. Superstructure: 290 X 265 cm. (+ 4 courses).
1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
2. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
3. Necked jar SCRW. Fig. 4. PI. 47 a, 4.
4. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 115 X 45 - 85 cm.
Burial: Fragments of F. skeleton in debris.
Z. SuperstrtWt'ure: Destroyed.
Grave: 110 X 35 - 80 cm. Damaged by sebakh-digging.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Oontents :
G 1. Small cup with spout, black ware, incised pattern.
3. Superstructure: Partly preserved (+ 2 courses).
Grave: 130 X 50 cm., damaged by sebakh-digging.
Burial: ,F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local E.
4. Superstructure: 230 X 230 cm.
Potsherds: i. Potsherds of hard yellow ware from a large jar, as Fig. 5.
ii. SCRW.
Grave: 125 X 65 - 65 cm.
Burial: Leg-bones of F. skeleton showing contraction on L. side, head local.E.
5. Superstructure: Partially preserved.
i. Wheel-made potsherds.
Grave: 100 X 45 - 90 cm.
Burial: Fragments of M. skeleton.
6. Superstructure: 260 X 260 cm. (+ 5 courses).
1. Necked jar SCRW. Fig 4.
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T punched pattel'll round brim, as Fig. 29.
ii. Neck of wheel-made pot red-painted ware.
ill. Hard yellow potsherds from a large jar, as Fig. 5.
Grave: 125 X 50 - 85 cm., probably intruded on earlier grave.
Burial: Part of M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
7. Superstructure: 235 X 235 cm. (+ 3 courses).
1. Bow.! R-P B-T.
Potsherds: i: Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig.
ii. Large bowl R-P B-T punched pattern.
ill. Small black-necked jar.
-, Grave: 160 X 70 - 120 cm.
Burial.: Fragments of bones.
8. Superstru~turt('" Partially preserved (+ 2 courses).
1. Bowl R-P B-T.
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T punched pattern round brim, as Fig. 2G.
ii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
ill. Hard yellow potsherds from a large jar, as Fig. 5.

2:
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cm.
Buri.al: Feet and skull of M.skeleton showing contraction on R. side, head local R.
,. SU'1)erstructure: Pa.rtly pre3erved (+ 3 courses).
Pot.llh~rds: i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
ii. Large necked jar SCRW incised pat.t.el'll, as Fig. 3.
(have: 150 X 65 -,120 cm.
Burial: Fragments of a M. skeleton.
10. SU1)erstnwture: 240 X 240 cm. (+ 3 courses).
1. Bowl R-P B-T.
i. Flint flake 7 cm. long.
ii. Pieces of shell bracelet.
Pof,~herd8: iii. Black bowl punched and incised pattern, as PI. 40.
iv. Bowl R-P B-T punched and incised pat-t.em, as Pl. 46 d.
v. Deep howl SCRW, as Fig. 4.
vi. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
(J-rave: 130 X 50 -130 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head lo(;al E.
11. SUfnstruclure: Destroyed.
Grave: 120 X 55 - 160 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contract.ed on R. side, head SE. (local NE.).
12. SU1~rstructure: 250 X 260 cm. (+ 4 courses).
1. Bowl R-P B-T (on superstructure), as Fig. 2,
2. Bowl R-P B-T punched and incised patt.ern. PI. 46 d, 1.
3. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Nos. 2 and 3 on local E. side of grave.
Grave: 145 X 60 - 90 cm.
Burial: Part of M. skeleton showing
contraction on back anc;l R.
side, head local E.
i. Bone needle.
ii. Bone needle.
1".3. Gra'IJe: 105 X 50 cm. F. bones.
14. Superstructure: 295 X 225 cm. (+ 1 course).
1. Jar of Predynastic type, plumpainted and polished, potmark (possibly adventitious).
(Jrave: 160 X 85 - 130 cm. PI. 20 a.
B1/.rial: F. skeleton contracted on R.
side, head local E.
G 1. Copper minor in linen and
leather case. PI. 39 C, 4.
G 2. Necklace of blue-glaze beads.
1. Green-glaze button seal with
8~ 14degenerated patt.ern of
~'ig. li;4 ..
solar disc and three uraei.
ii. Quantity of large split cowries.
G1'(we: 145 X 60 -HO

-
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~)-21.

15. Grave: 150 X 55 cm., oriented to local N., destroyed by sebakh-digging. M. bones in
debris.
16. Grave: No superstructure preserv.ed, 215 X 60 - 65 cm. Apparently cut through an
earlier grave, 16 A, at right angles to it. PI. 20 b.
Burial: Leg-bones of M. skeleton extended on R. side,
head local N.
In debris: Above feet, scattered bones of a sheep, and
hones of a second human skeleton, possibly from the
earlier grave 16 A (120 X 45 - cm.).
Contents:
1. Small-necked jar of fine smooth red ware, incised
pattern. PI. 39 e.
2. Small necked jar of a fine smooth red ware, incised
pattern. PI. 39 e.
3. Black-polished and incised cup, as PI. 39 I, 1.
4. Small bowl polished red ware.
i. Small blue- and green-glaze and shell beads.
.. Jar red ware.'l F'Ig. 7.
n.
~.16&16A
17. SU1Jerstructure:· 390 X 360 cm., partially preserved.
l"ig. 155.
i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 170 X 55- 40 cm., oriented to local N.
Burial: Leg-bones of M. skeleton, possibly contracted on R. side.
Contents:
G i. Small cup incised black ware. PI. 39 I, 3.
G ii. Small green-glaze beads.
18. Superstructure: 265 X 265 cm.
1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
2. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
3. Small black-polished pot.
4. Bowl R-P B-T incised and punched pattern. PI. 46 d, 2. (Nos. 1, 2, 4, on
local east side of superstructure).
5. Small vessel smooth red ware. Fig. 4.
i. Potsherds bow I R-P B-T.
Gral'e: 135 X 70 - 85 cm.
Bnrial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
19. Grave: 160 X 80 - 60 cm., oriented to local E. F. bones.
20. Superstritdure: 250 X 240 cm. (+ 2 courses).
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T. Fig. 2.
ii. Base of pot of SCRW.
Grave: 125 X 60 - 70 cm.
Burial: F. bones in debris.
21. Superstr'ucture: Partially preserved, damaged by sebakh-digging.
Grave: 200 X 85 cm., denuded by sebakh-digging.
Burial: Lower part of skeleton contracted on R. side, head local N. At feet, burial
of a goat or gazelle. PI. 53 c.
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C01ttenJ,s :
1. Alabaster jar. PI. 41 a.
2. Cup with foot of incised black ware decorated with red-painted lozenges.
PI. 39 I, 2.

87. 21
Fig. 156.

3. Small incised cup black ware. PI. 39 I, 1.
4. Twelve or more large barrel-shaped alabaster beads.
i. Jar greenish-white ware, as Fig. 7.
ii. Green-glaze and small shell beads.
22. Grave: Oriented to local N., 100 X 45 - 55 cm.
Burial: Bones of a child in debris.

Oontents:
i. Small green-glaze and white shell beads.
23. Grave: 130 X 45 -70 cm., oriented somewhat to S. of local E.
24. Supe:rstructure: 280 X 260 cm, (+ 6 courses). PI. 18 b. On local E. side:1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
2. Jar SCRW incised pattern. Fig. 3. PI. 47 a, 1.
3. Large bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.

-
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Cem. 87: 22-2;";.

Grave: 160 X 85 - 90 cm.

Burial: Tibire _of skeleton in position showing contraction on R. side, head local E.
Ooments :
i. Green-glaze disc beads.
25. Swperst1'1.wture: 370 X 350 cm. (+ 6 courses). PI. 18 c. On local E. side. PI. 47 c.
1. .Necked jar SCRW, incised pattern.
2. Necked jar SCRW, incised pattern. PI. 47 a, 2.
3. Bowl R-P B-T incised and punched patterns. PI. 46 d, 5.
4. Three-legged jar SCRW. Fig. 4. PI. 47 b, .1.

!"i~.

}57.

5,6. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.

PI. 40 b, 6.
8. Cup with foot SCRW. Fig. 4. PI. 47 b, .Z.
9. Large jar hard yellow ware.
Gra've: 140 X 80 - 95 cm. PI. 20 d.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Contents :
G 10. White marble armlet. PI. 37 c, '2.
7. Sm3;}1 cup incised black ware.
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26.

27.

28.

29.

G 11. Girdle of white and black beads.
G i. Green-glaze and cornelian beads.
G ii. Button of mother-of-pearl.
Outlying grave 130 X 60 - cm., oriented approximately l()('.al E.
Superstr'lJ.dure: 285 X 280 cm.
On local W. side (possibly belonging to 87: 37) :1. Base of a pot of SCRW, as Fig. 4.
On local E. side :2. Bow I smooth red ware red-painted, dull polish. Fig. 6. PI. 48 b, 2.
3. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
4. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
5. Small deep pot SCRW.
6. Deep bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
i. Potsherds of a large jar with incised pot-mark of a man (cf. Cemetery
76 : 143 : 1), as Fig. 5.
ii. Large bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 175 X 60 -100 cm.
Burial,: Removed.
Superstructure: Partially preserved.
Grave: 175 X 70 - 80 cm., destroyed by sebakh-diggmg, oriented to local N.
Burial: F. skull and bones in debris.
S'ltperstr'lJ.dure: 350 X 360 - 90 cm.
Postherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
ii. Spherical necked jar (wheel-made ?) red ware dark red polish.
Grave: 140 X 75 cm., with slight side-chamber on local N. side.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head E.

Oontents :
G 1,2. Mother-of-pearl buttons. PI. 37 b, 2.
G 3. Shell bracelet.
G i. Quantity of green-glaze beads.
30. Grave: 100 X 60 - 40 cm., destroyed by sebakh-digging.
J I. 8uperstr'lJ.dure: 400 X 400 cm. (+ 3 courses), partially destroyed by sebakh-digging.

Grave: ll5 X 60 - 80 cm., oriented to local E.
slab. PI. 19 I.

Roofed with a single sandstone
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32. Grave: 100 X 55 ~ 25 cm., destroyed by sebakh-digging.
33. S?tper.structure: Partially destroyed by sebakh-digging.
Potsherds: i. Large necked jar SCRW, incised patterns, as Fig 3.
Grave: Rectangular, 130 X 75 - 80 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Bones of F. skeleton in disorder on floor of grave.
34. Circular B-group grave, 85 X 85 -75 cm.
35. Superstr'lJ£ture: 315 X 305 cm. (+ 2 courses), one corner damaged by sebakh-digging.
Grave: 135 X 80 - 90 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: F. bones in debris.
36. Superstructure: 230 X 230 cm. (+ 4 courses). On local E. side:I. Necked jar (wheel-made) red ware red-painted and polished.
2. Bowl SCRW, black-mouthed unpolished, as Fig. 4.
3. Necked jar SCRW, incised patterns, as Fig. 3.
Grave: 120 X 65 - 95 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
37. Superstructure: 300 X 300 cm. (+ 5 courses).
1. (On local E. side). Large deep bowl R-P B-T, incised pattern round brim.
i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 170 X 75 -100 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Removed.

Oontents :
G i. Black- and green-glaze beads.
G ii. Shell bracelets.

38. Superstructure: 220

cm. (+ 5 courses). Shape apparently due to Nos. 37 and 39,
between which it is built. On local E. side:1,2. Deep cups SCRW. Fig. 4. PI. 47 b, 4.
3. Cup black-polished ware with white-filled inci<ied pattern. PI. 40 et, 4.
4. Lower part of a large jar buff-yellow ware, as Fig. 5.
Grave: 105 X 60 -100 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a M. child contracted on R. side, head local E.
X 250

Oontents :
G I. Kohl-shell.

G 2. Shell bracelet on L. wrist.
39. Superstructure: 210 X 225 cm. (+ 4 courses). On local E. side :1,2. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 100 X 65 - 120 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on R. side, head local E.

Oontents :
G 3. Broken shell bracelet on R. wrist.
G 4. Girdle black-glaze and white shell beads.
G 5. Shell containing black kohl.
i. Green-glaze beads.
ii. Mother-of-pearl button.
40. Superstructure: 350 X 330 cm. (+ 5 courses). On local E. side :1. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
2. Large jar yellow ware with pot-marks. Fig. 5.
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3. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
4. Black-polished bowl incised pattern, as PI. 40.

5,6. R-P B-T bowls, as Fig. 2.

Grave: 150 X 65 cm.
Burial: Much-disturbed M.. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Cor/·tents :

G i. Shell with black kohl.
41. Superslrudure: 200 X 200 cm. (+ 4 courses).
Grave: 80 X 35 cm. Empty. Oriented to local E. F. bones.
tZ. Superstructure: 330 X 305 cm. (+ 7 courses). On local NE. side;1,2. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
3. Large jar yellow ware. Fig. 5. PI. 48 C, 3.
i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 145 X 50 - HO cm. Empty.
Burial: F. bones in debris.
Contents :
G i. Black- and green-glaze beads.
G ii. Button seal. PI. 42 b, 34.
43. SH1Jerstrudure: 235 X 235 cm. (+ 5 courses). On local NE. side :1. Bowl R-P B-T) as Fig. 2.
Gra've: no X 50 cm. Empty. Oriented local E.
44. 8uperstr·ucture: 330 X 320 cm. (+ 3 courses). On local E. side :1,2. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 130 X 60 - 80 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E. Leather under pelvis.
Contents :
G i. Green- and black-glaze beads.
Gii. Cornelian bead.
45. SuperstrlU'lure: 260 X 260 cm. (+ 3 courses).
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P~B-T, punched and incised pattern, as Fig. 29.
ii. Coarse black ware.
iii. Large bow I R-P B- T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 120 X 60 -75 cm.
Burial: }1'. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
46. Superstructure: 300 X 300 cm. (+ 5 courses).
Grave: HO X 60 - 80 cm.
Burial,: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
47. Superstr·ucture: 250 X 225 cm. (+ 2 courses). On local E. side :1. Bowl black ware, punched and incised pattern, as PI.. 40.
2, 3. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
i. Bowl R-P B-T punched pattern, as Fig. 29.
Grave: 150 X 45 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: F. bones in debris.
48. Superstrlwture: 265 X 265 cm. (+ 3 courses). At local SW. side:1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
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n. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
iii. Bowl black ware punched and incised pattern.
Grave: 115 X 50 - 110 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local E.
Oontents:
G i. Kohl-shell.
G ii. Green-glaze beads.
49. Superstructure: Partially preserved.
i, ii. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 120 X 70 - 140 cm. Empty.
Potsherds:

Cem. 87 : 41-54.

I,

PI. 40

C,

4.

Oontents:
G i. Green-glaze beads.
50. Superstructure: 235 X 225 cm. (+ 2 courses).
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
ii. Bowl SCRW, as Fig. 4.
Grave: 160 X 80 -160 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local E.

51.

52.

53.
54.

Oontents :
G 1. Mirror. PI. 39 C, 1.
G 2. Four strings of green-glaze beads on R. ankle.
i. Large and small green-glaze beads.
ii. Cornelian beads. PI. 56, 5.
iii. Black and white stone beads. PI. 56, 6.
Superstructure: 240 X 195 cm. (+ 1 course) On local E. side:1. Bowl R-P B-T.
On local W. side:2. Necked jar pink ware, yellowish surface, pot-mark, in small hole possibly
remains of an earlier grave.
Potsherds: i, ii. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
iii. Bowl R-P B-T, punched and incised patterns, as PI. 46 d.
Grave: 125 X 45 cm. oriented local E. Empty.
Superstructure: 225 X 225 cm.
i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Graves: Two pits cutting each other and almost parallel :A, 100 X 50 - 105 cm.
B, 110 X 60 - 105 cm. Both empty.
Burial: F. bones in debris.
Grave: 155 X 55 - 80 cm., oriented to local E. Empty.
Grave: Through sand, outline not preserved.
Burial: . M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local N.

Oontents :
1. Two ivory bracelets on L. wrist.
2. Awl made from ulna of sheep.
i. Blue-glaze beads.
ii. Electrum barrel-shaped beads.
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55. Superstructure: 235 X 215 cm. (+ 4 courses).
On local E. side:1. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
2. Bowl R-P B-T, hole in base, as Fig. 2.
Potsherds: i. Yellow ware from large jar, as Fig. 5.
ii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
iii. Yellow pottery implement.
Grave: 90 X 45 cm., oriented slightly to N. of local E.
56. 8uper8tnwlurB: 245 X 205 cm. (+ 2 courses).
On local E. side:1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Pnt,'Jherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T, punched pattern on brim, as Fig. 29.
ii. Bowl, incised pattern, as PI. 46 d.
iii. Cup R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 160 X 75 - 140 cm.
Burial: Fragments of bones in' debris.
57. Superstructure: 265 X 260 cm. (+ 2 courses).
Gra've: 115 X 55 cm.
Burial: Remains of M. skeleton contracted on~R. side, head local E.
Contents:
i. Small green-glaze beads.
58. Gm,/'e: 130 X 70 - 60 cm.
Bur'ial: Disturbed M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head N. (local.W.).
Contents:
i. Small green-glaze beads.
ii. Leather.
iii. Melon seeds.
59. Rectangular grave, 130 X 75 - 60 cm.
Burial: Fragments of M. bones in debris.
60. Superstructure: Partially preserved.
Grave: 160 X 75 - 65 cm.
Burial: Legs of M. skeleton showing contraction on R. side, head NE. (locai
NW).
Contents:
i. Twisted leather thong.
ii. Quantity of blue-glaze beads.
iii. Small barrel-shaped gold beads.
61. Superstructure: 435 X 420 cm., with offering-place or chapel at local NE. side, built
of small sandstone slabs set on edge with mud. PI. 17 c.
Potsherds: i. Yellow ware from large jar, as Fig. 5.
ii. Necked jar SCRW, incised pattern, as Fig. 3.
iii. Black incised cup, as PI. 40.
iv. Necked jar (wheel-made).
Grave: 200 X 80 - 85 cm.
Burial: Lower part of M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.

-
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Contents:
G i. Small shell and green-glaze beads.
G ii. Broken ivory bracelets.
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6Z. Narrow deep excavation 170 X 25 - 90 cm., perhaps beginning of a grave. Oriented
to local E.
03. 8~tp~!Tstruct'llre: 290 X 275 cm.
At local E. side : 1. Necked jar SCRW, pot-marks, as Fig. 4.
2. Bowl black ware, white-filled, incised pattern. PI. 40 a, 1.
3. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
ii. Bowl R-P B-T, incised and punched patterns, as PI. 46 d.
iii. Bowl punched pattern, as Fig. 29.
iv. Hard yellow potsherds from a large jar, as Fig. 5.
Grave: 125 X 50 cm., oriented t-o local N.
Burial: Fragments of F. bones.
Contents :
G i. Beads and amulets of black- and green-glaze.
64. S1tperstrudure: 270 X 270 cm. (+ 1 course).
On local E. side:1. Bowl R-P B-T.
Potsherds: i. Necked jar SCRW, incised patterns, as Fig. 3.
ii. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
iii. Bowl R-P B-T, punched patterns, as Fig. 29.
sa
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Grave: 130 X 60 - 95 cm., oriented rather to N. of local E.
Burial: Fragments of a M. skeleton.

Contents :
G i. Green-glaze beads.
65. Superstructure: Apparently partially destroyed to make room for Grave 64.
On local E. side :1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 105 X 45 - 145 cm.
Burial: Removed. Bones of a F. child outside grave.

Contents:
G i. Two shell finger-rings.
G ii. Green-glaze beads.
G iii. Broken ivory bracelets.
66. Superstructure: 180 X 150 cm.
On local E. side:1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
2. Pottery steatopygous dolls inside superstructure. PI. 39 a.
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T, punched pattern, as Fig. 29.
ii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 90 X 55 - HO cm. PI. 20 e, f.
Burial: Skeleton of a F. child contracted on R.
side, head local E.
Contents:
G 1. Kilt of coloured beadwork. PI. 39 d.
G 2. Necklace of white shell beads.
G 3.. Three shell bracelets, two on R. arm, one

on L.
G i. Kohl-shell.
67. Empty grave, 135 X 65 - 175 cm., superstructure destroyed.
Burial:· Fragments of a M. skeleton in debris.

I<lg. 160.

Contents :

i. Quantity of green-glaze beads.
68. Empty grave, 100 X 50 -HO cm., superstructure gone.
Burial: Fragments of skeleton of a F. infant.
69. Superstructure: Partially destroyed.
On .local E. side :1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
ii. Cup of SCRW, as Fig. 4.
At a distance of about 75 cm. t~ local E. of superstructure waM a shallow hole cut in
the mud containing a jar (69 : 2) of yellow ware with pot-marks, closed by a sandstone stopper,
a.nd with a small cup of SCRW turned down over its mouth. The jar contained spongy
organic matter. Fig. 5. PI. 48 c, 2.
Grave: 200 X 65 - 200 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Removed. F. bones.
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10. 8uperstructure: 250 X 250 cm.
i. Potsherds of R-P B-T bowls, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 120 X 60 -160 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Oontents :
G 1. Green-glaze bead necklace.
G i. Cornelian beads.
11. Superstructure: 270 X 270 cm. (+ 2 courses).
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T, punched pattern.
ii. Yellow ware from large jar.
Grave: 170 X 60 -160 cm.
Burial: Fragments of M. skeleton.
Oontents:
G i, Green-glaze beads.
G ii. Shell bracelets.
72. Superstructure: Partially preserved.
Potsherds: i. Nearly complete bow I R-P B-T, punched and incised patterns, as PI. 4-6 d.
ii. R-P B-T, punched pattern, as Fig. 29.
iii. R-P B-T bowl, as Fig. 2.
Grave: Unfinished oval, 100 X 70 -105 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side head local E. Quantity of chopped
straw under head.
Oontents :
1. Awl of sheep's bone at hand.
i. Kohl-shell.
13. Superstructure: 230 X 230 cm. PI. 17 d.
1. Bowl of R-P B-T ware with punched and incised patterns on the superstructure on the local E. side. PI. 46 d, 3.
Potsherds: i. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
ii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 145 X 50 - 95 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Oontents :
i. Broken green-glaze amulet.
U. Superstrudure :245 X 245 cm., partially preserved. PI. 17 d.
On local E. side:1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Potsherd: i. Necked pot SCRW, as Fig. 4.
Grave: 110 X 50 - 110 cm.
Burial: Lower part of F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
15. Superstructure: 165 X 150 cm. (+ 3 courses).
On local NE. sid~:1. Bowl R-P B-T, ,as Fig. 2.
Grave: Oval, 85 X 50 - 65 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head local E. '
16. SuperstrWJture: 285 X 285 cm. (+ 4 courses).
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On local E. side :1. Bowl R-P B-T.
2. Bowl R-P B-T, incised pattern.
Potsherds.' i. Hard yellow from large jar, as Fig. 5.
n. Bowl R-P B-T, punched pattern, as Fig. 29.
lJl. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.

Fig. 161.

Grave: 150 X 65 - 120 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Oontents:
G. 1. Penannular tortoise-shell bracelet.
G. 2. Kohl-shell between hands.
G. 3. Quantity of red leather under head and around pelvis and legs.
i. Cornelian beads.
ii. Black- and green-glaze beads.
iii. Rectangular shell pendant.
77. Superstructure: 325 X 330 em. (+ 3 courses).
On local E. side :1. Bowl R-P B-T,as Fig. 2.
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2. Bowl R-P B-T. as Fig. 2.
3. Brim of jar hard yellow ware with rivet holes (1), as Fig. 5.

. i. BowI black ware, incised patt.em, as PI. 40.
ii, iii. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
iv. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
Grave: 110 X 65 - 120 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Bones of F. skeleton in no apparent order on floor of grave.
Contents :

i.
ii.
ill.
iv.

Large shell bracelet.
Barrel-shaped shell bea.ds.
Green- and blue-glaze beads.
Mass of leather matting and linen in layers from over body.
7S. Superstructure: 380 X 380 cm. (+ 4 courses).
On local E. side :1. Bowl black ware, incised patterns. PI.· 40 b, 3.
2. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
On local N. side :3. Bowl black ware, incised patterns, as PI. 40.
Grave: 130 X 55 -120 cm.
Burial: Lower part of M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head loeal E.
Contents :

G 1. Large quartz armlet on left humerus. PI. 37 c, 1.
79., Superstructure: 360 X 380 cm.
On local E. side :1. Row 1 black ware, incised patterns. PI. 40 C, 2.
2. Large bow I R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
3,4. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Potsherds: i. YeHow ware from large jar, as Fig. 5.
ii, iii. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
iv. Bowl R-P B-T, incised white-filled patterns, as PI. 46 d.
v. Bowl R-P B-T, punched pattern, as Fig. 29.
vi. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
At the north side of the superstructw:e was an earlier circular grave (79 A), empty.
Grave: 150 X 70 cm.
.
B1.lrial: Lower part of M. skeleton contracted on L. side head local E.
80. Superstructure: 375 X 360 cm. (+ 7 courses).
On local E. side:1. Large bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
2. Cup incised black ware, as PI. 40.
3. Bowl incised and white-filled black ware. PI. 40 a, 5.
4. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
On local N. side:5. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T, punched pattern, as Fig. 29.
ii. Bowl R·P B-T, white-filled incised pattern, as PI. 46 d.
iii. BowI polished red-black ware.

-

Grave: 155 X 65 -
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100 cm. oriented to local K

M. bones.

Oontents :
G i. Beads: Black-glaze, shell, blue-glaze, cornelian.
81. Superstr'ucture: 340 X 350 cm. (+ 6 courses). PI. 17 a.
On local NE. side :1. Large R-P B-T, bowl, as Fig. 2.
2. Small bowl incised black ware. PI. 40 e, 6.
3. Small bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 140 X 65 - 130 cm., oriented to local K, M. bones.

Oontents:

82.

G 1. Fragments of a copper bracelet (1).
Superstructure: 215 X 215 cm. (+ 7 courses).

On local NE. side :1. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
2. Necked jar S C R'V, incised
pattern. Fig. 3. PI. 47 b, 5.
3. Small bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
4. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
Grave:' 125 X 80 - 130 cm.
Burial: Child's skeleton contracted on
R. side, head a little to N. of
local E.

Oontents :
G 1. Shell bracelet. PI. 37 e, 5.
G 2. Shell bracelet. PI. 37 e, 7.
G 3, 4. Penannular tortoise-shell
bracelets. PI. 37 C, 8, 9.
G 5. Two strings of black-glaze
~·ig.

11:2,

beads at neck.
G 6. String of black-glaze beads on L. ~nkle.
83. Superstrllcture: '370 X 380 cm.
On local K side :1. Large jar yellow ware. PI. 48 b, 1.
2. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
3. Small bowl black ware, incised and white-filled pattern. PI. 40 b, 4.
On local N. side :4. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
Grave: 135 X 80 -140 cm.
Burial: Lower part of M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
~ ... Superstructure: Partially destroyed by sebakh-digging.
On local NE. side:1. Small bowl incised black ware. PI. 40 b, 5.
2. Bowl incised black ware, as PI. 40.
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
ii. Necked jar SCRW, incised pattern, as Fig. 3.)
Grave: 125 X 80 - 80 cm. :
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Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
with goatskins.

Cem. 87 : ~l-X!I.

Body had been covered

Oontents :
G i. Fragment of a shell bracelet.
35. Superstructure: Destroyed.
Grave: On level denuded by sebbakhin, 120 X 55 -10 cm. (+ about one metre).
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head nearly local N.
Contents :
1. At pelvis a mass of leather, linen and twisted leather thongs, probably a kilt,
with copper pin stuck in it.
Potsherds :
i. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
ii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
iii. BowI, later incised pattern.
86. Grave: 160 X 50 - 60 cm., on area damaged by sebakh-digging, oriented to local N.
M. bones.
Potsherds :
i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
ii. Cup incised black ware, as PI. 40.
iii. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
87. Superstructure: Destroyed.
Grave: 140 X 55 - 35 cm. (+ about 90 cm.), on surface damaged by sebakhdigging.
Burial: Disturbed M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local N.
Contents :
1. Small cup black ware with white-filled incised pattern. PI. 40 (I., 3.
2. Jar smooth polished red ware, as Fig. 7.
Potsherds :
i. Bowl R-P B-T, punched pattern, as Fig. 29.
ii. Bowl black incised ware, as PI. 40.
ill. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
iv. Neck of jar fine smooth red ware.
G i. Small bivalve shell.
G ii. Fragments of shell bracelet.
G iii. Green-glaze beads.
G iv. Green-glaze amulet.
88,89. Superstructure (numbered 88), partially preserved.
On local E. side :
1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Potsherds: i. Necked jar SCRW, incised, as Fig. 3.
ii. Bowl incised black ware, as PI. 40.
Grave: 140 X 60 - 110 cm., at edge of sebakh-digging.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E. PI. 53 b.
Quantity of leather at pelvis and legs.
Oontents:
G 1. Kohl-shell in R. hand.
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G 2. Shell bracelet on L. wrist.
G 3. Shell bracelet on R. Wr1'3t.
G 4, 5. Shell finger-rings on L. hand.
G i. Barrel-shaped gold beads.
G n. Cylindrical bone beads.
G iii. Cornelian, shell, blue- and black-glaze beads.

Fig. W3.

90. Superstructure: 290 X 250 cm., partially destroyed on west side by sehakh-digging.
On local 'E., side :1. Large bowl R-P B-T.
2. Small bowl R-P P-T.
Potsherds: i. Hard yellow potsherds from large jar, as Fig. 5.
ii. Bow I, black incised punched pattern on brim, as Pi. 40.
ill. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
iv. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 3.
v. Bowl R-P B-T, punched pattern, as Fig. 29.
{have: 115 X 60 - 135 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: M. bones in debris.
G i. Shell with black kohl.
91. Oircular B~group grave, 85 X 85 - 50 cm.
92. Superstructure: 310 X 300 cm. (+ 6 courses).
On local NE. side :1. Cup black ware, incised and punched patterns, as Pi. 40.
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Grave: 120 X 65 - 140 cm.
Burial: Removed.
G i. Small kohl-shell.
'3. 8uperstrudure: 385 X 385 damaged on south side by sebakh-digging.
On local E. side:1. Bowl SCRW, black-mouthed incised.
2; Bow I black ware, incised. P;. 40 b, 1.
3, 4. Two R-P B-T bow Is, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 170 X 90 - 140 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Bones of a large M. skeleton in debris.
, •• S11,perstr'udure: 350 X 360 cm. (+ 6 courses).
i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 145 X 70 -165 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on·R. side, head local E. Quantity of red-dyed
leather on legs and pelvis.

Oontents :
1. Shell bracelet on L. wrist.
2. Kohl-shell between hands.
i. Rectangular pendants of ostrich egg-shell.
ii. Black- and blue-green-glaze beads.
iii. White stone seal.
95. Superstruct'ure: 235 X 240 cm. (+ 9 courses).
On local S. side :1. Bow I incised black ware, as PI. 40.
2. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
On local N. side :3. Bowl SCRW, pWlChed pattern.
i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Gmve: 100 X 45 cm. Empty. Oriented to
local E. F. bones.
Superstr'ucture: 200 X 175 cm. ( + 5 courses). The
wall of the superstructure crosses an earlier
round B-group grave, 96 A.
i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Gra've 96: 80 X 40 -120 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a F. child contracted on R.
side, head local E.
Oont-ents :
G i. Green-glaze beads.
Grave 96 A : Circular, 60 X 60 -70 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head
N. (local W.).
fJ1. Superstructure: 225 X 225 cm. (+ 7 courses).
On local E. side :1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Gmve: 70 X 40 cm. Bones in debris.

'6.
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98. Superstructure: 280 X 275 cm. (+ 5 courses).
At local NE. side :1,2. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
i. Bowl black incised ware, as PI. 40.
ii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
iii. Hard yellow potsherds from large jar, as Fig. 5.
Grave: 120 X 50 - 140 cm.
Burial: M. bones on floor of grave in no apparent order.
99. Fhtpe1'structure: 345 X 330 cm. (+ 5 courses).
On local E. side :1. Bow I R-P B-T, incised pattern, milled brim. PI. 46 d, 4.
Potsherds: i. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
ii. Necked jar hard yellow ware, as Fig. 5.
iii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 150 X 60 -145 cm.
B1lrtal: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E. Large quantity of leatheI
over knees.
Contents :
G i. Piece of a shell armlet perforated.
G n. Kohl-shell.
G iii. Green-glaze disc beads.
100. Superstructure: 290 X 290 cm. (+ 4 courses).
On local W. side (possibly from Grave 99) : 1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
i. BowI incised black ware, as PI. 40.
n. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 150 X 60 - 145 cm.
Burial: Disturbed M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Contents:
i. Pieces of a white marble armlet.
ii. Broken ivory bracelet.
iii. Ivory implement or bone point.
101. 8?Iperstr-1wture: 295 X 275 cm. (+ 4 course3).
i. Small red-polished necked jar.
Grave: 130 X 55 - 150 cm.
Burial: M. bones in debris.
Contents :
G i. Large M urex shell containing black kohl.
102. Superstructure: 275 X 260 cm. (+ 3 courses).
Grave: 130 X 50 - 150 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Contents:
G 1. Leather sandals on feet.
G 2. Necklace of cornelian beads.
Quantity of leather over legs and pelvis.
G i. Rlack- and green-glaze beads.

-
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103. Superstructure: 250 X 270 cm. (+ 4 courses).
On local E. side :1. Bowl black ware, incised patterns, as PI. 40.
2. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 130 X 55 - 150 cm. PI. 20 c.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local E.
Contents :
G 1. Kohl-shell at hands.

G i. Black-glaze beads.
104:. SUptffstrlidurtJ: 250 'X 250 cm. (+ 3 courses).
Grave: 140 X 60 - 135 cm.
B1trial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E. Quantity of leather
about legs and pelvis.
G i. Green-glaze beads.
105. Superstructure: Partially preserved, passing over a small earlier grave, 105 A.
i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 115 X 50 -130 cm. M. bones in debris.
G i. Shell with black kohl.
Grave 105 A : 60 X 70 - 50 cm. Beehive section.
106. Superstructu1'e: 420 X 375 cm.
On local NE. side:leather
1. Necked jar SCRW, incised pattern. PI. 47 a, 3.
2,3. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 135 X 65 -150

CIll.

Burial: F. skeleton contracted 011 R. side, head local E.
0011.,fents :
G 1. Mirror in a fringed linen bag.
G 2. Shell bracelet on L. wrist. PI. 37 c, 6.
G 3. Necklace of gold beads. PI. 56, 3.
Quantity of leather over legs and pelvis.
107. Superstructure: 335 X 400 cm.
On local NE. side:1,2. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
3. Bowl black ware, incised pattern. PI..O c, .1.
Grave: 145 X 55 -130 cm.
Burial: F. bones in no apparent order on floor of graye.
Contents :
G 1. Shell bracelet. PI. 37 C, 4.
G 2. Shell containing kohl.
108. Gra've: 45 X 25 - 100 cm. PI. 17 b.
Burial: Infant contracted on R. side, head local E.
109. Grave: 60 X 40,- 60 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on R. side, head local E.
Contents :
1. Anklet of shell beads on L. ankle.
2. Kohl-shell between hands.

Fii!. Hi5.
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110. No
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sur>eri~tructure

remaining.
Grave: 115 X 60 - 130 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R side, head local E.
Contents:
1. String of green-glaze beads at neck.
i. Shell disc beads.
Ill. Superstructure: 300 X 300 cm. (+ 1 to 2 courses).
On local E. side :1. Bowl black ware, incised patterns. PI. 40 b, 2.
2. Bowl R-P B-T! aB Fig. 2.
i. Bowl R-P B-T, punched pattern, as Fig. 29.
ii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 130 X 70 - 125 cm.
Burial: Bones in confusion on floor of grave.
tl2. Grave: 120 X 60 -125 cm.
B'urial: Skeleton of a child contracted on·R. side, head local E.

Contents :
i. Four large black and wbite stone beads.
ii. Shell disc beads.
113. Grave: 90 X 55 -135 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head local E.

Oontents:
1. Necklace of green-glaze beads.

i. Shell disc beads.
114. Grave. Bones of a woman.
liS. Superstructure: Only preserved on E. side.
i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 140 X 50 -120 cm.
Burial: J!"'ragment,cs of a child's bones in debris.

Oontents :
G i. Green-glaze beads.
G ii. O!iv:J ispidula sliell.
116. Superstructure: Only pres3rved on S. side.
Potsherds: i. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
ii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
iii. Necked jar hard greenish-white ware, as Fig. 5.
iv. Necked jar (wheel-made) painted bright red, as Fig. 6.
Grave: 140 X 85 cm.
Burial: Lower part of M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.

Contents:

.

1. Kohl-shell.
2. Girdle or necklace of blue-glaze beads of fine colour.

G i. Scarab.
117. Superstructure : Only preserved on N. side.
Grave: Circular, 130 X 130 - 50 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E. This grave
sition type from B- to C-groups, or is an earlier one re-used.

IS

a tran-
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Oontents:
i. Large cornelian barrel-shaped beads.
118. Grave: superstructure preserved on SE. side.
119. S'uperstructure: 230 X 210 cm. (+ 2 courses).
Grave: 120 X 45 cm. Bones of M. child.
Oontents :
i. Green-glaze beads.
120. Superstructure: Partially destroyed, about 300 X 300 cm.
At local E. side:1. Necked jar red ware, as Fig. 4 ~
2. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
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Potsherds: i, ii. Bowls R-P B-T, al) Fi~. 2.
iii. Bowl R-P B-T, punched pattern, as PI. 46 d.
iv. Hard yellow ware from a large jar, pot-mark, as Fig. 5.
Grave: Two graves apparently of about the same date, the superstructure having
been built to accommodate both.
Gmve 120 A: ll5 X 60 -150 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on R. side, head local E.
Oonlent.'l :

G
G
G
G
G

3. Necklace
4. Necklace
5. String of
6. String of
7. String of

of green-glaze beads.
of cornelian and crystal beads. PI. 56, 7.
small white Conus shells around body.
green-glaze beads around body.
green-glaze beads at L. wrist.
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Grave 120 B: 100 X 50 -110 cm.
Burial: B:me3 of M. skeleton in disorder, but body was contracted on R. side,
head local E.
I l I. SUJPerstructure: 205 X 205 cm.
Grave: 170 X 50 cm., has been enlarged and re-used for a late extended M. burial,
head local E.
Ill. Superstructure: 390 X 390 cm. (+ 2 courses).
Potsherds: i. Hard yellow ware trom large jar, as Fig. 5.
ti. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
iii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 140 X 75 - 100 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E. At waist, girdles of beads.

Oontents :
1. Band of blue bead-work with white lozenges. PI. 56, 1.
2. Two strips of white shell beads and green-glaze disc beads. PI. 56, 4.
3. Strings of black beads with occasional white beads.
4. String of white beads with occasional cornelian.
G i. Mother-of-pearl button.
Il3. Grave: 125 X 55 -110 cm. Oriented to local E.
Burial: M. bones in debris.
IU. Superstructure: 285 X 280 cm. PI. 18 d.
On local NE. side :1. Bowl R-P B-T.
2. Jar with quatrefoil mouth, hard white ware.
Potsherds: i. Hard yellow potsherds from large jar, as Fig. 5.
ii. Bowl R-P B-T with punched pattern, as PI. 46 d.
iii. Very large necked jar SCRW, incised patterns, as Fig. 3.
Grave: 115 X 50 cm., plundered from the foot end.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Oontents:
G 1. Four strings of green-glaze beads round neck.
G i. Mother-of-pearl button.
Il5. Superstructure: 320 X 325 cm.
Grave: 175 X 85 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted oil L. side, head local E.
Oontents :
1. Shell bracelet on R. wrist.
i. Small green-glaze beads.
ii. Cylindrical green-glaze beads.
iii. Cornelian beads.
iv. Blackish-green-glaze beads.
v. Barrel-shaped gold beads.
vi. Buttons of mother-of-pearl.
126. Superstructure: Almost entirely destroyed.
Grave: 110 X 75 - 80 cm.
Burial: Fragments of bone in debris.
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Oontents :
i. Small black-glaze beads.
ii. Barrel-shaped gold beads.
iii. Green-glaze beads.
iv. Cornelian beads.
)27. Superstructure: Almost entirely destroyed.
Grave: 100 X 55 - 80 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head local E.
128. Grave: 70 X 35 - 80 cm.
129. Circular grave, slight beehive section.
130. Grave: (Superstructure destroyed), 75 X 45 -HO cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on R. side, head local E.
131. Superstructure: Partially destroyed, 270 X 200 cm.
Grave: HO X 55 -105 cm.
Burial: Bones of a F. in debris.
i. Shell with black kohl.
132. Grave: Circular, 70 X 70 - 80 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on R. side, head local E.
133. Superstructure: 300 X 245 cm.
On local E. side :1. Bow I SCRW, plum-painted and polished.
2,3. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 120 X 75 -100 cm.
Burial: Pelvis and leg-bones in no apparent order on floor of grave.
134. Superstructure: Destroyed on west side, 350 X 300 cm. (+ 1 course).
i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 140 X 70 -125 cm. Empty.
135. Superstructure: 300 X 200 cm., encroached on by 87: 132.
i. Large bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 70 X 40 - 60 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on L. sidp head local E.

Oontents :
G i. Decayed rectangular mother-oI-pearl pendant.
136. Superstructure: 230 X 190 cm.
On local W. side:1. Bowl R-P B-T, in niche in wall, as Fig. 2.
Potsherds: i. Large bowl SCRW, as Fig. 4.
ii. BowI R-P B-T ware, as Fig. 2.
iii. Neck of jar of fine red ware, yellow outside.
Grave: 80 X 50 - UO cm., dug through an earlier circular grave, lOO X 100 cm.
Burial: Removed.
137. Superstructure: Partially destroyed (+ 5 courses).
Grave: 145 X 70 - 90 cm., oriented to local SE.
138. Superstructure: 335 X 335 cm. (+ 4 courses).
On local E. side:1,2,3. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Potsherds: i. Large bowl R-P B-T, punched pa.ttern, as Fig. 29.
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Oriented to local E.
Burial: Lower part of skeleton showing contraction on R. side, head local E.
139. Superstructure: 250 X 250 cm. (+ 4 courses).
On local NE. side:1. Cup black incised ware, as PI. 40.
Grave: 115 X 40 -130 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Removed.
Grave: 150 X 60 -

80 cm.

Contents :

i. Two mother-of-pearl buttons.
•40. Superstr'ucture: 250 X 250 cm. (+ 4 courses).
On local E. side :1. Cup black ware with incised and punched patterns. PI. 40 c, O.
2. Squat jar (wheel-made) SCRW, red-painted. Fig. 6. PI. 48 b, 3.
PotshRrds: i. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
ii. Necked jar yellow ware (wheel-made).
Grave: 85 X 35 - 130 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Removed.
Contents:

i. Pieces of a white marble or quartz armlet.
•42. Superstructure: 330 X 330 cm.
On local E. side:1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 150 X 60 - 130 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Removed.
Contents :

i. Two shells with black kohl.
ii. Barrel-shaped white quartz beads.
iii. Pieces of an ivory bracelet.
iv. Piece of hippopotamus tooth.
•44. Su,perstructure: 335 X 335 cm. (+ 2 courses).
Potsherds: i. Hard yellow ware, as Fig. 5.
ii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
iii. Bowl R-P B-T, impressed patterns,
Grave: 125 X 45 - 130 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Removed.
Contents:

G i. Shell with black kohl.
.45. Superstructure: 335 X 330 cm.
On local E. side :1. Bowl R-P B-T.
Grave: 110 X 55 - 110 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Removed.
Contents:

G i. Shell with black kohl.
G ii. Small black- and green-glaze beads.

as

Fig. 29.
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146. Superstrudure: 215 X 215 cm. (+ 4 courses).
On local NE. side :1. B~wl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
i, ii. R-P B-T bowls, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 90 X 35 - 130 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Removed.
147. Superstrudure: 280 X 280 cm.
On local NE. side :1. Necked jar of yellow ware (wheel-made).
2,3. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
4. Bowl R-P B-T, incised pattern, as PI. 46 d.
5,6. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Potsherds: i. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
ii. Thick SCRW (wheel-made), as Fig. 6.
Grave: 100 X 40 - 135 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Removed.
Oontents:
i. Two ivory finger rings.
ii. Six shell bracelets.
iii. Arm of a pottery doll.
iv. Beads, green- and black-glaze and cornelian.
148. 8'uperstr'ucture: Only preserved on local E. side.
On local E. side:1. Bowl R-P B-T, impressed pattern, as Fig. 29.
2,3. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
4. Jar SCRW, red-painted (wheel-made). Fig. 6. PI. 48 b, I.
5. Bowl black incised ware. PI. 40 c, 1.
Grave: 120 X 50 - 120 cm., oriented to local E.
Burial: Removed.
149. 8uperstr'ucture: Destroyed on N. side, 225 X 195 cm.
On local NE. side :1. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 4.
2,3. Bowls R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Gra've: 90 X 35 - 130 cm., oriented to local E.
Bur1:al: Removed..
150. Isolated piece of pottery. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig.4.
151. Grave: 90 X 30 - 65 cm., oriented to local NE.
152. Superstr'ucture: 210 X 190 cm. (+ 3 coUrses).
At local E. side :1. Deep bowl of finely-ribbed black C-group ware (broken).
From above grave :2. Quantity of steatopygous pottery dolls. PI. 39 b.
i. Brim of a large bowl with incised pattern SCRW.
ii. Lower part of a large steatopygous pottery doll.
Grave: 70 X 40 - 120 cm., oriented to local E.
B1lrial: Bones of a very young F. infant in debris.
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Contents:

Cornelian, shell and black-glaze beads.
ii. Quartz barrel-shaped bead.
153. Superstructure: 240 X 240 cm. Lowest course of stones set on edge.
Grave: 105 X 55 -100 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head loeal E.
Oontents :
i. Scarab. PI. 42 b, 29.
154. Gra've: (Superstrueture destroyed), 130 X 60 - 60 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head local N.
155. Superstructure: 340 X 340 cm. (+ 4 courses).
i. Bowl (wheel-made) SCRW, red-painted, as Fig. 6.
ii. Decayed and blackened SCRW bowl, incised pattern.
iii. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
Grave: 115 X 60 - 90 cm.
Burial: Skull and bones in debris.
156. Superstructure: 285 X 280 cm. (+ 1 to 5 eourses).
At local NE. side :1. Bowl R-P B-T, as Fig. 2.
2. Bowl black incised ware, as PI. 40.
Potsherds: i. Bowl wheel-made red ware, as Fig. 6.
ii. Necked jar hard yellow ware, as Fig. fi.
Grave: 100 X 55 -115 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Oontents :
G 1. Bowl R-P B-T (from above skull, probably fallen into grave), as Fig. 2.
G 2. Shell bracelet on L. wrist.
G 3. Shell with black kohl.
157. Superstructure: Destroyed on SW. side by sebakh-digging.
i. Necked jar SCRW.
Grat'e: 150 X 65 cm.
Burial: Legs of F. skeleton showing contraction on R. side, head local E.
Oontents:
G i. Shell bracelet.
158. Grave: 95 X 45 - 90 cm., isolated by sebakh-digging which has left the grave with a
wall of earth around it owing to the protection afforded by the stones of the superstructure.
Burial: Bones of a child on floor of grave.
159. Grave: 125 X 50 - 125 cm.
i. Potsherds of R-P B-T bow], as Fig. 2.
160. Circular B-group grave, 120 X 120 - 55 cm.
161. Grave: 125 X 50 - 30 cm., on surface denuded by sebbakhin.
i. Shell with yellow stain inside.
ii. Gold barrel-shaped beads.
iii. Egg-shell pendants.
iv. Blue-glaze beads.
v. 'Wbite shell beads.
1.

-
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16Z. Grave: On denuded surface, outline not preserved.
Burial: Femur and tibia of M. skeleton in position showing contraction on R. side
head local E.
163. Grave: (Supe!structure destroyed), 125 X 55 -100 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Contents :
1. Necklace of green-glaze beads.
2. String of green-glaze beads on L. ankle.
i. Red leather.
164. Grave: On denuded surface at local E. edge of cemetery next 87 : 13.
Burial: Removed.
Contents :
i. Bowl coarse red ware much blackened, base with knobs in relief, incised
pattern round brim.
165. Denuded grave near 87 : 3.
166. Grave: 110 X 70 cm.
Burial: Tibia in position showing contraction on R. side, head local E.
Contents :
i. Three shell finger-rings.
ii. Melon seeds.
167. Grave: Superstructure destroyed, 140 X 60 - 140 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a boy contracted on R. side, head local E.'
Oontents :
1. Necklace of green-glaze beads.
168.' Missing.
169. Grave: 150 X 75 - 145 cm. Superstructure destroyed in building that of 87 : 118.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local E.
Contents :
G 1. Bronze mirror in case of linen and matting. PI. 39 e, 2.
G 2. Necklace of white shell beads.
G 3. Necklace of green-glaze beads.
i. Split cowries from L. leg.
170. Grave: Oriented to local E. Bones of et child.
171. Grave: 80 X 45 - lID cm. (Superstructure removed).
Burial: Skeleton of an infant contracted on R. side, head local E.
Contents :
1. Girdle of green-glaze beads.
i. Decayed N atiea· melanistoma shells.
I1Z. Circular grave to W. of 87 : 93, 100 X 100 - 40 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local E.
Contents :
1. Necklace of small white Conus shells.
2. Leather over pelvis.
173. Grave: Without supersttucture, oval, 85 X 45 -160 cm.
Burial: Skelet.on contracted on R. side, head local E. Lower part of body covered
with goatskins.
I

-
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PLANS

V, XV

AND

XVII.

Archaic Graves.
The archaic graves are dug in the higher portion of the alluvial mud' bank, and are, for
the most part, grouped along the edge of the sandstone d~ert. They fall into two sections,
89/1 and 89/500.

Cemetery 89/1.

J. Gra've: Rectangular, HO X 55 - 70 cm.
Burials: Bones of two M. skeletons in no apparent order on floor of gra,ve.
probably local S.

2.

17.
18.
23.

U.
25.

Heads

Contents:
1. Quartz palette.
2. Pot black ware, black-polished inside, originally red-painted and polished
.part fire-stained.
3. Small jar hard pink ware.
4. Pot of smooth coarse black ware with impressed pattern.
i. Grey pebble palette.
ii. Bowl thin SCRW, red-painted and polished inside and outside.
Denuded rectangular grave, 90 X 50 -- 20 cm., oriented to local S.
Denuded rectangular grave, 120 X 60 - 25 cm., oriented to local S. Part of vertebra
of skeleton showing contraction on L. side.
Denuded rectangular grave, 95 X 60 - 30 cm., oriented to local S.
Large rectangular grave, 275 X 125 - 90 CID., oriented to local S.
Buruu: Fragments of massive M. bones in debris.
Potsherds :
i. Bowl light red ware, vertical polishing marks inside.
n.. Greenish ware from a large jar.
Ill. Thin black ware red-painted, with red-painted basket-pattern.
IV. Tall wavy-handled jar, hard pink war~.
v. Natica melanistoma shells bored for suspension.
vi. Broken pebble pendant.
vii. Cornelian drop pendant.
viii. Broken ivory cup.
ix. Fang of a carnivorous animal, bored for suspension.
Circular grave, beehive section, HO X 70 cm.
Large rectangular grave, 220 X 105 - HO cm., oriented to local S.
Burial: Human bones in debris.

Oontents :
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Quartz palette.
Broken shell bracelets.
Broken ivory bracelets.
Beads (garnet, black-glaze, green-gla,ze). Green-glaze cylindrical
white shell disc beads" cornelian barrel-shaped beads.
v. Three cornelian pendants.
Yl. Two rubbing pebbles.
vu. Pot, of gourd shape, thin red-polished ware.

bead~,
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Cem. 89: 1-77 Ell ;
89: 173 NE.

Cake of resin with remains of a leather bag.
ix. Leather.
x. Bowl R-P B-M.
xi. Brim of bowl hard red ware, vertical polishing lines inside.
xii. Tray of lightly-baked mud.
xiii. Small bowl hard pink ware.
Grave: Rectangular, 120 X 55 - 30 cm.
Burials: Two skeletons contracted on L. sides, heads local S.
Oontents :
1. Quartz palette.
2. Rubbing pebble.
Rectangular grave, 100 X 67 - 85 cm., oriented local S.
Rectangular grave, 165 X 80 - 85 cm., oriented local S.
Rectangular grave, 260 X 90 -120 cm., oriented local S.
Rectangular grave, 70 X 30 - 25 cm., oriented local S.
Circular grave, 60 X 60 - 30 cm.
Circular grave. ,beehive section, 190 - ' 130 cm.
Rectangular grave, 80 X 60 - 20 cm.
Large rectangular grave, 205 X 100 - 80 cm., oriented to local S.
Contents :
i. Cornelian pendant and barrel-shaped beads.
ii. Potsherds of a bowl hard pink ware, plum-painted and polished inside.
Large rectangular grave, 155 X 75 - 65 cm., oriented to local S.
Burials: Male A, and female B.
Oontents:
i. Quartz palette.
Large rectangular grave, 280' X 120 - 70 cm., oriented to local S.
Contents: Objects on floor of grave, but not in position;1. Quartz palette.
2. Stone mortar.
3. Quartz palette.
4. ITory cup (?).
5. Alabaster jar with side-handles. PI. 41 d, 1.
In debris:
1. Potsherds thin.black ware red-painted and polished, black-painted basketpattern.
ii. Bowl SCRW, plum-painted and polished.
iii. Deep bowl red-painted and polished, black-polished insidt'.
iv. Natica melanistoma shells pierced for suspension.
v. Shell beads.
Vlll.

26.

28.
30.
33.
60.
69.

70.
72.
U.

75.

77.

New Empif'e Gt-aves.

175.

Side-chambered type, roof destroyed, 200 x 110 - 80 cm.
Burial: Extended on back, head N. I
Contents: 1-5. Small slender flasks (PI. 42 a), one with bronze strainer (Pj. 38 c, 5),
in neck.
6. Basket containing small' flint flakes and two scarabs. PI. 42 b, 2, .3.

(Jra've:

-
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Archaic Graves.

V, XV

AND

XVII.

Locals.

546. Grave: Rectangular, 130 X 70 - 40 cm.
Burial: Lower part of F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Oontents:
1. Broken and degenerated double bird slate palette.
2. Shallow bowl R-P B-M with milled brim, as Fig 173: 2.
549. Grave: Approximately rectangular, 90 X 60 - 60 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of M. child contracted on L. side, head local S.
Oontents:
1. Fish slate palette.
2. Cake of resin.
3. Bowl R-P B-M ware, as Fig. 120: 32.
570. Grave: Rectangular, 100 X 60 - 55 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Oontents:
1. Broken stone pebble palette.
575. Grave: Rectangular with rounded ends, 90 X 50 - 20 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S''''.
576. Grave: Parallel sides and rounded ends, 110 X 63 - 30 cm.
Burials: Human femora and tibioo showing contraction on L. side, head local S.
The skeleton had been destroyed to make room for a later burial of a goat.
Oontents :
1. Deep bowl (not in position) R-P B-T or -M, as Fig. 120: 30.
i. Shell beads.
ii. Small white Oonus shells.
iii. Fragments of leather.
577. Grave: Rectangular, 90 X 65 - 40 cm.
Burial: Aged M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Oontents :
1. Grey pebble palette.
2. Rubbing pebble.
5~J. Gra've: Rectangular, 120 X 75 -75 cm.
Burial: Tibire of F. skeleton in position showing contraction on L. side, head localS.
Oontents:
1. Bowl red-painted and polished, as
Fig. 108: 2.
2. Necked jar hard pink ware as
Fig. 129: 1.
GootskinS+-~'-1I
3. Rectangular slate palette.
i. Shell beads.
601. Grave: Rectangular, lIO X 60 - 45 cm.
•
I
Burwls: A and B.
A. F. skeleton on floor of grave, contracted on L. side, head local S., laid on
large mass of leather dyed red on one side.

-
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618.

622.
633.
638.

639.

647.
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B. M. skeleton (separated from A by a layer of plaited matting), contracted
on L. sid.e, head local S. Body covered with goatskins.
Oontents: Fig. 168.
1. Bowl hard pink ware, plum-painted and
polished inside, turned down over No. 2
(pot-mark).
2. Jar hard pinkwarewith painted decoration.
3. Cylindrical wavy-handled jar, dark redFig. 168.
painted net-pattern.
4. Raw hide bucket.
5. Quartz palette with green malachite stain.
6. Cake of resin.
7. Cake of resin.
8. Rubbing pebble.
Grave: Rectangular, 105 X 65 - 40 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head local S.
Contents :
1. Pot or deep bowI black ware, incised pattern, shape as Fig. 110: 2.
2. Necked jar hard pink ware, shape as Fig. 168: 2.
3. Broken double bird slate palette.
Grave: Rectangular, 55 X 35 ---J 20 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on L. side, head local S. Body covered with
leather with hair on.
Contents:
1. Small cup SCRW, red-painted inside.
2. Bowl SCRW.
. i. Bowl (broken) SCRW, traces of polish.
ii. Large quartz grinding stone.
Grave: Ova], 95 X 60 - 30 cm., oriented to local S.
Burial: F. bones on floor of grave in no apparent order.
Grave: Denuded side-chamber type, 150 X 120 - 5 to 30 cm.
Burial: Part of a M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Grave: Denuded side-chamber type, 100 X 60 - 30 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Contents :
1. Deep pot smooth red ware with slight polish (fire-stained).
Grave: Probably denuded side-chamber type, 120 X 90 -15 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, and covered with goatskins, head local S.
Contents:
1. Wavy Bide-handled jar hard pink ware (organic matter), as PI. 43 b, 7.
2. Small pot smooth coarse black ware, slightly polished, as Fig. 175: 3.
3. Slate palette (degenerate double bird type), with green malachite stain.
4. Rubbing pebble.
Grave: Denuded side-chamber type, 170 X 110 - 45 cm. PI. 21 I.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.

-
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670.

673.

678.
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Oontents: Fig. 170.
1. Quartz palette.
2. Rubbing pebble.
3. Small jar hard pink ware.
4. Slate palette, green malachite stain. PI. 45 c, 2.
5. 'Vater-bucket with mass of folded leather underneath.
6. Bowl smooth light red ware, painted and polished
inside.
7. Copper chisel. PI. 38 C, 1.
8. Small bowl or saucer smooth red ware, pebblepolished.
9. Tall jar hard pink ware with drawing of an ostrich
in black.
10. Jar R-P B-M.
Fig. If)!,.
11. Deep bowl smooth brown ware, pebble-polished.
Gt-ave: Rectangular, 100 X 65 - 45 cm.
9
Burials: IJower parts of two skeletons,
A M., B F., showing contraction on
L. sides, heads local S.
OO'n-tents:
1. Quartzite palette.
2. Small deep bowl SCRW.
3. 5. Rubbing pebbleS.
4. Green pebble palette.
i. Potsherds bow I R-P B-M, milled
l"ig. 170.
brim.
n. Beads red and black pottery, green-glaze, shell disc. cornelian, unbaked
mud.
lll. Melania tuberculata shells.
Grave: Denuded side-chamber type, 100 X 70 -15 cm., oriented to local S.
Oontent.s :
1. Shell; oyster (Aetlteria N ilol1:ca).
2. Degenerated fish slate palette bored for suspension.
Grave: Rectangular, 105 X 65 - 35 cm.
Burials: A and B.
A. On floor of grave, M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head lotal S.
B. M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Oontents :
1. (With B), wavy-handled cylindrical jar hard pink ware, shape as Plo 45 b, 5.
2. (With A), jar hard pink ware.
3. Sandstone pebble palette.
4. (With A), pebble palette.
5. Mass of sewed leather under hea.d of B.
6. (On B), necklace of cylindrical bone beads.
Grave: Denuded, side-chamber type, 160 X 100 - 30 cm.
Burial: Bones and skull in debris.

Cem. 89 : (i;);)-li86 ED.
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Oontents :
1. Bowl R-P B-M, as Fig. 131: 6.
683. Grave: Oval, but damaged by sebakh-digging, 140 X 105 - 35 cm.
Burials: A, Band O. PI. 21 a. b.
A. (On floor of grave), F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
B. (15 to 20 cm. above A), F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
O. Skull and bones of newly-born infant under pelvis of B.
Oontents:
1. (B) Broken slate palette.

2. (A) Seven shell bracelets on R. arm.

3. (A) Copper bracelet on R. arm.
4. (A) Pear-shaped mace-head of white

\turnerlinen g,

ChOpped srro
marble.
5. (A) Ivory hairpin. PI. 38 d, 9.
6. Barrel-shaped jar of black-polished
ware.
7. Barrel-shaped jar of black-polished
ware with incised patterns filled with
Fig. 171.
white. PI. 46 C, 5.
8. Cup black-polished ware with similar incised patterns (apparently cover
of No. 7). PI. 46 C, 5.
9. (B) Bowl R~P B-M ware.
10. (A) Necklace of cornelian, green-glaze and garnet beads.
11. String of small Oonus shell beads.
12. (A) Seven shell bracelets on L. arm.
i. Flint flake.
ii. Rubbing pebble.
There was a quantity of leather and linen under the skulls of
both A and B.
684. Grave: Rectangular, 100 X 60 -15 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head.lIocal S. GO<1ts\<lI~n5~~""'
Lower part of body covered with goatskins.
686. Grave: Side-chamber type, 150 X 100 - 45 cm. PI. 21 d.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Lower part of body was covered with goatskins.
Fig. 172.
Oontents : Fig. 173.
1. Small bowl thick R-P B-M.
2. Large thick bowl R-P B-M, milled brim.
3. Tall jar SCRW (contained fragments of the
mud sealing).
4. Jar plum-painted and polished. PI. 45 b, 3.
5. Rectangular palette of black stone with white
porphyritic markings.
89. 686
6. Rubbing pebble.
Fig'. 173.
7. String of N atica melanistoma shells on R.
wrist on leather thong.
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8. Bag or case for malachite, made of plaited matting lined with linen.

i. Lump of resin.
ii. Blue and green-glaze barrel-shaped beads of good colour.
iii. Cruciform green-glaze beads.
iv. Potsherds of jar R-P B-T, as Fig. 145: 1.
687. Gra~·e: Denuded, side-chamber type, 130 X HO - 55 cm., cut through the mud into
the underlying sandstone.
Burials: Lt and B.
A. M. skeleton contracted on R. side and back, head local S.
B. M. bones in no apparent order stained red from red tanned leather.
Contents :
1. Small jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 1.
754. Grave: Denuded, side-chamber type, 130 X 85 - 40 cm., oriented to local S.
Burial: Broken bones of M. skeleton in disorder on floor of grave, and in debris.
Contents :
i. Wooden spoon.
n. Half of an oval quartz palette.
760. Gm re: Rectangular, H5 X 60 - 50 cm.
Burial: Removed.
Contents :
1. Circular slate palette.
2. Small jar hard pink ware originally plum-painted and polished, incised potmark or drawing of an elephant.
763. Denuded side-chamber grave, oriented to local S., HO X 80 - 40 cm.
Burial: Fragments of bones in debris.
CO'ntents :

i. Grey pebble palette.
n. Broken copper chisel.
iii. Broken copper adze or axe-head. PI. 38 C, 7, 8.
764. Rectangular grave in crevice in sandstone filled with ancient alluvium, 105 X 50 - 30 cm.
Burial: Lower part of M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head N. (local W.).
765. Grave: Denuded, 100 X 80 - 20 cm.
Burial: Remains of M. skeleton showing contraction on L. side, head local S.

Contents:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.

Bivalve shell.
Rubbing pebble.
Circular stone disc, 1 cm. in diameter.
Crystal pendant. PI. 37 a, 10.
Green stone pendant amulet.
N atica melanistoma shells bored for suspension.
Crystal pendant.
Brown and white pebble pendant. PI. 37 a, 9.
Facetted corneIian pendant. PI. 37 a, 7.
Resin.
Malachite.
String of green-glaze and corneIian beads.
Large cornelian bead.
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766. Denuded grave in sand.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.

Oontents :
1. Rectangular slate palette with incised border lines.
2. Necklace of green-glaze and cornelian beads.
1. Crystal pendant.
n. Crystal_beads.
m. Shell beads.
IV. Malachite.
v. Hard green stone beads.
768. Grave: Denuded, side-chamber type, 140 X 95 - 30 cm.
Buria~: Remains of a M. skeleton contracted on R. side, head
local S., body laid on matting and covered with goatskins.
Oontents: Fig. 175.
1. Quadrangular copper awl wrapped in linen.
2. Rubbing pebble.
3. Small black-polished pot, milled brim.
4. Jar R-P B-M with milled brim (transition type form
R-P B-T).
5. Small jar hard pink ware.
1. Flint
knife, groun~ and· ripple-flaked
(broken), found in debris immediately
above body. PI. 38 a, 9.
11. Copper adze or chisel found in debris immediately above body.
iii. Garnet and green-glaze beads threaded alternately.
iv. Cornelian beads.
810. Gra've: Denuded, side-chamber type, 100 X 80 - 25 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.

Fig.li4.

d

e'

~9·768
Fig. 176.

Oontents:
1. Small jar, hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 2.
812. Grave: Denuded, side-chamber type, 120 X 90 - 35 cm. PI. 21 e.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.

Oontents :
l. Small spherical necked-jar black-polished ware.
2. Small jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 2.
3. Cylindrical wavy-handled jar, pot-mark, as PI. 43 b, 7.
819. Gra've: Denuded, side-chamber type, 170 X 120 - 60 cm.
Burial: Intrusive (?) on 20 cm. of sand and debris, M. skeleton contracted on R.
side, head local S.
Oontents:
l. Ivory knife handle (?).
2. Very large bowl thick R-P B-M ware, milled brim.
3. Edge 'Of a slate palette.
4. Wavy side-handled jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 6.
i. Rubbing pebble.
ii. Fragments of malachite.
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823. (have: Rectangular, 100 X 70 - 20 cm.
Burial: Lower part of skeleton showing contraction on L. side, head local S.
Contents :

i. N atica melanistoma shells bored for suspension.
ii. Shell beads strung on leather thong.
825. Grave: Denuded, side-chamber type, 110 X 95 - 35 cm.
Burial: M. skull and humeri on a pile of debris, sand and pieces of goatskins.
Contents:

i. Small jar, hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 5.
855. Grau: Rectangular, 85 X 60 - 20 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on the L. side, head local S. Body covered with
goatskins.
858. Grave: Denuded, side-chamber type, 135 X 100 - 50 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Contents:
1. Slender jar, neck broken, plum-painted and polished.
2. Copper chisel in R. hand.
i. Irregularly-shaped slate palette.
ii. Rubbing pebble.
ill. Broken shell bracelet.
iv. Broken flint knife. PI. 38 a, 6.
861. Grave: Denuded, side-chamber type, 110 X 110 - 25 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Contents :
1. String of green-glaze beads on each wrist.

2. Large bowl R-P B-M ware, milled brim, as Fig. 129: 5.

871. Denuded grave, possibly of side-chamber type, 90 X 90 - 10 cm.
Burial: Fragments of bones of a child.
Contents :
i. Ivory pendant carved like a bull's head (broken).
880. Grave: Denuded, side-chamber type, 100 X 70 - 35 cm.
Burial: M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
882. (have: Denuded, side-chamber type, 110 X. 80 - 30 cm.
Burial: Lower part of skeleton showing cont.raction on L. side, heacllocal S.
Contents :
1. Pebble palette, green malachite stain.
917. Grave: Side-chamber type, 125 X 100 - 60 cm. PI. 21 c.
Burial: F. skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Contents :
1. Jar hard pink ware, as Fig. 131: 8.
1161. Grave: Rectangular, 110 X 80 - 75 cm.
Burials: A and B.
A. M. skeleton (on floor of grave), contracted on L. side, head N. (local W.).
B. M. skeleton contracted on L. side, head N. (local W).
Contents :
1. Pebble palette.

-
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IKKUR (KTJRI) (WEST BANK), CEMETERIES 90 AND 91,
AND AMAN DAUn (EAST BANK).

CEMETERY

90.

PLAN

CEMETERY 92.

V.

Dug in alluvial mud mounds about 500 metres north-east of Ikkur (Kuri) fort.
New Empire graves.
I. Grave: Large deep rectangular grave, 205 X 75 -120 cm.
Burial: F. skeleton extended on back, head local N..
1. Shallow bowl red ware, aB Fig. 22: 7.
2. Necked jar polished red ware, as Fig. 22: 2.
3. Necked jar red ware with black-painted decoration.
4. Large bowl red ware.
5. Necked jar (broken) yellow ware, as Fig. 22: 2.
6. Ebony kohl-vessel with two cylindrical wells.
7. Necklace of cornelian beads. PI. 55, 8.
8. Small lotus amulets in cornelian and green stone, from necklace. PI. 55 ,7.
9, 10, 11. Three scarabs, green-glaze. PI. 42 b, 4, 5, 6.
12. Cornelian scarab, uninscribed.
Z. Grave: Deep grave of the side-chamber type, access by fligh~ of steps cut in the mud,
330 X 160 - 230 cm.
Burial: Removed.
Contents:
1. Scaraboid plaque in blue-glaze with design on both sides. PI. 4-2 b, 8.
ii. Jar, as Fig. 22: 6.
iii. Jar, as Fig. 22: 5.
iv. Bowl of red ware.
3. Deep tomb consisting of a central pit with approximately rectangular chambers at both
ends. Doors of chambers originally sealed with mud-bricks. Pit 230 X 80 - 235 cm.
N. chamber 230 X 200 60 cm. S. chamber 180 X 190 85 cm.
Contents:
i, ii, iii. Three pots, without holes in base, as Fig. 22: 6.
iv.Pot, red ware, as Fig. 22: 5.
90/ I 00. Somewhat further to the north-east were a number of circular, beehive and rectangular
graves, apparently those excavated by Professor J. Garstang in 1906. The cemetery
appears, from the fragments of pottery found, to have been of the Early Dynastic
period. There were traceS also of the rubble walls of an archaic settlement.

+

+

CEMETERY

91.

PLAN

V.

To the north of Ikkur (Kuri) fort was a small cemetery of about 100 graves, dug in the
ancient sand-covered mud. The cemetery had been examined and recorded by Professor
J. Garstang in 1900 with the exception of the few graves recorded below. The burials
would seem to have extended from the latest Predynastic period down to the later part
of the Eary Dynastic period.
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I. Grave: Rectangular, 150 X 90 - 50 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S. (true 'V.}.
Oontents :
1. Large bowl R-P B-M ware.
2. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, milled brim, as PI. 44 a, 1.
3. Bowl R-P B-M ware.
Z. Grave: Oval to rectangular, 115 X 75 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S. (W.).
Oontents :
1. Large squat jar with perforated side-handles, hard pink ware, as PI. 43 a, 1.
2. Bowl t.hick red ware plum-painted.
J. Grave: Oval, nearly circular, 110 X 90 - 45 cm., beehive section.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head 'local S. (W.).
Oontents :
1. Bowl, thin smooth brown ware, broken and riveted.
4. Grave: Rectangular, 110 X 70 - 30 cm., dug in stratum of grey river sand.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head local S. (W.).
Oontents:
1. Bowl R-P B-M ware, as Fig. 116: 4.
2. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware, as Fig. 131: 3.
i. Potsherds of a deep bowl SCRW.
CEMETERY

92.

EARLY DYNASTIC, NEW EMPIRE, AND X-GROUP GRAVES.
PLANS

V

AND XIX.

Plate 54 c.

In much denuded alluvial mud banks to the east (local N.) of the village of Aman Daud
At the extreme eastern end of the cemetery was a New Empire Grave, 92: 2. The site had,
however, been first occupied by an Early Dynastic cemetery, which had been cut to pieces by
the X-group graves dug in it three thousand or more years later. The graves of the earlier
period were in some cases only about 5 cm. deep, while the X-group graves are of normal
d~pth, showing that in ancient times considerable wind-denudation must have taken place.
Objects from the Early Dynastic graves were often found in the shaft-fillings and even
in the chambers of the later graves.
( New Empire Grave.

Dug in ancient alluvium at the foot of the sandstone slopes to the east (local N.) of the
village of Aman Daud.
Z. Grave: Tomb of the side-chamber type, approached by an. inclined passage, door originally
sealed with vertical sandstone slabs. The grave has apparently not been plundered,
but the burial and contents have been much damaged by the collapse of the roof of the
chamber.
Chamber, 205 X 145-110 cm. Axis local N. and S. Passage, 210 X 50-70 to 110 cm.
Burial: Remains of a M. skeleton extended on back, head local S. (true 'V.).
Oontents :
1. Two-handled flask of .buff ware.
2. Necked jar of red ware, red-painted with purple-black painted decoration.
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3. Small-handled jar, bright red-painted and polished ware.

PI. 42 a, 4.

4,5. Shallow bowls bright red-painted ware.

i. Large steatite scarab. PI. 42 b, 13.
ii. Green-glaze scarab of Thothmes Ill. PI. 42 b, 21.
lll. Fragments of coloured plaster mask from coffin.
Archaic Graves.

). Archaic grave, rectangular, 90 X 65 - 50 cm.
3. Grave: Rectangular with slightly rounded ends, 175 X 90 - 45 cm.
Burials: A. Skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
B. (Above A), tibia and foot of a later interment also contracted on L. side,
head local S.
Oontents:
1. Bow I thin ware redrpainted and polished, with red-painted hatched patterns,

as Pl. 46 a, b.
2. Bowl dark red-painted and polished.
3. Bowl brown-black ware, incised pattern, as Fig. no: 2.
4. Bow I hard pink ware, pot-marked, as PI. 43 b, 3.
5. Pebble palette.
6. Oval white quartz palette.
7. Rectangular slate palette with incised border.
8. Rubbing pebble.
9. Circular pottery palette or jar stopper.
7. Much-denuded archaic grave, rectangular.
8. Much-denuded archaic grave, rectangular, 155 X 95 - 50 cm.
9. Gra've: Side-chamber type, roof partially destroyed, 120 X 60 - 50 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on J.... side, head local S.
10. Denuded archaic grave, side-chamber type, 135 X 70 - 40 cm.
11, 12, 15. Empty rectangular archaic graves.
14. Archaic grave.
16. Circular grave, 140 X 140 - 30 cm., probably of the B-group period.
Oontents :

i. Bowl thin hard yellow ware.
ii. Flint point.
iii. Potsherds R-P B-T bowl.
iv. Incised potsherds black ware.
18. Archaic grave, rectangular, 160 X 60 - 5 cm.
Oontents:

i. Potsherds of a R-P B-T bowl.
ii. Rubbing pebble.
iii. Bone implement made from tibia of gazelle (1).
22. Archaic grave, rectangular, 135 X 100 - 55 cm.
Oontents:

i. Quartz pebble palette (unworked).
27. Archaic grave, rectangular, 125 X 80 - 45 cm.
46,53,58,59,60,61,62,64,65,66, 74. Empty circular graves of the Late Early Dynastic or
B-group period.
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73. Denuded empty archaic grave, rectangular, 150 X 75 -10 cm.
Contents :
i. Quartz palette with malachite stain.
ii. Jar hard pink ware with wavy side-handles, as PI. 43 b, 6.
iii. Quantity of potsherds of R-P B-M bowls.
79. Grave: Side-chamber type, 95 75 - 20 cm., much denuded.
Contents:
i. Small-necked jar plum-painted and polished.
ii. Another, broken.
iii, iv. Flint flakes worked as knives. PI. 38 a, 1, 2.
v. Bivalve shell.
80. Grave: Side-chamber type, much denuded,. 140 X 105 - 40 cm. Interior of grave was
mud·plastered.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head nearly local S. (W.).
Contents :
1. Bowl thick R-P B-M ware, milled brim.
2. Large jar plum-painted, as PI. 45 b, 5.
3. Wavy side-handled jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 6.
4. Long jar SCRW, as PI. 45 a, 6.
5. Wavy side-handled jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 6.
6. Bowl pink ware, red-painted and polished inside and over brim.
7. Rough slate palette.
83 A. Rectangular arc~aic grave, containing femur and tibia in position of skeleton, contracted
on L. side, head local S. A grave of the Coptic period has been cut through it.
Contents :
i. Fragments of a slate palette.
90. Grave: Rectangular, 80 X 40 - 40 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on L. side, head local S.
Contents :
1. Squat jar with pierced side-handles of hard pink ware with decoration of
red-painted whorls, as PI. 43 a, 4.
2. Irregularly-formed slate palette.
3. Bowl R-P B-M ware.
4. Bowl SCRW red-painted.
5. Three shell bracelets on L. wrist.
6. Rubbing pebble.
i. Cylindrical bone beads.
ii. Shell bracelet.
92. Grave: Side-chamber type, 125 X 70 - 25 cm., much denuded.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head SW..
Contents :
1. Black stone pebble palette (malachite stain).
2. Jar hard pink ware, as PI. 43 b, 2.
3. Deep bowl R-P B-M ware.
4. Bowl plum-painted and polished. Fig. 136: 5.
5. Large bowl coarsely made R-P B-M ware.

+
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93. Grave: Corner of a denuded archaic grave, rect.angular, 90 X 50 - 20 cm. (approximately).
Contents:
I. Yellow pebble palette.
ii. Jar with pointed base SCRW.
ill. Bivalve shell.
iv. Stone axe-head. PI. 38 b, 4.
95. Grave: Oval, 105 X 70 -10 cm.
Burial: Fragmenta of skeleton showing contraction on L. side, head local S. (W.).
Contents:
1. Rectangular slate palette.
i. Small white shell beads on string.
96. Grave: Rectangular, 155 X 100 - 25 cm.
Burial: Legs of skeleton showing contraction on L. side, head NW.
Contents :
1. Large rough slate palette.
X-GROUP GRAVES.

These graves had been extensively plundered, and many of them actually stood open.
They were all of the pit and side-chamber type. Below are given all graves in which pottery
or bones were found in position. Many of the graves yielded pieces of X-grOllP pottery found
in the debris which had filled the graves after they had been plundered. The number of skulls
recovered uninjured was considerable, and they were forwarded to Cairo for the anatomical
examination.

M

U

~~

,. V

106

Fil!". 171i.

13. Gra've: Side-chamber type, 105 X 25 + 55 ~ 70 cm.
Burial: Bones of an infant, much disturbed, but apparently contracted on R. side,
head loca.l N.
Contents:
1. Large necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 41: 4.
2. Small undecorated cup, as PI. 50, b, 12.
3. Cup with decoration of spots of black and white paint, as PI. 50 b, 4.
4. Flask (broken).
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26. Grave: Side-chamber type, 115 X 105 - 90 cm.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side. head local S.
1. Necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 176:97/3.
Contents :
i. Undecorated cup, as PI. 50 b, H.
n. Saqia jar, ribbed red ware.
33. Grave: Side-chamber type. Bones of a small child in debris.
Contents :
1. Round cooking pot of 8CRW, blackened by fire: contained skeleton of a
newly-born child, as Fig. 176: 89.
2. Cup, undecorated. PI. 5i) b, 12.
i. Green-glaze beads.
ii. Silver earring of horseshoe shape.
38. Grave: Side-chamber type, 100 X 70 - 40 cm.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on L. side, head local S.
48. Grave: Side-chamber type. Axis of grave N. and S. Chamber to \V. Entrance to
chamber had been closed with sandstone slabs.
Burial: M. bones in debris.
i. Large cup decorated with black and white paint spotq, as PI. 50 b, 5.
Contents :
ii. Rawhide sandal.
iii. Quantity of woollen cloth.
iv. Set of well-preserved iron instruments. PI. 38 I, 5.
63. Gra-ve: Side-chamber type, 80 X 60 - 80 cm. Chamber to local W.
Burial: Skeleton of a child contracted on L. side, head local S.
Contents:
1. Small roughly-made ampulla SCRW.
70. Grave: Side-chamber type, 90 X 85 - 60 cm. Door blocked with stone
Burial: Disturbed skeleton of a young person, contracted on L. side, head local N.
Oontents:
i. Small ampulla with decoration in black paint.
n. Cup (broken) decorated with black and white paint spots. as PI. 50 b, 5.
78~ Grave: Side-chamber type, 100 X 80 - 55 cm.
Burial: Bones in debris.
Oontents:
1. Necked pot SCRW.
2. Pot SCRW, fire-stained. as Fig. 176/128.
3,4. Cups decorated with black and white paint spots, as PI. 50 b, 4.
i. Iron arrow-head.
n. Quantity of large rough beads, blue and black glass with red and yellow
streaks.
iii. Decayed iron tool (adze).
f}7. Gra've: Side-chamber type, 180 X 150 - 160 cm. Door originally closed with stones.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on R. side, head local N.
Oontents :
1. Small-necked jar red ware, decorated with black andwhite paint spots. Fig. 176.
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2,3. Cups red ware similarly decorated, as PI. 50

Cem 92:2Ii-137. X-group.

v,

J.

4:. Large necked jar SCRW, as Fig. 5.

5. Large necked jar SCRW.

Fig. 176.

6. Iron axe-head.
130. Grave: Side-chamber type, ll5 X 140 cm. Chamber local 'r. Roof of chamber
destroyed.
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Oontents:
1. Small cup white ware decorated with pattern in brown paint, contained seeds.
2. Basket smeared with pitch or resin.
3. Necked jar. red ware with decoration of white and
black paint spots, as PI. 50.
4. Small jug red-ribbed ware.
5. Cup slightly-ribbed red ware, contained wax (1).
6. Slate palette or whetstone.
i. Fragments of sheet copper.
ii. Large iron spindle. PI. 38 I, 1.
ill. Iron basket makers (1) awl. PI. 38 I, 9.
137. Grave: Side-chamber type, 150 X 120 - 140 cm. Chamber
to local W.
rig". 177,
Burial: Skeleton contracted on L. side, head local S.
Oontents : Fig. 178.
1. BowI containing waxy organic plug.
2. Small jar red ware, upper part buff-painted,
contained leather bag with set of iron
implements (2 A) and lance-head (2 B).

PI. 38 t, 4, 7.
3. Necked pot SCRW.
3 A. Small undecorated cup turned down over
mouth of No. 3.
4:. Necked pot SCRW.
5. Necklace of glass, cornelian and stone beads,
with one decayed and illegible scarab.
6. Necklace of blue-glaze beads, with blue glass pendants.
7. Bracelet of blue-glaze beads.

Fig. 178.
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13, 16, 156
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" 88 .
9,
28,
32,
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... 9, 28, 200
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" 9t .
9, 29, 38, 198
" 92 ..
Cemeteries, plunderin~ of
43
Chisels, copper . .. ... ...
192-1!16
nRRIBTIAN PERIOD-defined ...
a
BnTial!' at Ginari
a9
"
Tf'ifa ...
39
.,
Gedekol
a9, 41, 80 108, lW, 12:~
.•
Sabagura '"
4l
Koshtamno.
41
Gerf Husein
-H
"
Faragalla...
-H
"
AIm Ragah
... 41, (j~
Dendur
-H
HO
"
Fagirdih
,.
Mediq
151
Church at Sabagura...
42
Copper implements
9
., adze
!l
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Copper
"
"
"

awl
bracelets
chisel
handle ...
,. mirror ".
tweezers
"" rings
"
strip
pin ...
"
sheeting...
COPTIC PERIOD-defined ...
Burials at Faragalla-Musa
Crocodile, skull in human grave
Crosthwaite, W. H .
Cup, ivory ...
99,
Cylinder seal
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109, 160
62, 64, 65, 77
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Kolei ...
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203
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133, 140, 141, 188
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D

Deny, Dr. D. E.
Dog in human grave...
Dolls ... ... ... ...
Dra wings, boats, etc., on pots ...

2
133
170, 185
!l

E

Earring,;, silver... ...
202
kohl vessel
197
EARLY DYNASTIC PERJOD-defined
2
Source of race of
5
Burials at Wadi Abiad
G, 62
"
Faragalla ...
H, 77
Sharaf el Din Togog
6, 7!.l
Kashtamna
... 9,158
"
Ikkur (Kuri) ...
... !}, 197
Aman Dafid
,.
9
Khar Nugdi
67 (.<eq.)
Fagardib ...
99 (seq.)
Gedekol
,.
110 (seq.)
. Mediq
121, 151
"
Electrum ... ... ...
. .. 17. 81, R5, l1i1
Jo]rg:llnpnl's (Arkamen)
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Ebon~'
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Fan, feath~r
Feathers
Flint flakes

,.
" scrapers
Forts at Ikkur ..
Kuban .
.,
,.
Kumna
,.
Sabagura
"
Semna ..
Frog (gypsum) ..

... ... ... ... ...
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Galena paint (kohl)
Garstang, Pro£. J.
Geographical distribution of cemeteries
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" rings ...
Graves (see" Burials ").
H

Ha'lendowa tribe
Hairpin (ivory) .
Hamitic tribes
.
Hatshepilll (Queen)
Hawk. beryl
"
ivory
Herkhu£
Hippopotamus tooth, bracelet of
Hyksos... ...
"
scarabs ...

5
!J, 193
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5
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7
13,26
21, 27
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Incised pottery .
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" inlays
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ring ...
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M
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"
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Lapis lazuli beads
Lead tweezerlii ...

17, 27
9, 193
2
2
2
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26
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2-3
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W9, 16)
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HO .
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Kohl
Knives, bronze
flint

Mace, A.C.
Mace-heads ...
Mahmud Ahmed Said El Meyyet
"
Qenawi
"
Shaduf
Manganese, nodule vaSt'
Nazoi tribe... ... ...
Mentuhotep (General)
Mernere
.
Middle Kingdom Period-defined ...
Mining industry .
Mirror, bronze
...
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.
"
copper
Moslem Period-defined .
graves in older cemeterie;;
"
"
,. at Gedekol
Murray, G.W. ... ... ... ... . ..
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Neb-pehtet-Ra, scarab of ...
Noedles, bone
"
horn
ivory

"
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55
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Burials, Ginari to Gerf Husein
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Bnrial::: at Ginari
27
"
Abu Ragab
28,62
"
Dugheish ...
28,6a
"
MoaIla
28, li4
Khor N ugdi
"
28, 67, 72 (seq.)
"
li'aragalla ...
28,77
"
Sharaf el Din Togog
28,78
.,
Fagardih '"
28,80
,.
Gerf Husein
28
"
Koshtamma
2S
Ikkur (Kuri)
"
28, 197
"
Aman Dalld
28, 198
,.
Gedekol ...
28, SO, 110
Nabadre and Nubas ...
35
Nubia and Usertesen Ill.. ..
26
Nubian Pl'riod,"Old" and "Archaic"-defined
2

N ~:w

o
Old Kingdom Pel·iod-defined ...
Orientation:
C-group bodies ... ... ...
Ptolemaic-Roman bodies ...

2
17, 111

31
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a, 15, 27
Pan Graves
26
Pepi II
17, 27
Petrie, Prof. Flinders
203
Pin, iron
43
Plundering graves in Nubia
52
Potter's'signs (potmarks) ...
Pottery:
Drawings on
~I
General description oE type!.'
51 (seq.l
Comparison of Egyptian and Nubian
10
PreJynastic...
7, 11
Early DynastiC' ...
£) (seq.)
Nubian...
9, 11
"
cf. with C-group
11
M-group
11
C-group
14, 19, 86
Transition (incised ware), Early Dynastic
140
W. C-g:onp
35,37
X-group
37
Roman Period
Types of:Ballas ware
52
Basket pattern
8
52
Black and brown polished ware...
Incised
.. , 11, 19, 52, 53
Red-poli8hed black-topped (R-P BooT) 9, 10,
15, 19, 52; 86
Red-polished black-tovped (R-P B-T)
C-groul'
... 19, 21, 52
Red-Poli:'\hed black-mouthed (R-P B-M) 9,
10, 14, 52, 86
Smooth-coarse red-ware (S-C R- W)...
7
Sheep, figures of on
70, 120
Zirs ...
19
Predynastic Period (see al.w"Archaic")-llefined 2
Burial type:5
Rurials at Mediq
i, 8. H, 127 (seq.), 151
"
Fagirdib
6
..
Gedekol
7,108 (seq.)
Aman Daud...
9, 19M
"
Ikkur (Kuri)
197
Protodynastic Period-defined
2
ptolemaic-Roman Period-defined
3
Burial"" types of...
30, 33
Coffins ...
30
O"ientation of bodies...
31
R

]{a-8e-wa-'all-en, seam!. of
Razors (s/'e "Knives").
Reisner, Dr.
Rivets, in pottery
Ring, copper

60
... iv, 1, 6,9,12,17, Hl
128, 129, 158, 173
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Ring, ivory ...
" silver
Rock drawings
Roman Period :
Burial types
Burials at Gedekol
"
Shalub Batba
Superstructures ...

83, 106, 139, 185
61
80
37
lUX, 123
110

:n

s
Said Aluuad Said
Salama Mahrnud
2
Scarabs, Apepi ...
27
.,
Nab-pehtet-Ra
62
.,
Ra-se-wa-'ad-en ...
GO
"
Thothmes III
121
Scrapers flint,
151
Seal buttOJl
... 17. [j(i, st, 166
t;
Heal cylindl'j' ...
Sel,akh-digging ...
... 43,80
Sheep, pottery figure~
70
152
" graves
Silko ...
ar.
Silver bezel. ..
fi9
earrings
202
" rings...
61
"
Sneferu
11,12
Sphinx ayenue at Gerf Husein
80
Steatopygous dolls
170,185
Ruperstructures :
ArchaiC' ...
159 (seq.)
Archaic transition Period
'" 123, 125
C-group ...
14 (seq.), 156, 159 (seq.), 170
noman Period ...
37
Christian Period
40
Oenari tl'ibe
lOR
Rurvey, fidel-work of
1

T
Technical description of pottery wares ...
51
Temples:
Abu Hor
1
ilti
Beit el Wali
Dakka ...
30,37
Gerf Husein
7,7!1
Kalabsha
a6
Textiles, X-group
36
Thothmes IH
29, 121
Tortoise-~h{'ll amulet:'\
83, 84, 85, 86. 126
hracelet:56,82,83, 172, 174
"
Transition:
Early Dynastic to B-group
6,123
R-P B-T pottery to R-P B-M...
8
Tribes, Ababde ...
.1,30
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PU.:!'·

5, :JO

Tribes, Bishari ...
.. Hadendowa
"
Hamitic ...
"
Mazoi
"
Wawat
Tweezers
Types, pottery (q.v.).
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5
26
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62, 64, 65, 77,
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u
13, if;

Uni
Usertesen I
U sertesen III
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26

"

w
Wawat tribes
WeigaIl, A. E. P.
Wooden spoons ...
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:If,
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37
:IS, 1!IX
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lil'
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identifif'd with Nolmdae...
"
Burial typf'S
Bul'ial at Knlabshn
Dendllr
"
AI, Aislut
"
Fagil'lJih
"
GeJ<>kol
Shalllh Ratha
"
Aman Da fll I
"
?lloalla

Zirs
ZOI'f'r
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31,37
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31
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Abu Aisha ...
Abu Hor
Abu Hagab ...
Alaqi ... ...
Aman Daud
Aqabtein
AW:lm...

. ..

B
24

Baki (Kuban)
Beit el Wali
Biga ......

Kalabsha ...
Khizam
Khor Abn Isa
KhoI' Basil ...
Khor Nngdi
KoI'do£an
.
Koshtamna .

... 31, :36, 42

IX'
27
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13, 16, 28, 66, 67

Kuban
.
Knmna
.
Kur (Kuri)-.~ee IkkuI'.

36
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... ......
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... 1, 2, 9, 1.3, 16, 28, 31,
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M

Mazoi .
~6
...
Mediq
7, ·8, 9, 13, 16, 32, 127, 151, 155
... ... 28, 6l
37 Metardul
.
Moalla
(Muallaga)
15,
28,
64, 66, 77
5
Musa
Kolei...
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... ......
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.. , 37,41

D
Dakka .
Da1'£ur ..
Dendur
Del' el Ballas
Diospolis parva (Hon)
nl1ght'i~h ...
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17,27
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N

Naga el Dir
Nokolei,

3
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Fagirdib
~\lragalla
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Gedekol 7, 13, 16, 28, 32, 37, 39, 41, 79, 80, 123
Ged -':Iusein (see also Fagirdib, Gedekol and
Mediq)
1, 2, 7, 79
Uinari... ..,
.. 15, 27, 39

H

Hifeh ...
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18

s
SabaguI'a
.
Semna ...
.
Shalub Batha
Shara£ cl Din Togog .. ,
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I, 41, 42
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Hafir and Haji Musa Kolei
Hamadab .
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..
Hon (Diospolis parva)
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32
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... 17,27
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I
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•
Ikkur (Kuri)
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